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Preface to ”Mining Technologies Innovative

Development”

Modern challenges of mining industry innovative development require a technological

breakthrough in the extraction of minerals based on a wide range of fundamental and applied

research. The purpose of this book is to highlight the advanced opinions of leading scientists on

the ways and prospects of the progress of mining technologies, to widen the polemic regarding the

innovative development of mining technologiesamong leading research schools of the world mining

science. Safe, “smart”and environmentally friendly mining is the core value promoted by this book.

All its chapters address a broad range of mining technologies innovative development, pushing the

boundaries of mining science and highlighting the complex nature of securing a prosperous future

for the mining sector.

Sergey Zhironkin, Dawid Szurgacz

Editors
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1. Introduction

Today science faces the task of ensuring the innovative development of the mineral
extractive sector of the economy in resource-rich countries, in the context of unfolding
two opposite trends. The first trend is the growing volatility of commodity prices caused
by increased competition both between the largest mining companies and between inter-
changeable types of raw materials, traditional and alternative energy. The second trend is
the growing long-term demand for mineral resources, which is unabated due to the world
population growth and the convergence of developed and developing countries.

The volatility inherent to the commodity market in the past two years has been
exacerbated by an unprecedented exogenous factor—the COVID-19 pandemic, which
caused a reduction in global industrial output and labor hours equivalent to the loss of
195 million jobs in the global labor market [1]. As a result of the pandemic in 2020, prices
for such raw materials as nickel, copper and coal showed a double-digit decline. Most of
the forty largest mining companies have lowered their production forecasts by 7–9%, while
their net profit and total market capitalization have decreased by almost two times [2].
In such conditions, innovative development of mining technologies is the only way to
ensure cost reduction and, thereby, the long-term stability of mining companies and to
avoid resource crises.

The innovative development of mining technologies is also driven by the need for
saturation the long-term demand for raw materials, the growth of which is attributed by
experts to the “new industrialization” in BRICS countries, North Africa, South America, as
well as to the large-scale digitalization and development of electric transport [3]. Moreover,
the two aforementioned trends in the development of the global mining sector can be
described as converging, due to the stimulating effect of climatic and pandemic factors on
the long-term demand for raw materials. Consequently, we can talk about a consensus
of views regarding the long-term prospects for demand for minerals, both in developed
and developing countries, which is a positive factor in the development of technological
modernization of the mining industry. This is of particular importance for the economies
of the countries leading the extraction of raw materials on their continents [4].

At the same time, in the last decade, there has been a decrease in labor productivity in
the mineral extractive sector, among the reasons for which one can single out the achieve-
ment of the limit of technologies and the specific capacity of equipment, the “closure”
of the chains using raw materials within the framework of existing industries. In such
conditions, an increase in the specific capacity of equipment for the extraction of minerals
inevitably turns into an increase in capital and operating costs, which reduces the interest
of investors in the modernization of the industry as a whole. On the contrary, there is a
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great need to improve technologies for automating mining processes, ensuring labor safety
in the complex extraction of minerals. This is dictated by the peculiarities of mining in
the 21st century, such as the depletion of rich deposit reserves, the need to develop poor
and hard-to-reach deposits, the limited mineral resources for enrichment, the need to solve
environmental problems and as a result, the increase in costs.

The extraction of certain types of mineral raw materials directly determines the possi-
bilities of promoting in society the values created with the help of Industry 4.0 technologies.
For example, the growth rate of demand for copper, without which it is impossible to
develop high-tech industries and energy, has doubled over the past 20 years—from 12
to 24 million tons, with the prospect of growth by 2035 by another 50% [5]. In general,
humanity cannot stop extracting mineral resources, but it must use the possibilities of their
complex extraction and waste-free processing. To solve this problem, it is necessary to
integrate the efforts of the scientific community, mining companies, national states and the
public in a “triple” and “quadruple” helix, in which innovative technologies will be intro-
duced in a timely manner for the benefit of not only mining companies, but also the whole
society. This, in turn, should emphasize the desire of the mining scientific community
to expand the range of decision-making centers in the process of developing discussions
regarding the future innovative development of the mining industry.

Thus, the development of innovative mining technologies should provide an answer
to a number of challenges facing the mining industry.

The first challenge is the need for a radical increase in labor productivity in the mineral
extractive sector in the process of improving mining equipment and technologies. Over the
past two decades, mining companies have been actively investing in the implementation of
digital technologies of Industry 4.0 (automated and unmanned equipment, integration of
exploration and geophysical surveys, design of mining enterprises, environmental model-
ing, etc.). However, for a full-scale technological transition throughout the mining industry,
it is necessary to modernize traditional extractive technologies “inherited” from the 20th
century. In other words, despite the amazing opportunities that digital technologies offer
for reducing costs, increasing productivity and improving labor safety and technogenic
security, these benefits cannot be realized without the innovative development of mining
technologies and processes themselves. Innovative modernization of the mining industry
means profound changes in its technological core, including the transition to integrated
extraction of reserves and waste-free technologies, comprehensive replacement of obsolete
equipment incompatible with digitalization and minimization of the risks associated with
failures of production systems.

The second challenge facing the innovative development of the mining industry is the
transition to geotechnology consistent with Mining 4.0. The current stage of geotechnology
development is based on the return of mining into the category of high-tech industries,
thanks to the expansion of the use of unmanned robotic complexes in underground and
surface mines, digital telemetry, machine-to-machine Internet communications and artifi-
cial intelligence in the analysis of mining technology and design information. Such “smart
mining” is associated with a more accurate assessment of mineral reserves based on cur-
rent prices and costs, optimization of material flows, labor costs, equipment performance,
advanced forecasting of equipment failures, virtual digital training of mining personnel
and the creation of fully unmanned sites. The research of innovative geotechnology (under-
ground, opencast, construction) aimed at improving drilling and blasting, excavation and
loading, transport operations, planning and operational management of processes must go
side by side with Mining 4.0 so that mining enterprises of the future can completely exclude
people from mineral extraction processes. The future of geotechnology development lies
in the highest level of coordination of equipment complexes and flexibility in managing
technological processes in mines, which should make mining profitable at any level of
prices and demand for raw materials.

The third challenge is “green mining”, which means the diffusion of innovations
originating in related industries into the mining industry. Today, the prevailing opinion
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is that the extraction of minerals as a natural-technological interaction is a divergent pro-
cess that alienates a person from nature, despite the expanding range of nature-saving
technologies [6]. At the same time, governments in many countries are tightening envi-
ronmental requirements for mining companies, which negatively affects their profitability.
Therefore, the innovative development of “green” mining should be a convergent pro-
cess that brings together the production and consumption of minerals on the one hand,
and the preservation of the environment on the other. Such opportunities for mining-and-
environmental convergence are provided by a complete transition to land and water-saving
technologies, recycling of water and other resources, and complete extraction of useful
components in several cycles. This is the only way to solve the problem of reducing the
technogenic impact on the environment from mining operations and to save used resources
by reducing the costs of companies. This mainstream implementation of environmental
innovations in the mining industry will allow it to develop in the context of transitioning
to decarbonization—the reduction of greenhouse gases by mining enterprises in order to
reduce the risks associated with climate change.

The fourth challenge facing the innovative development of mining is improving
labor safety and avoiding social consequences and economic losses caused by industrial
accidents. Despite the fact that mining is associated with a large number of risk factors for
accidents that threaten the lives of many people, and not completely predictable processes
in the Earth’s crust, there is a consensus that the root cause of emergencies (gas explosions,
landslides, rock bumps, rock bursts, flooding, etc.) is the human factor. At the same
time, today, the role of people in the extraction of minerals is limited to the operating and
maintenance of equipment with a highly specific capacity, which, on the one hand, can
harm employees, and on the other, cause economic losses in the case of breakdowns due to
the fault of personnel. Therefore, the development of technologies for ensuring labor safety
at mining enterprises is closely related both to innovations in mining engineering and
geotechnology and in the organization of mining operations. At a fundamental level, the
creation of innovations in labor safety in the mining industry is associated with predicting
the action of threats and the factors that form them, using “Smart Sensors” and “Cloud
Analysis” of data on the state of rock arrays, equipment and work processes.

All of the listed challenges of the mining industry’s innovative development require
a technological breakthrough in the extraction of minerals based on a wide range of
fundamental and applied research. The purpose of this Special Issue is to highlight the
advanced opinions of leading scientists on the ways and prospects of the progress of mining
technologies. As Guest Editors, we got a chance to contribute to the polemic regarding
the innovative development of mining technologies, and to make sure of the necessity to
involve the leading research schools of the world of mining science.

We welcome a positive response from the world mining science community, accom-
panied by nineteen high-quality articles in quantity, that confirm a sustained interest
in the innovative development of mining technologies, as well as in reducing the man-
made impact on the environment and improving occupational safety. Safe, “smart” and
environmentally-friendly mining is the core value promoted by this Special Edition. All
articles published in this Special Issue address a broad range of mining technologies in-
novative development, pushing the boundaries of mining science and highlighting the
complex nature of securing a prosperous future for the mining sector.

The next section is devoted to a review of the research papers published in the
‘Energies’ Special Issue “Mining Technologies Innovative Development”, reflecting the
above-mentioned challenges.

2. Special Issue Articles’ Short Review

Articles published in this Special Issue as a part of Energies can be grouped in accor-
dance with their thematic areas, which correspond to the aforementioned challenges for
the innovative development of mining technologies.
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With regard to the first challenge—the improvement of mining equipment in order
to radically increase labor productivity in the mineral resource sector—eight articles ad-
dress innovations in the development of tumbling and ball mills, powered roof supports,
conveyor belts and drives maintenance, in-engine oil systems for heavy-duty equipment,
drilling tools and equipment selection for surface mining. Their provisions are connected
with increasing the efficiency of mining equipment as a key factor of the productivity of
mining enterprises.

The article by Góralczyk et al. [7] provides an overview of innovations in the operating
of the comminution process in tumbling mills from the point of view of reducing energy
consumption. The authors note that despite a significant number of studies carried out,
in real industrial practice, the energy efficiency of the comminution process in tumbling
mills remains low in relation to the optimal level of ore particle size for beneficiation,
the efficiency of which depends on reducing the amount of waste. The relevance of the
presented study lies in the fact that the modernization of heavy equipment is high-cost;
process optimization using special models and control systems is the most preferred
solution to reduce energy consumption. Therefore, research is currently focused on new
methods of performance analysis, as well as control of internal dynamics.

Szurgacz et al. [8] presented a methodology for tests and assessment of powered roof
support, which determines the possibility of automatic control during coal mining from
deep seams. The powered roof support system has three main parts: a shearer, a scraper
conveyor and a powered roof support. The article reflects a comprehensive methodology
for estimation of the prospects of a powered roof support in real conditions, combining
four directions, and presents the results of tests, certification and executive documentation,
allowing determination of the prospects for the potential use of the system in the future.
The conclusions drawn from the results of the presented study are a valuable source
of information for the design of mining equipment systems in terms of improving the
efficiency and safety of labor.

Bajda et al. [9] presented new results from tests of the strength parameters of conveyor
belt splices carried out in laboratory and industrial conditions, which indicated the reasons
for the decrease in strength. A conveyor belt, which is critical to the reliable and efficient
operation of equipment, is the most expensive and least durable element, so repairing belt
damages is important to ensure the smooth transport of bulk materials. A conveyor belt
consists of a core, covers and edges, and cutting of the core causes concentrated stresses
of the belt splices. During a splicing procedure, parts of a belt are joined with each other.
In view of the above, the analysis performed by the authors made it possible to establish
that the strength of conveyor belt splicing decreases mainly due to improper preparation
of the spliced surfaces and various mechanical properties of the belts. The value of the
conclusions obtained by the authors lies in the ability to increase the strength of conveyor
belt splicing without the use of additional equipment and materials.

Bortnowski et al. [10] investigated models of copper ore ball mill drive systems in
order to come up with a solution to reduce the energy intensity of starting a filled mill. The
authors took as a basis two designs of drive systems with relatively high efficiency—low-
speed synchronous motor with permanent magnets without a gearbox, and asynchronous
high-efficiency motor with a gearbox and a fluid coupling. The average energy consump-
tion per unit mass of crushed material and the hourly electricity consumption were taken
as criteria for evaluating the energy consumption of copper ore ball mill drive systems.
To analyze the data obtained, the Monte Carlo method was applied, using which it was
revealed that the least energy-intensive solution for starting a copper ore ball mill is to use
a drive with a low-speed synchronous motor with permanent magnets.

Patyk et al. [11] propose a new methodology for the selection of mining equipment for
surface mining, based on the adoption of multi-criteria decisions in the design of sections,
allowing optimization of the excavation and loading transport processes in open pits,
taking into account operating costs. The authors developed a universal set of criteria for
the selection of mining equipment, including those taking into account technical parame-
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ters and the experience in mining operations accumulated by the mining company. The
study used the ELECTRE III ranking method to select alternative options for choosing
mining equipment. The equipment selection methodology obtained by the authors can be
applied in surface mining sections with similar mining conditions. The authors associate
further prospects of this study with the formation of universal criteria for choosing mining
equipment, taking into account data on the state of the environment and the quality of
minerals.

The article by Szurgacz et al. [12] presents the results of a thermal imaging study of the
state of the conveyors’ power units of the main system for transporting coal from a longwall.
The study used a non-contact method for measuring infrared radiation; subsequently, the
obtained thermograms were analyzed to compare the temperature distribution, taking
into account the operating time of the conveyors. As a result of the application of the
proposed method, changes in the thermal state of the operating conveyor were identified,
indicating a possible malfunction of the probability of fire, which allows early maintenance
and minimizes the risk of their occurrence. The obtained data on the thermal state of the
conveyor belt drive will help to improve the maintenance of the mine.

The article by Grzesiek et al. [13] presents an innovative method of data analysis
for structure breakpoint detection in engine oil pressure data, which makes it possible to
quickly predict equipment breakdowns. The presented method is based on the authors’
findings showing that when a degradation process occurs, there is a change in engine oil
pressure. As a result, the authors proposed an original method of statistical processing and
analyzing data, which are transformed into a nearly monotonic function that can describe
the process of changing the regime within the process. The use of the proprietary technique
will allow for removing ambiguity in oil pressure analysis and improve its visualization,
which, in turn, will simplify the procedure and increase the accuracy of diagnostics of
mining equipment failures.

Bazaluk et al. [14] analyzed the constructive, technological and operational methods of
increasing the productivity of the drilling tool, which is necessary to enlarge the volume of
drilling and increase the production of hydrocarbons. The article presents a new analytical
model of the interaction of a drill bit with a well, which takes into account the effect
of imperfections in the manufacture of a bit on its strength. As a result of the study, a
significant lateral force was identified that arises due to manufacturing errors and presses
the drill bit against the borehole wall, which also depends on the material from which the
drilling tool is made. The authors found that a geometrical imperfection of the drill bit has
a minimal effect on the drill pipe system based on carbon fiber composite material, and
this effect is maximized in steel drill pipes. The research conducted allows us to determine
the permissible errors in the manufacturing of a drill bit to ensure its safe operation.

With regard to the second challenge—the innovative development of geotechnology
up to the level of Mining 4.0—six articles were published devoted to the innovative
technology of liquid hydrocarbons production, modeling the ventilation process of mines,
studying the stability of mine workings and introducing digital technologies in open pit
mining. The provisions of these articles are connected with increasing the efficiency of
mining operations and the implementation of Mining 4.0.

Bazaluk et al. [15] presented the results of their study of innovative technology for
the production of liquid hydrocarbons, which makes it possible to intensify this process
by increasing the productivity of the borehole with an increase in the area of its filtering
surface. The innovation presented in the author’s study consists of the formation of circular
cuts of a large diameter perpendicular to the borehole axis for the destruction of the rock
mass between them as a result of the application of static or dynamic loads by the mass
of the drilling tool. The main advantage of the proposed innovative technology for the
intensification of hydrocarbon fluid production is low energy consumption for expanding
the diameter of the well. The article presents a special tool developed by the authors for
drilling annular notches and gives the results of a numerical analysis of the expansion of
the borehole diameter in reservoir rocks, which increases in twenty times.
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Janus et al. [16] published in their article the results of numerical modeling of the
airflow in mine workings, innovative due to the rejection of the widespread simplification—
the adoption of a constant geometry of the working model along its entire length. Instead,
the authors used the exact reproduction of the sections of the modeled mine working. The
author’s method is based on laser scanning of mine workings with multi-point velocity
measurements in selected cross-sections, and on the modeling of SAS turbulence. The
methodology proposed by the authors made it possible to simplify the flow analysis and
modeling process significantly, while its results are quite consistent with measurements on
the site.

In an article by Adach-Pawelus et al. [17], the problem of stability in a group of
headings in the copper ore mines was considered (by the example of the Legnica-Glogow
Copper Belt), and a new method of application of a roof bolting system was proposed to
protect headings driven in unfavorable conditions in a high horizontal stress field. An
analysis of stability was performed by authors for a group of four headings in the Polkowice-
Sieroszowice mine using the finite element method. The Hoek-Brown classification was
used to determine rocks parameters (RocLab 1.0 software); the measuring device was a
CSIRO HI probe, and in-situ measurements were used to identify stress field parameters.
The authors concluded that the stability of headings depends on the direction of the
maximum horizontal stress component, the shape, depth and cross-section surface area of
the heading, as well as on the surrounding rock’s stress and strain parameters.

Wajs et al. [18] presented an innovative method for obtaining and integrating digital
data for the accurate inventorying of surface mines, including the physical and technical
parameters of overburden and mineral, mining and geometric data on its occurrence and
mine workings, the boundaries of support pillars and buffer zones, the success of mining
operations in relation to established boundaries, the impact of mining operations on the
land, documentation of the hazards of landslides and the environmental impact of mining
operations, etc. The implementation of the author’s method is presented in the form of
the results of a measurement experiment carried out at the Mikoszów granite surface
mine (Poland) using mobile LiDAR systems, combining sensors with automatic and global
navigation on a mobile platform, which generates a precise 3D cloud of geospatial points.
In the future, the implementation of the method presented by the authors should contribute
to using the technological level of Industry 4.0 in surface mining.

Wodecki et al. [19] proposed a simple, reliable system for the automatic identification
of drilling cycles in the process of monitoring the work of heavy-duty drilling rigs. Despite
the fact that monitoring of drilling processes is widely used for analyzing the physical
and technical properties of rocks and assessing bit wear, modern on-board monitoring and
automatic data analysis systems are not highly reliable or versatile. In order to overcome
these shortcomings, the article discusses innovative hardware and software monitoring
based on electro-acoustic measurements, thereby identifying the stage of preliminary
drilling with an intermediate amplitude, which masks real drilling cycles. The tests of
the proposed monitoring system installed on the drilling rig in the landfill conditions
consisted of comparing the data with that of the on-board monitoring system installed by
the equipment manufacturer. The test results indicate the high efficiency and reliability of
the authors’ system.

Borkowski [20] presented a new vision of the problem of grinding copper ore with the
use of a high-pressure water jet. The results of the published study indicate that the effect
of the grinding method proposed by the author allows increasing the specific surface area
of copper ore particles significantly, which, in turn, simplifies its further processing. The
analysis of the efficiency of grinding copper ore by the water jet method in comparison
with mechanical grinding (in a planetary ball mill) according to the criterion of specific
energy consumption and the efficiency of the grinding process showed that the use of
a high-pressure water jet gives lower energy absorption. The results of the study were
supplemented with a provision on the relationship between the efficiency of grinding
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copper ore and the strength characteristics of the host rock; in particular, the highest
efficiency was found for sandstone and shale ores.

The third challenge facing the innovative development of mining technologies—
“green mining”—is reflected in the article by Pactwa et al. [21], in which traditional and
new approaches to the integrated development of subsoil are analyzed, and post-mining is
highlighted as the most advanced method of reclamation of mine workings, taking into
account environmental, social and economic results. The prospects for the environmental
and energy policy of the European Union are associated with a reduction in the number
of mines; therefore, the authors argue the need for advanced planning of their future
reclamation. For this purpose, the article analyzes the strengths and weaknesses of the new
reclamation methods, in comparison with the traditional method of filling or flooding the
worked-out underground space at the end of mining. The authors took into account the
views of a number of stakeholder groups regarding the feasibility of reusing underground
structures and concluded in favor of preserving the mine infrastructure and using it in
post-mining as being consistent with the imperatives of sustainable development.

The next four articles are devoted to the fourth challenge—improving labor safety at
mining enterprises and reducing social-and-economic losses caused by accidents. These
articles consider the development of innovative technologies to reduce the risk of sudden
methane emissions from coal seams and improve mobile sensors, UAV application in search
and rescue actions in the mines, and geomechanics. The provisions of these articles are
connected with achieving the target of zero fatal accidents caused by technogenic factors in
mines.

Tutak et al. [22] presented a new approach to the analysis of mine ventilation impact
on the risk of methane release and coal combustion. The authors consider the selection of a
ventilation system that is suitable for a given coal mining area. The article considers the
case of reconstruction of the entire ventilation system of the active section of the longwall,
with the transition from a U-type to Y-type ventilation. Following the research presented in
the article, an important conclusion was made regarding the use of a Y-type ventilation
system, ensuring safety and efficiency in areas with a high risk of methane emissions, while
reducing safety due to the spontaneous combustion of coal (which is not typical for U-type
ventilation). The research results presented in the article significantly expand knowledge in
the field of increasing the efficiency of ventilation in underground workings and providing
safety in underground coal mining.

Zietek et al. [23] consider the prospects of introducing an innovative air quality mea-
surement system using portable personal devices to report hazardous gas concentrations
in deep mines, which is the cornerstone of safe mining. This system is based on the use of
inexpensive microcontrollers and gas analyzers, as well as on the use of common models
of smartphones for the calculation and graphical display of results. The existing systems of
air hazard evaluations, despite their availability, do not allow for storing the data received
from each miner during the shift and require expensive equipment for their analysis. The
system proposed by the authors is devoid of these shortcomings. The tests monitoring this
system at a mine located in Poland showed very encouraging results.

Zimroz et al. [24] published the results of a study on an innovative way to conduct
search and rescue operations in deep mines using unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) that are
able to locate victims in an accident who are unable to move or give a signal. The authors
developed and presented a method for the automatic processing of an acoustic signal to
detect a specific sound—a human voice—taking into account noise, including that from the
UAVs. The method proposed in the article is based on the time-frequency representation
and measurement of the distance between the UAV noise and the obtained data. The article
reflects the results of two laboratory experiments of the method proposed by the authors
and one experiment carried out in the mine. During the experiments, satisfactory results
were obtained, confirming the effectiveness of the innovative method of search and rescue
actions in an underground mine proposed by the authors.
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Dwornik et al. [25] proposed a new method for the automatic detection of distur-
bances in the Earth’s surface, applicable in clusters of intensive mining, based on SAR
interferograms. The authors describe the procedures and results of the application of
coherence and entropy and the spatial distribution of the interferogram phase, which were
applied within a field area in mining areas in southern Poland (based on SAR Sentinel-1
images). Comparison of the results of applying the proprietary method with the results
obtained by the method based on circular Gabor filters showed that the detection rate for
the proprietary method lies within 34–83%, compared to 30–53% for the method based
on Gabor filters. This indicates a significant improvement in the methods of detecting
disturbances of the Earth’s surface, as carried out by the authors.

3. Conclusions

The articles published in the Special Issue “Mining Technologies Innovative Develop-
ment” cover the main challenges important for future prospects of subsoil extraction as a
public effective and profitable business, as well as technologically advanced industry. In
the near future, the mining industry must overcome the problems of structural changes
in raw material demand and raise the productivity up to the level of high-tech industries
to maintain profits. This means the formation of a comprehensive and integral response
to such challenges as the need for innovative modernization of mining equipment and an
increase in its reliability, the widespread introduction of Industry 4.0 technologies in the
activities of mining enterprises, the transition to “green mining” and the improvement
of labor safety and avoidance of man-made accidents. The answer to these challenges is
impossible without involving a wide range of the scientific community in the publication
of research results and the exchange of views and ideas.

To solve the problem, this Special Issue has combined the works of researchers from
the world’s leading centers of mining science on the development of mining machines and
mechanical systems, surface and underground geotechnology, mineral processing, digital
systems in mining, mine ventilation and labor protection, in geo-ecology. A special place
among the articles in the Special Issue is given to the post-mining technologies research.

We associate the further advancement of scientific thought in the field of innovative
development of mining technologies, on the one hand, with deepening research in the
areas of searching for answers to the key challenges facing the mining industry. On the
other hand, we are confident that future Special Issue of Energies, devoted to innovative
development in mining technologies, will help consolidate and popularize the ideas of
scientists and research teams from the world’s leading mining countries, including Poland,
the Russian Federation, China and Australia.
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Abstract: In this paper, an automatic algorithm for the detection of subsidence areas in SAR inter-
ferograms is proposed. It is based on the analysis of spatial distribution of the interferogram phase,
and its coherence and entropy. The developed method was tested for differential interferograms
generated on the basis of Sentinel-1 SAR images covering mining areas in South Poland. The obtained
results were compared with those achieved using a method based on circular Gabor filters. Performed
analysis revealed that the detection rate for the proposed method varied from 34% to 83%. It is an
improved method based on Gabor filters that achieved a detection rate from 30% to 53%.

Keywords: radar interferometry; subsidence trough; automatic detection; mathematical morphology

1. Introduction

Differential interferometric SAR (DInSAR ) analysis is a significant source of informa-
tion in crisis management dealing with the problem of ground deformations [1–3]. DInSAR
results can be used for monitoring landslides, volcanic activity [4], earthquakes [5], and
mining-induced subsidence [6]. Nowadays, a very large amount of SAR data acquired
by Sentinel-1 is freely available, making differential radar interferometry more accessible.
However, to take real advantage of DInSAR in crisis management, it is necessary to ensure
its automatic processing, which is a subject of many works [7–9]. A system that allows
for the continuous monitoring of endangered areas and can alert about critical values of
ground deformations is needed. Such a solution requires a technique for the automatic
identification of subsidence patterns in SAR interferograms. There are many scientific
papers on this problem that use different methods. In [10], the automatic detection of
subsidence troughs in SAR interferograms based on circular Gabor filter was proposed.
Its detection rate varied from 30% to 53% with a relatively low number of false alarms.
In [11], circlet transform was compared with Hough transform [12,13]. There are also
works that are based on a convolutional neural network [14,15]. Each of those methods has
its limitations, which is why their efficiency in trough detection in noisy satellite images is
low. Methods [10–13] use circular or elliptical troughs in the detection process. In many
cases, the shape of the troughs on interferograms is deformed, which significantly reduces
the effectiveness of these solutions. Moreover, the proposed method is much less compu-
tationally expensive, which is quite important due to the large size of the processed SAR
images. However, most of the solutions [10–15] can be used to support the detection of
subsidence in larger SAR images, but they are not suitable for fully automated operations.

Here, a new algorithm for the automatic detection of subsidence areas in radar interfer-
ograms is proposed. It identifies elliptical interferometric fringes that usually correspond
to subsidence troughs. The developed method is intended for monitoring mining and
postmining ground deformation. When elliptical fringes are caused by other deformation
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phenomena or atmospheric effects, they are also recognized. Therefore, the interpretation of
the obtained results should be connected with a priori information about the studied region.

In the proposed algorithm, mathematical morphology methods are used for analyzing
the phase, coherence, and entropy of interferograms, and for the identification of subsidence
troughs. To speed up detection, the proposed algorithm consists of two stages. In the first
stage, potential areas of subsidence troughs occurrence are identified. Afterwards, those
areas are verified. The proposed method was tested on interferograms generated on the
basis of Sentinel-1 SAR data.

2. Methodology

The proposed algorithm consists of two main steps. The first step eliminates from
further analysis parts of the interferogram where, there are most probably no subsidence
troughs. A map of the interferogram phase is used with maps of its coherence and entropy
(calculated for data converted into unsigned int 8-bit types with Equation (1) in a moving
window). For the phase map, lines with a sudden phase change (approximately from −π to
+π) are identified. Thos is motivated by the fact that such phase changes are characteristic
for interferometric fringes that occur in the case of subsidence troughs represented by a
full phase cycle. For this reason, subsidence troughs without full phase cycle may not be
included in further analysis. This needs to be improved in the future.

Entropy = −
255

∑
n=0

pn · log2 pn (1)

where pn—sum of pixels with intensivity n divided by the number all pixels in window [16].
The identified lines that are very short are removed from the next steps of analysis.

The continuity of the remained lines is improved by the closing operation with a linear
structural element [17]. Areas inside those lines constitute a set of potential regions,
where the centers of subsidence troughs may occur. An example of the obtained results
is presented in the Figure 1 (obtained on the basis of the generated interferogram using
Sentinel-1 data).

Figure 1. Identified lines with potential (white) regions where centers of subsidence troughs
may occur.

From the map presented in Figure 1, all regions with low coherence (noisy regions)
and low entropy (homogeneous regions) were removed by considering two logical images
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presenting coherence larger than a defined threshold (γth = 0.6) and entropy above a
defined threshold (Hth = 0.82), respectively. To define the appropriate thresholds, tests
were performed on several interferograms (different than those for which tests of the
method were performed). Those interferograms, generated on the basis of Sentinel-1
images, differed from each other by time interval (6 and 12 days), and a number of
subsidence troughs (from 1 to several). For the analyzed values of thresholds, the number
of correctly detected troughs was divided by the number of total alarms. Thresholds that
gave the highest value of this proportion were chosen as optimal. A procedure for the
automatic selection of thresholds (γth and Hth ) should be proposed in the future.

For a map with potential regions where the centers of subsidence troughs may occur,
and logical maps of coherence and entropy, multiplication is applied. In Figure 2 ,the
obtained results (areas surrounded by white lines) are presented on the phase image. Those
areas represent more reliable regions (compared to those presented in Figure 1) where
centers of the subsidence trough may occur (called perspective areas). The location and
extent of perspective areas are an input for the second step of the detection procedure.

Figure 2. Location and extent of perspective areas presented in interferogram phase.

The second stage of the detection algorithm is much more time-consuming than the
first one. For each pixel belonging to perspective areas, the center of the theoretical ellipse
was set. The method of obtaining values the of theoretical ellipses radius is presented
in the next section and Figure 3. After that, from this center, the rays in each direction
(with 5o step) were created. The length of the rays was set up while taking into account
the resolution of the analyzed images and the information about the probable maximal
spatial extent of the subsidence trough (in our case, for Sentinel-1 data, this was set to
75 pixels). The correlation between the phase values along those rays and a saw function
was calculated, and is presented in Figure 4 and described in Equation (2) .

ρ(r) = π − 2π · mod (r, ω)

ω
(2)

where r—distance to the center of the theoretical ellipse, ω—a period of saw function,
mod—modulo operation. The saw function represents the phase changes characteristic for
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the interferometric fringes. The shape and period of the saw function are based on a typical
period in troughs in tested images.

Figure 3. Theoretical ellipse and calculated shape of subsidence pattern.

After that, for each ray, distance dmax (from the center of the theoretical ellipse) to the
maximal value of the calculated correlation was determined. The line connecting the dmax

values for each ray determines the shape of the subsidence pattern (Figure 3—dotted line).
The maximal and minimal values of dmax were used to define the minor and major axes,
and orientation of the theoretical ellipse (Figure 3—solid line).

Figure 4. Example of saw function with period ω = 15 px.

In the last step of the algorithm, for each pixel from perspective areas, the fitting error
(dmax(k)) between the distance of the maximal correlation function (dmax) for each radius
and theoretical ellipse (dellipse) was calculated according to Equation (3).

derror =

√√√√
Number o f radius

∑
k=1

(
dmax(k)− dellipse(k)

)2
(3)

Values of derror were normalized and inverted to the range of <0,1>, where 1 means
∀k : dmax(k) = dellipse(k). Lastly, only those pixels for which the error function was greater
than a threshold (in our case, 0.85) were identified as subsidence areas. The lower the
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value of the threshold was, the greater the number of false alarms. The greater value of the
threshold can suggest that some subsidence areas could be undetected.

3. Experimental Analysis

The developed method was applied to a dataset covering a selected region of the
Upper Silesian Coal Basin (USCB) in South Poland. USCB is located in southern Poland
and in the Ostrava-Karvina region in the Czech Republic. Mining activity there has been
conducted for over 200 years. The USCB region is Poland’s largest hard-coal basin and
one of the largest hard-coal deposits in Europe. It is also a large metropolitan region with
37 towns and nearly 3 million residents. It is estimated that an area of around 600 km2

already suffers from subsidence in USCB [18].
This is the same test site that was used in [10], where the detection method based on

circular Gabor filters was presented and tested. For the selected region, the subsidence
phenomenon is characteristic. The ground deformations are caused by extensive and
long-lasting coal exploitation. The occurrence of subsidence troughs was confirmed many
times using classical levelling or DInSAR analysis [19,20]. In the DInSAR method, a pair of
SAR images that correspond to the same area and had been acquired at different times by
the same SAR system were used. First, the analyzed SAR images need to be coregistrated,
and the phase difference (∆φ) is then calculated for each pixel of the image. In this way,
the flattened interferogram is obtained. To remove the component associated with the
topography of the studied region, the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) is used. DEM is
converted into the synthetic interferogram, which is then subtracted from the flattened
interferogram. As a result, the differential interferogram is obtained. Its phase values
can be directly linked to ground deformations. The subsidence phenomenon, especially
related to mining activity, usually manifests itself on the differential interferograms as
elliptical interferometric fringes. The density of the fringes is correlated with the size of
the deformations.

In the presented work, as in [10], the efficiency of the presented subsidence trough de-
tection algorithm was tested using three differential interferograms generated on the
basis of Sentinel-1 SAR data. The interferogram concerns the following time spans:
10–22 October 2016 (interferogram I), 10 October–3 November 2016 (interferogram II) and
22 October–3 November 2016 (interferogram III). All interferograms were prepared using
SNAP. The interferograms were filtered twice, using the Goldstein and Lee filtering meth-
ods. Goldstein filtering was applied before the removal of the topographic phase, whereas
the Lee filtering method was applied to differential interferograms. The parameters of
both methods are shown in Table 1. The multilooking procedure was not applied during
processing step. More information about the used datasets and their processing parameters
can be found in [10]. The main stages of the subsidence trough detection algorithm were
performed using the Mathworks MATLAB 2019b computing package.

Table 1. Parameters of filtering methods.

Goldstein Filtering Lee Filtering

FFT size: 64 × 64 window size: 7 × 7
Window size: 3 × 3 target window size: 3 × 3

Coherence threshold : 0.2 sigma: 0.7
Adaptive filter exponent : 1.0

The proposed algorithm of the automatic detection of subsidence areas was applied
to both interferograms computed using VV and VH channels of SAR images. Results are
presented in Table 2 and Figures 5–7. Table 2 k1 shows a number of undetected troughs
that had a very irregular shape. k2 is a number of areas incorrectly classified as subsidence
troughs (false alarms).
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Figure 5. Results of subsidence area detection for interferogram I (time period: 10–22 October 2016;
used VV polarimetric channel).

Figure 6. Results of subsidence area detection for interferogram II (time period: 10 October–
3 November 2016; used VV polarimetric channel).
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Figure 7. Results of subsidence area detection for interferogram III (time period: 22 October–
3 November 2016; used VV polarimetric channel).

Table 2. Results of subsidence trough detection. k1—number of undetected troughs; k2—number of
false alarms.

Interferogram I: 10–22 October 2016

Polarimetric Detected Undetected False
Channel Troughs Troughs Alarms

VV 26 4 30
VH 25 5 35

VH and VV 25 5 (k1 = 20%) 4 (k2 = 0%)

Interferogram II: 10 October 2016–3 November 2016

Polarimetric Detected Undetected False
Channel Troughs Troughs Alarms

VV 25 4 86
VH 10 19 102

VH and VV 10 19 (k1 = 10%) 39 (k2 = 7%)

Interferogram III: 22 October 2016–3 November 2016

Polarimetric Detected Undetected False
Channel Troughs Troughs Alarms

VV 18 6 25
VH 17 7 34

VH and VV 17 7 (k1 = 14%) 9 (k2 = 11%)

Table 2 shows that, for all analyzed cases, the best results were obtained for VV
channels. In the case of VH channels, fewer subsidence troughs were detected, and more
false alarms were noticed. Taking into account the results of both polarimetric channels
(VH and VV), the number of false alarms could be significantly reduced (even more than
sevenfold for interferogram I). However, in such cases, the number of correctly detected
troughs can also decrease more than twice the time (interferogram II). The best results of
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subsidence area detection were obtained for interferogram I (Figure 5). In this case, for
VV channels, 26 subsidence troughs (86.7%) were correctly identified, and 30 false alarms
were created. Table 3 shows that, for interferogram I, the results for VH channels are only
slightly worse than for VV channels. Therefore, it is beneficial to take into account both
channels. VH and VV results are characterized by a high number of correctly detected
subsidence troughs (25, which accounts for 83.3% of all troughs) and a low number of false
alarms (only 4 cases).

Table 3. Comparison of obtained results by the proposed algorithm and the method based on circular
Gabor filters.

Number of Troughs

Method Based on Method Proposed
Circular Gabor Filters in This Paper

Detected False Detected False
Troughs Alarms Troughs Alarms

Int. I 30 16 21 25 4
Int. II 29 12 5 10 39
Int. III 24 7 0 17 9

The detection results for interferogram II (VV channel) are presented in Figure 6. The
number of correctly identified subsidence troughs was high and totalled 25 (86.2% of all
troughs). However, for interferogram II, the number of false alarms was very high, equal
to 86 cases. Additionally, results for the VH channel were significantly worse, and false
alarms decreased by using a logical product of VV- and VH-based results, compound
detection accuracy.

For the third interferogram (VV channel), the proposed method allowed for correctly
detecting 18 of 24 (75%) subsidence troughs (Figure 7). The number of false alarms was 25,
which may be significantly reduced to 9 cases when the results of VH and VV are taken
into account. In such a case, the number of undetected troughs increased from 6 to 7.

Table 2 also shows that, for all analyzed interferograms, the number of undetected
troughs with irregular shapes (k1) and a number of false alarms with a shape similar to
subsidence pattern (k2) were very low, and in both cases did not exceed 20%. In the case of
a method based on a circular Gabor filter [10], the k1 and value of k2 reached 60%. For the
algorithm proposed in this paper, the irregularity of the subsidence pattern is thus not a
crucial problem in the detection procedure. Figure 8 shows the example of two undetected
subsidence patterns. The subsidence pattern presented in Figure 8 (left image) was not
detected because of its strong irregularity in different directions. This irregularity produced
very high error function values. Figure 8 (right) shows the subsidence pattern, where
an incomplete interferometric fringe pattern occurred (due to the relatively low ground
subsidence magnitude—less than half of the radar wavelength). Figure 9 shows examples
of false alarms from interferogram I. They appeared in regions where there were no similar
patterns to those characteristic for subsidence troughs. Such regions should be removed
from analysis in the first step. However, probably due to a not restrictive enough threshold
on coherence and entropy, they passed to the second step of the analysis.

Table 3 shows the comparison between obtained results using the proposed algorithm
and those from a method based on circular Gabor filters [10]. .
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Figure 8. Example of two undetected troughs from interferogram I.

Figure 9. Example of two false alarms from interferogram I.

Table 3 shows that, for interferograms I and III, the number of correctly detected
troughs by the proposed method was higher than that in the method based on circular
Gabor filters. However, for interferogram III, the number of false alarms also increased.
In the case of interferogram II, the proposed method gave worse results than those of the
method based on circular Gabor filters. For this interferogram, the number of correctly
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detected troughs was similar for both methods, but the number of false alarms in the
method proposed in this paper was significantly higher.

4. Conclusions

This work proposed a new algorithm for the automatic detection of subsidence areas
in SAR interferograms using a method based on mathematical morphology. The proposed
method was tested on three interferograms generated on the basis of Sentinel-1 SAR data.
Detection results were compared with those obtained using a method based on circular
Gabor filters. The detection rate for the proposed method varied from 34% to 83%. This is
an improvement over the method based on circular Gabor filters that achieved detection
rates from 30% to 53%. However, for both methods, different numbers of false alarms were
reported. For the proposed method to be more operational, additional work should be
devoted to the automatic selection of thresholds and dealing with subsidence patterns
without a full phase cycle .
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Abstract: Current EU policy will force a significant reduction of hard coal mines in the near future
due to environmental restrictions. There are also numerous non-coal underground mines that will
be excavated in the next few years. Taking the above into consideration, it is worth starting to plan
further steps in terms of reclamation of these facilities. Within this manuscript, both recently used
and novel approaches to underground space reclamation have been reviewed. Selected methods of
reclamation were analyzed in terms of their strengths and weaknesses, and the results were compared
with the effect of a commonly used approaches (i.e., filling or flooding of underground space after
mine termination). The analysis has been performed in the scope of sustainable development.
Taking into account the opinion of many stakeholder groups and underground facilities, reuse was
considered as an action aimed at fulfilling sustainable development goals and the circular economy
concept. Based on numerous surveys, the challenges and opportunities have been determined as
well. Finally, most perspectives concerning underground mine reclamation, including environmental
impact, social acceptance, and profitability have been proposed and described.

Keywords: underground laboratory; new ways of mine reclamation; sustainability; circular economy

1. Introduction

The worldwide trend of the substitution of fossil energy by atomic and renewable
energy sources has had a significant impact on the demand for raw mineral materials [1].
As a result, there are numerous mining projects and initiatives aimed at exploring and
excavating new resources of mineral raw materials [2,3]. Growing needs in the field of
renewable energy and electric mobility are related to the high importance of critical raw
materials (CRMs) [4]. In turn, due to EU environmental policy and lack of competitive-
ness [5], most underground hard coal mines will be closed down over the next 15–20 years.
Between 2014 and 2017 alone, 27 coal mines in Poland, Germany, the Czech Republic, Hun-
gary, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, and the United Kingdom were closed [6]. Furthermore,
considering the efficiency of underground coal mining it is expected that most coal regions
will be subjected to termination by 2030, which poses a great risk of local economic crisis
and numerous job losses in these areas. The map of potential job losses related to coal mine
closure in the EU is presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Potential job losses caused by the closure of coal mines in the EU [6].

The consequences of closing mines will also be felt by employees of mining-related
enterprises (i.e., companies operating due to the existence of mines). This applies both to
entities supplying products (mining machinery and equipment, specialized materials) and
services, as well as those using minerals as the basic raw material for their production. As
research [7] shows, some of them are not preparing for a mining shutdown scenario.

As past experiences showed, the unplanned and sudden transformation of mining
areas has a negative impact on the economy [5,8] and environmental sustainability [9–14].
One of the inglorious examples of such an impact was the rapid termination of underground
hard coal mining in the Lower Silesian Coal Basin (LSCB) in Poland, at the end of the 20th
century. According to [15] after mines liquidation, the local unemployment increased from
15% in 1997 up to 32% in 2002. The consequences of the liquidation of industries are best
illustrated by the data over the years. In the former Wałbrzych Voivodeship, employment
in industry (in total) amounted to 148.5 thousand in 1980, 99.1 thousand in 1990 (the
year when the decision to close the Wałbrzych mines was made), and 70.1 thousand in
1996 [16]. At the same time, in 1996, the last coal cart was excavated at the “Thorez” mine.
Employment in the Wałbrzych Voivodeship for two decades is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Employment in the Wałbrzych Voivodeship in the years between 1976 and 1996 (own study
based on [16]).

Considering the numbers of closed mines and those which are planned to be set up,
it may be concluded that even with the rapid development of new mining projects, most
workers will stay unemployed. At the same time, post-mining underground space, in most
cases, has not been considered as a suitable place for activities other than mining and are of-
ten filled with rocks and water to prevent its further effect on the local environment [17–19].
In general, widely considered methods of underground mines reclamation aim to utilize
the most cost-effective and efficient way of backfilling to prevent further ground subsidence
after mine closure [20].

A lack of other forms of underground space reclamation may be related to the harsh
and dangerous environment [21,22] and limitations in the scope of national regulations [23].
Still, as it was pointed out in a paper [24], “Each revitalization project should be performed with
consideration of the social, economic, and environmental aspects”. Therefore, it is important to
develop solutions for post-mining underground workings reclamation which will at least
partially ensure social and economic sustainability after the end of resources exploitation
to achieve sustainable development (SD) and circular economy (CE) goals. Here, the
circular economy is understood not in the classical sense [25], but in a broader sense—by
planning the use of remnants (land, facilities, machines, etc.) after the completed mining
activities. A second life for mines is, due to the variety of opportunities, a second life also
for communities, landscapes, and/or science.

The authors [26] notice a growing need for post-mining space development, which is
dictated, firstly, by the increased demand for space, and secondly by the need to use this
space effectively in order to achieve the goals of sustainable development. It should be
noted that the re-use of the exploited underground space does not have to be limited to
one method of development.

Choosing how to reuse underground post-mining spaces becomes a challenge. There
are few generally accepted practices or patterns for the redevelopment of closed mines’
resources in the literature. The research conducted so far focuses mainly on individual case
studies and does not give a diagnosis towards the correct choice of the method of reuse.
This paper [27] presents an innovative solution and provides a universal framework for
the development of abandoned mines. However, such an approach has still not been taken
into consideration by most of the mining companies.

The aim of the article is to analyze alternative methods of underground working use
and their possible impact on local and regional sustainability and the circular economy.
The analysis was performed based on a literature review and surveys conducted with
representatives of chosen underground facilities located in the EU.
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2. Recently Utilized Alternative Ways of Mining Reclamation

When analyzing the potential ways of repurposing or revitalizing underground work-
ings, one may conclude that the most popular and easy to implement method involves
setting up underground tourist routes within the stable areas of old mines [28,29]. Ac-
cording to [30], in Poland there are over 200 underground touristic routes with over
1500 employees. As it was pointed out in research [31], such a method of mine reclamation
provides numerous short-, medium-, and long-term advantages for the local society, en-
vironment, and regional economy after mine closure. Moreover, according to the World
Travel and Tourism Council’s estimations [32], tourism was the fastest growing industry
worldwide until the COVID-19 pandemic. Examples of underground, profitable tourist
routes in Europe are, among others, Wieliczka salt Mine in Poland [33], Zollverein Coal
Mine Industrial Complex, Germany [34], Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine in Japan [35], and the
Ruskeala Mining Park [17]. Still, considering the involvement of the mining industry in
local budgets, there is no possibility to fill this gap only with a simple transformation into
the tourism industry [35]. One of the infamous examples of “tourism after mining” may
be the Hokkaido coal-mining region in Japan, where after a mine closure in Yubari City,
even with strong support of local administration and high investment into tourism, the
local community suffered bankruptcy and the population in the town shrank from 12,000
to 500 people [36]. Therefore, a sustainable strategy aimed at competitive advantages of
each region is a key element during the process of transformation into “tourism cities”.

The latest experiences during the pandemic have drawn attention to digital solutions
that allow visitors to contact tourist facilities remotely [37]. Examples include the provision
of materials by the Coal Mining Museum in Zabrze in the form of short virtual walks [38].
The materials available on Google Arts and Culture include, among others, photos from
the Museum of Mines of Mercury Monte Amiata [39]. Digital technologies are used to
provide information before visiting tourist sites. They can maintain the continuity of the
tourism industry. They are useful for older people or with disabilities [37]. They can be
described as consistent with the idea of SD.

On the other hand, post-mining underground spaces, due to their unique environment,
offers several opportunities in the field of science, research, and education. As a result,
continued growth in the use of underground space for research purposes can be observed
within the past several years [40,41]. Rapid development is visible mainly in the scope of
advanced physical measurements deep under the ground surface [42]. This is due to the
presence of natural coverage that provides a significant reduction of cosmic ray flux or flux
of neutrons when compared to the surface. As a result, numerous underground laboratories
aimed strictly at astrophysical measurements have been set up during the last twenty years.
Examples of such underground facilities may be Laboratory for Underground Nuclear
Astrophysics (Luna), Italy [43,44], Jiangmen Underground Neutrino Observatory, (JUNO),
China [45], Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO), Canada [46], and Pyhasalmi mine,
Finland [47,48].

Distinctive environmental conditions also affect the possibility of the development of
new technologies for the mining industry. The simultaneous effect of such factors as high
humidity, dust, lack of light, and problems with the ground control cause great difficulties
in mapping the mine environment in laboratory conditions. Therefore, facilities located
deep underground designed exclusively for the needs of technology development are
strongly desired in the whole mining industry. Such a method of reclamation fits also
into current EU policy and highlights the necessity of safe and more efficient mineral raw
materials exploitation. Research performed in a real underground mining environments
potentially allows one to develop and implement more reliable and economically effective
products. Facilities of that type may be found in Sweden (e.g., Äspö Hard Rock Labora-
tory) where research on smart integrated test environments for the mining industry was
performed [49]; Germany (e.g., Reiche Zeche) where, for example, methods of bioleaching
are under development [50,51]; or Poland (e.g., Experimental Mine “Barbara”), where
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research on coal gasification [52], safety in the underground environment [53], and blasting
technology [54,55] were performed recently.

An interesting and sustainable solution is the use of abandoned mines as energy
storage. There are several technological solutions in this area [56]. They represent a way to
deal with the problem of integrating the share of renewable energy sources with energy
systems. An example is the project of storing excess heat from solar power plants using
post-mining infrastructure in the Ruhr region [57]. Menendez et al. [58] and Li et al. [59]
also wrote about solutions leading to the use of the potential of mines in a pro-ecological
manner.

Furthermore, growing interest in underground farming and food production inside
old post-mining areas can be observed in the last few years. As it was pointed out by
GreenForges [60], underground spaces permit creating stable environmental conditions
where food may be grown in a constant, predictable, and sustainable way. Such kinds
of facilities have been set up in London [61] and in the Pyhasalmi mine, where a project
related to industrial-scale insects and food production is under development [62].

It has to be highlighted that the underground space which may be repurposed after
the termination of mining works in most cases is big enough to consider not only one way
of underground site adaptation, but the setting up of a number of smaller facilities which
may work independently. The example of a multipurpose experimental site, the ÄSPÖ
HRL, has been presented in Figure 3.

Experimental Mine “Barbara”)

 
Figure 3. Allocation of experiments at Äspö HRL [57]. Reprint with permission of Äspö HRL, 2021, https://www.
skbinternational.se.

However, it must be borne in mind that such a method of mine reclamation, in the case
of deeply located underground workings, may not generate enough profits to maintain
this type of facility by itself. Therefore, when analyzing the possibility of mine workings, a
detailed business model should be developed.

3. Material and Methods

The possibility of effective underground space re-development is strongly dependent
on the properly developed business model, quality of value proposition, method and
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effectiveness of service design, and the presence of stakeholders who are essential in
the process of implementing and exploiting new ideas. The whole process of mining
reclamation should be preceded by SWOT analyses which could highlight the most efficient
way of further underground space development. All methods, surveys, and analyses have
been performed within EU donated Baltic Sea Underground Innovation (BSUIN) and
Empowering Underground Laboratories Network Usage (EUL) projects.

3.1. Development of the Business Model

A business model describes the logic of how a company intends to maintain its
business lucrative, as well as the rationale of how a company or an organization creates,
delivers, and captures value [63]. A business can be described with a business model canvas.
Here, the business model canvas consists of nine building blocks: customer segments,
value proposition, channels, customer relationships, revenue streams, key resources, key
activities, key partnerships, and cost structure. One of its key benefits is bringing clarity to
the core aims of an organization while identifying its strengths, weaknesses, and priorities.
The example of the Canvas survey worksheet developed for conceptual laboratory which
is considered to set up in one of KGHM mines in future is presented in Figure 4.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. The general structure of the canvas business model worksheet for facility set up for
development of new mining technologies.

3.2. Process of Service Development

Service design is an approach that uses design thinking to create new or improve
existing services so that they are more desirable and useful by and for customers, as well as
efficient and effective for service providers [64]. The following are the main principles of ser-
vice design [65] that should be considered during the entire service design process, which
includes the following stages: exploration, creation, reflection and implementation [66]:

- Human-centered: denoting the need to fully understand the impressions and experi-
ences of all people affected by the service;

- Collaborative: meaning the need to integrate different points of view by involving
different stakeholders in the service design process;

- Iterative: explaining that service design is an iterative process consisting of: explo-
ration, adaptation, experimentation and implementation;

- Sequencing: meaning that the entire service process should be viewed as a sequence of
interrelated activities;

- Real: about the fact that the customer needs research and concept prototyping should
be real;

- Holistic in nature: emphasizing the need to have a broad perspective and considering
the entire service environment. The service development process for underground
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workings also has been described based on interviews with representatives of BSR
underground laboratories in Figure 5.

 

Figure 5. Stages of underground facility service development process. 

’

Figure 5. Stages of underground facility service development process.

3.3. Surveys with Stakeholders

The identification of stakeholders’ opinions was based on interviews conducted with
representatives of underground mines, state mining authorities, mining universities, re-
search and development centers, and underground laboratories in BSR. The data collection
questionnaires have been sent to the participant of the EUL project, from BSR countries.
The structure of the questionnaire has been presented in Figure 6.

’

 

Figure 6. The topics which need to be solved during the identification of stakeholders.

3.4. The SWOT Analysis

Knowing the potential business model development, service design approach and
stakeholders some, methods of underground mine reclamation may be determined. Still,
in order to determine which idea is most feasible, a SWOT analysis has to be conducted.
Such an approach is easy to implement and allows one to obtain all strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats of each proposed solution. The details about SWOT analysis
have been described in [67].

All abovementioned data have been collected among specialists and researchers
representing underground facilities from Sweden, Germany and Switzerland, Poland,
Finland and Russia who were involved in the process of data collection. Moreover, the
analysis presented herein has been supported by representatives of KGHM copper mines,
Poland, representatives of R&D centers, and universities from the European Underground
Laboratories Association. As a result, a number of questionnaires have been collected.
These data were used for determining what kind of repurpose are utilized in EU mines
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and what are the perspective ways concerning the business models, service design process,
possible stakeholders, and SWOT.

4. Results and Discussion

Based on 29 questionnaires which were filled up by representatives of R&D centers,
underground labs, universities, and representatives of state mining authorities the ways of
underground workings readaptation were described and analyzed. The whole process of
choosing the type of reclamation need to be supported by the development of the business
model, service development, identification of stakeholders, and finally an analysis of
strengths and weaknesses (Figure 7).

 

—

Business model

What kind of 
activities may be 
performed in 
specific site?

Service development

What kind of 
services may be 
provided with 
available 
infrastructure, 
equipment and 
experience?

Stakeholders

Who may be 
interested?

Who may benefit?

SWOT

What are the 
strengths, 
weaknesses, 
opportunities and 
threats?

Is the project 
feasible?

TYPE OF

UNDERGOUND 

WORKINGS 

REPUROPSE

Figure 7. The topics which need to be solved during the identification of stakeholders.

Depending on the content analysis of present ways of underground laboratories
functioning in BSR—on the basis of their business models, it may be concluded that the
methods of underground space reclamation are in different stages of service business
development due to the different nature of their contexts, the geomechanical conditions of
surrounding rockmass, and location. Still, the actions aimed at repurposing of post-mining
underground workings may be divided into three main groups. The first group gathers
activities that lead to the permanent filling and liquidation of empty underground space,
while the second is aimed at further exploitation of the unique environment. The last
group is the multipurpose facility, combining different ways of workings adaptation. The
classification of ways of underground mines reclamation is presented in Figure 8.

–

Figure 8. Prospective methods of underground workings repurposing according to surveys per-
formed within the scope of EUL project.
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All the above-presented methods, after detailed planning, may be economically jus-
tified and have a potential for further development. At the same time, all approaches
have some strengths and weaknesses. A detailed analysis may be found in Supplementary
Materials.

It is worth mentioning that according to SWOT analysis, the biggest strength of
underground spaces is that they provide access to a unique environment with stable
environmental conditions in terms of temperature, humidity, and natural background
radiation. In turn, these unique conditions, are also related to unique hazards which are not
observed in other facilities located on the surface. Therefore, numerous hazards and safety
issues are mentioned as the biggest weakness in most of the analyses. Such a situation also
affects the potential threats. Namely, hazardous environment, and high accident rates in
the mining industry, turn into a lack of potential investors, which may be one of the biggest
challenges during the running up of new venture. Subsidies by local governments or EU
funds may be the solution, while according to current EU policy, the extended research
and actions aimed into sustainable development, green technologies and development of
new effective exploitation methods are strongly required. This may be a great opportunity.

In order to summarize the collected data, the quantitative results of SWOT analysis
have been presented in Figures 9–11.–

 

Figure 9. The quantitative results of SWOT analysis for reclamation methods aimed at permanent
liquidation of underground workings.

 
Figure 10. The quantitative results of SWOT analysis for reclamation methods aimed at adaptation
and repurpose of underground workings.
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Figure 11. The quantitative results of SWOT analysis for reclamation methods aimed at com-
bined/multidisciplinary repurposing of underground workings.

According to performed analyses, one may conclude that the most commonly used
approach, based on permanent liquidation of underground workings in general, is the
safest solution due to the low number of threats and weaknesses (Figure 9). Such an
approach does not require further investments, and therefore is preferably utilized by
most of the mining companies. However, more sophisticated solutions aimed at further
exploitation of underground spaces may bring numerous advantages to local society as
well as the science and mining industry. In fact, strengths and opportunities in analyzed
cases are distributed parallel to weaknesses and threats related to each type of venture.
As it may be noticed in analyzing Figure 10, the most promising facilities are those which
are focused on astrophysical and physical measurements and those which are strictly
related to performing R&D activities. At the same time, these approaches are burdened
with the highest risk of project implementation. In turn, faculty dedicated solely for the
development of new mining technologies is expected to provide the lowest incomes and is
characterized by a low number of opportunities, and simultaneously is not characterized
by many weaknesses and threats.

The best rate of opportunities and strengths in comparison to weaknesses and threats
may be achieved by the setting up of numerous multidisciplinary facilities in the area of
abandoned mines (Figure 11). Such a solution allows for the diversification of incomes.
Moreover, as it may be concluded when analyzing the case study from Pyhäsalmi Mine,
Finland, such approaches are proved to be economically efficient. However, what is worth
mentioning is the fact that representatives of the mine and cooperating universities have
started the marketing campaign a few years before mine closure. Such an approach would
allow one to perform a smooth transition between an excavation-based business model to
a research/science business model.

When analyzing the general challenges related to the transition from mining activities
to science, tourism, and R&D, it must be borne in mind that most of the threats and
weaknesses of such facilities are related to their hazardous environment and unfriendly
conditions [21]. As a result, the way of perceiving this issue by potential investors is rather
negative. Thus, much more attention has to be paid to marketing and the development of
proper service design and business models.

After examining the service design and business models of currently working under-
ground laboratories in Europe, it was concluded that in order to develop an economically
justified service business, the managers of underground mines need to attract more in-
vestors and perform more proactive marketing communication. According to our analyses,
the most important customer segments at the moment are universities and research in-
stitutes which gather funding mostly from international projects performed within large
framework programs such as Horizon 2020, Horizon Europe, Interreg BSR, and EIT Raw
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Materials. Still, these founding sources are temporary, and without commercialization
of performed activities, the revenue streams are not substantial enough for the future.
Moreover, the financial resources are generally scarce in many of the ULs, while their fixed
costs are significant.

5. Conclusions

In this manuscript, the currently used and prospective methods of underground
space reclamation have been reviewed and analyzed. The advantages and weaknesses
of the selected methods of post-mining space repurposing have been examined in terms
of their strengths and weaknesses. As our analysis showed, there a few methods of
development of post-mining workings which will act as a base for achieving goals of
sustainable development and circular economy, and the commonly used method of mine
filling with water and wastes may be successfully replaced by more economically justified
projects, which at the same time may support local communities in terms of both generated
incomes, as well as in terms of maintenance of workplaces.

The detailed review of recent advances in that matter proved that use of post-mining
underground space may be profitable not only in the scope of tourism but may also be a
great accelerator of technology and science development.

Unfortunately, there are some challenges and further work aimed at broadening public
awareness, and the awareness of investors is still needed. The heavy cost structure required
is also a big challenge. A coherent vision and strategy for the future is a good starting point,
as it would help to find new business opportunities and to attract new customer segments.
Further, the organizational structure of the underground laboratories is quite complicated
for many reasons. This can be tackled by good communication and organizational efforts
by the underground laboratories, and they should also consider customer relationship
management practices. On the other hand, there are unique strengths of such facilities
lying with their human, intellectual, and environmental resources not present in other
branches of industry.

Moreover, there is a high possibility that novel approaches to mine reclamation will
gather social acceptance due to clearly visible profits for the local community. In an
example, any R&D, science, or commercial activities will generate further income to the
local budget. In turn, set up of the tourist route may also generate a great impact on the
local tourism industry. At the same time in most cases, the environmental impact may be
less than in the case of regular mining activities, which is in perfect accordance with the
current EU policy and regulations.

Of course, it must be kept in mind that data presented in this manuscript do not
represent universal solutions which may be implemented in every site. This is a general
highlight for mine companies or potential investors of the methods of reclamation which
are possible, and of which successful projects with a similar approach have been running
at the moment. Therefore, each site, before implementation of any idea, should perform
a detailed risk analysis, SWOT, develop a business model for the particular case, and
design the offer of services which may lead a particular venture to successful finalization.
Still, knowing the potential directions of development, managers of such facilities may
look more broadly on their current activities, and hopefully will choose a way of further
development.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/en14227551/s1, Table S1: Way of underground space repurposing: underground farming,
Table S2: Way of underground space repurposing: physical, asrtophysical, measurements, Table
S3: Way of underground space repurposing: development of new mining technologies, Table S4:
Way of underground space repurposing: tourism, Table S5: Way of underground space repurposing:
research and development, Table S6: Way of underground space repurposing: liquidation by backfill-
ing/flooding, Table S7: Way of underground space repurposing: waste disposal, Table S8: Way of
underground space repurposing: multi-purpose facility.
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Abstract: Mining industry faces new technological and economic challenges which need to be
overcome in order to raise it to a new technological level in accordance with the ideas of Industry 4.0.
Mining companies are searching for new possibilities of optimizing and automating processes, as well
as for using digital technology and modern computer software to aid technological processes. Every
stage of deposit management requires mining engineers, geologists, surveyors, and environment
protection specialists who are involved in acquiring, storing, processing, and sharing data related
to the parameters describing the deposit, its exploitation and the environment. These data include
inter alia: geometries of the deposit, of the excavations, of the overburden and of the mined mineral,
borders of the support pillars and of the buffer zones, mining advancements with respect to the
set borders, effects of mining activities on the ground surface, documentation of landslide hazards
and of the impact of mining operations on the selected elements of the environment. Therefore,
over the life cycle of a deposit, modern digital technological solutions should be implemented in
order to automate the processes of acquiring, sharing, processing and analyzing data related to
deposit management. In accordance with this idea, the article describes the results of a measurement
experiment performed in the Mikoszów open-pit granite mine (Lower Silesia, SW Poland) with the
use of mobile LiDAR systems. The technology combines active sensors with automatic and global
navigation system synchronized on a mobile platform in order to generate an accurate and precise
geospatial 3D cloud of points.

Keywords: mobile laser scanning; Velodyne LiDAR; Riegl scanning system; open pit mine

1. Introduction

Modern land surveying in the mining industry is based on input data acquired from
both classical methods (leveling, tacheometry) and modern solutions: digital photogram-
metry, measurements with the use of Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), and laser
scanning. These data allow the preparation of maps documenting the deposit, situational
plans illustrating the advancement of mining operations, or 3D visualizations showing
planned reclamation forms. Commonly used worldwide, these surveying techniques have
both advantages and disadvantages. Their implementation typically depends on the level
of detail expected in the mining map, and thus on the accuracy of a particular measurement
method and on the duration of the measurement process [1–7].

Classical surveying methods allow highly accurate and precise measurement results.
The vertical displacements can be recorded with the use of classical and precise leveling
with accuracy levels of several millimeters [8] or under 1 mm [9], respectively. Displace-
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ments on the surface of a mining area can be observed in 3D. For this purpose, total station
measurements are combined with static GNSS measurements [10].

One of the interesting solutions, which is an extension of satellite measurements,
is the use of the so-called pseudolites. Pseudoliths are terrestrial transmitters that are
transmitting satellite-like signals to assist satellite navigation in areas depleted in terms
of signal availability from traditional satellites. The areas of application of this solution
are opencast mines with steep and high slopes, where poor satellite availability due to
obscured horizon limits the ability to receive the GNSS signal [11].

Recent years have also been marked by the dynamic development of measurement
technology based on ground-based radar. In mining, both underground and opencast, it
is mainly used to monitor the stability of slopes or to measure surface deformation [12],
rarely to monitor the exploitation progress or build the 3D models of mining area.

Observations in the form of a 3D continuous surface allow the construction of a 3D
model from the land or aerial level [13,14]. Such measurements typically involve UAV
photogrammetry techniques [15] and LiDAR, mainly ALS, and increasingly often UAV [16].
With the use of such techniques, the model can be quickly reconstructed with an accuracy
of below 7 cm [17], which, of course, depends on laser scanner accuracy itself as well as
resolution of the scan. In the case of UAVs, the main factor determining the accuracy of the
calculated model is so-called ground sampling distance (GSD; it is the distance between
pixel centers measured on the ground). Updating 3D mine models does not require as high
accuracies as in the case of monitoring subsidence movements or slope stability [18].

Limitations of the above methods also need to be stressed. Most importantly, leveling,
total station (excluding situations when prisms are stabilized on the measured points) or
photogrammetry survey methods cannot be used without the natural and/or an artificial
source of light, which fact practically disqualifies these methods from being used at night
or would entail the need to provide prohibitively expensive artificial lighting. Atmo-
spheric conditions (e.g., clouds, wind or atmospheric precipitation) are also a considerable
limitation, which may contribute to a lower quality of the measurement results or even
prevent the measurements entirely. On the other hand, the GNSS measurements—and
more specifically their precision—depend on the availability of satellite constellations, and
the use of the so-called differential corrections also increases the cost of the entire procedure.
Importantly, in the case of relatively deep open-pit excavations, which may have obstructed
views of the satellites, the measurement accuracy is lowered. Recent developments in
geomatics have allowed the use of a wide range of sensors to record the geometry of both
objects and other features on land [19]. Currently, hybrid sensors such as Mobile LiDAR
Systems (MLS) provide additional quality to the inventorying process of mining facilities,
as they offer solutions which prove flexible in terms of accuracy, resolution and access to
areas which are otherwise inaccessible to vehicles [20].

The aim of this article is to present an MLS-based measurement solution for open-
pit mining industry. The proposed technique employs a Riegl VMZ 400i measurement
platform and a Velodyne LiDAR sensor in the Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
(SLAM) approach to data acquisition and localization. The main concept presented in
this paper utilizes a high-resolution, precise geometrical data source (MLS) for creating
the initial model of the mine and updating it periodically using low-cost sensor and
open-source algorithms. Such solution could provide information about near real-time
tracking of the progress of mining works and allow e.g. volumetric calculations of the
excavated material.

The measurements from both systems provide data for developing a digital represen-
tation (the so-called Digital Twin) of the geometry of a mining excavation, which may be
used over the mine life cycle in such applications as monitoring the exploitation state of
the mining excavation, performed in the form of cyclical measurements in order to control
and optimize (improve) the efficiency of the mining process, constructing a management
model of an active or a closed excavation, providing information about the state of the
closed excavation and constructing its revitalization model. The methods here proposed
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allow quick access to the excavation-related data with a minimum workload required from
an operator to acquire and process the data and, as such, they reflect well the principles of
Industry 4.0 [21–25].

2. Materials and Methods

The main idea behind this study is based on the use of a point cloud obtained from a
RIEGL VMZ commercial hybrid laser-scanning platform equipped with a VZ400i scanner
mounted on an off-road vehicle. The system allows a quick acquisition of three-dimensional
data about the analyzed object, in this case about a granite quarry. The concept of integrat-
ing a high-resolution MLS approach with full georeferencing is a base for further analyses
of sensors used in acquisitions of 3D geometrical data related to the mine. The experiment
was performed with a low-cost Velodyne scanning sensor was, in a handheld SLAM MLS
approach. Tests of such a solution consist in obtaining three-dimensional information about
the mine (a point cloud) over a time t0 and in comparing the results with the results from
the Velodyne instrument. Consecutive measurements performed in time t1, t2, . . . tn may
be in the form of the so-called additional measurements with the use of low-cost handheld
MLS sensor. Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the measurements.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the 3D modeling methodology based on two Mobile LiDAR Systems
(MLS) systems.

2.1. Description of the Study Area

This experiment was performed on the Mikoszów granite deposit located south-east
of the town of Strzelin (Lower Silesia, SW Poland; Figure 2). Based on lease no. 10/2001,
until 2016 Mineral Polska Sp. z o.o. mined the deposit for granite and gneiss. The company
is planning to renew its lease to mine the deposit with the same technology. The planned
output is 800,000 Mg per year. The geological resources of the Mikoszów deposit are
23,249,840 Mg (as per 31 December 2015). Until 2016, the deposit was mined with the use of
a mixed wall-shortwall system with parallel advancement of the mining front. The deposit
was extracted by drilling and blasting with the use of explosive materials and short and
long drillholes. The mined material was loaded with loaders or excavators into mobile
hoppers of crushing/sorting machines or into technological vehicles which transported it
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to processing devices located outside the mining plant. The processed stone was loaded
with a loader from the storage site onto vehicles provided by the clients [26–29].

Figure 2. (A)—location of the study area; (B)—view of the quarry in the NW direction, as of Nov. 2020 (Photo by J.
Górniak-Zimroz).

2.2. Mobile Laser Scanning

The literature mentions a number of mobile and autonomous mapping platforms
which can collect data form indoor mapping [30]. The main advantage of the MLS system
mounted on vehicle lies in the sensor fusion. The mobile mapping platform is equipped
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with GNSS, IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit) and DMI (Distance Measurement Indicator)
sensors. The GNSS observations are essential in the kinematic mode of Lidar data acquisi-
tion. For a perfect trajectory, both static and dynamic alignment is required. If this condition
is not met, the derived point clouds are distorted and lose spatial consistency. MLS data
acquisition in urban areas may be affected by multipath effects and by signal obstruction
due to buildings. This can lead to inaccurate GNSS measurements and, therefore, errors in
the estimated trajectory [31]. Kukko et al. (2012) presented on-board sensors integration
and MLS platform data acquisition from a vehicle, boat-mounted MLS for mapping fluvial
processes and snowmobile application for studying the characteristics of and changes
in snow cover. The main advantage of such mobile scanning platforms include fast and
smart data collection. In MLS, the slightly elevated point of view gives the advantage of
observing vertical surfaces with angle of incidence close to 0◦.

The mobile laser scanning technique allows fast and rapid 3D data acquisition in
mining areas. In this technique, the measurement is performed with a scanner, and the time-
dependent positions of the scanner are also recorded. In comparison to the standard laser
scanning technique (Terrestrial Laser Scanning—TLS), in which the measuring instrument
is located on an elevating tripod, the MLS has a similar incidence angle of the laser beam
with respect to the scanned surface. However, as the system is mobile, it allows the
acquisition of data for areas that were not visible from the perspective of the previous
location of the scanning platform. The point cloud thus obtained has a relatively smaller
number of occlusions and gaps. Examples of the integration of MLS data for the purpose
of geological structure mapping were described in [32]. What is more, the recordings
of LiDAR MLS datasets provide an alternative point of view. The average height above
ground is greater than in the case of TLS scanning stations mounted on tripods. The density
of the scan is similar to that of the TLS scan, and the density of the MLS records depends
on the movement speed of the scanning platform.

2.2.1. The Riegl VMZ Mobile Scanning Platform

The MLS Riegl VMZ400i system used in the study comprised: a GNSS system based
on simultaneous trajectory measurements from two antennas, an IMU, a DMI and a laser
scanner (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Mobile laser scanning system operated in the excavation: (1) Global Navigation Satellite
Systems (GNSS) antenna; (2) Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU); (3) Riegl VZ400i scanner; (4) DMI;
(5) power unit (inside the vehicle); (6) driver and control unit—computer with installed software and
its operator (inside the vehicle).
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2.2.2. Acquisition of MLS Data

The MLS data were recorded for the entire area of the Mikoszów mine and its vicinity.
The recording process was performed with the use of the Riegl VMZ 400i hybrid laser
scanning system set in the radar mode. The data acquisition process in this mode takes
place while the scanner rotates 360◦ (around it’s Z axis) and the whole MLS system drives
along the planned trajectory as well. For the purpose of this article, an area of interest (AOI)
was defined and indicated in yellow in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Sketch of the MLS data acquisition trajectory. The presented trajectory (blue line) covers the part of the route of
the scanning system used for georeference of the acquired point cloud as well as (purple line) the part of the route within
the excavation during the recording process of the data.

The procedure of recording MLS data, which is based on GNSS measurements, re-
quired the position of the MLS platform to be acquired around the analyzed mine in the
form of a dynamic alignment trajectory loop. All of the works related to the GNSS trajectory
measurements were performed in the Applanix PosPac MMS software, using the In-Fusion
single base adjustment solution. The procedure allowed the GNSS observations of the
platform to be linked with the BASE receiver, which was located in the central part of the
mine pit, on its southern slope. The In-Fusion solution integrates the GNSS sensor with
displacements recorded by the IMU and the DMI. The DMI allows precise information
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on the start and stop of the platform to be obtained from a source different to the GNSS.
Figure 5 shows a schematic diagram of the MLS data processing procedure.

Figure 5. Diagram of MLS data processing.

The MLS measurements and their processing procedure are based on a precise mea-
surement of the time recorded by the measurement system. The processing of a point cloud
consists in overlaying individual scan lines on the 3D trajectory in time. The measurement
accuracy of the MLS Riegl VMZ 400i is ensured owing to two GNSS antennas that measure
the GAMS azimuth (GNSS Azimuth Measurement System). This approach helps eliminate
inertial drift errors that are typically produced in a single-antenna approach). GAMS
determines the movement direction of the vehicle very accurately regardless of its speed,
resulting in the best possible heading accuracy and the best performance in any demanding
environment, e.g., with an insufficient number of satellites. The full technical data are
shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Riegl VMZ MLS technical data [33].

MLS Parameter Value

Scanner Min. Range 0.5 [m]

Scanner Max. Range 800 [m]

Accuracy/Precission 5/3 1 [mm]

Measurement Rate 0.5 M [measurement/s]

Scan field of view—Vertical 100 [◦]

Scan field of view—Horizontal 360 [◦]

Max Lines per Second (lps) 240 [lps]

GNSS Position Accuracy 20–50 [mm]

Roll/Pith/Heading Accuracy 0.015/0.05 [◦]
1 one sigma @ 100 m.

2.3. Handheld Mobile Laser Scanning

Another MLS technique is based on small mobile laser scanners (originally used in
robotics) and on the SLAM technology. The technology consists in simultaneous, iterative
determining the position of the observer and in constructing a map (or a 3D model) of the
surrounding area. SLAM algorithms are mainly based on data obtained from laser scanners,
stereoscopic cameras or monocular cameras. Solutions of this type are normally used in
GNSS-denied environments, but if such limitations are not present, the position indicated
by the GNSS receiver can be additionally used to improve the quality of SLAM-based
positioning [34,35]. The pose of the observation unit and its movement can be additionally
determined from the input data provided by other sources, such as IMU sensors [36,37] or
wheel odometry [38]. SLAM algorithms are found in numerous implementations and are
frequently based on the Kalman filters [35,39], graphs [40,41], or voxels [42].

SLAM functions by solving two basic problems:

• Estimation of consecutive transformations from the coordinate systems (related to the
operator), containing point clouds obtained at times ti and ti+1, into a uniform global
coordinate system—this process is referred to as laser odometry,

• Identification of the so-called loop closure, or return visit locations. In the case when
point clouds obtained in non-consecutive time points ti and tj correspond to identical
actual locations, another condition, different than the transformations calculated from
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the consecutive scans, can be added to the bundle adjustment of the measurement
trajectory. This fact significantly improves the quality and the robustness of the results
obtained from the SLAM algorithm, and eliminates errors related to the position
drifting in time due to the relative identification of consecutive observing positions.

MLS systems based on small portable laser scanners are now most typically offered as
backpack systems, frequently integrated with cameras and GNSS receivers (Figure 6A) or as
handheld scanners (Figure 6B). The measurement system can be further simplified by using
only a small LiDAR sensor carried by an operator (Figure 6C). Despite a different approach
to the sensor arrangement, the systems are, in fact, similar and share the measurement
methodology. Therefore, later in this article they will be synonymously referred to as
handheld laser scanners.

Figure 6. Examples of LiDAR-based scanning systems: (A) GreenValley International LiBackpack DGC50, (B) GeoSLAM
ZEB Horizon, (C) Velodyne VLP-16 with an interface box.

The measurement is performed by an operator who carries a handheld or a back-
pack scanner and walks around the surveyed area. The latter factor most significantly
distinguishes this solution from mobile or stationary laser scanners. On the one hand, it
is a limitation, as the range and speed of the measurement is smaller than in the case of
mobile scanning performed from a wheeled vehicle, drone or robot. Unlike in the above
solutions, the measurement process cannot be automatized. Nevertheless, the operator can
easily and naturally adjust the density of the point cloud in desired areas, by prolonging
the data acquisition time. Modern SLAM algorithms also allow consecutive scans to be
recorded and 3D models of the area to be constructed in real time. In combination with
visualization techniques (e.g., on a tablet), this function allows a more effective and precise
coverage of the surveyed area. Another advantage lies in the fact that the operator does
not have to be highly qualified. Data processing is automatic, and therefore the survey can
be performed by a person not familiar with the SLAM technology, or by an autonomous
vehicle. Only the post-processing of the data (correctness verification and adding loop
closures, georeferencing, improving the quality of defining the measurement trajectory),
which allows an improved quality and accuracy of the resultant point cloud, requires
higher competences and the ability to use a particular software.

Importantly, the measurement trajectory and thus the resultant point cloud, is biased
with a drift error, i.e., a measurement uncertainty which increases with time. As already
mentioned, this error is limited by revisiting the previously scanned locations and by
allowing the SLAM algorithm to perform loop closure. However, for this to be possible,
the measurement path needs to be planned in such a manner that the already surveyed
locations are revisited at a sufficient frequency [43,44].

Many of the SLAM algorithms which process 3D data provide lidar odometry with
the use of the Generalized Iterative Closest Point (GICP) algorithm. Ren et al. [45] pro-
posed a modification of this algorithm, allowing for the extraction of the ground plane
from individual scans and using them as landmarks in order to increase the robustness
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of the algorithm. Subsequently, the researchers compared the proposed method with
other state-of-the-art algorithms which use a lidar sensor only (VLP-16). These included
Lidar Odometry and Mapping (LOAM) [46], Lightweight and Ground-Optimized Lidar
Odometry (LeGO-LOAM) [47] and Berkeley Localization and Mapping (BLAM) [48]. The
proposed algorithm was designed for the consistent localization of autonomous vehicles
in roadways and tunnels of an underground mine. Nevertheless, tests performed on two
paths inside a building and on two paths in an underground mine indicate that the results
in the mining environment are significantly worse. The authors stress the significance of
the loop closure and of introducing plane constraints in obtaining satisfactory results from
the tested algorithms.

Vasenna & Clerici [49] introduce a concept of integrating data obtained from classical
point cloud construction methods (TLS and UAV photogrammetry) with data from a
commercial, backpack SLAM system manufactured by Heron. The aim of the study was
to verify the possibility of locating the SLAM operator in an open-pit mine environment
previously modeled with the use of classical methods. Having successfully verified this
possibility, the authors proposed a methodology for using SLAM in detecting changes of
excavation geometry. The estimated accuracy of such detections is above 3–4 cm.

In this study, HDL-SLAM algorithm framework, proposed by Koide et al. [50], has
been used. It is based on pose graph optimization and allows a significant elasticity in
selecting parameters (for both the LiDAR odometry and the loop closure) and additional
conditions in the SLAM algorithm, such as ground plane constraint, GNSS constraint,
LiDAR odometry, estimation method and numerous robust kernels. Moreover, the authors
provided an interactive graph editing program, which allows the resultant trajectory and
point cloud to be improved in the post-processing stage with the use of manual edition tools,
loop closure densification and edge refinement. The general concept of the data processing
acquired by handheld SLAM is presented in Figure 7. The framework was selected due to its
multiple options, which enable adjustments to the conditions of a particular surveyed object,
and also due to the open-source implementation in the Robot Operating System (ROS) [51],
which allows seamless integration with the LiDAR sensor and with the remaining software
installed on a Linux-run laptop computer. The measurements were performed with the use of
the Velodyne VLP-16. Its parameters are presented in Table 2.

Figure 7. Handheld LiDAR SLAM real-time (left) and post-processing (right) workflows.
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Table 2. Velodyne VLP-16 technical data.

Handheld LiDAR Parameter Value

Laser Max. Range 100 [m]

Range Accuracy 3 [cm]

Measurement Rate 0.3 M [measurement/s]

Scan Angle Resolution—Vertical 2.0 [◦]

Scan Angle Resolution—Horizontal 0.2 [◦]

Lines in each scan (channels) 16

3. Results

The fact that the hybrid Riegl VMZ 400i scanner was installed on a Nissan Navara
4 × 4 off-road vehicle enabled the operator to reach the lowest level of the Mikoszów
mine pit, which was the area subjected to further analysis, and to enter the otherwise least
accessible locations. The system functions owing to the fact that the scanner was installed
above the vehicle and the view of the satellites remained unobstructed. The unfavorable
Positional Dilution Of Precision (PDOP) and the insufficient number of satellites visible in
the vicinity of the vertical slopes was compensated for by data from IMU and DMI. The
geometrical processing of the data was performed in parallel with preliminary filtration.
The extraction parameters consisted of such LiDAR signal attributes as reflectance, distance,
deviation. The next stage consisted of data filtering. The resultant point cloud represented
all classes and comprised above 9.7 × 107 points (Table 3). The resultant point cloud
was not filtered in order to classify the point cloud in accordance with the ISPRS .las
recommendations. Figure 8 is a visualization in the form of a raster of the measurement
range. The recorded MLS point cloud is a set of XYZ 3D data and a series of parameters
such as amplitude and reflectance.

The handheld LiDAR measurements were performed by an operator who carried the
LiDAR scanner (Velodyne VLP-16) in his hand. The scanner was connected to a laptop
in the backpack. The data were recorded on the laptop, in rosbag format in ROS. The
measurement covered the area of the lowest level of the open-pit and was performed by an
operator walking around the mine. Attention was paid to intentionally form numerous
smaller measurement loops and to stop the measurement in the vicinity of the start location
in order to achieve a robust point cloud by forming a loop closure. The measurement
continued for 16 min and 54 s, during which a total of 10,676 scans were acquired.

The measurement results were subsequently processed offline with the use of SLAM
algorithms in order to combine them in a consistent point cloud. The preliminary estimation
of the measurement trajectory was performed as the scans were replayed with actual speed.
In the next step, the trajectory was manually improved in the post-processing mode by ad-
ditionally indicating points which correspond to a flat terrain and by indicating clear revisit
moments not identified automatically. Subsequently, automatic trajectory improvement meth-
ods were used to detect additional loop closures and robust refinement of pose graph edges.
This process was iterated until satisfying results were obtained (no deviating observations
(at 3 sigma), the trajectory visually corresponds to the actual measurement path). In effect,
the obtained trajectory allowed the point clouds to be recorded from all scans. The resultant
cloud, comprising 2,241,746 points, was filtered in Cloud Compare to remove measurement
noise. The final result comprising a set of 1,968,367 points is shown in Figure 8. The entire
post-processing lasted for approximately 30 min.
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Table 3. Riegl and Velodyne mls measurement data volume.

Data Source Number of Points Mean Point Density [points/m2]

MLS Riegl VMZ 400i 97,018,764 1500

Handheld SLAM LiDAR 2,241,746 50

Figure 8. Top view of the point clouds: Riegl MLS VMZ 400i (A) and handheld Velodyne SLAM (B). Colors represent
intensity value in a 7-bit range.

4. Discussion

The analyses demonstrate that mobile LiDAR measurement techniques provide input
data that ensure that the constructed 3D mine models are georeferenced. The developed
methodology for the processing of SLAM data is based on georeferencing them to the T0
model built using the MLS Riegl VMZ 400i technique. The results of the experiment also
indicate that it is possible to record a point cloud with the Iterative Closest Point (ICP)
method, using a low-cost handheld scanner and with reference to the MLS point cloud.
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The developed data processing method is based on overlapping the point clouds produced
with the use of LiDAR MLS and SLAM techniques. The advantage of the use of MLS
Riegl VMZ 400i lies in the fact that the 3D model has a full georeference in the chosen
EPSG coordinate system. The SLAM point cloud recorded in the local system allows a
continuous representation of the 3D surface in an open-pit mine. The MLS Riegl sensor
is also advantageous due to its range, which reaches 800 m, with the SLAM point cloud
recording at up to approx. 100 m. Another analyzed aspect is the scanning resolution. As
presented in Table 3, average resolution of the MLS measurement was 1500 points/m2

while the SLAM resolution was at an average of 50 points/m2. An important part of this
study was to verify whether the SLAM technique can be used as a low-cost approach to
3D modeling of mine geometry on ground. The results and the developed methodology
clearly demonstrate that the implementation of the SLAM technique allows updates to the
3D model of an open-pit mine. Measurements of the identical ground surface showed the
LiDAR data coherence level to be at 0.05 m. Figure 9 shows the spatial distribution of the
distances between the points in the SLAM-based cloud, while Figure 10 is their histogram.
A more detailed analysis of the locations with the highest individual deviations between
the models leads to a conclusion that they occur in areas not covered by the MLS scanning
or on areas covered with scattered greenery. In practical applications typical of an active
open-pit mine, both cases should not affect the quality of the obtained geometrical data.
The obtained accuracy levels (the distance between SLAM point cloud—MLS delivered
mesh model is at a level of ±5 cm) is sufficient to calculate volumes in open-pit mines of
similar scale and to update their 3D models, since the geometry changes associated with
the periodically monitored advances of the mining operation would usually be in the order
of meters.

Figure 9. The spatial distribution of the distances between MLS Riegl and Velodyne SLAM points. Colors represent the
distances from SLAM cloud to reference mesh.
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Figure 10. Distribution of the distances from SLAM cloud to reference mesh.

LiDAR observations in the implemented MLS approach allow the angles and distances
to be measured from multiple measurement stations represented by the trajectory of the
vehicle movement. In comparison to a classic approach to LiDAR measurements, TLS
offers a possibility to record a continuous surface in a DSM and to reconstruct it closely
representing the 3D surface with high measurement resolution. Importantly, in both the
classic TLS approach and the MLS, the measuring instrument has an identical incidence
angle at the analyzed object.

The LiDAR MLS method is seemingly limited by the impossibility to acquire data
from objects which are covered with water. The observed gaps in the data are due to
the absorption of the active LiDAR beam by the air-water medium, which causes the
laser beam to become deflected and the LiDAR measurement point not to be recorded
(white empty pixels in Figure 11). Another limitation of the LiDAR methods lies in the
so-called shadows cast by objects which obstruct the laser beam. The above limitations are
minimized by implementing the MLS technique, which allows a continuous measurement
along an MLS trajectory.
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Figure 11. Isometric visualization of intensity MLS LiDAR data with white gaps.

5. Conclusions

Mobile laser scanning technology is experiencing a dynamic growth in surveying.
This growth is observed in the precision of the measurements, in the amounts of ob-
tained data (scanning resolution and speed), and in the number of the transport platforms
being employed.

The in-field tests performed in the Mikoszów granite mine employed two types of
laser scanning systems to demonstrate their usefulness and the potential of using the
results in the modeling and monitoring of the geometry changes in an open-pit excavation.
The novelty of the presented solution lies in the integration of spatial data acquired with
sensors that vary in accuracy, measurement platform and procedure and data processing
to optimize the effort and cost of maintaining a time-varying 3D mine model.

The solution proposed by the authors is based on performing the first scan with the
use of a precise Riegl VMZ 400i system—this is indicated as state (point cloud) T0. The
most significant advantages of the method include the measurement range, data acquisition
speed and the quality of the MLS trajectory adjustment, which allows precision in the order
of single centimeters. Moreover, our method does not require the use of ground control
points in the measurement area or outside of it. The results of the bundle adjustment of the
MLS measurements were similar to the accuracy of RTK GNSS.

Data obtained with the use of this method may be successfully used in 3D modeling the
geometry of an excavation, or in planning or monitoring the progress of mining operations,
with respect to both compact rock (such as granite in this case, which may be mined in the
form of both blocks and aggregate), and bulk minerals.

Consecutive measurement sessions are performed at times T1 − . . . − Tn with the
use of Velodyne VLP-16, which is a tool operated in the SLAM approach. The experiment,
which consisted of acquiring data and then in combining the acquired data into a local
point cloud and in georeferencing the data into an MLS cloud, demonstrated that the data
are fitted at a precision sufficient to use them in the modeling of the advancement of mining
works. From the perspective of mining-related surveying, the data are of adequate quality.
Also, the solution proves economical, as it is based on the Velodyne VLP-16 low-cost
approach. Importantly, a scanner of this type does not need a highly skilled operator.
Additionally, the procedure of data processing and visualization is partially automated (on
the basis of low-cost and open-access software solutions), which is a factor limiting the cost
related to buying the software and employing a trained operator.
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A novel procedure of carrying out 3D measurements was developed that can be
applied to the entire life cycle of an open-pit mine. The experiment was successfully carried
out to test it in the real mining environment. The core element of the proposed procedure is
the creation of a base mine model with a precise MLS platform. Subsequent stages of work,
i.e., periodic measurement sessions with a SLAM-based system, are utilized to update the
base model and perform calculations of the excavated volume. It is worth noting that the
advantage of using Velodyne VLP-16 or similar lidar in the SLAM solution is that there is
no need for a highly skilled operator, costly equipment, or software. Such low-cost solution
could enable employing digital twin concepts in the small mining companies, e.g., quarries.

Another advantage of the proposed solution is the lack of need to establish the
ground control points. The base model is georeferenced using simultaneous GNSS RTK
measurements and the subsequent SLAM models are registered to it in cloud-to-cloud
manner, since the majority of the mine model is stable over time.

The authors would especially like to emphasize that the results of the experiment
performed in the Mikoszów open-pit mine clearly indicate that the integration of the MLS
LiDAR technique and of the handheld SLAM LiDAR technique according to the method
here described allows a 3D model of the excavation to be constructed and updated in
real time. The resultant high-resolution point cloud allows the designing, inventorying,
and feeding of big data databases in mines, according to the idea of Industry 4.0. LiDAR
techniques used in the analyzed mine enable a fast and comfortable acquisition of 3D
information about the excavation over the life cycle of a mine. This information may be
used at every stage of the mining operations in open-pit mines, including in prospecting
and exploration works, in access and development works, in the exploitation of the mineral,
in the reclamation works, and in the management of the post-mining area.
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Abstract: This paper investigates the problem of stability in a group of headings driven in high
horizontal stress fields in the copper ore mines of the Legnica-Glogow Copper Belt (LGCB). The
headings are protected with the roof bolting system. This problem is of high importance due to
special safety regulations which apply in mining workings serving as airways and haulageways. The
analysis was performed for a group of four headings driven in the geological and mining conditions
of the Polkowice-Sieroszowice mine. The stability of the headings was evaluated with the use of
Finite Element Method (FEM). The parameters of the rocks used in the numerical modeling have been
determined on the basis of the Hoek–Brown classification, with the use of the RocLab 1.0 software.
The parameters of the stress field have been identified on the basis of in situ measurements, which
were performed in the Polkowice-Sieroszowice mine in 2012. The measurements were carried out
with the use of the overcoring method, which is a stress relief method. A CSIRO HI probe was used as
the measuring device. The tests were carried out on three measuring points, on which six successful
tests were performed. The measurements confirmed the presence of high horizontal stresses in the
rock mass. Numerical modeling was performed using the Phase2 v.8.0 software, in a triaxial stress
state and in a plane strain state. The rock mass was described with an elastic-plastic model with
softening. Numerical analyses were based on the Mohr–Coulomb failure criterion. It was assumed
that the optimal measure of the stability of the group of headings is the range of the formed zone of
yielded rock mass in the excavation roof. Numerical simulations have shown that the direction of
driving the headings in the field of increased horizontal stresses may be of key importance for the
stability of the headings in LGOM mines. The greatest extent of the yielded rock mass zone in the
excavation roof occurred when the group of headings was driven in the direction perpendicular to the
direction of the maximum horizontal stress component σH. The obtained results served to provide
an example of the application of a roof bolting system to protect headings driven in unfavorable
conditions in a high horizontal stress field.

Keywords: numerical modeling; high horizontal stress; excavations stability assessment

1. Introduction

Numerous observations and measurements performed both worldwide [1–13] and
in Poland [14–16] suggest that in many cases the value of primary horizontal stresses
is significantly greater than the values accepted to date, which are based solely on the
Poisson’s ratio ν. Another observation also indicated that the maximum component of the
horizontal stresses in the rock mass was frequently up to several times higher than the
vertical component. Therefore, primary stresses in the rocks forming the Earth’s crust are
believed to result from the accumulation of gravitational and tectonic stress fields [17], and
the intensity of horizontal stresses is the function of
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− interaction of individual tectonic units,
− the terrain surface,
− tectonic features of the rock mass,
− depth of the rock mass, and
− stiffness of rock material, expressed, among others through Poisson’s ratio ν and the

modulus of linear deformation (longitudinal modulus of elasticity) E.

Research conducted by many scientists shows that high horizontal stress has a signifi-
cant impact on underground excavations stability [9,18–21].

In a number of mines worldwide, some of the cases in which the stability of a heading
was lost (Figure 1) or some phenomena having an impact observed in the heading were
caused by an inadequate knowledge of the extents and directions of horizontal stresses
in the mined rock mass [2,4–7]. The direction in which a heading is driven and in which
horizontal stresses propagate was also observed to influence the stability of the heading
(Figure 2). In the most advantageous scenario, the direction of the maximum increased
horizontal stress component is parallel to the longer axis of symmetry of the heading. In
such case, the heading does not lose its stability due to horizontal stresses (Figure 2a). In
the case when the heading is driven at an angle to the direction of the maximum horizontal
stress component, the roof may suffer damage, and the floor may become uplifted at the left
or right wall (Figure 2b,c). When the direction of the maximum component is perpendicular
to the direction in which the heading is driven, the least advantageous scenario occurs
and the heading loses its stability (Figure 2d). In the central part of the heading, the roof
collapses and the floor is uplifted [22].

 
 
 
 
 ν

 

Figure 1. Collapse of immediate roof due to increased horizontal stresses in the Beckley mine [7].
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Figure 2. Influence of horizontal stress on heading stability (based on the works in [3,23]). (a) undisturbed floor; (b) possible
floor uplift on the left side; (c) possible floor uplift on the right side; (d) possible floor uplift in the middle of the excavation.

In Polish underground mines, no efforts are made towards identifying the directions
and values of primary horizontal stresses in the rock mass for the purpose of designing
optimal heading systems and heading support structures. Roof bolting is the most com-
monly used roof support system in Polish copper mines of the Legnica-Glogow Copper
Belt (LGCB) region. Prior to the choice of a support type for a mining excavation, roof
class is determined in accordance with the “Instructions on determining the geomechanical
parameters of roof rocks with respect to roof classes in copper mines”, as required in the
selection of a roof bolting system design [24]. The classification of roof rocks (from class
1—the worst, to class 5—the best) is based on such parameters as

− roof bedding (vertical split),
− concentration of mineralized foigs,
− fault concentration,
− average fault throw, and
− tensile strength of the roof rock beam.

The roof bolting system is selected after identifying the roof class and in accordance
with the “Regulations on the selection, construction and control of excavation support
in the KGHM Polska Miedz S.A. mines” [25]. The roofs in the headings are protected
with bolts at least 1.6 m long. The distance between the bolts (the rock bolt pattern) is
adjusted depending on the class of the roof and on the width of the heading below the roof.
Supports are also installed on the heading walls. The wall bolts have a length of at least
1.6 m and are spaced in the side walls at 1.5 × 1.5 m. The lower row of the bolts is situated
at a distance of approximately 1.8 m from the floor. The side walls are provided with a
support system if

− excavation height is greater than 4.5 m (regardless of the inclination angle of the side
walls) or

− excavation height is not greater than 4.5 m and moving the side walls outwards by
approximately 10◦ is not possible.

As copper ore extraction depth in the LGCB region has exceeded the depth of 1200 m
below ground level. and is performed in increasingly difficult geological and mining
conditions, the copper ore mines in the region may suffer from a growing number of
problems related to the stability of excavations located in the field of high horizontal stresses.
Therefore, further extensive research needed to be performed into the directions and values
of main stresses in the mines operated by KGHM Polska Miedz S.A. The next step should
involve a research program which would allow identifying the influence of the directions
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and values of high horizontal stresses on the stability of mining excavations supported
with roof bolting systems and located at a depth below 1200 m below ground level.

Numerical methods significantly expand research possibilities related to the analysis
and evaluation of the stability of excavations and their support systems in underground
mines. Numerical modeling gives the possibility to predict the stress concentration zones
and the potential locations in which the rock mass may become unstable in the vicinity of a
mining excavation. The numerical, FEM-based computer analyses performed to date on
the stability of mining excavations have demonstrated the influence of horizontal stress
direction on the stability of excavations in the LGCB mines [22,26].

This research, which focuses on the influence of the direction in which headings are
driven in the “Polkowice-Sieroszowice” mine in the presence of high horizontal stress
fields, is a continuation and development of research performed as part of a program
titled “Implementation of numerical methods in the analysis of selected natural hazards in
underground mines”. This research was performed between 2017 and 2018 at the Mining
Division, Wroclaw University of Science and Technology. Some results of this research
were presented in scientific conferences and published [26,27]. Further research is needed
however, as the results of numerical simulations may be used to plan and design inter alia
access, preparatory and production excavations of various shapes and dimensions, as well
as to aid the choice of adequate primary and secondary support systems. It is of special
importance for the copper ore extraction operations performed in the area of the LGCB at
depths exceeding 1200 m below ground level.

2. In-Situ Tests of Stresses in the Polkowice–Sieroszowice Mine

In 2012, the LGCB copper ore mines (the Rudna mine and the Polkowice-Sieroszowice
mine) were the sites of a test program—the most extensive program in the history of
Polish mining industry—aimed at in situ examinations of stresses in the rock mass. The
measurements were conducted as part of a research project entitled “Determination of the
impact of the primary stress directions and magnitudes on the optimal geometry of mining
fields” [16]. The measurements were performed by a team consisting of the employees
of KGHM Cuprum Ltd. R&D Center, the Rudna mine and Golder Associates Ltd. The
aim of the measurements was to identify the distribution of primary stresses in the regions
planned for operation within the Glogow Gleboki-Przemyslowy mining area. The analysis
of the progress of the access and preparatory works indicated that the measurement points
should be located in the northern and north-western parts of the Polkowice-Sieroszowice
mine. Eventually, three locations for the measurement points were identified:

− measurement point 1: located in the “Sieroszowice I” mine area, between crosscuts 13
and 12 in main haulage roadway T-360, at a depth of 966.0 m below ground level;

− measurement point 2: located in division G-62, in main haulage roadway T-357, in the
vicinity of crosscut P-84; and

− measurement point 3: located in the “Sieroszowice I” mine area, in the recess of main
incline E-1, in the vicinity of crosscut 63, at a depth of 906.0 m below ground level.

The in situ measurements in the Polkowice-Sieroszowice mine were performed with
the use of the overcoring method, which is a stress relief method. The method consists
in cutting a rock sample from the rock mass in which a high horizontal stress field is
observed and in simultaneously measuring the strain or displacement due to stress relief
in the sample [28]. The stages of the overcoring method are shown in Figure 3. The most
important of them are

− boring a hole in the rock which has a large-diameter (60–220 mm) and a length
sufficient to treat the influence of the mining excavation as negligible (Figure 3a),

− driving a pilot hole typically 38 mm in diameter (Figure 3b),
− placing a measurement device (probe) in the pilot hole, and
− effecting stress relief in the cut-out cylinder, whose deformations are recorded with a

measurement device (Figure 3c).
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Figure 3. Stages of the overcoring method. (a) boring a hole in the rock which has a large-diameter (60–220 mm) and a
length sufficient to treat the influence of the mining excavation as negligible; (b) driving a pilot hole typically 38 mm in
diameter and placing a measurement device (probe) in the pilot hole; (c) effecting stress relief in the cut-out cylinder, whose
deformations are recorded with a measurement device.

The stress tensor components in the rock mass are calculated from the values of strain
measured during the process of relieving the sample in the vicinity of the measurement
device. After the measurement, the rock sample is recovered for laboratory testing in order
to determine Poisson’s coefficient ν and longitudinal modulus of elasticity E. Examinations
also include visual inspection of the measuring cell and the surrounding rock, as well as
the quality of the adhesive bond and the degree of rock disturbance [28].

The measurement device used in the Polkowice-Sieroszowice mine was a CSIRO HI
test probe (Figure 4). It has 12 independent strain gauges glued in an arrangement of three
“rosettes”, three gauges in each “rosette”, and three gauges glued circumferentially. Owing
to the above, a single measurement provides a sufficient amount of data and allows the
components of the stress tensor in the three-axis system to be fully determined. The probe
is secured in the borehole with a special adhesive of known deformation parameters. The
disadvantages of the overcoring measurements with the use of the CSIRO HI probe include
the sensitivity to loose rock fragments in the borehole which hinder correct insertion of the
probe, as well as thermal effects generated during the drilling process and the presence of
water in the borehole [16,28]. The obtained results allowed determining horizontal stress
distribution in the rock mass for the Polkowice-Sieroszowice mine (Table 1).
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Figure 4. CSIRO HI test probe.

Table 1. Parameters of horizontal stress fields at the Polkowice-Sieroszowice mine [16,26].

Measurement Test No.
Stress Field Parameters

σH [MPa] αH [◦] σh [MPa] αh [◦] σv [MPa]

SP1T2 29.9 160.0 22.3 70.0 27.7
SP1T3 29.9 157.0 24.4 67.0 27.9
SP1T4 20.6 158.0 16.9 68.0 22.7
SP2T2 32.2 6.0 26.1 96.0 27.7
SP3T2 27.7 156.0 14.5 66.0 27.6
SP3T3 19.2 139.0 12.8 49.0 18.2

The symbols used in the above table are as follows: σH—maximum component of horizontal stress, αH—azimuth
of the maximum horizontal stress component, σh—minimum component of horizontal stress, αh—azimuth of the
minimum horizontal stress component, σv—vertical stress.

3. Stability Prediction for a Group of Headings at the Polkowice-Sieroszowice Mine

The influence of high horizontal stresses on the stability of headings in the Polkowice-
Sieroszowice mine was modeled with the use of the Phase2 v. 8.0 software (Rocscience,
Toronto, ON, Canada). This computer application is based on Finite Element Method
(FEM). In FEM, a solution to a typical problem is searched for in the following stages:

− dividing an area into subareas,
− determining FEM equations for the elements,
− gluing (aggregating) the elements,
− allowing for boundary conditions,
− solving the equations, and
− calculating additional values in other (than nodes) points of the area [22].

The parameters of the rocks used in the numerical modeling are shown in Table 2.
The parameters were determined from the geomechanical tests of rock samples. Rock
samples for laboratory tests were obtained from the Jm-06 To-1 borehole, which is located
in the Sieroszowice I mining area, division G-62, at the crossing of main incline E-1 and
crosscut 33. The analysis of the data obtained from the Jm-06 To-1 borehole indicated that
the rock mass represents a geological structure typical for the Fore Sudetic Monocline in
which the access and preparatory excavations of the Polkowice-Sieroszowice mine are
driven. The immediate roof is built of carbonate formations (Calcareous dolomite II) having
high strength and strain parameters. The rocks forming the mined deposit height and the
formations in the floor have various values of strength and strain parameters.
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Table 2. Mean strength and strain rock parameters determined in laboratory tests for the Jm-06 To-1
borehole [26].

Location Rock Type
h

[m]
ρ

[kg/dm3]
Rc

[MPa]
Rr

[MPa]
Ei

[GPa]
v

[–]

Roof
Anhydrite 16.00 2.94 92.16 6.69 53.22 0.26

Calcareous dolomite II 9.00 2.82 236.10 14.59 113.17 0.25

Excavation

Calcareous dolomite I 0.50 2.47 98.43 6.04 38.77 0.26
Streaky dolomite 0.90 2.77 140.57 9.33 40.73 0.24

Clay dolomite 0.55 2.63 79.50 5.70 28.75 0.23
Quartz sandstone IV 0.25 2.40 39.97 2.78 16.53 0.19
Quartz sandstone III 0.30 2.25 16.57 0.80 7.23 0.13

Floor
Quartz sandstone II 3.90 2.07 20.67 1.22 8.63 0.14
Quartz sandstone I 1.10 2.02 16.95 0.75 6.65 0.12

The Hoek–Brown failure criterion, which is broadly used in geomechanical analyses
of rock mass deformations and effort, was assumed for the rock mass. The generalized
Hoek–Brown failure criterion for a fractured rock mass may be described with the following
equation [29]:

σ1 = σ3 + σci·
(

mb·
σ3

σci
+ s

)a

, (1)

where
σ1 and σ3—values of the maximum and minimum principal effective stress at failure,
mb—the Hoek–Brown constant for the rock mass,
s and a—constants depending on the rock mass properties,
σci—the uniaxial compressive strength of the rock sample.
When rock mass tensile strength σtm is exceeded, the equation for a = 0.5 can be

formulated as follows:

σtm =
σci

2
·
(

mb −
√

m2
b + 4s

)
. (2)

After the failure criterion was assumed, the following rock mass parameters have been
determined for each of the rock layers obtained from the Jm-06 To-1 borehole (Table 3):

− uniaxial tensile strength of the rock mass σt,
− cohesion c,
− internal friction angle ϕ, and
− rock mass modulus of elasticity Erm.

Table 3. Rock mass parameters determined with the RocLab 1.0 application the Jm-06 To-1 measure-
ment borehole [26].

Location Rock Type
σt

[MPa]
c

[MPa]
φ

[◦]
Erm

[MPa]

Roof
Anhydrite 0.738 6.896 38.66 39,000.37

Calcareous dolomite II 5.226 21.535 39.00 99,628.96

Excavation

Calcareous dolomite I 1.495 7.853 37.69 31,649.89
Streaky dolomite 3.112 12.821 39.00 35,856.57

Clay dolomite 0.828 5.653 36.31 21,068.41
Quartz sandstone IV 0.103 2.784 39.06 8595.60
Quartz sandstone III 0.043 1.154 39.06 3759.60

Floor
Quartz sandstone II 0.053 1.439 39.06 4487.60
Quartz sandstone I 0.044 1.180 39.06 3458.00

The calculations were performed with the use of the RocLab 1.0 software, which
employs the Hoek–Brown classification [29–32].

Numerical modeling was performed using the Phase2 v. 8.0, in a triaxial stress state
and in plane strain state. Numerical simulations were performed for an isotropic and for
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a uniform medium. The rock medium was described with an elastic-plastic model with
softening. The strength–strain parameters of the rocks in the model are shown in Table 4.
The numerical modeling was performed on the basis of the Mohr–Coulomb failure criterion,
which states that rock may reach threshold effort if the following condition is met:

σ1 = σ3·
1 + sinϕ

1 − sinϕ
+

2ccosϕ

1 − sinϕ
, (3)

or
σ3 = −σt (4)

where
σ1 and σ3—effective maximum and minimum stress at failure,
φ—internal friction angle,
c—cohesion, and
σt—uniaxial tensile strength of the rock mass.

Table 4. Rock mass parameters adopted for the elastic-plastic numerical model with softening.

Location Rock Type
h

[m]
Es

[MPa]
ν

[–]
σt

[MPa]
φpeak

[◦]
cpeak

[MPa]
φdyl

[◦]
φresid

[◦]
cresid

[MPa]

Roof
Anhydrite 16.00 39,000.37 0.26 0.738 38.66 6.896 2.00 36.73 1.379

Calcareous dolomite II 9.00 99,628.96 0.25 5.226 39.00 21.535 2.00 37.05 4.307

Excavation
(h = 3.5 m)

Deposit mined in
dolomite-sandstone

2.50 25,184.11 0.22 1.617 38.16 7.847 2.00 36.25 1.569

Floor
Quartz sandstone II 3.90 4487.60 0.14 0.053 39.06 1.439 2.00 37.11 0.288

Quartz sandstone I 1.10 3458.00 0.12 0.044 39.06 1.180 2.00 37.11 0.236

The numerical analyses were performed for a group of four headings. The excavations
have a trapezoidal shape. The inclination angle of the side walls was assumed at 10◦. The
roof was identified to be class four [24] and was protected with bolts 1.6 m in length with
the bolting pattern 1.5 × 1.5 m [25]. Table 5 contains the dimensions of headings in the
assumed cross-sections.

Table 5. Dimensions of the analyzed headings.

Excavation Height
h [m]

Excavation Width
Below the Roof

dwst [m]

Excavation Width
at the Floor

dwsp [m]

Mean Excavation
Width

dwśr [m]

Excavation
Surface Area

Sr [m2]

Side Wall
Inclination Angle

α [◦]

3.5 7.0 5.8 6.4 22.4 10.0

The numerical model was based on the values of primary stresses recorded in the
Polkowice-Sieroszowice mine, at measurement point 2 (Table 1, measurement number
SP2T2). Two variants of loads acting on the group of headings were assumed for the
numerical calculations. The flat, rectangular plate comprising four openings (located
inside and shaped to correspond to the shapes of the analyzed excavations) was loaded on
its edges:

• load variant 1 (maximum horizontal stress component σH is in the direction parallel
to the longer axis of the headings):

− side edges: px = 26.10 MPa,
− upper edge and bottom edge: pz = 27.70 MPa,
− direction perpendicular to plate surface: py = 32.20 MPa,

• load variant 2 (maximum horizontal stress component σH is in the direction perpen-
dicular to the longer axis of the headings):
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− side edges: px = 32.20 MPa,
− upper edge and bottom edge: pz = 27.70 MPa,
− direction perpendicular to plate surface: py = 26.10 MPa.

The edges of the analyzed plate were equipped with supports which do not slide
either in the vertical or in the horizontal direction. The numerical analysis employed finite
elements having three nodes and triangular shape. The plate edges were assumed to be at
a 100.0 m distance from the extreme points on each side of the analyzed headings (the roof,
the floor and the side walls). In the middle of the plate, in the location the headings, smaller
size finite elements were used (finite element grid density region) in order to increase the
accuracy of numerical calculations. Based on the numerical calculations of heading stability
for each model (calculation variant), the following parameters were determined:

− distribution of principal stresses σ1,
− distribution of principal stresses σ3,
− horizontal stress distribution σxx,
− vertical stress distribution σyy,
− total displacements,
− yielded element area (yielded rock mass zone).

The analysis of the results indicated that the optimal measure of the stability of the
group of headings is the range of the yielded rock mass zone in the roof of the heading.

4. Results of Numerical Simulations and Selection of the Bolting System

The numerical models of the stability of headings located in the field of high horizontal
stresses in the Polkowice-Sieroszowice mine confirmed the results obtained in previous
research [22,26]. The numerical simulations demonstrated among other things that

− the direction in which headings are driven in a field of high horizontal stresses may
be of key importance to the stability of headings in the LGCB mines, and

− problems with stability may occur when the yielded rock zone in the roof is larger
than the bolted zone.

Figures 5–8 show the maximum range of yielded rock mass (between 50% and 100%)
in the roofs of the headings. In the case of a group of headings driven parallel to the
direction of the maximum horizontal stress component σH (load variant 1), the maximum
range was 1.36 m (Figure 7). At the same time, the maximum range of yielded rock mass
in the roofs of the headings driven in perpendicular to the direction of the maximum
horizontal stress component σH (load variant 2) was greater by 0.58 m and reached 1.94 m
(Figure 8). The numerical calculations also demonstrated that:

− The surface of the relaxed area around a heading increases together with the increase
of the horizontal stress in the rock mass (high stress field in the rock mass). Meanwhile,
stress concentration in the analyzed headings occurs only in the corners of the roofs
and of the side walls.

− The greatest total displacements occur in the floors of the analyzed headings (formed
of sandstones having low strength and strain parameters). The range of the zone
affected by displacements increases together with the increase of horizontal stresses
in the rock mass.

− The surface of the yielded area in the rock mass around headings driven in the heading
group increases together with the increase of horizontal stresses in the rock mass (high
stress field in the rock mass). This phenomenon is strictly related to the stress and
strain parameters of the rock layers surrounding the excavations and negatively
influences their stability.

− The verification of the results of the numerical simulations obtained for the plastic-
elastic model with rock softening confirmed that they correspond most accurately to
the observed cases of stability losses in the mining excavations of Polish copper mines.
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Figure 5. Yielded element area around heading 1 and heading 2, load variant 1.

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Yielded element area around heading 1 and heading 2, load variant 2.
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Figure 7. Yielded element area around heading 3 and heading 4, load variant 1.
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Figure 8. Yielded element area around heading 3 and heading 4, load variant 2.

Table 6 lists the range of yielded rock mass (yield between 50% and 100%) in the
roofs of the analyzed headings. For the assumed geological and mining conditions of the
Polkowice-Sieroszowice mine, the simulated change of direction in which the heading
group is driven resulted in an increased yielded zone in the roofs within the range of
0.45 ÷ 0.58 m, which translates into an increase by 34.09% to 42.65%, respectively. The
maximum range of yielded rock mass in the roofs of the headings driven in perpendicular
to the direction of the maximum horizontal stress component σH (load variant 2) was
greater than the bolted zone of 1.6 m. The excavations may suffer from the loss of roof
stability (collapse of the immediate roof in the excavation).

Table 6. List of the yielded rock mass range in the roofs of the analyzed headings (yield between 50%
and 100%).

Excavation
Yield Range in the Roof [m] Increase of Yield Range in the Roof

Load Variant 1 Load Variant 2 [m] [%]

1 1.32 1.77 0.45 34.09
2 1.34 1.91 0.57 42.54
3 1.36 1.94 0.58 42.65
4 1.30 1.76 0.46 35.38

The numerical modeling allowed an optimal selection of the roof bolting system
design for a group of headings located in the field of high horizontal stresses. The support
system was based on resin-grouted bolts, which are intended to protect the excavation over
the entire period if its operation. Depending on the direction in which the heading group
is driven, the following bolt lengths and positions were selected:

− in the case of a group of headings driven parallel to the direction of the maximum
horizontal stress component σH, the bolts were 1.6 m in length and the bolting pattern
(distance between the bolts) was 1.5 × 1.5 m,

− and in the case of a group of headings driven perpendicular to the direction of the
maximum horizontal stress component σH, the bolts were 2.2 m in length and the
bolting pattern (distance between the bolts) was 1.5 × 1.5 m,

The simulations were based on an assumption that the bolted zone in the roof must
be larger by at least 0.5 m than the maximum range of the 100% yielded zone.

5. Conclusions

Some observed cases of stability loss in mining excavations are caused by a lack of
knowledge about the size and direction in which horizontal stresses act in the mined rock
mass. The in situ measurements and the numerical simulations confirmed that the driving
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direction of a heading and the directions of horizontal stresses affect heading stability in
the geological and mining conditions of the Polkowice-Sieroszowice mine.

The stability of headings depends the direction in which they are driven in a field
of high horizontal stresses, in relation to the direction of the maximum horizontal stress
component σH in the rock mass. Therefore, this parameter should be given appropriate
consideration in the process of selecting an optimal roof support system for a heading. The
additional parameters which influence heading stability include: the shape of the heading,
its cross section surface area (heading width under the roof), heading depth (the value of
stresses in the rock mass), and the stress and strain parameters of the rocks surrounding
the heading.

An accurate recognition of the stress field in the mining area allows the development
of optimal preventive methods. Numerical methods prove very useful in such tasks, as
they allow broad and extensive analyses of heading stability. The in situ observations of
actual stability loss cases in the LGCB copper ore mines and the numerical simulations of
heading stability fully confirm the need to use numerical modelling in preparing designs
of mining excavations and of their support systems.
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Abstract: In this paper, a heavy-duty loader operated in an underground mine is discussed. Due
to extremely harsh operational conditions, an important maintenance problem is related to engine
oil pressure. We have found that when the degradation process appears, the nature of variation
of pressure engine oil changes. Following this observation, we have proposed a data analysis
procedure for the structure break point detection. It is based on specific data pre-processing and
further statistical analysis. The idea of the paper is to transform the data into a nearly monotonic
function that describes the variation of machine condition or in the statistical language—change
of the regime inside the process. To achieve that goal we proposed an original data processing
procedure. The dataset analyzed in the paper covers one month of observation. We have received
confirmation that during that period, maintenance service has been done. The purpose of our research
was to remove ambiguity related to direct oil pressure analysis and visualize oil pressure variation
in the diagnostic context. As a fleet of machines in the considered company covers more than
1000 loaders/trucks/drilling machines, the importance of this approach is serious from a practical
point of view. We believe that it could be also an inspiration for other researchers working with
industrial data.

Keywords: machine diagnostics; LHD; engine oil pressure data; oil pump wear; statistical analysis;
convergence functions

1. Introduction

Maintenance procedures for a fleet of the load-haul dump (LHD) mobile machines
operated in underground mine are critically important and challenging. To reach the
required level of efficiency, modern maintenance is supported by on-board monitoring
systems and advanced analytics. The monitoring system is acquiring data in every 1 s
(or more, depending on the type of variable) and measured values are stored in local
memory. After the shift, when the machine is going back to the so-called machine chamber,
the data are automatically transferred via WIFI to the server on the surface (data storage
and processing center). Specific analysis is automatically performed and some reports are
available via the website. Unfortunately, the variables are very specific and exhibit different
characteristics, thus it is required to apply different algorithms to their analysis. Till now,
simple comparison with threshold is used, for example, for low frequency temperature
data. In this paper, we present an example related to the engine oil pressure measurement.
A base for all analysis is the need to detect the structure break point (called also the anomaly
or the structure/regime change point), interpret data automatically, and provide simple
information to appropriate staff. Engine oil pressure is very different than mentioned
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temperature data. It is relatively high-frequency variable. It varies from zero to ca. 700 kPa,
but we have found that distribution of the process is more informative than just simple
particular sample values. It is hard to make any conclusion from the raw signal. If engine
oil pressure is too high, there is an automatic safety valve that releases excess oil from
the system. A much worse case is when oil pressure is too small—such a situation may
lead to the damage of the engine. However, as we mentioned, the simple diagnosis via
comparison with the threshold level is impossible. Thus, in this paper, we propose a
statistical procedure for the detection of the so-called structure break point in the highly
variable random data.

Our strategy is based on the statistical approach that minimizes the impact of local
changes in the examined data. We consider the machine as a time-varying system, so
we decide not to analyze the data sample by sample but to estimate its characteristics
in the work shifts perspective. A daily operation in the considered mine is divided in
four shifts, each 6 h. It is due to mining law regulation, specific processes required for
mining production and extremely harsh condition underground. Even if some experts
may notice changes in the raw signal, it is very hard to provide objective rules to detect
anomalies in practice. Due to the mentioned specific operation of the machine in the
mine, firstly we segment the data according to the work shifts. We received advice, that
operation of LHD during the first and second work shifts is very different than during the
third and fourth work shifts (during the night). The 1st work shift in the day is between
6 a.m.–12 p.m.; the 2nd work shift—12 p.m.–6 p.m.; the third work shift—6 p.m.–0 a.m.
and the four work shift—0 a.m.–6 a.m. It appears that shifts are different, indeed, however,
from our perspective, it is not critical. From the statistical point of view changes in the
data related to change of condition are much stronger than changes related to different
work shifts. Our approach allow us to process data to the form that contains information
about the condition of the system, not about its daily operation parameters variation as
speed, load, etc. From a highly time-varying process related to oil pressure variation,
we receive a nearly monotonic function describing the change of condition in the system.
Such data transformation is readable for maintenance staff and may be used as a basis for
maintenance decisions. It has great practical importance as the population of the LHD fleet
exceeds 1000 machines.

A novelty of the approach is related to the appropriate processing of raw data. In
the data analysis, we use the fact that the empirical distribution of the engine oil pressure
time series may change in the subsequent work shifts, which is strongly related to the
degradation process of the machine. Thus, we examine the distance measures between
distributions of the data corresponding to the work shifts. Here we utilize the divergence
functions that measure the distance between two probability distributions expressed in the
means of their probability density functions (pdfs). Based on this characteristic we apply
the classical test statistics (i.e., Student’s t and Wilcoxon) used in the problem of testing if
two samples have equal means. The final result is the detection of the structure break point
which corresponds to the moment of the repair registered by the maintenance staff in the
considered mine. From the signal processing perspective, the novelty of the approach is
related to statistical processing of long term, historical industrial data to achieve unequivo-
cal information about the change of condition. We propose analyzing data in segments to
cancel out local disturbances and extract patterns seen as the probability density function.
Then, the difference between segments is estimated by the distance between distribu-
tions and such a new feature is used to establish the structural break point in the process.
We propose the original data processing procedure that covers pre-processing step (data
validation, missing values handling, re-sampling, reshaping data to associate them with
specific nature of the process), data analysis (probability density function of data instead
of the sample by sample analysis, measures of distance in multidimensional space and
finally structural break point detection—i.e., the identification of moment when the process
change its nature) and the presentation of the results (transforming obtained information
back to real samples domain to visualize change moment). The general concept of the
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procedure is demonstrated in Figure 1. Namely, the raw data is subjected to a three-stage
procedure (successive blocks of the diagram), as a result of which we detect the structural
break point. The steps highlighted in each of three stages are described in detail in the
following sections, namely, the data pre-processing is presented in Section 2.4, the analysis
is described in Section 3, and the visualization is presented in Section 4.

Preprocessing:
• Resampling

• Reshaping

• Missing values handling

• Shift selection

Analysis
• Pdf estimation

• Distance measures between pdfs

• Structural point detection

Visualisation
• Distance measures presentation

• Structural point presentation in real data

Figure 1. The general concept of the proposed diagnostic procedure. The steps highlighted in the
schematic blocks are described in detail in the following sections of the paper.

1.1. Brief State of the Art

LHD machines are commonly used in the mining industry and are critically important
for the production process. There are many papers related to various aspects of LHDs. Most
of them are focused on reliability analysis [1–6], prediction and assessment of machines
breakdowns [7], machine performance measures [8–12], utilisation analysis, optimisation,
production analysis [11,13–15], risk evaluation [16], residual life estimation [17], etc. Just a
few works have mentioned condition monitoring [18–22], technical and operational aspects
related to LHD machines [23–26] and real measurement of output torque, identification of
operation regimes, etc. [27–32]. LHD machines are equipped with on-board monitoring
systems. They are used for control as well as for maintenance purposes. As one receives
real data from the machine, it opens many opportunities for their analysis.

As it was mentioned, from the mathematical/statistical perspective, the considered
problem is related to the segmentation of the data which, is strongly connected with the
structure break point detection. In recent years, substantial works on segmentation methods
for different applications appeared in the literature. A few interesting applications include
condition monitoring [33,34] (where structural break detection method based on the adap-
tive regression splines technique has been proposed to recognize a change of operational
regime in copper ore crusher vibration and local maxima method has been proposed in the
time–frequency domain for spike detection in bearings vibration, respectively), biomedical
signals (e.g., electrocardiogram) [35–39] (where hidden Markov models, moving average
and Savitzky-Golay filter, cepstral analysis, wavelet transform, envelope-based segmenta-
tion, etc., have been used), speech analysis [40–42] (where nonlinear speech analysis based
on the microcanonical multiscale formalism, adaptation of Appel and Brandt algorithm,
innovation (Shur) adaptive filter have been discussed), econometrics [43,44] (where the
regime switching model is applied), and seismic signals [45–49] (where, among others,
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cumulative sum of Gaussian probability density functions and Markov regime-switching
models as well as the empirical second moment of given raw signal have been proposed
for seismic signal segmentation in order to extract seismic events).

Many segmentation methods are based on simple statistics in time domain, the cumula-
tive squared data or empirical second moment [50–53]. However, one can also find methods
based on the representation of the data in different domains, such as time-frequency [34,54].
See also the effective segmentation methods used in the physical sciences, like the methods
based on the so-called recurrence statistic [55–59]. The method proposed in this paper is
based on the relatively simple statistics, however, they are applied to the characteristics of
the data describing the distribution in the work shift.

The problem discussed in the paper could be seen as a process diagnosis (fault de-
tection in the process). Various approaches to fault detection and diagnosis in process
data have been developed over decades. They can be divided into three main categories:
data-driven approaches, deep-knowledge-based approaches, and analytical-model-based
approaches [60]. An analytical-model- and deep-knowledge-based methods rely heavily on
fundamental knowledge of the process [60]. Unfortunately, in our data, it is very difficult
to provide a model of the process as a pressure variation is depending on the behavior
of the operator, the environment, performed task, etc. It leads to—using data science
language—highly non-Gaussian, nonlinear, non-stationary data. A data-driven methods
specifically refer to methods that rely purely on operational data without using process
knowledge. Data-driven approaches learn from history and place no requirements on
models or expert knowledge [60].

Data-driven process monitoring or statistical process monitoring applies multivariate
statistics and machine learning methods to fault detection and diagnosis for industrial
process [61]. Various variants of PCA as recursive PCA (RPCA), dynamic PCA (DPCA), and
kernel PCA (KPCA), have been used for process diagnosis. The main idea is that structure
of PCA will change when an abnormal situation will appear in the data. For data-driven
approaches, methods based on the hidden Markov model, Ddynamic neural network,
kernel independent component analysis, Gaussian mixture model, hidden semi-Markov
model have been applied. A deep review has been provided in [60].

In the context of real-time analysis one can consider two approaches: decision “sample
by sample” or decision “segment by segment”. In the first case, we can compare the
amplitude of the incoming sample with the threshold or we can test if the sample belongs
to the same distribution as previous samples. One may search for pre-defined events
(zero value, flat line, min/max, outliers detection, etc.) [62]. It is very difficult to apply
this approach in our case. In the second-mentioned technique, one may play with more
reliable statistical approaches, instead of samples the statistics or the distributions may be
compared. We are doing this in our research. We test if the mean value estimated from at
least two new samples is different than the historical one.

It should be also mentioned that there is a class of data-mining based solutions, which
could be adopted here, for example-time-series clustering, see review [63], anomaly/novelty
detection in time series, [64], see review [65,66], process mining [67]. We consider checking
this in near future, however, we believe that the proposed techniques are simple and quick
and do not require advanced training algorithms as most of the data mining techniques.

As an interesting approach one may find in [68] where historical SCADA data for the
normal condition from wind turbines were used to train this multi-layer network model
layer-wise to extract the relationships between SCADA variable trained for the healthy
case, the model will not be able to reconstruct real data if input will be abnormal. Thus,
residual data will be higher, and easy to notice an anomaly. As mentioned it used an
advanced neural network-based model rather than simple mean testing as we proposed.

1.2. Structure of the Paper

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we describe the machine, experiment,
and the data as well as we give the step by step pre-processing procedure used for the
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engine oil pressure. In Section 3 we present the statistical methodology applied for the data
processing, it consists of the calculation of the distance measures for empirical probability
density functions corresponding to work shifts and finally the application of the Student’s t
and Wilcoxon statistics for the structure break point detection. In Section 4 we demonstrate
the results for the real engine oil pressure data. The last section contains the summary and
concludes the paper.

2. Machine, Obds, Experiment and Data Description

2.1. Machine Description

The machine used in the experiment is a Loader LKP-0903 produced by KGHM
ZANAM. Basic parameters of the truck are: length 10,600 mm, width 3150 mm, height
1750 mm total weight 28,700 kg, standard bucket 4.6 m3, tramming capacity 96 kN, power
rating 181 kW, driving speed 4.5 km/h (1st gear) up to 19.0 km/h (4th gear). The photo of
the machine is shown in Figure 2. An LHD loader is quite a complex machine that consists
of several subsystems as the drive unit, transmission system, hydraulic system for lifting
the loader bucket, etc. The heart of the machine is the combustion engine. One of the most
critical parameters of engine operation is Engine Oil Pressure. For more details see [69]. The
loader is used to transport copper ore from the so-called mining face (mining front, where
extraction of ore is performed) to the screen (reloading point, from loader to continuous
belt conveyor system for transporting bulk material for long distances up to mining shaft
and then to the surface). The mining process is complicated and consists of several steps.
It implicates the way of the usage of LHD machines. Daily operation is divided into
four shifts, but due to several factors (i.e., blasting procedures), the LHD cannot operate
continuously. If LHD is not in operation, the monitoring system will produce NaNs (Not a
Number values). It may happen that most of the data for a given shift are NaNs. During the
weekend LHD is not used, either. All these specific cases lead to dedicated data processing
and analysis methodology related to particular data stream from SCADA.

Figure 2. Machine LK3 used in underground mine.

2.2. On Board Diagnostic System Description

To maintain such types of machines a list of critical parameters has been defined
to be measured on the machine. The list of parameters is case-depended. In Table A1,
see Appendix A, we have present the parameters that are most important for our case
study. Parameters are associated with the various components. Their dynamics, variability,
etc, are different. Some of the data are sampled with 1 Hz, some others considered as
low-frequency variables may be sampled with every 5 s or more. In this paper, we will use
oil pressure signal only sampled every 5 s.

The data considered in this paper described one month of LHD operation. We received
them from the data server as historical data.

2.3. Experiment Description

The machine considered in the paper is a regular example taken from the mine (LK3
419R machine). The data covers one month of operation. We have selected such a period
because we received information that during that period some repair action has been
done. Our experiment is a passive one. We just observe the operation of the machine
using OBD monitoring data. According to information received from maintenance staff,
turbocharger replacement has been done on 14 May 2019. The diagnostic task it to identify
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the replacement moment based on proposed feature obtained thorough raw pressure data
processing. Once again, we would like to highlight that based on observation of raw data
we cannot notice this point.

2.4. Data Pre-Processing

Raw engine oil pressure data has been presented in Figure 3 (top). As one can observe
the pressure values vary from 0 up to 700 kPa. The engine oil pressure was acquired every
5 s, however, for each day the data acquisition process could start with slightly different
time points (exactly at midnight or 1, 2, 3 .. seconds after midnight). The empty spaces
indicate the weekends. Thus, only the working days were taken to the analysis. To be able
to compare the variability of data during a single shift we re-sampled data to the same
time-basis using the linear interpolation. As one may see, it is a cosmetic change—the
shape of the signal has not been changed see Figure 3 (bottom).

Figure 3. Engine oil pressure data from the database (top panel) and re-sampled data (bottom panel).

As mentioned, we know that turbocharger has been replaced on 14 of May but it is still
difficult to identify a significant change in data on that date. Similar data were analyzed
in [21], where the specific representation of the oil pressure was proposed, namely, the
authors reshaped the data into the two-dimensional array where the x-axis describes the
number of shift or date for a given day, and on the y-axis we have the so-called local shift
time (0–6 h) or time corresponding to a single day (0–24 h). In this paper, we propose to
apply the local shift time representation of the one-month measurements, see Figure A1
given in Appendix B. As one can see, it is difficult to clearly indicate the structure break
point (14th of May) on the map presented in Figure A1. Thus, we propose to seperately
analyze also the first, second, third, and fourth shifts. Moreover, to have the same time for
each shift we re-sampled the data according to the most frequent time-basis using linear
interpolation. The representation of the oil pressure measurements broken down into four
sub-sets (corresponding to four shifts) after re-sampling is demonstrated in Figure A2
given in Appendix B.

However, as was mentioned, the monitoring system produces NaNs. If in the ana-
lyzed sample a significant amount of data are NaNs, then the analysis and corresponding
interpretation may not be reliable. Thus, we examined how much data (in percent) are
NaNs and before the further analysis, we removed the work shifts with more than 40% of
NaNs. The oil pressure after removing the days with more than 40% NaNs represented
as shift by shift is demonstrated in Figure 4. The oil pressure broken down into four
shifts after removing the shifts with more than 40% NaNs is presented in Figure 5. The
data demonstrated in Figures 4 and 5 are analyzed using the procedures described in the
next section. The consecutive steps of the pre-processing scheme described above are
demonstrated in Figure 6.
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Figure 4. Map of re-sampled data (presented shift by shift) after removing the days with more than
40% of NaNs.

Figure 5. Maps of re-sampled data corresponding to four work shifts after removing the days with
more than 40% of NaNs.

Load the raw data 

(Fig 2 - top panel)

Consider a matrix with data presented

work shift by work shift (Fig 3) 

Consider four matrices

with each work shift separately (Fig 5) 

Present the data as four maps corresponding to four

work shifts (Fig 8)
Present the data as a shift by shift map (Fig 7)

Remove the columns corresponding to the work shifts with more

than 40% of NaNs

Reshape the data as a matrix with the columns representing dates

and the rows representing time during a day (Fig 4)

Resample the data to the same time-basis

(Fig 2 - bottom panel)

Figure 6. The concept of the pre-processing scheme.
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3. Methodology

In this section, we present the methodology applied for the real data presented in
Section 2. At first, we set the notation used further in the paper. Let mij denote the
i-th measurement during the j-th work shift where i = 1, . . . , N and j = 1, . . . , M, and
consequently let mj = (m1j, m2j, . . . , mNj) denote a vector of measurement corresponding
to the j-th work shift. Moreover, let pj(x) indicate the theoretical probability density
function of mj. To detect the moment when the character of the data changes, we consider
the pdfs corresponding to subsequent work shifts, namely p1(x), p2(x), . . . , pM(x).

In probability theory and statistics, to quantify the similarity of two distributions one
can use the so-called divergence (or contrast) functions that measure the distance of one
probability distribution to another. In general, the divergence is not a concept as strong
as distance, because it does not have to be symmetric in arguments or satisfy the triangle
inequality. Among various contrast functions, we distinguish one very important class of
divergence coefficients, namely the class of the so-called f -divergences of the following
form [70–72]

I f ,g(pk∗(x), pk∗∗(x)) = g

(∫
pj∗∗(x) f

(
pk∗(x)

pk∗∗(x)

)
dx

)
, (1)

where pk∗(x), pk∗∗(x) are the probability density functions corresponding to two variables,
f (t) is a continuous convex real function on R+ and g(t) is an increasing function on R. It
is important to mention that the f -divergences are always non-negative and they are equal
to zero if and only if the densities pk∗(x) and pk∗∗(x) coincide. For more properties of the
divergence functions defined in Equation (1) we refer the readers to [72,73]. Depending on
the choice of f (t) and g(t) one can obtain different forms of the contrast functions. In this
paper, we consider three specific measures belonging to the class defined above.

The first measure, called the Hellinger distance, corresponds to the case of

g(t) =
√

0.5 t and f (t) =
(√

t − 1
)2

in Equation (1) and it is given by the following
formula [72]

H(pk∗(x), pk∗∗(x)) =

√

0.5
∫ (√

pk∗(x)−
√

pk∗∗(x)

)2

dx. (2)

Let us notice that the Hellinger distance is symmetric with respect to the arguments
and obeys the triangle inequality. It satisfies the property that 0 ≤ H(pk∗(x), pk∗∗(x)) ≤ 1
with the minimum value corresponding to the case when pk∗(x) = pk∗∗(x) for every x ∈ R,
and the maximum value achieved when pk∗(x) is equal to zero for every x for which pk∗∗(x)
is nonzero and vice versa.

As the second divergence measure, we consider a modification of the Hellinger
distance defined above. Namely, for g(t) being an identity function and f (t) defined as in
Hellinger case, we obtain the so-called Jeffreys distance of the following form [74]

J(pk∗(x), pk∗∗(x)) = 2H2(pk∗(x), pk∗∗(x)) =
∫ (√

pk∗(x)−
√

pk∗∗(x)

)2

dx. (3)

Let us notice that similarly to the Hellinger distance, the Jeffreys measure is symmetric
in the arguments. Moreover, it takes values between 0 and 2.

The Chernoff distance, the third example of the divergences conisidered in this paper,
corresponds to the case when g(t) = − log(−t) and f (t) = −t1−α with 0 < α < 1 in
Equation (1) and takes the following form [73,74]

CH(pk∗(x), pk∗∗(x)) = − log (ch(pk∗(x), pk∗∗(x))), (4)

where
ch(pk∗(x), pk∗∗(x)) =

∫
pk∗(x)α pk∗∗(x)1−αdx, (5)
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is called the Chernoff coefficient. In general, expect the case of α = 0.5, the Chernoff
distance given in Equation (4) is not symmetric in the arguments nor does it satisfy the
triangle inequality. Moreover, let us notice that since 0 ≤ ch(pk∗(x), pk∗∗(x)) ≤ 1 we
have that 0 ≤ CH(pk∗(x), pk∗∗(x)) ≤ +∞ with the minimum value corresponding to the
instance when pk∗(x) = pk∗∗(x) for every x ∈ R. The special case of the Chernoff coefficient
given in Equation (5), i.e., the case of α = 0.5, is called the Bhattacharyya coefficient related
directly to the Hellinger distance given in Equation (2), namely

H(pk∗(x), pk∗∗(x)) =
√

1 − ch(pk∗(x), pk∗∗(x)).

Let us note that from the practical point of view to calculate the empirical counterparts
of the divergences defined in Equations (2)–(4) there is a need to estimate the probability
density functions and use them instead of the theoretical pdfs in the above definitions. In
our case we will apply the empirical divergences to the measurements corresponding to
the work shifts, namely to the vectors mj = (m1j, m2j, . . . , mNj) where j = 1, . . . , M. For
this purpose, one can use the kernel density estimator of pj(x) defined as follows [75,76]

p̂j(x) =
1

Nh

N

∑
i=1

K

(
x − mij

h

)
(6)

for any j = 1, . . . , M and x ∈ R, where K(·) is the non-negative kernel smoothing function,
and h is the bandwidth. The choice of kernel smoothing function determines the shape of
the curve used to estimate the probability density function. In our case, we take the normal
kernel that is simply the standard normal pdf of the form

K(x) =
1√
2π

exp
{
− x2

2

}
for x ∈ R, (7)

and the bandwidth is chosen using the Silverman’s rule of thumb to be optimal for estimat-
ing normal densities [77]. The procedure is implemented in many programming languages
and it is available in numerous mathematical packages, e.g., the function “ksdensity”
in Matlab.

Since the distribution of the subsequent samples m1, m2, . . . , mM changes for certain
j∗ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M}, we can identify the moment of change by examining the empirical
contrast functions describing the similarity of the pdf corresponding to the first work shift
and the pdfs corresponding to all the other work shifts in the sample, namely we analyze
the following vector

Î f ,g(p1(x), p1(x)), Î f ,g(p1(x), p2(x)), . . . , Î f ,g(p1(x), pM(x)),

where the f-divergence are specified in Equations (2)–(4). We expect that the values taken
by the similarity measures in the sub-samples

Î f ,g(p1(x), p1(x)), . . . , Î f ,g(p1(x), pj∗(x))

and
Î f ,g(p1(x), pj∗+1(x)), . . . , Î f ,g(p1(x), pM(x))

differ significantly. The preliminary analysis of the vector of measurements corresponding
to the work shifts indicates the corresponding distributions are different, more precisely,
we observe that some characteristics responsible for the location change with respect to
time. We refer the reader to the next section for more details. Thus, to determine the
structure break point in the data, we decided to apply the test statistics used commonly
in the problem of testing if two samples have equal means. However, we apply this
methodology not to the raw vector of observations, but to the empirical convergence
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distance described above. The procedure used to detect the structure break point j∗ in the
convergence distances corresponding to the work shifts is described below.

Let us consider M independent random variables I f ,g(p1(x), p1(x)) ,I f ,g(p1(x), p2(x)),
. . ., I f ,g(p1(x), pM(x)) with the cumulative distribution functions denoted as FI,1, FI,2, . . .,
FI,M and the following means µI,1, µI,2, . . . , µI,M. Now, let us examine the location testing
problem based on the expected value with the null and alternative hypotheses defined
as follows

H0 : µI,1 = µI,2 = . . . = µI,M

H1 : ∃ M∗ ∈ {2, . . . , M − 1} such that µI,1 = . . . = µI,M∗ 6= µI,M∗+1 = . . . = µI,M.

Let us notice that the alternative hypothesis can be also presented as

H1 =
M−1⋃

M∗∗=2

H1,M∗∗ ,

where M∗∗ is a fixed value and H1,M∗∗ is the alternative hypothesis corresponding to the
two-sample test comparing means in two populations, i.e.,

H1,M∗∗ : µ1 = µI,1 = . . . = µI,M∗∗ and µ2 = µI,M∗∗+1 = . . . = µI,M.

Now, to verify H0 against H1 we can use the maximum-based statistic of the follow-
ing form

SM(ǫ) = max
⌊ǫM⌋≤M∗∗≤⌊(1−ǫ)M⌋

|T(M∗∗)|, (8)

where T(M∗∗) can be any statistic for testing H1 against H1,M∗ and ǫ ∈ (0, 0.5) is used
to guarantee that there are at least ⌊nǫ⌋ elements in both sub-samples. Let us notice that
the choice of ǫ is crucial since a small value allows us to detect the very early or very late
change in the distribution, but at the same time, it involves considering a small size sample
which hinders the proper statistical inference. Moreover, it is important to mention that the
distribution of the max-type statistic given in Equation (8) under H0 does not depend on
the analyzed random sample distribution. In our method, we want to locate the moment of
the most significant change in data, i.e., we want to identify the value of M∗∗ corresponding
to the max-type statistic given in Equation (8).

For our purpose, we use two exemplary statistics from two-sample tests for equal
means in independent groups, namely the one corresponding to the parametric Student’s
t-test and the one corresponding to the non-parametric Wilcoxon test. For our data, the
Student’s t statistic TS(M∗∗) takes the following form

TS(M∗∗) =
(I1 − I2)

Istd

√
1/M∗∗ + 1/(M − M∗∗)

, (9)

where

I2
std =

(M∗∗ − 1)I2
1,std + (M − M∗∗ − 1)I2

2,std

M − 2
,

and I1, I2 and I2
1,std, I2

2,std are the empirical means and empirical variances corresponding
to the sub-samples

I1 = ( Î f ,g(p1(x), p1(x)), . . . , Î f ,g(p1(x), pM∗∗(x)))

and
I1 = ( Î f ,g(p1(x), pM∗∗+1(x)), . . . , Î f ,g(p1(x), pM(x))),
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respectively. In turn, the Wilcoxon statistic denoted by TW(M∗∗) is given by the follow-
ing formula

TW(M∗∗) =
W(M∗∗)− EW(M∗∗)√

Var(W(M∗∗))
, (10)

where W(M∗∗) = ∑
M∗∗
i=1 Ri, E[W(M∗∗)] = M∗∗(M + 1)/2, Var[W(M∗∗)] = M∗∗(M −

M∗∗)(M + 1)/12 and Ri denotes the number of elements in a combined vector I =
( Î f ,g(p1(x), p1(x)), . . . , Î f ,g(p1(x), pM(x))) which are smaller or equal to i − th element
of I1. For more information regarding the Student’s t-test and the Wilcoxon test we refer
the readers to [78–83]. The successive stages used in the data analysis are presented as the
diagram in Figure 7. Similar methodology, also based on the above-mentioned tests, is
applied by the authors in [84].

Estimate the pdfsƸ𝑝1 𝑥 , Ƹ𝑝2 𝑥 … , Ƹ𝑝𝑀 𝑥
according to Eq. (6)

Set 𝜀, 𝑀∗∗ = 𝜀𝑀

Calculate statistic T 𝑀∗∗
given in Eq. (9) or Eq. (10)

Set 𝑀∗∗ = 𝑀∗∗ + 1
Calculate the change point 𝑗∗ = 𝜀𝑀 + 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 − 1

Find the 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 of maximum 

value of 𝑇(𝑀∗∗)

Calculate the divergence measuresመ𝐼𝑓,𝑔 Ƹ𝑝1 𝑥 , Ƹ𝑝1 𝑥 , … , መ𝐼𝑓,𝑔 Ƹ𝑝1 𝑥 , Ƹ𝑝𝑀 𝑥
given in Eq. (2) or Eq. (3) or Eq.(4)

YES

NO
Is 𝑀∗∗ ≤ 1 − 𝜀 𝑀 ?

Load the data𝒎1, … ,𝒎𝑀

Figure 7. The diagram showing the successive stages of the methodology described.

4. Real Data Analysis

In this section, we analyze the real data introduced in Section 2 using the methodology
described above. At the same time, we consider the data presented shift by shift in Figure 4,
and the data divided into the separate classes corresponding to four work shifts presented
in Figure 5. To indicate the difference in the distributions, we calculate the empirical
probability density functions for the subsequent columns of the data matrices given in
Figures 4 and 5. The corresponding plots are presented in Figures 8 and 9 as the two-
dimensional graphs where the probability density functions are evaluated using the kernel
density estimation as described in the previous section. As one can notice, the shape of
the empirical pdfs changes at a certain point. As a consequence, the empirical pdfs take
smaller values with greater probability.

Since in Figures 8 and 9 one can see the difference in the shape of the probability
density function, to identify the structure break point we use the characteristics based
on the distance between the empirical pdfs, namely the Hellinger distance, the Jeffreys
distance and the Chernoff distance with α = 0.5 introduced in Section 3. At first, we
plot the maps presenting the matrices of the values taken by the above characteristics
where each two empirical pdfs are compared to each other. For the Hellinger distance,
the matrices are given in Figures 10 and 11. As one can see they are symmetric to the
diagonal. Besides, the calculated Helligner distance divides the work shifts into two groups,
between which the values taken by the distance measure differ significantly. The analogous
plots corresponding to the Jeffreys and Chernoff distances are given in Appendix B, see
Figures A3, A4, A7 and A8.
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Figure 8. The empirical probability density functions (two-dimensional plot) for the pre-processed
data presented shift by shift.

Figure 9. The empirical probability density functions (two-dimensional plot) for the pre-processed
data corresponding to four work shifts.
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Figure 11. The matrices presenting the values of the Hellinger distance calculated based on the
empirical probability density functions corresponding to the data representing four work shifts.

Now, we apply the Student’s t-based and Wilcoxon-based procedures leading to
the identification of the structure break point in the data to the values representing one
row of the Hellinger distance matrices presented in Figures 10 and 11. The selected row
corresponds to the Hellinger distance between the subsequent pdfs and the base pdf chosen
here as the one corresponding to the first shift in a sample. In other words, we identify the
structure break point based on the comparison of each empirical pdf with the empirical
pdf of the first shift. The values taken by the distance measure and the identified structure
break point are presented in Figures 12 and 13 which correspond to the case of the data
presented shift by shift and each work shift treated separately, respectively. As one can see,
in most of the cases (except the fourth work shift in Figure 13) the procedures based on
the Student’s t-test and the Wilcoxon test are consistent and indicate the same structure
break point. We mention here that the shift marked on the plots is the last shift before
the change in distribution occurs. This means that the nature of the data changes with
subsequent work shifts taking place after the one marked on the plot. The similar graphs
corresponding to the Jeffreys and Chernoff distances are presented in Appendix B, see
Figures A5, A6, A9 and A10. In Tables A2–A5 we present the summary of the results
together with the values taken by the test statistics corresponding to both procedures
(Student’s t-based and Wilcoxon-based) and the data presented shift by shift and each
work shift treated separately. As one can see, for the data presented shift by shift, both
procedures applied to all three considered measures of distance between pdfs indicate
that the structure break point occurs after the 1st work shift on 14 May. On this day, from
the 3rd work shift the character of the data changes. It is important to mention that the
structure break point occurs between the 1st and 3rd work shift on 14 May because during
the 2nd work shift the LHD machine was not operating. The same conclusions can be
drawn when we analyze the results corresponding to four work shifts treated separately,
besides the case of the Wilcoxon-based procedure applied to the data from the fourth work
shifts where the structure break point is indicated only after 15 May. It is important to
notice that the choice of divergence measure does not cause any change in the final result
for the analyzed data. Although the values taken by the calculated distances differ, the
overall behaviour of the functions is similar. As a consequence, we obtain exactly the same
output for both procedures (based on Students t-test and on Wilcoxon test) applied to the
values taken by Hellinger, Jeffreys and Chernoff distances.
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Figure 12. The Hellinger distance between the subsequent pdfs and the base pdf chosen as the first
one in a sample and the structure break point identified by the methods based on the Student’s t-test
and Wilcoxon test for the data presented shift by shift.
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Figure 13. The Hellinger distance between the subsequent pdfs and the base pdf chosen as the first
one in a sample and the structure break points identified by the methods based on the Student’s t-test
and Wilcoxon test corresponding to the data representing four work shifts.

5. Discussion

The developed procedure allows us to transform the one-month data from highly
variable to a nearly monotonic feature. It should be said that the behaviour/shape of
our feature is different than a bath-curve known from reliability theory. Here, there is a
“switch” from good to bad condition. Therefore, using this data we are able just to detect the
moment of change, without the possibility to detect the early stage of damage or tracking
its development. It is not related to the proposed method, but to specific data.

The a priori knowledge that a repair action has been performed is necessary to
validate the results. The detected date of structure break point is the same as the date
of maintenance action done in the company. The extracted feature—i.e., the distance
between the distributions estimated for each shift is convincing and easy to interpret. From
an industrial perspective, it is essential. We believe that it has also appropriate quality
from a scientific point of view as we proposed a new method for structure break point
detection, i.e., the method for identification of the moment when our feature is changing
(that corresponds to the change in the process). This method is based on the Student’s
t and Wilcoxon statistics that are commonly applied in testing if two samples have the
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same means. The base of the procedure is very intuitive, we expect that the distribution
of the time series is changing along with the degradation process. Thus, we proposed
analyzing the characteristics of the empirical distributions of the data corresponding to the
work shifts, i.e., the measures of the distance between empirical probability distribution
functions. Using the characteristics, we could obtain the monotonic feature of the data that
was further segmented.

The problem considered here is essential from the practical point of view. Even if
various SCADA data are increasingly available, practical information for an end-user is
still doubtful. It is especially the case for highly variable data acquired from time-varying
systems such as mining machines, wind turbines, etc. [85–87]. To develop novel diagnostic
procedures, historical data are used to assure the “training” process. Often the data are
normalized as they depend on operating conditions [85,87]. Unfortunately, we cannot
use normalization—engine oil pressure cannot be higher if the machine is more loaded.
However, we have noticed that the statistical properties of the process (engine oil pressure
variation) are changed when the machine changes the condition. It was the base for
our approach.

6. Conclusions

As the conclusion we need to highlight few important issues:

• We have proposed a novel multistep procedure that covers pre-processing, statistical
analysis, and visualization.

• The proposed procedure is the novel one. The innovation is related to the combination
of the crucial steps of the proposed methodology, namely, the initial segmentation
and the representation as a matrix in the work shift perspective as well as the analysis
of the characteristics of the data (probability density functions) and the distance
measures based on them. Finally, the last step (segmentation) is performed not for
the real data, but for the distance measures of the time series’ pdfs. According to our
knowledge, this approach is rarely used in real applications.

• The utilization of the distance measures of time series’ pdfs causes that we do not
consider here the problem when one parameter of the data changes (like mean or
variance). The examined issue is much more general. The analysis of the pdf’s changes
causes the algorithm is sensitive to the dynamics of various characteristics of the data,
not only the single one.

• The proposed approach is a universal one. It can be used for any cycle that corresponds
to the considered phenomena (in our case it is a work shift), to any characteristics
of the data (in our case it is the probability density function), and to any distance
measure applied to the characteristics (in our case there are distance measures based
on the probability density functions).

• The whole procedure is automatic, thus we believe it could be implemented in the
monitoring systems used in the company. When the new data corresponding to the
next day (four work shifts) come, then using the introduced procedure we can test
if they belong to the current regime. In our case, the new sample means the data
corresponding to the next day. This approach is often used in monitoring systems.
Thus, in some sense, the methodology can be used in a continuous manner.

• The historical data with precise knowledge about replacement has been used for
training and validation. Implementation of the proposed method as an automatic data
processing procedure should not be a problem for any new machine. Small dataset
from a couple of shifts from a new machine (new data set) will be enough to establish
the averaged picture of the signature of good condition. If the damage will appear
(change of regime), the method will be able to detect it after a few work shifts (min. 2),
that is much better than the current situation. Note that a machine with such damage
was able to operate for two weeks as there was not a tool to detect the problem.

• It should be highlighted, the proposed methodology has also some limitations. One
of this is related to the special requirements of the data. More precisely, there is a
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need to consider data that could be arranged as work shifts (or any other cycles). This
influences the identified structure break point corresponds to the work shift, not the
real time point (like hour).
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Appendix A. Tables

Table A1. A list of monitored parameters for LHD machines.

Variable Name Description

Temperatures

’ENGCOOLT’ temperature of the cooling liquid of the internal
combustion engine

’GROILT’ oil temperature of transmission and torque
’HYDOILT’ hydraulic oil temperature

Pressures

’ENGOILP’ oil pressure of the internal combustion engine
’BREAKP’ breaking pressure
’GROILP’ transmission oil pressure
’HYDOILP’ pressure in the hydraulic system

Others

’ENGRPM’ engine speed
’FUELUS’ instant fuel consumption
’SELGEAR’ direction and current gear
’SPEED’ average speed every 1s

Table A2. The identified date corresponding to the last shift before the change in data and the values
of test statistics for the data presented shift by shift.

Hellinger Distance

Student’s t Wilcoxon

1st shift on 1st shift on
14th of May 14th of May

T (m∗) = −19.76 T (m∗) = −7.54

Jeffreys distance

Student’s t Wilcoxon

1st shift on 1st shift on
14th of May 14th of May

T (m∗) = −19.72 T (m∗) = −7.54

Chernoff distance

Student’s t Wilcoxon

1st shift on 1st shift on
14th of May 14th of May

T (m∗) = −19.76 T (m∗) = −7.53
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Table A3. The identified dates corresponding to the last shifts before the change in data and the
values of test statistics corresponding to the data representing four work shifts—Hellinger distance.

Hellinger Distance

First Shift

Student’s t Wilcoxon

14th of May 14th of May
T (m∗) = −8.39 T (m∗) = −3.83

Second shift

Student’s t Wilcoxon

13th of May 13th of May
T (m∗) = −8.53 T (m∗) = −3.20

Third shift

Student’s t Wilcoxon

13th of May 13th of May
T (m∗) = −10.73 T (m∗) = −3.97

Fourth shift

Student’s t Wilcoxon

14th of May 15th of May
T (m∗) = −7.83 T (m∗) = −3.77

Table A4. The identified dates corresponding to the last shifts before the change in data and the
values of test statistics corresponding to the data representing four work shifts—Jeffreys distance.

Jeffreys Distance

First Shift

Student’s t Wilcoxon

14th of May 14th of May
T (m∗) = −11.21 T (m∗) = −3.84

Second shift

Student’s t Wilcoxon

13th of May 13th of May
T (m∗) = −11.93 T (m∗) = −3.20

Third shift

Student’s t Wilcoxon

13th of May 13th of May
T (m∗) = −14.76 T (m∗) = −3.97

Fourth shift

Student’s t Wilcoxon

14th of May 15th of May
T (m∗) = −9.68 T (m∗) = −3.77
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Table A5. The identified dates corresponding to the last shifts before the change in data and the
values of test statistics corresponding to the data representing four work shifts - Chernoff distance.

Chernoff Distance

First Shift

Student’s t Wilcoxon

14th of May 14th of May
T (m∗) = −13.94 T (m∗) = −3.84

Second shift

Student’s t Wilcoxon

13th of May 13th of May
T (m∗) = −11.55 T (m∗) = −3.20

Third shift

Student’s t Wilcoxon

13th of May 13th of May
T (m∗) = −10.52 T (m∗) = −3.97

Fourth shift

Student’s t Wilcoxon

14th of May 15th of May
T (m∗) = −9.68 T (m∗) = 3.77

Appendix B. Additional Graphs

Figure A1. Re-sampled data presented as a shift-by-shift map of engine oil pressure values for
subsequent days.
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Figure A2. Re-sampled data presented as the maps of engine oil pressure values corresponding to
four work shifts during a day.
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Figure A3. The matrix presenting the values of the Chernoff distance calculated based on the
empirical probability density functions corresponding to the data presented shift by shift.
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Figure A4. The matrices presenting the values of the Chernoff distance calculated based on the
empirical probability density functions corresponding to the data representing four work shifts.
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Figure A5. The Chernoff distance between the subsequent pdfs and the base pdf chosen as the first
one in a sample and the structure break point identified by the methods based on the Student’s t-test
and Wilcoxon test for the data presented shift by shift.
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Figure A6. The Chernoff distance between the subsequent pdfs and the base pdf chosen as the first
one in a sample and the structure break points identified by the methods based on the Student’s t-test
and Wilcoxon test corresponding to the data representing four work shifts.
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Figure A7. The matrix presenting the values of the Jeffreys distance calculated based on the empirical
probability density functions corresponding to the data presented shift by shift.
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Figure A8. The matrices presenting the values of the Jeffreys distance calculated based on the
empirical probability density functions corresponding to the data representing four work shifts.
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Figure A9. The Jeffreys distance between the subsequent pdfs and the base pdf chosen as the first
one in a sample and the structure break point identified by the methods based on the Student’s t-test
and Wilcoxon test for the data presented shift by shift.
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Figure A10. The Jeffreys distance between the subsequent pdfs and the base pdf chosen as the first
one in a sample and the structure break points identified by the methods based on the Student’s t-test
and Wilcoxon test corresponding to the data representing four work shifts.
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Abstract: Research work on the air flow in mine workings frequently utilises computer techniques in
the form of numeric simulations. However, it is very often necessary to apply simplifications when
building a geometrical model. The assumption of constant model geometry on its entire length is one
of the most frequent simplifications. This results in a substantial shortening of the geometrical model
building process, and a concomitant shortening of the time of numerical computations; however, it is
not known to what extent such simplifications worsen the accuracy of simulation results. The paper
presents a new methodology that enables precise reproduction of the studied mine gallery and the
obtaining of a satisfactory match between simulation results and in-situ measurements. It utilises the
processing of data from laser scanning of a mine gallery, simultaneous multi-point measurements
of the velocity field at selected gallery cross-sections, unique for mine conditions, and the SAS
turbulence model, recently introduced to engineering analyses of flow issues.

Keywords: computational fluid dynamics; numerical model geometry; laser scanning

1. Introduction

Proper operation of mine ventilation is one of the necessary conditions for the safe
and effective functioning of underground mines. Ventilation systems ensure such a con-
dition of atmosphere that enables normal mine operations, and also prevent or possibly
minimise the effects of failures and disasters, if any. For many years, mine ventilation used
methods of computational fluid dynamics, which were developed for other fields, such as
aviation, construction of fluid-flow machines, the automotive industry and meteorology.
In particular, it was related to applications of the finite volume method to resolve equations
of fluid mechanics [1]. In each of the aforementioned fields, and even individual issues, to
achieve a satisfactory quality of numerical modelling, it was necessary to find or develop
a specific methodology and to verify it experimentally. An example of the methodology
for solving particular problems such as the effect of machine-mounted dust scrubbers on
the performance of face ventilation systems can be found in [2]. Other applications of CFD
have been described by Ren and Balusu in [3]. An updated review of CFD applications in
mining can be found in [4]. More recent work refers to similar supports, but in roadways
of rectangular shape [5] Despite the above-mentioned solutions, for many cases, the issues
of numerical modelling of flow effects in mines encounter numerous problems, which so
far have not been resolved to a satisfactory degree. They result inter alia from the vastness
of such ventilation systems, frequently comprising hundreds of kilometers of workings
with complicated and irregular shapes. Such irregularities result from, for example, diffi-
cult to predict local deformations caused by the pressure of surrounding strata. Previous
measuring techniques did not provide a practical possibility to take such irregularities into
consideration.

The non-stationary nature of a flow is another issue. An irregular shape of the
workings and the presence of numerous objects that are significant for the operation of a
mine, which must fit into the limited space of underground workings, causes substantial
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local flow disturbances. This results in difficulties in achieving satisfactory mapping of the
flow by means of previous generation turbulence models [6]. Furthermore, so far, there has
been a very small number of papers addressing specific flow conditions in galleries with
the arched roof support.

Mines frequently operate under conditions of coexisting hazards and feature difficult
environmental conditions [7]. This results in particular difficulties when acquiring experi-
mental data, necessary for verification and validation of modelling. This paper presents
the application of novel measuring and numerical modelling techniques, which allow
one to achieve a satisfactory match between simulation results and measurement data.
They were applied to a section of a gallery with a shape and environmental conditions
representative of Polish coal mines. The obtained results are a point of reference for further
analyses of the influence of geometry representation simplifications on the accuracy of
numerical simulations. This work aims at the optimisation of numerical modelling in order
to achieve sufficient reliability whilst minimising the computation time and the level of
power involved.

Accurate reproduction of the geometry of the gallery was obtained by means of
terrestrial laser scanning [8–10]. The computation area geometry was determined based
on this. This method has so far been applied for the CFD modeling of problems that are
remote from mine ventilation, such as the flows around Formula I cars or around the
human body. The results of recent work [11] show application to much closer problems.
This paper both confirms the methodology used and presents solutions that can reduce the
workload involved in transferring the scaning data into meshable geometry.

The data on the velocity field were obtained by means of a system of simultaneous
multi-point measurements of flow velocity using intrinsically safe vane anemometers,
developed with the authors’ contribution.

A sequence of flow simulations, using several turbulence models from the classical
k-e, through k-wSST, to the recently introduced Scale Adaptive Simulation method, has
been performed in search of the best method. The latter, described in [12] has turned out to
provide remarkably better fit to the experimental data then the alternative.

2. Description of the Object of Studies and of the Method for Computation Area
Geometry Determination

A fragment of the Grodzisko crosscut located at the Sobieski coal mine was selected.
It consisted of two apparently straight sections connected with a bend (see Figure 1).
The total length of the analysed section was 132 m. The section was almost horizontal.
The floor was covered with mildly waved mud and some water pools. The gallery had
an arched support with an initial cross-section of 13 m2. It was formed several years ago,
and the pressure of the surrounding rocks introduced irregular deformations of the initial
shape [13], resulting in approx. 12% variability of the cross-sectional area (see Figure 2).
The gallery was free from obstacles except for two pipelines and rails on the floor. This
object can be considered as being representative of Polish collieries, and its location allowed
for several hours of measurement sessions without interfering with production activities.
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Figure 1. Numerical model geometry dimensioning—an ‘outside’ view.

Figure 2. ‘Inside’ view of a mine gallery section before a bend–point cloud.

2.1. Determination of the Object Geometry by Means of the Laser Scanning Technique

To obtain a complete spatial model of the workings, the entire section of gallery was
divided into 11 scanning cross-sections, which provided 22 measuring positions. The first
scanning cross-section was set approx. 23.0 m before the inlet to the bend, while the last
scanning section was approx. 56.0 m behind the outlet from the bend (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Diagram of arrangement of scanning cross-sections.

The processing of sets acquired by the laser scanner can be referred to as pre-processing.
The measurement data processing required preparation of the data for further processing.
At this stage, the most important processes should include the orientation of a point
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cloud through the combination of a few point clouds (obtained from individual measuring
positions) into one data set [9]. The point cloud was then filtered, which consisted in
cleaning and removing measurement noise and discontinuities [14]. The laser scanning of
the Grodzisko crosscut geometry, the obtained point cloud pre-processing and the reduction
in the number of points resulted in the obtaining of a very good digital reproduction of the
entire space of the scanned gallery fragment, consisting of 152 million points (Figure 2) [8].

This cloud, however, was far too complex to be directly used by available comouta-
tional mesh generation software. For computational mesh generation, it is recommended
to simplify the geometry, neglecting details unnecessary for the flow simulation. Further
simplification of boundary geometry could not be conducted automatically without losing
important details such as ribs. Therefore, the shape of working had to be manually redrawn
using the point cloud as a template. As a result, the geometry of the geometrical model
was obtained with accurate reproduction of the actual object shape (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Geometry of the numerical mode—an ‘inside’ view of a straight section of a mine gallery
before a bend.

The computation area, comprising 110 arches of ŁP support, a hydraulic pipe, a pipeline
and rails of a mine railway, consisted of (Figure 1):

• Straight section before the bend, 35 m long;
• Section of the bend, with a turning radius of 35 m, and an angle of rotation of 53◦;
• Straight section behind the bend, 64.5 m long, taking into account the existence of a

stable, 2.0 m long at a distance of 7.5 m behind the outlet from the bend.

2.2. Generation of the Numerical Grid

Application of the finite volume method required division of the computational
domain into a set of interconnected volumes, which is referred to as generation of the
numerical grid. The geometries of the area and the arrangement of flow directions, which
are difficult to predict, in the entire numerical model justified application of tetrahedral
or polyhedral volumes of a uniform size in every direction. The grid density increased
towards the boundaries due to application of the size function, which allowed for control
of the computational grid size close to a selected point, edge or surface. Numerical models
were initially meshed with tetrahedral non-structural grids, which were then converted
to a polyhedral grid (Figure 5). Thanks to the conversion, the number of cells decreased,
which significantly shortened the time of the numerical calculations.
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Figure 5. Computational grid at the inlet cross-section: (a) tetrahedral grid, (b) after conversion to a
polyhedral grid.

A dimensionless parameter of length y+ for the computational area falls within a range
of 10 ≤ y+ ≤ 440. The number of cells within a range of 10 ≤ y+ ≤ 30 is small, which allows
for acceptance of the grid quality in terms of a dimensionless parameter of length y+.

The skewness factor for the numerical grid, with the parameters also presented,
is shown in Table 1 in the form of a percentage share of grid cells in a specific range of
skewness factor.

Table 1. Percentage share of numerical grid cells for skewness factor ranges.

Skewness Factor Percentage Share (%) Cell Quality

1 0.00 degenerate
0.9 < 1 0.00 bad

0.75–0.9 0.00 poor
0.5–0.75 10.17 fair
0.2–0.5 52.37 good
0 > 0.25 29.24 excellent

0 8.22 equilateral

3. Measurements of the Air Velocity Profile in the Mine Workings

In situ measurements provided data for setting the flow boundary conditions and
verification of simulation results. For this purpose, three cross-sections of the gallery were
selected. Specific mine conditions allowed for the application of an in-house designed
and manufactured the Multipoint System of Flow Velocity Measurements (known as the
SWPPP system) [15].

Multipoint measurements have been carried out by several researchers; for example,
simultaneous methane concentration sampling by Wala et al. [2] or sequential velocity
measurements by Martikainen et al. [16]. In most cases, however, this measurement was
sequential, conducted with a single instrument repositioned from one point to another.
This method provides proper information on the velocity field if the flow is sufficiently
steady and the point averaging periods are sufficiently long. Simultaneous measurement
eliminates this source of uncertainty and enables the obtaining of the data in a shorter time.

Measurements with the use of the SWPPP system consist of placing the appropriate
number of vane anemometers in the mine drift cross-section and then simultaneously
measuring the air flow velocity. To calculate the volumetric flow rate, the cross section
of a mine drift, where the measurement takes places, needs to be integrated. In reality, it
is impossible to measure the whole velocity field in cross-section. That is why the flow
velocity is measured in a finite number of points on this surface and then, based on the
results, the velocity distribution is estimated using the linear triangulation. This method
consists of dividing the cross-section area into triangular areas so that the vertices of the
triangles are points at which the flow velocity is known from the measurements.

To place the anemometric sensors in the selected cross-section points of the gallery,
it was necessary to use an appropriate bearing structure consisting of four vertical beams, to
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which the anemometers were fixed, and one or two horizontal stiffening beams. The vane
anemometers were fixed on vertical beams. The number of sensors could be adapted to
the working’s cross-section, with this being a compromise between ensuring the required
precision of distribution determination and achieving the smallest possible interference
into the flow itself.

The properties of the velocity sensors are listed below:

• Measuring range of flow velocities: ±(0.2–20 m/s);
• Measuring error of flow velocities: ±(0.5% rdg + 0.02 m/s);
• Measurement resolution: 0.01 m/s;
• Frequency of measurements: 1 Hz.

Before measurements, each of the 18 methane anemometers used in the SWPPP
system [17] were adjusted in the aerodynamic tunnel of the Calibration Laboratory for
Ventilation Measuring Instruments of the IMG-PAN, which has received accreditation from
the Polish Centre for Accreditation.

Measurements by means of the SWPPP system were performed at three measuring
cross-sections, presented in Figure 6. After recording flow conditions at Position I, the set
of 16 anemometers was moved to Position II and then to Position III. Simultaneously, laser
scanning was performed in such a manner as to exclude interference with the flow mea-
surements. Cross-section II was to provide the initial boundary conditions, and Positions
III and I were used for verification. Vane anemometers measure the velocity component
parallel to their axis; therefore, all positions were in places where a dominant velocity
component parallel to the gallery axis may be expected.

Figure 6. Diagram of arrangement of measuring cross-sections in the mine workings.

The arrangement of measuring points in the cross-sections of measuring positions,
together with their coordinates, is presented in Figure 7. In addition, each measuring point
was marked with a number corresponding to the anemometer number.

Two anemometers on a vertical line, 90 m before Position II, continuously recorded
velocity to detect variations of the flow rate, if any. Their readings were used to trim the
results from Positions I to III to a uniform flow rate.

For each position, 16 values of flow velocity were recorded for periods of approx.
15 min. After excluding periods of flow disturbances, the values of the velocities were
averaged for periods that were approx. five minutes long. The averaged flow rate for
Position I was 18.05 m3/s, and for Position II, it was 18.12 m3/s. For Position III, the flow
rate rose to 20.55 m3/s, which was confirmed by readings of the control anemometers at
the inlet. Therefore, the velocities for Position III were scaled down by a factor of 0.88.
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Figure 7. Cont.
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Figure 7. Diagram of arrangement of anemometers on measuring positions.

4. Description of the Numerical Modelling Method

The flow in the gallery was turbulent (Re ≈ 4 × 105). Additional flow irregularities
could be generated by random geometric distortions. In near wall regions, quasi periodic
ribs of the arched roof support generated specific non-stationary vortex structures [18].
Such a level of complication justified the consideration of unsteady flow models.

4.1. Turbulence Model Selection

For modelling the finite volume method, ANSYS Fluent software [19] was applied.
In particular, the SAS turbulent model is a semi-empirical model based on equations of
transport of turbulence kinetic energy (k) and kinetic energy dissipation (ω). The model
assumes the addition of an additional source, QSAS, in the kinetic energy dissipation
rate equation:

∂

∂t
(ρk) +

∂

∂xj
(ρkui) = Pk − βkρωk

∂
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[
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]
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∂
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2ρ
ω
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∂xi

∂ω
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(2)

An additional source, according to Menter and Egorov [12], can be presented in
the form:

QSAS =

[
1
2

ρη2κ

(
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)2
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{
1
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∂ω
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,

1
K2

∂k

∂xi

∂k

∂xi

}]
(3)

where:

η2, σs, Cs—model constant parameters;
κ—von Karman constant.
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The constant parameters are:

η2 = 3.51 σs =
2
3 Cs = 2 κ = 0.41

The characteristic length scale of the turbulence model, ls, is related to parameters
k − ω:

ls =

√
k

4
√

Cµ ω
(4)

The von Karman length scale in the one-dimensional model is defined as:

lm = κ
∂u

∂y

(
∂2u

∂y2

)−1

(5)

While, in the three-dimensional models, it is defined by the formula:
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1
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)2
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The turbulent viscosity is determined from the dependence containing the first mixing
function:

µT =
a1k

Max
{

a1ω, F1(k, ω)
√

1
2 DikDki

} (7)

The information provided by the von Karman length scale allows the SAS model to
adapt dynamically to resolved structures in a URANS simulation, which results in the fact
that in unstable flow areas, it behaves similarly to the LES computational model. At the
same time, in stable flow areas, the model ensures the RANS simulation using the k-ω SST
turbulence model. This model provides a chance to capture interesting flow phenomena
with reasonably limited computational effort. Final selection of the turbulence model was
preceded by a sequence of case studies with the application of several turbulence models.
For initial calculations, the k-e model was applied. Simulations were then continued with
the k-ω SST model, providing a better agreement with field measurements. Finally, the
SAS model was applied, providing the best fit to the experimental results.

4.2. Determination of Boundary Conditions

At the computational domain inlet, a velocity profile based on in-situ measurements
was defined. Actual measurements provided the velocity in 16 points of the cross-section, a
much smaller number than the computational nodes of the inlet. Due to their metrological
properties, vane anemometers did not provide data on turbulence. This is why the inlet
profile of velocity and turbulence was generated by auxiliary calculations. The inlet rib-wall
shape was extruded into a 30 m long gallery. At the inlet of this gallery, an actual measured
profile slightly smoothed by a linear interpolation was applied. A uniform 10% turbulence
and actual hydraulic diameter were assumed. The intensity value was taken from hot wire
measurements taken in similar conditions [20,21]. The flow calculation for this auxiliary
case resulted in a smooth profile of velocity and turbulence. The measured and calculated
velocity values in the measurement points were sufficiently close (see Figure 8 and Table 2).
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Figure 8. Velocity profile obtained by linear interpolation of the experimental data from Position II.

Table 2. Comparison of numerical computation results with the results of measurements for measuring positions together
with the calculated relative error.

Sensor

Measuring Position II Measuring Position III Measuring Position I

Vav
(m/s) Relative Error

(%)

Vav
(m/s) Relative Error

(%)

Vav
(m/s) Relative Error

(%)
SWPPP CFD SWPPP CFD SWPPP CFD

13 1.18 0.86 26.77 2.12 1.95 7.74 1.35 1.23 9.38
15 1.7 1.38 19.33 1.19 1.34 12.22 1.41 1.35 4.37
16 1.76 1.77 0.79 1.62 1.41 12.97 1.83 1.61 11.87
17 1.91 1.81 5.57 1.71 1.33 22.22 1.29 1.33 3.41
18 1.93 1.61 16.51 1.14 1.13 0.61 1.68 1.67 0.85
19 1.79 1.59 11.46 1.44 1.59 10.04 1.85 1.7 8.27
20 0.91 1.07 17.81 1.8 1.81 0.34 2 1.64 17.95
22 0.99 1.07 7.75 1.85 1.51 18.61 1.97 1.75 10.97
23 2.26 2.04 9.78 1.87 1.51 19.52 1.63 1.62 0.71
24 1.8 1.78 1.33 1.21 0.98 18.53 2.04 1.56 23.68
25 1.79 1.72 4.36 1.58 1.43 9.29 2.03 1.73 14.46
26 1.15 1.43 24.51 2.09 2.05 2.03 2.21 1.86 15.73
27 1.83 1.35 26.41 2.14 1.96 8.28 1.86 1.69 9.41
28 1.85 1.36 26.19 1.96 1.85 5.87 2.06 1.81 11.73
29 2.14 1.88 12.05 1.31 1.11 14.9 1.79 1.57 12.3
30 1.83 1.34 26.93 1.36 1.2 11.71 1.39 1.38 0.66

mean relative
error
(%)

14.85
mean relative

error
(%)

10.93
mean relative

error
(%)

9.73

The boundary condition at the inlet to the model was defined as the velocity inlet,
in which the velocity profiles were set (velocity profile from measurements, Figure 8).
Using the velocity inlet boundary condition, the total pressure was not constant, but was
matched to ensure a specific velocity distribution.

The outlet has been defined as outflow, corresponding to the outflow model in which
it does not define the velocity nor the pressure conditions. The floor, arches, rails and
pipelines were defined as wall surfaces. Inequalities of the floor in the model were treated as
roughness with a height of 0.05 m, and in the case of arches, rails and pipelines, a roughness
height of 0.001 m was chosen.
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For the SAS turbulence model, a vortex generator provided more realistic flow condi-
tions at the inlet. In this cases, unsteady flow calculations with a time step of 0.01 s were
applied. Solutions converge after less than 20 iterations per time step. Residuals were below
1 × 10−5 for continuity and much smaller for other variables. Recommended methods for
the SAS model solutions, including second order pressure and bounded central differenc-
ing for transient formulation, have been applied. For each model, the calculations were
performed until stabilization of the time averaged values. Averaging was then restarted,
and the new average was used for comparisons. The time of the introductory calculations
was equal to a few multiples of the flow passage time.

4.3. Grid Sensitivity Study

For the grid sensitivity study, a shorter section of the gallery, containing the first 32 m
plus a 17 m long part-length of the bend, was considered. This section had properties that
were representative of the whole domain, but was considerably shorter, which facilitated
the denser grid calculations. The coarser grid model consisted of 9.7 million tetrahedral
cells, and after conversion to a polyhedral grid, the number of cells went down to 2.1 million.
The second model consisted of 13 million tetrahedral cells; after conversion, there were
2.8 million polyhedral cells. The third grid model consisted of 22.2 million tetrahedral cells,
and after conversion, there were 4.1 million polyhedral cells. The velocity components
Vx, Vy and Vz at the measuring line at height z = 1.5 m were used for the comparison of
solutions. The measuring line was situated 32 m behind the inlet to the numerical model,
at the place of installation of measuring Position II (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Location of measuring line.

An example of the velocity comparison is shown in Figure 10 The low differences of
values for the 4.1 million and 2.8 million cell models justify the selection of the second
model’s grid density.

Figure 10. Comparison of velocity vector components for three grid sizes.
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5. Comparison of Numerical Simulation Results with Results of Velocity Profile
Shape Measurements

The obtained results of numerical computations and the results of measurements
in the mine gallery are presented in the form of velocity profile contours for individual
measuring positions. In addition, the values of average velocities (obtained from measure-
ments and CFD computations) are presented in a tabular form for each measuring point
(corresponding to the anemometer position in the measuring cross-section) for individual
measuring positions.

To present a quantitative assessment of the precision measure of the numerical simu-
lations, a decision was made to use a relative error measure [22]:

δ =
∆x

x
· 100% =

|x − x0|
x

· 100% (8)

where:

x—measured quantity;
x0—quantity computed numerically.

An average relative error for the entire measuring cross-section is calculated as a sum
of relative errors at individual measuring points divided by the number of measuring
points:

δsr =
1
n∑

n

i=1
|x − x0|

x
· 100% (9)

where:

n—number of measuring points in the cross-section.

The results of numerical computations show a high qualitative and quantitative
convergence as compared with the measurement results for all three measuring cross-
sections.

The recorded values of average air flow velocities at measuring Position II present a
developed velocity profile, which is confirmed by the velocity profile obtained by means
of numerical computations (Figure 11). The mean relative error, being a comparison of
measurement results with numerical computations, for measuring Position II is 14.85%
(Table 2).

For measuring Position III, situated behind the bend, the air flow due to the action
of inertial force sticks to the outer wall of the bend, resulting in the origination of vortices
and flow recirculation zones at the opposite wall (Figure 11). Because of this, in both the
measurement results and the numerical computation results, it is possible to observe the
location of the highest velocities, situated approx. 1 m from the left wall. The obtained
mean value of relative error for measuring Position III is 10.93% (Table 2).

In the case of Position I, the velocity contours obtained from numerical computations
are made in the cross-section plane situated 56.0 m behind the bend outlet. The analysis of
the measurement results shows a reshaping of the velocity profile, but the effect of the bend
in the form of a slight asymmetry is still visible. The largest velocity range was recorded in
the central part of the gallery cross-section (Figure 11). The results of numerical simulation
reflect the shape of the velocity profile, which is also confirmed by a mean relative error
equal to 9.73% (Table 2).
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Figure 11. Comparison of numerical computations with the results of measurements for three measuring positions.

6. Conclusions and Discussion

The paper presents a broad range of performed work aimed at the numerical mod-
elling of turbulent air flow in a section of a mine gallery. This comprised air flow velocity
measurements in the mine gallery and the use of modern measuring techniques to accu-
rately represent the shape of the gallery. All of the undertaken actions led to the most
precise possible acquisition of the information that was necessary to carry out numerical
simulations in a mine environment.

Measuring data acquired from the Multi-Point Velocity Field Measurement System
(SWPPP), allowing simultaneous measurement of flow velocity at sixteen measuring points
of a mine gallery cross-section, were used to determine boundary conditions and to verify
simulations. The database was acquired in this way, containing results of instantaneous
measurements and of average air flow velocities at individual measuring points for three
measuring positions, as well as velocity profiles obtained through estimation.

In addition, to design an accurate representation of the shape of the mine gallery in
which the flow velocity measurements were carried out, a decision was made to use the
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laser scanning technique. Based on the performed measurements of the shape of the mine
gallery, a geometrical model was designed, with this being a copy of the actual model,
taking into consideration the existence of a hydraulic pipe and a pipeline in the vicinity of
the roof, floor unevenness, and deformations of individual arches of the support.

A numerical model for the simulation of non-stationary turbulent air flow was devel-
oped based on the obtained data. The finite volume method was used in simulations. Target
simulations were preceded with a grid sensitivity study. A sequence of case studies used
several turbulence models, starting from the classical k-e, through k-w SST, and ending
with the SAS model, which provided the best fit to the field measurements. The obtained
results of numerical computations show a high qualitative and quantitative convergence as
compared with measurement results. The obtained velocity profiles for all three measuring
positions represent the shape of profiles obtained by means of vane anemometers. A quan-
titative analysis—the analysis of the results of the average air flow velocity measurements
for measuring points—shows a small mean error. The highest mean error between the
measurement and numerical computation results is 14.85%, while the smallest is 9.73%.
Discrepancies are comparable with the velocity measurement uncertainty, estimated at
approx. 10% for flows featuring such significant fluctuations.

The results presented in this paper provided a point of reference for studies carried
out by J. Janus [23] on the influence of simplifications of geometrical representation of
the computational area on the precision of simulation results. In particular, it turned out
that the impact of neglecting the presence of pipelines, floor unevenness and cross-section
fluctuations causes a dozen or so percent deterioration of the accuracy of the obtained
results. Determination of the velocity profile at the inlet is more important for simulation
accuracy. This issue will be the subject of further analyses.

A 3D scanner was used to generate a cloud of points determining the shape of gallery
walls. Hand-held scanners may be used for this, which substantially accelerate and simplify
the scanning. However, the problem of point cloud conversion into a shape that is useful
for computational grid generators remains. A computational grid with centimeter sizes
corresponds to the flow conditions in galleries. The data from the point cloud should be
filtered, removing details that are insignificant for the flow modelling. So far, the presence
of support ribs has practically made automation of this process impossible. This issue
requires further work, perhaps with the use of artificial intelligence to distinguish the ribs.

Data on a single velocity component at a few dozen points were obtained in field
measurements. These provide a rough outline of velocity profiles. They do not, however,
provide sufficient information about fluctuation components and flow phenomena in the
vicinity of walls. These issues are the subject of a separate study using hot wire probes
for the velocity vectors and fluctuation component measurements [24]. Implementation of
their results may further improve the quality of numerical modelling.

The point cloud data may also be used for building scale models with additive
manufacturing technologies (3D printing). These models may be used for laboratory
experiments. In laboratory conditions, far more informative PIV velocity field measurement
methods may be applied [25].
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Abstract: Drilling volumes should be increased in order to increase hydrocarbon production, but
this is impossible without the usage of high-quality drilling tools made of modern structural mate-
rials. The study has to analyze the design, technological and operational methods to increase the
performance of drilling tools made of various materials and has highlighted prospects of techno-
logical method applications. The scientific novelty of the study consists in the development of a
new analytical model of PDC drill bit–well interaction. The developed model takes into account
the drill bit manufacturing errors in the form of bit body–nipple axes misalignment on the drill
bit strength. This result makes it possible to determine the permissible manufacturing errors to
provide safe operation of the drill bit. It is established that there is an additional transverse force that
presses the drill bit to the well wall in the rock due to manufacturing errors. It is determined that
the magnitude of this clamping force can be significant. The material effect has been analyzed on
additional clamping force. It is established that geometric imperfection of the drill bit causes the
minimal effect for the elastic system of the pipe string, which includes a calibrator and is composed
of drill pipes based on composite carbon fiber material, and the maximal effect—for steel drill pipes.
Polycrystalline diamond compact (PDC) drill bit and well wall contact interaction during operation
in non-standard mode is considered. Non-standard stresses are determined, and the strength of the
blades is estimated for different values of drilling bit manufacturing error.

Keywords: drilling; pipe; drill bit; manufacturing error; material; model; elastic modulus

1. Introduction

Nowadays, the global challenge is associated with the need to ensure sustainable
development [1–4]. Despite the rapid development of green energy, oil and gas remain the
main energy carriers [5,6]. In addition, coal processed by modern technologies is widely
used as an energy source [7,8]. Demand for oil and gas will remain stable in the near future,
and it means high oil and gas prices on the world market [9]. At the same time, the problem
of providing energy to industries and the population is complicated by the fact that oil
and gas deposits are deep and difficult to extract; this stipulates high requirements for
materials and good quality drilling tools [10,11].

Drill bits operate under high loads, in corrosive and abrasive environments, and
carbon-containing materials (steels and alloys) are the main type of material used to
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manufacture drilling equipment and tools. It should be noted that in addition to having
an abrasive environment, rocks are heterogeneous with different physical and mechanical
properties [12–15]. Crack coalescence is a significant phenomenon produced in rocks
during the cutting process [16]; thus, it is necessary to provide a simulation of the crack’s
propagation and the effect of the in-situ stresses on the mechanical specific energy PDC
cutter as shown in [17–19].

Modern smart composite materials, obtained by reinforcing the carbon matrix with
fibrous carbon material (carbon-carbonic compositional materials), are used today to
manufacture individual parts. These materials can potentially be used instead of drill pipes
which are made out of traditional materials–aluminum alloys (duralumin), titanium alloys,
and steel [20]. When drilling for oil, gas, and water and during the extraction of other
minerals, rock is ruined and brought to the surface by the washing liquid because of the
metal drill bit–rock interaction. The rigidity of the drill string, and hence the interaction
between the drill bit and the rock, is dependent on the material of the drill pipe (the most
commonly used are: steel of different strength groups, such as steel 40 KhN, aluminum
alloys AD31 and duralumin D16T, titanium alloy VT1-0 as well as magnesium alloys and
composite carbon materials) [21–23].

The smart drilling of wells is becoming more widespread [24,25], and increasing the depth
of drilling and the construction of wells of various configurations requires new materials, struc-
tures, and advanced technologies for the manufacture of drilling tools to be used. Design, tech-
nological and operational methods are used to increase drilling tool performance [26,27]. Design
methods include improving threaded joint tightness [28–30]; preventing self-unscrewing [31];
rational choice of materials by studying structural changes; conducting corrosion studies
of metals [32–35], and studying the processes of destruction [36,37], including different
types of coatings (if present) [38–41]; substantiation of the stress state of pipes [42]; opti-
mization of armaments, supports and units for drill bit washing [43,44], etc. The works
of [45–48] present new approaches to strength and optimization estimates according to the
operational criteria of rotating bearing elements for mining machines.

Technological methods to improve drilling tool quality include a number of mea-
sures [48,49]. The most common are: increasing the accuracy of helical surfaces and surfaces
of plain bearings [50–52], as well as laser processing of operational surfaces and grinding
of threads [53,54]. Studies of metal structure [55–57] and diffusion processes [58–60] are
necessary for the development of modern materials and hardening technologies. Coat-
ings [60–63] occupy an important place among the methods of hardening and surfacing [64]
and are used to provide high wear resistance of the operational surfaces of parts.

Various solid compounds and their mixtures are used as a coating material: oxides [65,66],
nitrides, and carbides [67,68] of the composition [69–71]. The use of electrochemical
chromium plating on parts with low-toxic electrolytes is promising. Operational meth-
ods for improving drilling tool performance include drill string-bit oscillation math-
ematical modeling [72]; rational choice of drilling modes considering forces [73–76],
temperature [77–79], life cycle control of threaded connections [80], and the rational choice
of drill tube material for drill string assembling [81], as well as drill tube stress control [82].

The design features and specifics of drilling tools and their contact interaction with
the well wall and face cause dynamic loads. Some authors [83–86] consider the vibration
protection of drilling tools as a guarantee of ensuring high technical and economic per-
formance of well drilling. Problems with designing vibration protection devices for long
structures (drill columns, pump-compressor rods) were considered in [87–89]. The model-
ing of contact interaction in shell-rod systems under nonmonotonic loading to estimate the
damping capacity of these systems was carried out in [90–93]. The issues on the mechanical-
mathematical modeling of rod relation, referring to drill string problems [94–96], are still
relevant. For the clarification of rod surface—an elastic or inelastic medium interaction
model is required for the safe operation of pipelines [97–99], the increase reliability and
durability of drill strings, and to ensure the quality centering of casings [100,101]. Digital
technologies are used to account for the key indicators of mining operations [102].
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The data presented in the literature review are not enough to assess the impact of drill
bit manufacturing errors and drill string rigidity composed of pipes of different materials
on bit–rock force interaction. Researchers pay considerable attention to the choice of
materials and hardening technologies, but do not pay enough attention to substantiate
the accuracy of PDC drill bits and study the bit-rock force interaction. The results of the
analysis on drill bit manufacturing errors and drill string rigidity composed of pipes of
different materials are necessary for the rational design of drill bits, the development of
manufacturing technology, and substantiation of technological modes of drilling.

This work aims to study the influence of drill bit manufacturing errors and drill string
rigidity composed of pipes of different materials on bit–rock force interaction and the
prospects of latest carbon materials for drilling tool application compared with traditional
materials (aluminum, titanium alloys and carbon steel).

To achieve this goal, the following tasks were set:

− to develop a mathematical model of drill bit rock interaction taking into account
manufacturing errors.

− to investigate the influence of the mechanical properties of different classes of drill
pipe materials on the additional force that clamps the drill bit to the well wall and the
level of stresses in the metal bit.

2. Materials and Methods

We used the bibliosemantic method and content analysis to specify the main types
of errors that occur during the manufacture of PDC drill bits for the first stage of this
study. The analysis of previous scientific literature research, electronic resources, as well
as practical and production experience of the authors, made it possible to identify the
necessary scientific data and establish relationships between them and state an unsolved
problem in this field. As a result, the purpose and objectives of the study were formulated.

We formulated the main ideas and concepts of the developed analytical model of
bit blade–well bore interaction, which takes into account the drill bit body–nipple axes
misalignment influence on the operational strength of the blades using the methods of
structural-logical and system analysis.

In order to provide the practical implementation of the intended analytical model, we
used methods from the mechanics of a deformable solid to obtain an analytical result for
assessing the bit blade strength.

The analytical study was conducted in two stages. In the first stage, we studied
the global change in the behavior of the elastic system “drill pipes-drill bit-well wall”
depending on the magnitude of the bit manufacturing errors. In the second stage of
the study, we studied the drill bit–rock interaction. As a result, an analytical expression
was obtained to find the maximum equivalent stresses in the drill bit blade made with
manufacturing errors.

The reliability of the obtained analytical results was confirmed by the validity of the
geometric-linear formulation of the problem, the strict implementation of mathematical
methods tested in the literature for analytical research, and the convergence of the results
of individual partial cases with known results.

In order to provide the numerical analysis of our research results, we selected the
following structural materials of drill pipes: carbon steel, aluminum alloys, titanium alloy,
and composite carbon fiber material. Fine-crystalline limestone was used as a rock-forming
material for the well wall. It was assumed that that the elastic properties of the considered
materials are determined by their Young’s moduli and Poisson’s ratios, and that strength is
regulated by the yield strength.

The physical and mechanical properties of the materials, the geometric dimensions of
the drill bit, and drill pipes are given below when considering numerical examples.
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3. Results

There are a number of PDC drill bit manufacturing errors. In particular, as a result of
the assembly operations of the welding blades with the body, screwing, and subsequent
welding of the nipple with the bit body, there may be a radial runout of the blades and
misalignment of the nipple–bit body which would worsen the operation conditions of the
rock, destroying elements of the bit.

Let us determine the influence of the errors mentioned above on magnitude of the
cutting force, the level of stresses, and the strength of the bit blades during rock drilling
(Figure 1). Let the drill bit, which has a manufacturing error (nipple-body misalignment)
of ∆ (Figure 1b), operate in combination with a calibrator. The bit and the calibrator are
connected by drill pipes made of different materials with a length of l.

∆

 

11 1
1

3
11 / 3 1 0

4 40.05 [1 ( / ) ]

Figure 1. Interaction of the drill bit with the bottom hole of the well (a) and the calculation scheme
for finding the force clamping the drill bit to the well wall (b): 1—calibrator; 2—PDC drill bit;
3—weighted drill pipe; 4—well wall; 5—rock.

To simplify the model, we assume that there is a clamp in position of the calibrator
in the well. The manufacturing error will lead to a freelance kinematic load of the elastic
system, as a result of which an additional transverse clamping force will appear on the bit
(Figure 1a). The pliability, C, of the rock (see Equation (1)) to be contacted by the PDC bit is
simulated by an elastic support with rigidity, so in comparison to it we will consider the bit
absolutely rigid.

Using the principle of independence of forces for linear systems, we present the
canonical equation for the method of forces:

δ11P + ∆ 1p = ∆ − 1
C

P, (1)

where δ11 = l3/3EJ and ∆ 1p = 0—transverse movements from the right end of the elastic
system (released from the ligaments) caused by a unit force and an external force load,
respectively; E is the modulus of elasticity of the drill pipe material; J = 0.05D4[1− (d/D)4]
is the axial moment of inertia of the drill pipe cross-section; d, D are the inner and outer
diameters of the drill pipes.
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Solving Equation (1), we obtain the expression for the additional clamping force on
the bit:

P =
∆

1
3

l3

EJ +
1
C

, (2)

Let us estimate a possible range for the clamping force P depending on the nipple-
body misalignment ∆. To make the estimation more concrete, we need to choose a specific
size for the weighted drill pipe with an outer diameter of 203 mm and an inner diameter
of 80 mm and assume that the bit is in contact with an absolutely rigid rock (we obtain
the upper range of possible clamping force). The distance between the bit and the first
calibrator is 1 m. We consider that the drill pipes are made of different metal alloys: steel
alloy 40 KhN, aluminum alloy AD31, duralumin alloy D16, and titanium alloy VT1-0
with the following modules of elasticity: steel alloy—2.1 × 105 MPa, aluminum alloy—
6.7 × 104 MPa, duralumin alloy—7.3 × 104 MPa, and titanium alloy—1.12 × 105 MPa. It
should be noted that today, modern technologies used for the manufacture of structural
materials allow the use of smart composite materials for the production of drilling tools
obtained by reinforcing the carbon matrix with carbon fiber material (carbon-carbonic
compositional materials). In particular, drill pipes made of such materials demonstrate
high economic efficiency in the oil and gas sector [102–106]. Therefore, for analysis, we
chose another option—drill pipe based on composite carbon fiber material (modulus of
elasticity in the axial direction of such material—5.6 × 104 MPa).

Analysis of the dependences presented in Figure 2 shows that the geometric im-
perfection of the drill bit causes minimal effect on the elastic system of the pipe string,
which includes a calibrator and is composed of drill pipes based on composite carbon fiber
material, and the maximal effect—for steel drill pipes.

31 1
3

∆

 

∆
0

Figure 2. Abnormal transverse clamping force on the bit (upper range): 1—carbon steel; 2—
aluminum alloy; 3—duralumin alloy; 4—titanium alloy; 5—composite carbon fiber material.

In the case of pipes made of light alloys of aluminum and titanium, the magnitude of
the clamping force is intermediate. Now we will consider in more detail the features of the
drill bit (blade)-rock interaction.

The normal mode of operation requires the bit to be perfectly made (i.e., has no nipple-
body misalignment, ∆ = 0) and the well hole to be ideal, in that case each blade deeps into
the rock for the same value of radial recess a0 (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Scheme of blade–well wall contact interaction (normal mode of operation).

So long as a0 is a small value, we assume that the contact stresses are evenly distributed
over the blade-rock contact area. The cutting forces are distributed equally between all the
blades of the bit. This way, the global equilibrium equation of the system, which refers to
the longitudinal axis Ox, can be represented as follows (for a six-blade bit n = 6):

M =
n

∑
i=1

σua0H
Db − a0

2
= 3σu A0(Db − a0), (3)

where σu is the rock strength, H is the blade length, Db is the diameter of the bit, A0 is the
blade-rock contact area, M is the torque on the bit.

An abnormal mode of operation is when the bit is made with errors (i.e., has nipple-
body misalignment ∆ 6= 0), and there is an inhomogeneous distribution of cutting forces
between the blades of the bit. If ∆ > a0, some blades lose contact with the rock, and
heterogeneity of force distribution becomes significant and can cause a loss of drill bit
strength. Figure 4 shows the two most unfavorable cases of blade-rock interaction.

0

0
0 0 0

1
3 ( )

2


σ

0
0

 

/
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2 2

Figure 4. Contact interaction of the metal blades of the drill bit with the well wall (abnormal mode of
operation): (a)—three blades operate; (b)—two blades operate.

Let us determine the additional radial recess ∆ i
r of the blade-rock interaction and

radial forces Pi associated with the abnormal case.
Assuming that the clamping force P enforces the drill bit to move for P/C = δ

directionally to this force action (Figure 5). Assuming the drill bit as a solid body, we
neglect its deformations:

b0k0 = b1k1 = b2k2 =
P

C
= δ.

for an arbitrarily located blade, one can always consider a triangle similar to the triangle
b2sk2 (Figure 4) and express the radial displacements of the blades ∆ i

r using δ. In this case:

∆ 0
r = δ; ∆ 1

r = ∆ 2
r = δ cos ϑ.
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radial Pi and tangential Pti forces in the respective directions are found assuming that the
reaction of the rock is proportional to the magnitude of the displacement. For the case
shown in (Figure 5) we will have:

P0 =
1
3

P; P1 = P2 =
1
3

P cos ϑ, Pt0 = 0, Pt1 = Pt2 =
1
3

P sin ϑ.

0 1 2 cos

0
1
3 1 2

1 cos
3 0 0 1 2

1 sin
3

 

* 0
0

1

( )
( )

2 2

 
 
  

Figure 5. Calculation scheme for determining the additional radial recess of the rock ∆ i
r and the

radial forces Pi.

This way, the global equilibrium equation of the system, written relative to the longi-
tudinal axis of the bit, will take the following form (Figure 6):

M =
n∗
∑
i=1

[
σu(a0 + ∆ i

r)H
Db − (a0 + ∆ i

r)

2
+ f Pi

Db

2

]
, (4)

where n*—number of blades contacting with the rock; f —the blade-rock friction coefficient.
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Figure 6. Scheme of the drill bit blade loading for abnormal mode of operation (black shows the
standard loads, and red—additional, which arise due to an abnormal operation).

When performing numerical calculations, the stiffness of the model elastic support
(see Figure 2) will be determined using the known values of the coefficient of subgrade
resistance k. For this case:

C = kn · hH, (5)

where h is the width of the blade.
Let us determine the maximum stresses that can occur in the material of the blade. We

neglect the shear stresses due to the predominant influence of bending strength and axial
load. Then for the normal case (Figure 7a):

{
σ+

max
σ−

max
= ±Mz

Wz
= ± (σua0H)

(
L − a0

2

)

Hh2

6

= ± 6
h2 σua0

(
L − a0

2

)
, (6)
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where σ+
max and σ−

max are the max tensile and compressive stresses of the blade; Mz is the
max bending moment; Wz is the axial moment of resistance; and L and h are the height and
width of the blade. F –σ ∆·.

0
0

max 0
02 2

max

2 6
2

6

 
     

  
 

max max
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Figure 7. Calculation scheme for assessing the strength of the blade: (a) is normal mode of operation,
(b) is abnormal mode of operation.

The vertical blade was the most loaded one for the abnormal mode of operation
(Figure 4a). Figure 7b presents the calculation scheme for PDC drill bit operation in the
non-standard mode. The max tensile and compressive stresses in the blade material are:

{
σ+

max
σ−

max
= − Nx

Abl
± Mz

Wz
= − Pi

Hh
±
(
σu(a0 + ∆ i

r)H
)(

L − a0+∆ i
r

2

)
+ f PiL

Hh2

6

. (7)

where Abl is the cross-sectional area of the blade; Nx the axial force.
The max stresses (modulus):

∣∣σ−
max
∣∣ = 1

Abl

[
Pi +

6
h

((
σu(a0 + ∆ i

r)H
)(

L − a0 + ∆ i
r

2

)
+ f PiL

)]
. (8)

If the blade is made of plastic material, it is necessary for strength ensuring to provide
the stresses calculated by Formula (8) less than the allowable stresses.

If the blade is placed at an angle in the direction of the clamping force (see Figure 5), it
is necessary to take into account the effect on the magnitude of the tangential force Pti:

{
σ+

max
σ−

max
= − Pi

Hh
± 6

(
σu(a0 + ∆i

r)H
)(

L − a0+∆i
r

2

)
+ ( f Pi ± Pti)L

Hh2 .

Let us consider a specific numerical example. Consider a specific numerical example.
Let the distance between the bit and the first calibrator be l = 1 m. The inner and outer
diameters of the weighted drill pipes are d = 147 mm and D = 190.5 mm, the modulus of
elasticity of the pipe material is E = 2.1 × 1011 Pa. Drilling is carried out with a six-bladed
bit with the following parameters: Db = 292 mm is the diameter of the bit; H = 226 mm
is the blade length; h = 29.8 mm is the blade width; L = 49 mm is the blade height. The
main rock that forms the well wall is fine-crystalline limestone with subgrade resistance
k = 490 MN/m3 and tensile strength σu = 90 MPa. The rock-blade friction coefficient is
f = 0.12.

The axial moment of inertia of the cross-section of the weighted drill pipes is:

J = 0.05D4

[
1 −

(
d

D

)4
]
= 0.05 · 190.54

[
1 −

(
147

190.5

)4
]
= 4.25 × 10−5 m4.
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According to (5), the stiffness of the model elastic support for the case in (Figure 4a) is:

C = kn × hH = 490 · 106 · 3 · 29.8 · 10−3 · 226 · 10−3 = 9.89 · 106 N/m.

assuming that the nipple-body misalignment ∆ ranges from 0.2 mm to 1 mm, by Equation
(2), we determine the possible range of the additional transverse clamping force. For
example, for ∆ = 0.4 mm.

P =
∆

1
3

l3

EJ +
1
C

=
0.4 · 10−3

1
3 · 13

2.1·1011·4.25·10−5 +
1

9.89·106

= 2.89 × 103 N

next, using the scheme presented in Figure 5, we calculate the additional radial recess of
the blade in the rock:

∆r =
P

C
cos ϑ =

2.89 · 103

9.89 · 106 cos 0 = 0.292 mm.

and the radial force P0 = P/3 = 0.96 kN caused by misalignment (if the blade is at an
angle to the direction of the clamping force, it is also necessary to calculate the tangential
force Pti).

Next, we set the external torque (rotary drilling) M = 3 kN × m, and from Equation (3),
we determined the radial recess of the bit blades in the rock of the well wall during the ideal
drilling process. Equation (8) calculated the maximum stresses that occur in the blades for
the abnormal case (Table 1).

Table 1. Maximum stresses at different values of the bit manufacturing error.

Parameters
Misalignment ∆, mm

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Additional transverse clamping force P, kN 1.45 2.89 4.33 5.78 7.22
Additional radial recess ∆r, mm 0.146 0.292 0.438 0.584 0.730

Radial force caused by misalignment, P0, kN 0.48 0.96 1.44 1.92 2.41
Radial force caused by the misalignment∣∣σ−

max
∣∣ 202.2 233.5 264.8 296.2 327.3

Note: the maximum stresses in the blades of the perfectly made bit are 167.5 MPa for the selected operating mode
M = 3 kNm.

Analysis of the calculations given in Table 1 shows that drill bit manufacturing error
increasing causes an increase in clamping force, additional radial recess, additional radial
force, and maximum stresses in the blade. The growth of these indicators is significant,
so it is necessary to provide technological methods to increase the accuracy of PDC drill
bit manufacturing.

4. Discussion

The high standards of well construction envisage improved performance of modern
drilling tools. Now, PDC drill bits are widely used, and their popularity in the world
continues to grow. The main advantage of these drill bits over competitors is the lack
of moving elements in the structure; in addition, they are technological in terms of man-
ufacture and efficient in operation. To get all the possible benefits of PDC drill bits in
practice, one needs to ensure the proper accuracy of the manufacture. Analysis of sev-
eral series of PDC bits revealed that the main manufacturing errors are the magnitude of
body-nipple misalignment.

The technology of PDC drill bit manufacturing envisages drill bit body and nipple
assembling and further their welding as the final stage. Actually, the aforementioned
manufacturing error occurs at this stage due to temperature deformations caused by
welding. Such errors within an operation can affect the controllability of the bit. When
using the bit with errors, additional stresses occur in drill string bottom hole assembling.
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Moreover, additional stresses occur in the elements of the bit. First, when the axes of the
nipple and the body on the bit do not match, there is an additional transverse clamping
force. It is determined that the aforementioned clamping force depends on the error
magnitude, bottom hole assembly, pipe materials, and subgrade resistance of the rock.

If the PDC drill bit is manufactured with errors, cutting forces are distributed inhomo-
geneously between the blades of the bit. In some cases, some blades may lose contact with
the rock, and in this case, the heterogeneity of force distribution becomes very significant
and can cause a loss of structural strength. In particular, the provided numerical analysis
showed that a drill bit body-nipple misalignment error is associated with an additional
clamping force which can exceed 7 kN (for using steel pipes of wide range). This clamping
force can significantly affect the bit—wellbore contact interaction due to the additional
radial recess of the blades in the rock. The maximum equivalent stress in the bit blades can
be more than the standard one by almost two times.

When performing numerical testing of the results, we considered the bottom hole
assemblies made of different metal alloys (steel alloy, aluminum alloy, duralumin alloy,
titanium alloy) and also considered drill Pipe Based on Composite Carbon Fiber Material.

Among a number of currently known materials used for weighted drill pipes, compos-
ite carbon drill pipes [102] have shown minimal sensitivity to the geometric imperfection of
the bit. Researchers [103–107] study the mechanical properties of polymers and the stress
state, but there is no data on the operation of the drill string of pipes made of composite
carbon materials and the bit. Analysis of the bit–well contact interaction during operation
in non-standard mode allowed assessing the non-standard stresses that occur in the blades
of the bit. Such results allow estimating the durability of blades and defining admissible
errors of manufacturing at which operation of the bit will remain safe.

5. Conclusions

Analysis of previous studies has identified the main types of errors associated with
PDC drill bit technology. In particular, body–nipple screwing, and subsequent welding can
cause a body–nipple misalignment error—a mismatch between the axes of the nipple and
the body.

We have developed an analytical model of the bit blade–rock contact interaction
that takes into account the aforementioned nipple–body axes mismatch influence on the
maximum equivalent stresses in the material of the blades. We considered that the error
in the manufacture of the bit leads to a free kinematic load of the elastic system “drill
pipes–bit–wellbore”, resulting in an additional transverse clamping force acting on the
bit. We simulated the behavior of the rock in contact with the bit as elastic support, the
rigidity of which is expressed through the coefficient of subgrade resistance. After that,
we considered the features of the rock–drill bit contact interaction for the standard and
non-standard modes. It was found that the transverse clamping force on the bit causes
additional radial recess of the blades into the rock if the blade operates in the non-standard
mode. As a result, there is a significantly heterogeneous distribution of cutting forces
between the blades of the bit, which in certain circumstances can lead to a loss of structural
strength and an emergency during the construction of the well. As a result, we have
obtained an analytical relation to specify the maximum equivalent stresses in the bit blade
material for drill bits made with errors.

We specified the PDC drill bit nipple-body misalignment effect on the load on the
steel blades for concrete numerical samples. Simulations have shown that the nipple-body
misalignment increasing causes an increase in the clamping force. It is determined that the
magnitude of the clamping force can become significant.

Peculiarities of drill bit-well wall contact interaction during operation in non-standard
mode are considered. Extraordinary stresses were determined, and the strength of the
blades with bit manufacturing errors was estimated.

The influence of the mechanical properties of different materials of weighted drill
pipes on the value of free-force clamping force is analyzed. It is established that the least
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sensitivity to the geometric imperfection of the drill bit is shown by the elastic system of
the pipe string, which includes a calibrator and is composed of composite carbon drill
pipes. (Drill Pipe Based on Composite Carbon Fiber Material), and the largest-from steel
drill pipes.

Further research is planned to take into account the stiffness of the threaded joints
when calculating the transverse force that clamps the metal drill bit to the well wall.
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Abstract: The possibility of the application of an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) in search and rescue
activities in a deep underground mine has been investigated. In the presented case study, a UAV is
searching for a lost or injured human who is able to call for help but is not able to move or use any
communication device. A UAV capturing acoustic data while flying through underground corridors
is used. The acoustic signal is very noisy since during the flight the UAV contributes high-energetic
emission. The main goal of the paper is to present an automatic signal processing procedure for
detection of a specific sound (supposed to contain voice activity) in presence of heavy, time-varying
noise from UAV. The proposed acoustic signal processing technique is based on time-frequency
representation and Euclidean distance measurement between reference spectrum (UAV noise only)
and captured data. As both the UAV and “injured” person were equipped with synchronized
microphones during the experiment, validation has been performed. Two experiments carried out in
lab conditions, as well as one in an underground mine, provided very satisfactory results.

Keywords: UAV; acoustic signal processing; Euclidean distance; underground mine; search and rescue

1. Introduction

The biggest underground mines look like underground cities. They consist of many
“streets” and “street crossings”. Unfortunately, each mining void looks very similar to the
other. Due to the complexity of the underground corridors network, localization of an
injured person or any other incident, if not reported on an emergency line, is complicated
and time-consuming. It imposes a serious danger in the cases, in which rapid contact with
works supervisors or rescue units is crucial. The complex structure of an underground
mine makes getting lost in it much more complicated to solve and serious than in the
case of an accident on the ground level. Another important issue is related to extremely
harsh environmental conditions. An example of an emergency situation caused by them
can be given, like one of the co-workers in a pair or small group fainting. In such a case,
the presence of a drone sent to the area in which worsened environmental parameters have
been reported can significantly shorten the time needed to reach the victim and others
at risk.

There are many natural hazards or unfavorable environmental factors, that can impose
a significant risk to any humans performing work underground, such as spontaneous
combustion of coal, rock bursts, methane ejections, water hazard, high dustiness [1–4].
According to the State Mining Authority, only in 2019 did Polish mine rescue units take
part in 32 rescue operations in mining plants [5]. Most of them were related to roof/wall
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collapse or fire occurrence. In case of such an extreme situation in the conditions of an
underground mine, it is not difficult to imagine a situation in which it is necessary to search
for workers. As a result of the risks present in the mining environment, such as lack of
oxygen, presence of fire fumes or other harmful gases, leading to loss of consciousness,
as well as other injuries, the miner may not be able to evacuate from the hazardous area.
Furthermore, a person may get trapped due to a rock collapse or a fire occurring in the
evacuation route. The scale of the problem can be seen in the example of the activity
of Polish mining rescue units. Considering that mining rescue activities are not limited
to Polish underground mines, it can be stated that on a global scale the issue of human
location in emergency situations is a considerable challenge. As the area to search is large,
consists of many corridors and time is a critical issue, there is a need for a quick method of
finding victims of accidents.

In the paper, it is proposed to use an unmanned air vehicle (UAV) for audio signals
acquisition for human voice detection. In the article, we propose a drone equipped with a
microphone, capable of registering human voice and distinguishing it from the propellers’
noise, to be used for detecting emergency situations in underground mines. A method
using time-frequency decomposition of the signal is presented, together with the full
procedure of separating the human voice and background noise. It is assumed that the
person is not able to move, but can call for help by shouting. Practically, the mission may be
performed using several drones searching corridor by corridor and using acoustic signals
to find the location of the human.

From a signal processing perspective, the problem is related to voice detection in
presence of time-varying noise with complex structure. Due to the spinning of the pro-
pellers, some deterministic and random components are present in the acoustic signal.
Unfortunately, the energy of the voice signal captured by a microphone mounted below the
drone is rather small and the high energy of the acoustic signal emitted by the drone makes
the voice detection problem complicated. In the paper, a procedure for voice detection in
presence of UAV noise is proposed. Our informative signal is in fact a human voice, but lim-
ited to specific words only like “help”. So, we called it specific acoustic signal. We limit
our research for “help” only, however we believe also other words might be detectable-but
for sure not all. “Help” is the most intuitive in crisis situation. The experiments have
been carried out in the lab as well as in the real mining corridor to test and validate the
proposed procedure.

2. State of the Art

Voice activity detection (VAD), being a natural context for our sound detection method,
is an inherent stage of any real-world application of speech processing. There have been
numerous publications concerning various methods on this subject; however, formerly,
emphasis was placed primarily on detecting voice messages between long periods of silence
or low magnitude noise. If the background noise has lower energy than any material speech
occurrence, then a simple thresholding criterion enables a recording or communication
system to save energy, computational memory, and network bandwidth. Traditional VAD
and noise estimation methods are used in VOIP (Voice over Internet Protocol), as well as
various speech-based applications. Along with de-noising and feature extraction, it would
be a stage of any speech recognition or voice control system [6].

More sophisticated methods were developed to deal with lower SNR (signal-to-noise
ratio). Among more recent work on VAD methods, some were based on combining
spectral analysis and statistical methods [7,8]. Closely related to them are the noise re-
duction techniques, which allow subtracting the noise to increase the intelligibility of the
speech signal [9]. Extracting preliminary information from speech signals may include
voiced/unvoiced speech classification [10]. Speech detection and de-noising were also
considered in the context of the so-called cocktail party problem where audio sources
(i.e., speech and noise) are separated through a binaural system consisting of two micro-
phones [11].
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The background noise has considerably high energy in the case of recording nearby
UAV equipped with a multi-rotor propulsion system. It contains the sound of its engine
and mechanical parts, such as the propellers, which cannot be damped in its natural
operating mode. The methods of dealing with high-level background noise conditions are
widely discussed in literature concerning acoustic measurement on machines with rotating
elements such as turbochargers [12–14] among many other examples. The ego-noise of
a small-size multi-rotor drone itself has been investigated by many researchers in recent
years. It was thoroughly examined at static thrust [15]. Some recent research considers
tracking change in noise characteristics under realistic flight conditions based on position
and noise measurement of a moving drone using both camera and a multiple microphone
system (which is called microphone array) [16].

There are some publications about de-noising methods concerning mainly a hovering
drone. The azimuthal direction of sound arrival was analyzed (using both supervised and
unsupervised methods) in [17,18] based on a microphone array mounted on a hovering
drone. Though at static thrust drone was enabled to track moving sound sources. Analyzing
the sound emitted by a UAV has recently acquired interest also in the detection of illegal
drone activity [19], where the dynamics of a quadrotor drone was taken into account.

In our experiment, as the drone is moving from one point to another, the background
noise is both high-energy and non-stationary. It originates from the variable mode of
operating of a UAV and air response but also from air turbulences. We only use one
microphone at a sound source, thus physical direction or distance cannot be tracked,
but the distance is changing (in an approximately monotonous way) during our records.

When analyzing a non-stationary process, it is essential to perform some sort of time
segmentation of the data [20]. Therefore, transformations preserving (to a certain extent)
original time structure are very useful. One of the primary methods is representing a signal
in the time-frequency domain via Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) [21].

To characterize the time intervals containing voice we adopt a method based on STFT
which was discussed before in a context of cyclic impulse anomaly detection (local damage
in driving units of a belt conveyor) based on calculating distance (metric) between spectral
densities [22]. It was stated that informative frequency band selection may strongly affect
the analysis based on the time-frequency map. To deal with it we perform both band-pass
filtering and spectrogram normalization.

The application of robotics in mining industry and especially in missions related to
rescue and search of the victims of an accident victims is well established and constantly
developed since the beginning of the third-millennium [23–31]. The use of UAVs as a
support for the search and rescue (SAR) operations has been presented among others
in [32], where some significant considerations are included, such as energy limitations,
the quality of sensors, and the exchange of information between UAVs and rescue teams.
An example of a fixed-wing UAV-system capable of detecting accident victims employing
real-time imaging, on-board processing, and assigning coordinates of the detected target
can be found in [33]. Both-UAV’s hardware and identification algorithm with a self-
adjusting threshold were exhaustively described providing a valuable overview of the
current technical tools valuable for SAR purposes in superficial conditions. A remote-
controlled drone, presented by [34], is an example of how the technology of this type
can not only prevent mining production obstructions but also increase safety on-site.
The UAV used by the authors carried an analog thermal infrared video camera, digital
video recorder, an RGB spectrum digital video camera, and a small battery power source.
This solution based on commercially available devices allowed evaluation of the sub-
surface temperatures in a flexible and low-cost way, nevertheless, the system was able
to perform only short missions-lasting up to fifteen minutes due to the limitation of
batteries weight. The character of sub-surface mining workplaces and accidents that
take place there created a big demand for the introduction of urban SAR robotics in
underground applications and their adaptation to solving similar problems in new-more
demanding conditions. Together with maintenance-purpose robots, this technology will
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allow the limitation of human involvement in the most hazardous areas, contributing
to the transformation of the mining sector [27,35]. The vast majority of underground
mining-related applications of aerial vehicles’ proposed by researchers nowadays are
aimed at mapping, localization of discontinuities, and general reconnaissance of sub-
surface areas [36–40]. The aforementioned are undoubtedly valuable examples of how
robotics can facilitate arduous and time-consuming processes, providing information about
some available tools. However, recent development and increased accessibility of robotics
in the raw materials sector is also aimed at increasing the safety of underground workers
and providing quick and effective help in case of an accident. The detection of a human in
an underground environment can be based on a video recording transmitted in real-time
to an operator [41], automatic detection of humans with the use of image recognition
algorithms [28], or, what we propose in this article—human voice detection. Three recent
reviews of the usage of unmanned aerial vehicles [42–44] give an exhaustive insight into
the spectrum of possible applications of them in both underground and open-cast mines,
including rescue operations. Nonetheless, in most of the cases in which a UAV is considered
to be applied in this area, the sensors in which it is equipped are the image-capturing ones.
To the best authors’ knowledge, the problem of voice detection and its extraction from the
drone background noise have not been approached in the context described in this work
(underground mining rescue action).

3. Theoretical Background of the Novel Procedure

We propose a procedure involving time-frequency decomposition of a signal. A time-
frequency map (spectrogram) of a signal is generated using Short-Time Fourier Transform
(STFT). The STFT of a vector of observations x0, ..., xN−1 is a function of discrete valued
time and frequency. It is a DFT of a signal multiplied by a shifted window selecting the
observations close to a given time point (equivalently in terms of filtering it is a discrete
convolution of a frequency shifted signal with the window function) [45] which is given by
the Equation

STFT(t, f ) =
N−1

∑
k=0

wt−kxke−j2π f k/N . (1)

Both for further analysis and for plotting a spectrogram we will consider squared
absolute value of the STFT and refer to it as a power spectral densities (PSD) matrix of size
T × F containing values

PSD(t, f ) = |STFT(t, f )|2. (2)

Its columns (time slices) we name power spectral densities and its rows (slices for
given frequency) we name subsignals. There arises a problem of informative frequency
band selection (see also [46–48]).

Hidden determinism associated with the motion of the drone propellers is present in
the background noise. It was stated that such a character of data appears with high-energy
low-frequency bands. To avoid the necessity of further investigating (see advanced filter
design discussed among others by Wodecki [49]) and selecting the band of interest, we
decided to use a data-driven method which proved very efficient in the context of cyclic
anomaly detection. Reducing the impact of the hidden determinism involves sub-signals
normalization. As a norm, we use the sum of the values of a sub-signal:

PSDnormalized(t, f ) = PSD(t, f )/ ∑
T−1
u=0 PSD(u, f ). (3)

The main part of the presented method is calculating the measure of dissimilarity for
every spectral density (time slice of the matrix) with a referential spectrum. Euclidean
metric is used defined for power spectral densities p( f ) and q( f ) as follows:
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D(p, q) =

√√√√
F−1

∑
f=0

(
p( f )− q( f )

)2
. (4)

The sound emitted by the drone is assumed to contain a notable noisy component.
To increase SNR we do band-pass filtering in the frequency domain. According to the fact
that the informative part of the human voice does not exceed 4 kHz, this value is used as
a cutoff frequency. We also add a lower boundary at 0.2 kHz. Therefore, we modify the
Equation (4) to obtain

D(p, q)band-pass =

√√√√
Fupper

∑
f=Flower

(
p( f )− q( f )

)2
. (5)

where Flower = 0.2 kHz, Fupper = 4 kHz. For the sake of the visualization of results, we will
also filter signals in the time domain.

As the referential, the mean power spectrum calculated from a reference interval
(usually a few starting seconds depending on a particular sound signal) is assigned. It is
assumed that in this time interval only the background noise containing the sound emitted
by the drone is present. Thus for every time slice t on a spectrogram we obtain

Dt = Dband-pass
(

PSDnormalized(t, ·), PSDre f (·)
)
. (6)

where for a given reference interval I we have

PSDref( f ) =
1
|I| ∑

t∈I

PSDnormalized(t, f ). (7)

To discriminate between the human voice and the drone noise we set a threshold on
Euclidean distance. Beforehand, we apply moving mean smoothing (with parameter M)
on the calculated metric:

D̃t =
1
M

u+⌊ M−1
2 ⌋

∑
k=u−⌊ M

2 ⌋
Du. (8)

As the threshold, the value of mode + standard error was chosen where the mode
is read from the kernel smoothed empirical PDF (probability density function) as the
argument of the maximum value. Values greater than the threshold are associated with the
human voice therefore corresponding time interval is assigned to the voice-present cluster
and marked with 1. Otherwise, a time interval is assigned to a voice-absent cluster and
marked with 0. Final processing of the received output includes filling gaps (changing too
short series of 0 to 1) and subsequent deleting immaterial voice (changing too short series
of 1 to 0). It is accordingly necessary to beforehand define tolerance values Tol0 and Tol1
for both steps of this operation. Voice intervals merged by that means are marked with
red color on the plots. At once, the detected intervals are exported to the output audio file.
They are delimited with 1-second pause to distinguish between one another, that is, data
that would be then sent by the drone to report emergency. The outline of our algorithm is
as follows:

1. Calculating STFT of a signal and then its squared absolute value to obtain PSD(t,f)
matrix;

2. Normalization of the subsignals (rows of the PSD matrix) in time domain and restric-
tion of the frequency domain;

3. Defining of the referential spectrum;
4. Calculating Euclidean metric at every time interval of PSD matrix and using moving

mean smoothing filter;
5. Setting a threshold on Euclidean metric;
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6. Assigning voice-present (1) and voice-absent clusters (0) to the original signal,
7. Changing clusters in too short time intervals;
8. Visualisation of the voice detection results on a band-pass filtered signal.

As a standard-setting, we use STFT with Kaiser window of order 5 and length 1024
which is also the number of FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) algorithm points. Other parame-
ters which are needed to be set are the number of overlapping points in STFT, the start and
end of the reference interval, the number of points in the moving mean filter, and tolerances
(in seconds) for binary merging in final processing.

4. The Experiment

In the experiment, a manually controlled drone, DJI Mavic Mini was used. It is a
small, commercially available quadrotor, weighing 249 g, using 4 pairs of light, 119 mm
diameter propellers. This model was chosen for our case study as it represents well the
wider class of micro aerial vehicles (MAV), which are, due to their small size and fairly
good battery life, the most suitable type of unmanned vehicle to be used in an emergency
situation in an underground mine. During a normal performance, its brushless motors are
operating in the frequency range of 9000–15,000 RPM (150–250 Hz). Since the experiment
was realized in indoor conditions, the propeller guard (provided by the UAV manufacturer)
was mounted on the drone to avoid damage in case of the drone colliding with the walls.

To evaluate the possibility of the application of a microphone-equipped unmanned
aerial vehicle in the detection of humans, two experiments have been performed. The first
was a preliminary test performed in the corridors of a building (Figure 1), roughly ap-
proximating realistic conditions. Another took place in a slant of an inactive underground
mine (Figure 2). In both experiments, a UAV with a microphone located underneath has
been approaching a person laying in the side pit of the main corridor and calling for help.
In the preliminary experiment, an additional microphone has been used, which was placed
near the help-caller. The person was located behind the corner, loudly repeated the words
‘HELP, HELP’. In the experiment performed in realistic conditions, a deep niche in the
corridor has been selected as the ‘victim’s’ location. The volume of help-calling, as well as
the speed of the drone, were kept as constant as possible throughout the whole experiment
given the technical and organizational capabilities. Some minor variations in both speed
and volume of acoustic emission could be caused by a human factor, as well as variations
in the speed of airflow in underground excavations.

Figure 1. Drone flight path during the first experiment.
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Figure 2. Drone flight path during the second experiment.

5. Results

5.1. Overground Sounds

Data acquired during the first (overground) experiment consist of sounds recorded at
the same time with two microphones located at different places: first, located nearby the
UAV (’next-to-drone’ record); second, nearby the person who was making voice calling
for help (’next-to-victim’ record). The length of the signals differ (they are 62 s and 66 s
long respectively) and their real-time starting moments are shifted relative to each other.
Both were recorded with a sampling frequency equal to 48 kHz. The procedure presented
above was applied separately to each of the records. Time waveforms of both raw sounds
are presented in Figure 3. As we can see, the first of them seems a noise-like signal while in
the case of the second signal the time intervals containing human voice are clearly visible.

(a) (b)
Figure 3. Raw signals of the sound recorded overground in the first realisation: (a) ’Next-to-
drone’ record, (b) ’Next-to-victim’ record.

STFT was calculated with 80% overlapping. The resulting time-bin length is 4.3 mil-
liseconds. Spectrograms of the raw signals which are presented in Figure 4 are records
from both microphones. They illustrate the time-frequency decomposition of the sounds in
terms of the log-scale PSD.

As it was stated the analysis of the data is based on the normalized spectrogram. This
type of spectrogram is showed in Figure 5. It should be noted that frequencies in this
case are restricted to the band 200–4000 Hz because, according to band-pass filtering of
the data, we cut PSD to 0 outside of this band. In the case of the ’next-to-drone’ record,
we can distinguish particular moments in the evolution of the power spectrum only after
normalization, the changes are visible mostly in a frequency bin located around 550–800 Hz.
In the spectrograms based on the ’next-to-victim’ recordings, on the other hand, the changes
are by far more evident in numerous bands and valuable as the noise arises only in the
ending part.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4. Spectrograms of the raw signal from Figure 3: (a) ’Next-to-drone’ record, (b) ’Next-to-
victim’ record.

(a) (b)
Figure 5. Normalized and band-pass filtered spectrograms of the signals from Figure 3: (a) ’Next-to-
drone’ record, (b) ’Next-to-victim’ record.

We visualize band-pass filtering in the time domain in Figure 6. In the case of the ’next-
to-drone’ record, this processing step makes the shape of the waveform more informative
compared with the waveform of the raw signal presented before.

(a) (b)
Figure 6. Band-pass filtering of the sounds from Figure 3: (a) ’Next-to-drone’ record, (b) ’Next-to-
victim’ record.

The referential power spectral density was defined as a mean from 5 first seconds.
Euclidean metric as a function of time is showed in Figure 7. The Euclidean metric
smoothed with 20 samples moving mean is highlighted in green. The red line stands for the
threshold which we obtain as mode + standard error value from the empirical distribution
of our metric on the whole time domain. The empirical density is presented in Figure 8.
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(a) (b)
Figure 7. Smoothed Euclidean metric calculated from normalized spectrograms from Figure 5 as a
function of time: (a) ’Next-to-drone’ record, (b) ’Next-to-victim’ record.

(a) (b)
Figure 8. Empirical PDF of Smoothed Euclidean metric from Figure 7: (a) ’Next-to-drone’ record,
(b) ’Next-to-victim’ record.

In Figure 9 the detected intervals of the found voice are highlighted as a part of the plot
of the band-pass filtered signal. Tolerances Tol0 and Tol1 in final processing were both set
to 0.25 s. The output comprises six voice-present regions selected from the ‘next-to-drone’
record which correspond to the analogous segments present in the ‘next-to-victim’ record.
The last four of them can be heard in the original raw ‘next-to-drone’ record.

(a) (b)
Figure 9. Detected voice time intervals extracted from filtered signals from Figure 6: (a) ’Next-to-
drone’ record, (b) ’Next-to-victim’ record.

5.2. Underground Sounds

Data acquired during the second (underground) experiment include only sounds
recorded nearby the drone with the sampling frequency equal to 25.6 kHz. From several
sounds recorded, two were chosen for the analysis.

First, we analyze a short signal with a frequent and clearly audible human voice.
The signal is 34 s long and we present it in Figure 10. Its spectrogram is presented in
Figure 11. Spectral structure is dominated by the noise from the drone; showever, some
voice related signature is detectable so it could be a basis for automatic signal processing.
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Figure 10. Raw signal of the first sound recorded underground.

Figure 11. Spectrogram of the raw signal from Figure 10.

Since the voice regions are frequent in this realization of the experiment, this time we
used lower overlapping equal to 50% so as not to blur the results. The time moments at
which the voice was heard can be seen at the spectrogram, even more clearly after filtering
and normalization (Figure 12).

Figure 12. Normalized and band-pass filtered spectrogram of the signal from Figure 10.

A particularly nonstationary behavior of the drone alone in the ending time interval
(which is also audible from the record) was successfully removed due to band-pass filtering
as it can be noted at the plot visualizing band-pass filtering of the raw sound (Figure 13).
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Figure 13. A band-pass filtering of the sound from Figure 10.

To determine the time intervals which correspond to the rescued person calling we
calculate Euclidean metric as before. This length of the time bin is 20 ms resulting from
the parameters of the STFT computation. The referential spectrum is calculated as a mean
PSD from only first 2 seconds (so as to catch an interval without voice). Calculated metric
and the determined threshold is presented in the time domain and on a kernel-smoothed
density (Figures 14 and 15). Moving mean smoothing parameter was again set to 20.
In both figures the chosen threshold equal to mode + standard error is shown. The detected
voice time intervals (Figure 16) are fully consistent with all seven calls for help, which are
audible from the raw sound (using Tol0 and Tol1 equal to 0.5 s).

Figure 14. Smoothed Euclidean metric calculated from normalized spectrogram from Figure 12 as a
function of time.

Figure 15. Empirical PDF of Smoothed Euclidean metric from Figure 14.

Figure 16. Detected voice time intervals extracted from filtered signals from Figure 13.
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The second sound signal is 90 s long and has a low signal-to-noise ratio (Figure 17).
The way of approaching the rescued person was similar to that which was performed in
the overground experiment (the background noise though differ due to the underground
environment and other microphone used).

Figure 17. Raw signal of the second sound recorded underground.

STFT is computed with 80% overlapping. Its time-frequency characteristic is very
volatile though harmonics, i.e., horizontal lines can be distinguished (Figures 18 and 19).

Figure 18. Spectrogram of the raw signal from Figure 17.

Figure 19. Normalized and band-pass filtered spectrogram of the signal from Figure 17.

The signal even after filtering has still a very noise-like shape (Figure 20). Only some
slow changes in mean magnitude (corresponding also to the power) are visible.

Time bins for calculation of spectral metric are 8 ms long. Smoothed (with 20 samples
moving mean as before) Euclidean metric referring to a mean power spectrum from first
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5 s is particularly high in the ending seconds (Figure 21). The threshold was in this case set
using mean value instead of mode value. Kernel-smoothed PDF is presented in Figure 22.

In the set of the marked intervals no clear pattern can be seen (Figure 23). Nevertheless,
audition of the detection output and comparing it with the input raw sound allows us to
state that all audible voice is detected (included in 4 last intervals). Parameters of Tol0 and
Tol1 were again fixed to 0.5 s.

Figure 20. A band-pass filtering of the sound from Figure 17.

Figure 21. Smoothed Euclidean metric calculated from normalized spectrogram from Figure 19 as a
function of time.

Figure 22. Empirical PDF of Smoothed Euclidean metric from Figure 21.

Figure 23. Detected voice time intervals extracted from filtered signals from Figure 20.

6. Validation Experiments

To evaluate the efficiency of the presented method, several lab condition experiments
have been performed. We investigated the impact of the drone’s flight conditions on the
performance of our algorithm. During the validation experiments, we have additionally
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tested two other drones of different sizes (see Figure 24) to evaluate how the noise generated
by the rotors of different power they are equipped with, will mask informative components
related to a human voice.

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 24. Drones used in the experiments: (a) small drone used both in mine and lab experi-
ments, (b) medium size drone used in validation experiment, (c) large size drone used in validation
experiment.

The second drone used for validation purposes is, similarly to the one used in the
original experiment, a commercial quadcopter-DJI Phantom 4 Advanced, dimensions of
which are 350 × 350 mm (the dimensions of Mavick Mini are 160 × 202 mm). The third one
was a custom UAV, designed according to predefined specifications. The rotors’ spacing is
900 mm. All sounds presented in this section were recorded using the same microphone
with sampling frequency equal to 25.6 kHz.

First, almost stable flight conditions have been kept (see spectrogram in Figure 25). It
means that the drone’s ego-noise spectrum is more or less constant.

(a) (b)
Figure 25. Example of a segment of the acoustic signal with almost constant flight conditions and
neglectable spectral content fluctuation: (a) a raw spectrogram, (b) correct voice detection.

We intentionally introduced maneuvers during the flight to assess the variability of
acoustic signal parameters. As we predicted, change of flight parameters will modify the
spectrum significantly, including AM/FM modulations in the signal (see spectrogram in
Figure 26).
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(a) (b)
Figure 26. Example of a segment of the acoustic signal with highly variable flight conditions and
significant spectral content fluctuation: (a) a raw spectrogram, (b) incorrect voice detection.

The introduced changes in flight parameters cause that human voice activity detection
is way more difficult to be achieved. When the drone’s flight parameters are approximately
constant, the effectiveness of the algorithm used is very high (see Figure 25). As can be
seen in Figure 26 the proposed method faces segmentation problems while the drone is
performing the additional maneuvers. First of all, not every voice activity has been detected.
Secondly, the noise generated by the drone is incorrectly detected as a human voice.

To simplify the problem, for two new drones (medium size and large size) we decided
to analyze segments with stable flight conditions ignoring those with rapid maneuvers,
i.e., strongly time-varying spectrum. The justification of this approach is the fact that
in underground mines’ conditions the dimensions of underground corridors are limited,
hence the possibility of performing complex drone maneuvers during a flight is significantly
limited. To reduce the risk of a situation in which the drone could be damaged as a result
of a collision with excavation walls or other elements in the excavation area, the drone’s
flight speed must not be too high or variable, and the maneuvers should not be sudden.
This translates into the type of recorded noise, the energy of which will not be high and
the spectrum will not be highly variable in time. The above factors, although they have an
impact on the effectiveness of the proposed method, will not occur often in real conditions
in which the method is to be applied.

Results of additional experiments (focused on validation of the concept) are presented
below in Figures 27 and 28. In Figure 27a, raw signal is presented. Only part of the
signal plotted in black is analyzed using the proposed algorithm. Figure 27b presents
the spectrogram of the analyzed signal, where a significant change in spectral content is
clearly visible at ca. T = 5, 10, 15, 22, and 27 s. Figure 27c presents the Euclidean distance
estimated for each spectrum. The threshold resulting from the PDF of such a measure
is also plotted as a red line. Based on the proposed decision-making scheme, the final
picture with detection results is presented in Figure 27d. All voice activities have been
successfully detected.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure 27. Results obtained with the medium size drone: (a) Original signal with segment selected
for analysis, (b) normalized and band-pass filtered spectrogram selected for analysis, (c) estimated
distance from reference spectrum with estimated threshold, (d) detection results.

By analogy, the same procedure has been applied in the third case (Figure 28). In
Figure 28a a raw signal within the selected segment is presented. One may notice that
for signals above T = 40 s its amplitudes are much higher; we did not select this part for
further analysis. The max power of the drone and noise level were significantly higher
resulting in lower SNR. We ignored this segment since in an underground mine, a drone
ought to be steered very carefully and one should not risk flying with such parameters.
The spectrogram (Figure 28b) for the 3rd case (selected part) is clear enough and allows
detection of voice activities (Figure 28c). Final detection result visualization is presented in
Figure 28d.

The results achieved in this case can raise concerns regarding the utility of the pre-
sented method when using bigger UAVs, nonetheless, taking into consideration the spatial
restraints in underground mines, such drones are not recommended in this specific en-
vironment (bigger UAVs are much more cumbersome to be steered and can not reach as
many locations as smaller ones).

One may conclude that based on the obtained results, the signal having its origin in
a human voice is detectable in each case. Three different noise characteristics have been
considered. During maneuvers (turning left/right, acceleration, etc.) the structure of drone
ego-noise is time-varying and indeed it makes voice detection much more complicated.
Given the aforementioned, we decided to skip the highly non-stationary segments during
the detection procedure.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure 28. Results obtained with the large size drone: (a) raw sound recorded in the presence
of a medium-size drone, (b) normalized and band-pass filtered spectrogram selected for analysis,
(c) estimated distance from reference spectrum with estimated threshold, (d) detection results.

7. Discussion and Conclusions

A conception of drone usage for rescue operations in underground mines has been
presented with the assumption of a situation in which an accident victim (being unable to
rescue oneself from the accident’s location) is capable of calling for help. Since the main
problem to be solved in order to ensure human detection with the use of a microphone-
equipped UAV was the distinction of a characteristic sound in the presence of heavy,
time-varying noise, obtaining the automatic signal processing procedure is a valuable
achievement, not only from the point of view of a rescue operation.

Our method used for voice detection tends to capture long phrases wholly, while
a simple word /help/ is perceived mostly as /he/ or /e/. Hence high-energy voiced
speech is better detected than low-energy noise-like unvoiced speech which is covered
by the background noise. An improvement of the presented method can be sought in
detecting voiced speech components having a harmonic structure. It should be noted
that any source of the acoustic signal that is characteristic for a given situation and easily
separable from drone-induced noise can be used to identify the event of interest. Taking
this into consideration, future work will be conducted with the focus put on identifying
other event-informative and distinguishable-from-noise sound sources, together with
generalizing the signal processing technique presented. Such signals can be emitted by,
for instance, electronic devices carried by underground workers. Characteristic spectral
content obtained this way would be easier to detect than the human voice. The detection
of human voice would then state a backup scenario in case of a lost or faulty sound
emitting device.

The core of this research work—the procedure proposed in the article—is relatively
simple, as it hinges on the usage of typical time-frequency representation of the registered
signal and comparison of its instantaneous spectrum with a reference spectrum that is
known to not contain the signal sought, but only drone’s sound. It alludes directly to the
novelty-detection approach, namely, if a spectrum emerges in the analyzed signal of an
unknown or not expected structure, there is a high probability that it is related to an event
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of interest. Taking into account that during a rescue action, the presence of various noise
sources is limited (due to the stopped machinery activity for instance), the abovementioned
assumption can be found as legitimate. It should be underlined that what is of the highest
importance is not a detected and distinguished specific human voice or a phrase, but rather,
a quick and reliable segmentation of useful data (containing more than just a drone’s noise)
from a big dataset created with the use of a team of microphone-equipped UAVs.

Several laboratory experiments and the one conducted in realistic underground mine
conditions proved that the developed procedure gives satisfactory results, and is a promis-
ing basis for the development of a useful aid tool for rescue operations. Nonetheless, its
usage can be also extended to other cases in which drone-aided inspection would be safer
or more efficient, which is a common case in underground mining.

The presented study is a preliminary test of a concept to be further developed, and sub-
jected to evaluation in various use-case scenarios in different conditions. The method was
tested with the use of various drones having different engine powers emitting noise of
various levels. One of the key issues is the identification of drone noise. In general, it is ex-
pected that noise from the flying drone will be a non-stationary signal with a time-varying
structure, especially when flight parameters are changing. At this stage, to simplify the
signal processing procedure, the flight condition was as stable as possible. No maneuvers,
except take-off and landing, have been considered. During the flight, the flight speed
was relatively slow (noise is smaller too) and stable as much as possible. Its ultimate
autonomous flight could be stabilized by the algorithm so the variability of speed will be
neglectable. It simplifies the structure of the instantaneous spectrum and makes detection
easier. The speed has not been measured directly, but from the spectrogram, it can be seen
that it is nearly stable (frequencies related to rotor speed are not changing too much).

Even though the method can be described as ’self-calibrating’ (due to the automated
calculation of the referential spectrum), repeating the experiment numerous times could be
beneficial since it would allow examining the method’s response and accuracy giving very
significant information regarding the so-called ’false alarm ratio’. In this research, we were
not able to estimate the relation between signal to noise ratio and probability of detection;
hence, this is assumed to be the basis of future work. Implementation of the proposed
method in a real-case scenario of rescue action conducted in an underground mine must be
aware of possible detection of some signal something that is not expected voice-related
source. According to the specific procedures concerning rescue actions, during such a
situation, all activities in the mine are supposed to be stopped until the end of rescue
action. There is nearly no chance to record other noise than from the drone’s operation and
potential human calling for help. In addition, any false detections in such a situation are of
poor probability, since the proposed method is intended to support rescue teams, so every
potential detection will be verified.

Another more complicated issue is the lack of detection due to poor SNR of the
acquired signal. This could be minimized by decreasing the distance between the sound
source and the drone. It has been shown that if the drone is closer to the source, the signal is
more visible in the noise. The task here is not to detect all signatures, so classical measures
in detection efficiency analysis are not relevant. The main target is to provide data by the
drone before the rescue team will be able to realize the rescue action.

Employing an autonomous UAV should be considered to obtain the benefit of re-
duction of the human presence in the most dangerous places as much as it is possible. It
should be also stated that detection ability is related to several factors: drone noise level,
human voice source level, the distance between the voice source and the drone with a
microphone, etc. One could expect precise information on how close a drone should be to
detect a human voice based on acoustic signals. It can be determined experimentally on
the basis of many experiments in the mine. It is important to say that voice propagation in
the tunnel may be slightly different due to tunnel geometry and surface properties.
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Abstract: The paper proposes a new technology for fluid production intensification, in particular
hydrocarbons, which is implemented via significant increasing of the local wellbore diameter in
the interval, where the productive stratum is present. The proposed technology improves the well
productivity by increasing the filtration surface area and opening new channels for filtering fluids
into the well. The innovative, technical idea is to drill large diameter circular recesses in planes
perpendicular to the well axis. After that, the rock mass located between the circular recesses are
destroyed by applying static or dynamic axial loads. The required value of the axial force is provided
by the weight of the standard drilling tool. As a result of the study, the analytical relations to specify
the admissible radius of circular recesses and admissible thickness of rock mass between two adjacent
circular recesses from the condition of safe operation are obtained. The numerical analysis carried
out for typical reservoir rocks substantiated the possibility of well diameter local reaming twenty
times. A special tool for circular recess drilling is developed and the principle of its operation is
described. The advantage of the proposed approaches is the low energy consumption for well
diameter reaming. Our technology will have special economic expediency for the intensification
of production from hydrodynamically imperfect wells and under the condition of fluid filtration
according to the expressed nonlinear law.

Keywords: well reamer; rock mass; intensification of production; nonlinear law; completion of wells;
innovative technology

1. Introduction

Today, the current problem of the energy industry is development of classical and
new technologies (including environmentally attractive and energy-saving mining ones)
to increase well productivity for oil/gas drilling [1,2]. New technological schemes for
coal reserves working out with gasification are developing, which will additionally allow
non-commercial and abandoned mine reserves to be used and the mining enterprises
duration to be extended [3,4]. In general, the country’s energy sector is the basis of the
economy and industry, because any production requires energy resources [5–7]. Our study
is involved in solving this problem.

A well flow rate increases if the well diameter increases for the interval of the pro-
ductive stratum, the depression of the stratum decreases, as well as the pressure gradient
of the well wall, and the drainage zone expands. Note that we are not talking about the
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classic reamer applications to increase wellbore but about increasing the diameter of the
well more than five times in a clearly defined interval. It is possible to increase the diameter
of the wellbore in the interval of the productive stratum at the end of well development
immediately after drilling or during the overhaul of existing production or injection wells.
Sometimes, liquid and gas extraction from the productive stratum is limited by the require-
ment not to exceed a certain value of the filtration rate, at which the intensive removal of
sand into the well begins. If the production is limited by the abovementioned geological
factor, the maximum allowable flow rate of the well is directly proportional to the radius of
its bottomhole.

Based on the analysis of radial and spherical inflows of linear or nonlinear fluids to
the well, the following conclusion was made.

The greater effect of well diameter change on the flow rate is associated with the more
significant well deviation from the hydrodynamic perfection of its completion and the
more expressed nonlinearity of the fluid filtration law. This is especially expressed at a
significant flow rate of the well when there is a crisis of the linear law of filtration in the
bottomhole zone. In this case, the predicted increase in the well flow rate can reach the
value of n2/3, where n—the multiplicity of the well diameter—increases [8–10].

The works [11,12] have carried out a thorough analysis of the expected effects of the
well diameter increasing in the productive stratum interval. In particular, this makes it
possible to solve the following tasks: the colmatted layer removal in the bottomhole zone
to reduce the resistance of fluid inflow into the well; completion of existing and creation of
new filtration channels especially typical for limestone collectors; and prevention of sand
separation by reducing depression on the stratum and creating quality gravel filters.

Therefore, a significant increase of the well diameter in the productive stratum can
provide a significant increase of well productivity. Thus, development of a technology for
the significant increasing of the wellbore diameter of the productive stratum interval is an
issue at stake for the oil and gas industry. This technology should be technically simple
and implemented at a reasonable financial cost. The urgency of the task and the expected
profitability of the results of its solution became the main motivators of our study.

To date, a number of devices have been designed to expand the diameter of the
well in a certain interval. Usually, drilling tools operate in aggressive and abrasive en-
vironments under the action of intense loads, so their performance is subject to special
requirements [13,14]. This issue is especially significant for tools used for difficult tech-
nological operations. In particular, a number of methods are applied to improve the
performance of high-tech drilling tools. Design methods envisage drill pipe design modi-
fication [15], threaded joint improving [16–18], ensuring the accuracy of threads [19] and
preventing their self-unscrewing [20], parametric optimization of cutters, supports and
washing units of rock-destroying tools [21,22], etc. Among the technological methods
are the rational reinforcement of steel parts [23], optimization of the formation of helical
surfaces and surfaces of complex topology [24], and application of flexible [25,26] and
functionally gradient [27–30] coatings. Operational methods to increase drilling tool per-
formance include substantiation of drilling modes taking into account the force [31,32]
and temperature interactions [33], ensuring thorough flushing of the bottomhole [34], and
usage of vibration protection for drill strings [35,36]. Researchers pay special attention to
effective ways to eliminate complications during drilling and improve well completion
technologies [37,38]. The design features of drilling tools, specifics of operation condi-
tions and contact interaction with the well cause vibrations and dynamic loads. General
approaches to contact analysis of pipes and drilling tools with an elastic medium are
presented in [39,40]. The most radical way to solve the problem of tool vibration protection
is based on the use of special vibration protection devices: elastic couplings, drill shock
absorbers and elastic spindles of downhole motors [41], and dynamic extinguishers and
specialized dampers [42].

In general, modern equipment to ream well diameter can be categorized by design
into two groups. The first group includes reamers with fixed PDC cutters [43] and reamers
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with retractable cutters [44,45], which are not able to increase the well diameter more than
twice. Such devices are mainly used to remove the colmatted layer from the walls of the
well, align the wellbore, increase the drilling speed of large diameter wells, etc. These tools
are actively used for both marine and earth drilling, but their designs do not allow well
diameter to be significantly reamed and this can significantly affect the flow rate.

The second group includes devices to ream the well diameter more than twice. Among
the mechanical devices, this group include reamers with deflecting PDC cutters and reamers
with deflecting cones on the legs [46,47]. Hypothetically, such devices can ream the well
diameter several times for several paths. Non-mechanical ways to expand the wellbore for
significant increasing of the well diameter include erosion of the rock using a rotary hydro-
sandblasting head [48] or erosion of the rock by circulating fluid outside the casing [49].
A geomechanical model of rock mass, the behavior of which depends on the mining and
geological conditions and mining parameters of the hydrocarbon production process, is
presented in [50–52]. In studies [53,54] the experimental study of the thermal reaming
of the borehole via axial plasmatron are discussed. Although the considered methods
allow the well diameter to be significantly reamed, their application is associated with
high energy consumption and low productivity for cases when it is necessary to increase
the well diameter more than five times. In our opinion, the main gap in the known
research is the inefficient use of axial force to implement the process of well diameter local
reaming. The disadvantage of the considered non-mechanical methods of well reaming
is the entire rock mass is destroyed by the directed flow. Accordingly, the application of
such methods requires significant energy and time, and their efficiency depends on the
mechanical properties of the rock and decreases nonlinearly with the increasing diameter of
the recess. Devices for mechanical reaming of the well diameter destroy the rock mass via
cutting and require a significant torque. It should be noted that the bottomhole assembly
limits the value of torque that can be applied to the tool. Therefore, obtaining recesses of a
large diameter is possible only when drilling in several passes. The drill string has a lot
of weight and we are able to create a large axial load without any technical difficulties. In
view of this, the idea arose to develop an approach that would allow the effective use of
axial force to destroy rocks in the process of local reaming of the well diameter.

This study aims to develop technological and technical support for local increasing of
well diameter (more than five times) in the productive stratum interval. To achieve this
goal, the following tasks were set:

• specification of ideas and hypotheses of the study;
• development of formation stages of the expanded drainage zone of a productive stratum;
• specification of admissible dimensions of circular recesses and interval of their drilling

from conditions of safety operation;
• testing the possibility of the proposed technology application based on the condition

of strength of the formed reservoir rock mass; and
• development of the technical mean design to implement the technology of well

diameter local reaming.

2. Materials and Methods

At the first stage of the research, we used the bibliosemantic method and content
analysis to deeply study the problem and choose an effective way to solve it. The anal-
ysis of previous research based on scientific literature sources, electronic resources, as
well as practical and production experience of the authors made it possible to select the
necessary scientific data according to a certain logic, classify them, and specify relations
links and relationships between them. As a result, the purpose and objectives of the study
were formulated.

The main ideas and concepts of the innovative technology for well diameter reaming
in the area of productive stratum were formulated in order to increase its flow rate using
the methods of structural-logical and system analysis. It was determined that the well
reaming process should be carried out in several stages, and well diameter increasing
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should be significant (more than five times) and carried out in a clearly defined interval of
the well. The process of the technology development was organized to provide the main
volume of the rock collapsing only under the influence of axial force, the magnitude of
which is provided by the weight of the drilling tool.

Based on the methods of mechanics of deformable solids, the problem of the limit
equilibrium of the rock mass formed by two circular recesses was formulated and solved.
An analytical method for solving this problem has been developed to determine the stress
state and evaluate the strength of the considered system. The reliability of the obtained
results was confirmed via the validity of the geometric-linear formulation of the problem,
strict implementations of mathematical methods tested in the literature for analytical
research, and convergence of the results of partial (limit) cases with known results. In
general, the possibility of applying the proposed technology for typical reservoir rocks
is substantiated.

For numerical approbation of the results, some typical rocks were chosen: siltstone,
sandstone, fine-grained limestone, and dolomite.

Next, we applied the so-called method of the basic unit (basic design). The method is
based on the usage of a basic structure to be transformed into a machine for the desired
purpose by attaching special equipment. The basic unit is a drilling tool, which is produced
in series. Therefore, using the method of the basic unit (basic design), as well as the
sequential compounding method, a special tool and special configurations of the drill
string were developed for the practical implementation of the proposed technology.

Let us formulate the basic concepts of a new method of well diameter significant
reaming in the area of productive stratum to increase the flow rate of the well. Well
diameter reaming envisages several stages, which are schematically shown in Figure 1.

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 1. Stages of productive stratum expanded drainage zone formation: 1—rock, 2—drill string, 3—special bottomhole
assembly for radial hole drilling in the well, 4—circular recess, 5—recess formed by drilling of the radial hole, 6—conical
hole, 7—special bottomhole assembly for cantilever rock destruction and grinding, 8—zone of rock destruction by static and
dynamic axial force.
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The first stage is drilling of the well with the nominal radius of r in the productive
stratum (Figure 1a). After that, a special bottomhole assembly is lowered into the well
with a device with a bit that can be deflected. This bit drills a deep circular recess with the
radius of R in the wellbore interval to be reamed with the predetermined step of h. The
recess that is furthest from the bottomhole is drilled in the form of a cone (Figure 1b). Next,
the bottomhole assembly with a jar or other device that can create a variable axial load
and a device with retractable legs is lowered into the well. This assembly applies static
and dynamic axial force to rock mass formed by two circular recesses. As a result, the rock
mass is destroyed, crushed, and removed by washing liquid to the surface (Figure 1c).

3. Results

3.1. Specification of Circular Recess Allowable Dimensions and Interval of Its Drilling

The proposed technology envisaged that the rock mass between circular recesses
should remain intact at the second stage of the operation (Figure 1b) and be guaranteed to
be destroyed when applying axial force, which is technologically possible to apply at the
third stage of the process (Figure 1c).

The allowable size of circular recesses and the interval of their drilling h (see Figure 1b)
are specified by the strength of the rock mass between two adjacent recesses. We assume
intuitively the following: too small a specified drilling interval or a too big radius of
circular recesses can lead to premature destruction of the rock mass and an emergency
situation (clamping the deviated bit by the rock mass). In addition, if the drilling interval is
specified too big, the maximum applicable axial force P may not be sufficient to destroy the
rock mass.

To find out whether we are right in the declared assumptions, let us consider the
following problem.

Let us consider the rock mass in the form of a round plate with the thickness of h and
the outer radius of R having a technological slot and a through hole with the radius of r
(Figure 2). The plate is loaded with bulk forces, the intensity of which is determined by the
specific weight of the rock, and the plate can be additionally loaded with axial force P.

0 

Figure 2. Calculation scheme of the rock mass.

The proposed technology assumes that the plate is thick. As the thick plate is not very
susceptible to bending, we will take into account the shear of the rock when assessing the
strength. Let us consider the limit equilibrium of the plate (Figure 2):

∫

s

τds−
∫

V

γdV−P = 0 (1)
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After the transformations we obtain a relation for the tangential stress averaged over
the thickness of the plate:

τ =
1
2

(
P

πρh
+ γρ

[
1 −

(
r

ρ

)2
])

, ρ ∈ [r, R], (2)

where s is the area of the plate side surface of radius ρ and V is the volume of the plate.
Analysis of relation (1) indicates that large values of P near the through hole may

have a boundary effect (the case when the tangential stresses in the hole are greater than
the stresses in the clamping zone of the plate). We assume that the technical means of
plate loading (a device with retractable legs) will eliminate the manifestation of this effect.
Therefore, we neglect the influence of the described boundary effect and assume ρ = R in
expression (1) and obtain the rock mass strength condition:

τmax =
1
2

(
P

πRh
+ γR

[
1 −

( r

R

)2
])

≤ τu, (3)

where τu is the maximum resistance to rock displacement (determined by the strength
passport of a particular rock).

Analysis of relation (2) shows that the boundary state of the plate loaded by bulk
forces depends on the plate radius and the specific gravity of the reservoir rock. Therefore,
in order to provide integrity of the plate formed by two adjacent circular recesses within
drilling, it is necessary to meet the following conditions:

1
2

γR

[
1 −

( r

R

)2
]
≤ τu

ζ k
, (4)

where ζ is the coefficient of operational conditions (depends on the coefficient of water
saturation of the rock, the coefficient of porosity, thermal impact, etc.) and k is the coefficient
of strength.

The thickness of the rock mass hmax between the circular recesses should be specified
from the condition of its possible destruction under the applied axial force. Therefore, the
maximum thickness of the rock mass hmax to be destroyed by the applied axial force P is
specified by the formula:

1
2

γR

[
1 −

( r

R

)2
]
≤ τu

ζ k
, (5)

where λ is the coefficient of axial force application dynamism (for static application of axial
force λ =1, for sudden application). If there is a necessity for percussion mechanisms or
application of deep vibrators, the coefficient of dynamism can be determined using the
methods presented in [55–57].

3.2. Specification of Circular Recess Allowable Dimensions and Interval of Its Drilling

The possibility of applying the proposed method of wellbore reaming is limited by the
strength of the cantilever rocks and the possibility of their further destruction. To do this,
we numerically estimated several typical types of reservoirs. Hydrocarbon collectors are
rocks with pores, cavities, or systems of cracks and are able to retain and filter fluids (oil,
gas, etc.). The vast majority of reservoir rocks are of sedimentary origin, but in practice,
there is often a combination of different types of reservoirs with a predominance of one
or another type. Four typical reservoir rocks were selected for the study; Table 1 presents
their characteristics [58].

We assume that the rock mass with the following characteristics is formed as a result
of drilling: r = 0.2 m, ζ = 0.2, k = 1.5.

According to (3) we obtain the maximum stresses, τmax, in the reservoir rocks referring
to the radius of the circular recesses (Figure 3). Assuming that the maximum stresses, τmaxi,
for the selected rock are equal to the allowable stresses, [τ]i, we determine the allowable
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radius of the circular recesses [R]i. For the selected rocks, the allowable radius of the
recesses are as follows: siltstone [R]1 = 2.82 m, sandstone [R]2 = 3.1 m, fine-grained
limestone [R]3 = 3.46 m, and dolomite [R]4 = 2.18 m.

Table 1. Characteristics of reservoir rocks.

Reservoir Rock Siltstone Sandstone
Limestone

Fine-Grained
Dolomite

Index i 1 2 3 4
Specific weight of the rock, N/m3 1.95 × 104 2.4 × 104 2.71 × 104 2.94 × 104

Maximum shear resistance, KPa 82 110 140 95
Allowable stresses, [τ]i = τui/ζi ki, KPa 54.7 73.3 93.3 63.3

/][

τ

τ τ

 

≤

Figure 3. Determination of allowable drilling radii of circular recesses from the condition of rock
mass strength: 1—siltstone, 2—sandstone, 3—fine-grained limestone, 4—dolomite.

Due to design and technological limitations of the device for circular recesses drilling,
their radius does not exceed 2.5 m (R ≤ 2.5 m). Therefore, the obtained results show
that based on the technical capabilities of recess drilling, the condition of strength of the
cantilever rock mass is met for most reservoir rocks.

To determine the maximum allowable thickness of the rock mass, which can be formed
between two adjacent circular recesses, we use formula (4). Axial static loading of 1000 KN
was statically applied to the formed rock mass by heavy weight drill pipes. Figure 4 shows
the allowable thickness of the rock mass referring to the circular recess radius (abscissas of
the curve break corresponds to the values of [R]i). It is observed that the radius of the rock
mass (if other conditions are constant) leads to a rapid decrease in the allowable thickness
of the rock mass only at a certain interval. Outside this interval, the rate of decline of
the allowable thickness decreases, stabilizes, and then stops altogether. The reliability of
the obtained results is confirmed by the validity of the problem statement and the strict
implementation of the mechanical and mathematical methods tested in the literature for
analytical research [25,42].

In practice, the thickness h of the rock mass should be slightly less than the calculated
value hmax to ensure guaranteed destruction of the rock and to neutralize the error of
the bottomhole assembly position in the well. Under certain conditions, a certain step of
drilling circular recesses h at their radius of R = 1.7–2.5 m makes it difficult to implement
the proposed technology using only static axial force (for example, reservoir rock and i = 3
in Figure 4). Note that hmax linearly depends on the coefficient of dynamism λ. Therefore,
if necessary, hmax can be adjusted to a larger range to provide rock mass destruction by
applying a dynamic axial load.
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і
λ

Figure 4. Determination of the circular recess drilling interval: 1—siltstone, 2—stone sandstone,
3—fine-grained limestone, 4—dolomite.

3.3. Technical Means for Local Reaming of the Well Diameter

To explain the technology of wellbore reaming, let us consider the schematic diagrams
of special drilling equipment and describe the principle of its operation. Figure 5 schemati-
cally shows the special bottomhole assembly (BHA) used at the second and third stages of
wellbore diameter reaming.

і
λ

 

Figure 5. Schemes of bottomhole assemblies: (a) circular and conical recesses drilling and (b) rock
mass destruction and grinding; 1—anchor, 2—centralizer, 3—turning gear, 4—special tool with
deflecting bit, 5—shock absorber, 6—mechanical vibrogenerator (jar) of longitudinal oscillations,
7—blade raising device, 8—reamer with fixed blades.

The special BHA used for circular recess drilling (Figure 5a) consists of an anchor (1)
of known design, designed to fix the drill string relative to the wellbore, two centralizers
(2) used to orient the BHA relative to the axis of the well, a rotary device (3) with remote
control, and a special device with a rotating bit (4).

The sequence to obtain circural recesses with this BHA is as follows:

• drilling of the well of nominal radius r;
• the special bottomhole assembly is lowered into the well to a given depth and fixed;
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• washing liquid starts circulation, causes the rock-destroying tool rotation, and serves
as a trigger for the remote control system on the circular recess drilling to start;

• the remote control system provides a control signal to the linear drive which through
the rod (1), via the lever mechanism (2), deflects the rock-destroying tool at an angle
of 90 degrees (Figure 6);

• the rotary device (3) rotates the device with the rotary bit around its axis by 360 degrees,
and as a result, the circular recess is formed;

• the rock-destroying tool returns to its original position on the signal of the control
system, and the BHA is fixed; and

• the BHA rises to a given height h, after which the whole process is repeated.

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Structural diagram of the special tool with the rotating bit: 1—rod of the linear actuator,
2—lever mechanism, 3—hinge, 4—cavity between the housing and the casing for supplying the
flushing fluid, 5—rolling support, 6—reducer, 7—shaft, 8—turbine sections, 9—body—drill bit;
10—rolling support.

After completing the drilling, the tool is removed from the well.
Figure 6 shows the special tool design with the rotating bit. It consists of a hollow bit

(see number 10 in Figure 6) with cutters fixed on its surface driven through the gearbox 6
by a section of turbines (8) with movable stators and fixed rotors, or a section of a screw
motor with a hollow rotor and torsion bar (not shown) in it. The turbine rotors are attached
to the shaft (7) with rolling bearings (5) and (10) at the ends. One end of the shaft (7) is
attached to the hinge (3), which can rotate 90 degrees via the lever mechanism (2) due
to the movement of the rod of the linear actuator (1). The developed assembly of the
special device confirms the possibility of its implementation in the section of the BHA
with an overall size of 197 mm and more. Thus, the assembly scheme of the device for
the tool with a diameter of 197 mm makes possible usage of the deflecting bit (10) with a
diameter of 140–145 mm with the drive in the form of standard sections of turbine drills or
sections of a propeller engine with a hollow rotor with a diameter of 85 mm. The maximum
length of the bit (10) is determined based on the condition of the strength of the rotary
mechanism (2) and the hinge (3), in particular, they should hold the effort to ensure the
volumetric destruction of the rock by the bit. Based on the preliminary calculations, the
length of the bit is limited to 1.75–2.5 m depending on the bit operation mode, rock mass,
and bit cutter charactersitics. We used methods to assess the strength and rigidity of long
structures, including pipe columns, pipelines, and special tools operation in the conditions
of contact interaction with the elastic environment and at operation in difficult geotechnical
conditions [59,60].

The BHA (Figure 5b) is lowered into the well after circular recess drilling destroys the
rock mass between the circular recesses. It consists of a section of heavy weighted drill
pipes which carries out its orientation relative to the axis of the well; one of the known drill
shock absorbers (5) [61,62], which protect the drill string from vibration and control the
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BHA dynamics [63]; the vibration generator or jar (6); the special device to retract legs (7),
which allows independent rotation of the legs around the axis of the BHA; and the section
of the eccentric well reamers (6).

The destruction of the rock mass using this bottomhole envisages the following sequence:

• the BHA is lowered into the well, which is positioned in one of the known ways so
that the device to retract the legs is in front of the drilled circular recesses;

• the legs retract to the circular recess after the command;
• intensive circulation of the washing liquid begins with simultaneous rotation of the

drill string;
• the axial load is applied to the rock mass, the static component of which is created by

the weight of the of heavy weighted drill pipes—due to the operation of the vibrator.
As a result, the main cracks appear in the rock and its destruction occurs; and

• to prevent trapping of the drill string and high-quality cleaning of the well, pieces
of rock that fall into the space between the drill string and the walls of the well are
further crushed using the section of eccentric expanders 8 (Figure 3) and are carried to
the surface with flushing fluid.

After the destruction of one cantilever rock mass, further destruction of the following
is carried out, after which the BHA is removed from the well.

4. Discussion

Well diameter increasing in the interval of the productive stratum leads to an increase
in the flow rate of the well, reducing the depression on the stratum and the pressure
gradient on the well wall. Increasing the contact area between the bottomhole and the
reservoir area (increasing the filtration surface area, opening new channels for filtering
fluids into the well, etc.) allows hydrocarbon fluid production to be intensified. It should
be emphasized that this is not a classic reaming of the wellbore with traditional reamers,
but well diameter increasing more than five times in a clearly defined interval. The greater
effect of well diameter change on the flow rate is associated with the more significant well
deviation from the hydrodynamic perfection of its completion and the more expressed
nonlinearity of the fluid filtration law [8,9]. This is especially expressed at a significant
flow rate of the well when there is a crisis of the linear law of filtration in the bottomhole
zone. In this case, the predicted increase in the well flow rate can reach the value of n2/3

where n—the multiplicity of the well diameter—increases. The procedure of well diameter
increasing in the interval of the productive stratum can be carried out immediately after
drilling or during the overhaul of existing production or injection wells.

We propose the innovative technology for local well diameter increasing (more than
five times) in a clearly defined interval. The peculiarity of the proposed technology is a
two-stage process of well reaming. At the first stage, large-diameter circular recesses are
drilled in planes that are perpendicular to the well axis. The second stage is the destruction,
grinding, and removal to the surface of the rocks located between the drilled circular
recesses. Static and dynamic axial forces applied to the special bottomhole assembly are
used for rock mass destruction. The sequence of technological operations for wellbore local
increasing is presented.

The sequence of technological operations on the local increase in the diameter of the
wellbore is presented. The designs of drill string configurations that should be used to
implement the proposed technology are proposed:

• layout for drilling disk and conical recesses;
• layout for destruction and crushing of rock mass.
• a special tool with a rotating bit for drilling disk recesses has been developed, its design

is presented and the principle of operation is described. The designs of bottomhole
assembly for the proposed technology implementation have been presented:

• BHA for circular and conical recess drilling; and
• BHA for rock mass destruction.
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A special tool for circular recess drilling and its design are presented, and the principle
of its operation is described.

In order to substantiate the possibility of the technology implementation and for
determination of its applicability limits, we formulated and obtained a solution to the
problem of the limit equilibrium of the rock mass formed between two adjacent circular
recesses. We obtained analytical relations to specify the admissible radius of the circular
recesses (formula 3) and admissible thickness of the rock mass (formula 4) on the condition
of the safe performance of planned technological processes. In general, the possibility of the
proposed technology application for typical reservoir rocks is substantiated, in particular
for siltstone, sandstone, fine-grained limestone, and dolomite. The carried out analysis
showed that the technology can increase the local diameter of the well by twenty times.
The tasks of the next stages of our research are field and bench tests of the special tool
with the rotating bit and evaluation of the quality of sludge removal when drilling circular
recesses of large diameter.

Today, the oil and gas industry are actively developing and improving the classi-
cal [64–66] and developing and testing new technologies to increase the productivity of
wells [2,67,68]. Each of these technologies has its advantages and disadvantages, as well
as economically feasible applications [1,66]. Among all the variety of approaches offered,
we try to find our niche. The technology we have developed is technically simple and
is implemented at a reasonable financial cost. To destroy the rock mass, our technology
effectively uses the axial force provided by the weight of existing drilling tools so the
technology is energy efficient. This favourably differs the proposed technology from others
aimed at increasing the contact area between the bottomhole and the collector area. Our
technology can be used immediately after drilling or in the process of overhauling a well.

5. Conclusions

Analysis of existing studies has shown that under certain geological conditions it
is possible to achieve a significant intensification of hydrocarbon production by local
reaming of the well diameter in the productive interval. The paper has proposed that the
new technology can increase the local well diameter by more than five times in a clearly
defined interval. The peculiarity of the proposed technology is a two-stage process of well
reaming. At the first stage, large-diameter circular recesses are drilled in planes that are
perpendicular to the well axis. The second stage is the destruction, grinding, and removal
to the surface of the rocks located between the drilled circular recesses. Static and dynamic
axial forces applied to the special bottomhole assembly are used for rock mass destruction.

To test the feasibility of the proposed technology, the authors have considered the
problem of rock mass limit equilibrium formed between two adjacent circular recesses.
Analytical relations were obtained to specify the admissible radius of the circular recess
and admissible thickness of rock mass from the condition of safe operation. Assuming
that the maximum stresses for the reservoir rock are equal to the allowable stresses, the
maximum allowable values of the radii of the circular recesses were specified. In particular,
for the selected reservoir rocks the allowable radius of the circular recess are as follows:
2.82 m for siltstone, 3.1 m for sandstone, 3.46 m for fine-grained limestone, and 2.18 m for
dolomite. The thickness of the rock mass between the circular recesses (drilling interval)
was specified from the condition of the possibility of rock destruction under the action
of axial force. In particular, the maximum allowable drilling interval of circular recesses
with a radius of 2 m with a static application of axial force of 100 kN ranges from 1.2 m
for fine-grained limestone to 2.3 m for dolomite. The value of the calculated intervals can
be adjusted largely in the case of using devices that generate the dynamic component of
the axial force during rock mass destruction. In general, the possibility of applying the
proposed technological operations for typical reservoir rocks is substantiated.

For the technical implementation of the proposed technology, special bottomhole
assemblies have been developed. A special tool to drill circular recesses has also been
developed, its design is presented, and the principle of operation is described. The study
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showed the possibility of its application for bottomhole assemblies with a radius of 195 mm
and more and the possibility of drilling circular recesses with a diameter of up to 2.5 m.
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Nomenclature

h thickness of the rock mass between two adjacent circular recesses;
R radius of the circular recess;
r radius of the through hole in the rock mass;
γ specific weight of the rock;
P axial force, which loads the rock mass;
[R] the maximum allowable radius of the circular recess;
ρ polar coordinate;
s area of the side surface of the rock mass with the radius of ρ;
V volume of rock mass;
τ tangential stresses in the rock mass;
τmax maximum tangential stresses in the rock mass;
τu ultimate resistance to rock displacement;
ζ coefficient of operational conditions (depends on water saturation of the rock, the porosity

coefficient, thermal impact);
k safety factor;
λ the coefficient of axial force application dynamics.
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Abstract: The paper discusses the results of a study carried out to determine the thermal condition
of a conveyor power unit using a thermal imaging camera. The tests covered conveyors in the main
haulage system carrying coal from a longwall. The measurements were taken with a thermal imaging
diagnostic method which measures infrared radiation emitted by an object. This technology provides
a means of assessing the imminence and severity of a possible failure or damage. The method
is a non-contact measuring technique and offers great advantages in an underground mine. The
thermograms were analysed by comparing the temperature distribution. An analysis of the operating
time of the conveyors was also carried out and the causes of the thermal condition were determined.
The main purpose of the research was to detect changes in thermal state during the operation of a
belt conveyor that could indicate failure and permit early maintenance and eliminate the chance of
a fire. The article also discusses the construction and principle of operation of a thermal imaging
camera. The findings obtained from the research analysis on determining the thermal condition of
the conveyor drive unit are a valuable source of information for the mine’s maintenance service.

Keywords: thermal imaging; belt conveyor; diagnostics; underground mining; mechanical failure;
preventative maintenance

1. Introduction

The discovery of infrared radiation gave rise to the science of thermography. It was
discovered in 1800 by Friedrich Wilhelm Herschel, an English astronomer. In the second
half of the 19th century, the following scientists, Kirchoff, Boltzman, Wiena and Planck,
whose research laid the foundation for the development of thermal imaging, deepened
the knowledge of thermal imaging. The first applications were for the military, where the
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first infrared indicators were built in the mid-20th century. In the 1960s, the first thermal
imaging device appeared, which today is a thermal imaging camera [1–4].

Thermal imaging measures an object body whose temperature is higher than zero
because it emits thermal radiation. This thermal radiation is the part of the electromagnetic
spectrum; its wavelength falls between 760 and 1 mm. This radiation is detected and
measured by the thermal imaging device in two different ways—when the thermal detector
absorbs infrared radiation completely (of any wavelength) and when the photon detector
reacts only to radiation of a specific wavelength. The detector of a thermal imaging camera
enables the energy of infrared radiation to be changed into an electrical signal. In the
individual signal processing modules, the signal is amplified, converted into digital form
and converted into the temperature value of the individual points of the image matrix.
This is how a map of the distribution (thermogram) of the temperature of the object under
investigation is created [5–8].

The thermal imaging camera works on the principle of converting infrared radiation
that can be emitted or reflected by an object, into an electrical signal and later into an
image displayed on a computer monitor. The camera is composed of an optical system,
an infrared radiation detector, electronic amplification, processing and a visualization
path [9,10].

Belt conveyors are mechanical, hydraulic or pneumatic means of transport, they oper-
ate in continuous or cyclic motion. Their purpose is to transport the excavated material
over often considerable distances, with varying conveying speeds, capacities and conveyor
belt lines. In underground coal mines, they are the primary form of transport [11,12].
The drive systems used in mining can exclude or hinder diagnostic measurements. The
results which are obtained by means of various measurements can be processed by ded-
icated software FLIR Tools [13]. Studies on the development of longwall conveyors are
presented in works [14–22]—they are part of the innovative development of machinery
and equipment [23–27].

The popularity of the thermal imaging method to assess the technical condition of
belt conveyors in a mine has been increasing [28]. The first experimental studies using
thermal imaging cameras were described in works [29–32], whose findings and the method
developed contributed to minimising failures primarily in the mines of Polish State Mining
and Metallurgical Combine (KGHM). Multiple diagnostic methods are recommended for
costly machines and process lines [33–36]. Control testing can prevent the occurrence of
fires, which are one of the most dangerous hazards in underground mines. Excavations
in closed areas are subject to natural hazards, mainly methane [37–47] and fire [48]. They
can cause serious damage to machinery and equipment, and even pose a threat to human
health and life [49–51].

Based on the research carried out, the main causes of the thermal condition for the
drive unit were defined as: belt slip in the drive, problems with optimal cooling of the
drive, bearing friction, seizure of the brake system, seizure of the drive drums, and seizure
of the pulleys. These causes are mainly generated in the contact zone: improper cooling
of the drive unit, the drum coming into contact with the belt, or the pulley coming into
contact with the belt.

The main objective of this study was to identify the thermal condition of conveyor belt
component structures and to analyse the risk of critical temperature increases. The tests
were focussed on the drive unit, specifically the engine, the braking system and the gearbox.
In order to measure the actual temperature distribution occurring in the main haulage
belt conveyors, it was necessary to analyse the operating time of the belt conveyors and
determine the cause of any thermal anomaly. The analysis of the working time of the main
haulage conveyors was related to one working day in this study. The results are presented
in the form of measurement images. They were developed using dedicated software. The
obtained characteristics for the thermal state are presented in the form of diagrams. This
paper presents a real-life example of a thermal condition survey for a measuring unit using
a thermal imaging camera.
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2. Materials and Methods

The use of thermal imaging is a very important and useful research method because,
as a method for object diagnosis, it allows fast, safe and also accurate measurements
in even restrictive space [52–71]. In a deep mine environment, cameras can be used to
work in smoky, dusty and dark environments. The use of the thermal imaging method
in the mining industry offers a wide range of research opportunities in view of the heat
production that takes place during the operation of all powered equipment. Factors such
as ambient temperature, humidity, air velocity, air volume in the excavation and emissivity
have a significant influence on the measurement results [72]. Using long-wave infrared
radiation in the measurements, thermal radiation is recorded. The camera captures objects,
people and high-temperature sources in limited or no visibility conditions [73–78].

Thermal imaging cameras use energy that increases as the temperature of an object
increases, and can be obtained from any object whose temperature is above zero. The
measurements result in a total temperature distribution over the background of the object,
which can be seen by the colour variation in the measurement image. The advantages of
thermal imaging cameras are that they are non-invasive and can locate faults invisible to the
naked eye. The test with a thermal imaging camera is based on measuring the temperature
from the external surface, where the temperature distribution is non-uniform [79]. In order
to obtain the relevant quantities, an average is determined which forms the basis for fault
finding as temperatures increase above the normal operating ones.

In industry, thermography is used to control technological processes and, more specif-
ically, the thermal state in order to predict and prevent failures. The image taken by the
thermal imaging camera reflects the temperature of the device under examination and
other surfaces, allowing the technical condition to be assessed. Equipment such as power
grids, main fan stations, boilers for district heating and conveyor belts, among others, are
examined using thermal imaging. In order to be considered reliable, the measurement
must be carried out over a longer period of time and operate to its specification, e.g., the
conveyor belt must be loaded with excavated material [80–90].

2.1. Objective and Scope of the Study

The objective of this study was to identify the thermal condition of an operational belt
conveyor drive unit in an underground coal mine. The following tasks were completed:

- tests and measurements on the conveyor drive unit,
- an analysis of operating times of conveyors,
- determination of the causes of the thermal condition for the construction of conveyors,
- an analysis of the results and recommendations.

2.2. Analysed Main Haulage Conveyors

The main haulage belt conveyors used in the study transported the excavated coal
from the longwall. The longwall mining was carried out conventionally with roof caving.
The longwall was equipped with a powered roof support, a double-drum shearer and a
scraper conveyor. The length of the longwall is 238 m and the panel length is 480 m. The
thickness of the seam is between 2.5 and 3.1 m, with a slope between 23◦ and 25◦. The
main haulage system from the longwall transports the excavated material to a 1000 m3 silo
located in the mining shaft area. The analysed haulage system consists of six belt conveyors
with a total length of 1846 m. The parameters of the analysed main haulage are presented
in Table 1 and their location in Figure 1.
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Table 1. Technical parameters of the analysed main haulage system.

Number of the
Conveyor

Type of the
Conveyor

Power
(kW)

Belt
Width (m)

Belt
Length (m)

Performance
Maximum (t/h)

PT-1 Intermet-1200 2 × 250 1.2 480 1388
PT-2 Vacat-1400 3 × 315 1.4 420 1512
PT-3 Intermet-1200 2 × 160 1.2 80 1220
PT-4 Pioma-1200 2 × 250 1.2 140 1220
PT-5 Pioma-1200 2 × 250 1.2 260 1134
PT-II Pioma-1400 2 × 250 1.4 410 1500
PT-I Bogda-1400 2 × 132 1.4 56 1500

 

r

−

Figure 1. Layout of the conveyors of the main haulage system, (PT—a belt conveyor).

The conveyor routes are made of coils supported on lower trestles, which are spaced
every 3 m and each has two Ø 133 mm pulleys (Figure 2b), they serve to guide the lower
belt in a V arrangement with a constant inclination angle of 10◦ and variable advance (−2◦,
0◦, 2◦). The upper band is guided along the triangular supports to form a trough with
an angle of 35◦ (Figure 2a). Each of the side pulleys of the top support has an oblique 2◦

lead-out in the belt direction and a belt distance of 1.2 m.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Support structure of the conveyor route: (a) The upper belt forms a trough with an angle of
35◦; (b) View of the upper and lower belt routing.

2.3. Description of the Measuring Apparatus

A thermal imaging camera (shown in Figure 3a,b) works by processing infrared radia-
tion that is emitted or reflected by objects. The resulting electrical signal is transformed into
an image viewed on a monitor. The camera is built of an optical system, an infrared detector,
a visualisation circuit and electronic amplification. The camera reads the measurement
of any object with a temperature above zero without relative 0 ◦C, which is a source of
infrared radiation, and its intensity depends on the temperature and surface features of a
given object. The range of detection (sensing), recognition and observation identification
depends mainly on three parameters: the viewing angle of the camera, thermal resolution
and number of detectors in the array [91]. The devices shown in Figure 3 are equipped
with a laser pointer that allows the temperature to be recorded at a specific point during the
measurement from the object or location. A pyrometer (Figure 3c) is used for non-contact
temperature measurement. It works by analysing the thermal radiation emitted by the
objects as a whole.

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3. The measuring equipment used in the study of the thermal condition of the belt conveyor drive unit: (a) Dräger
UFC 9000 thermal imaging karma; (b) FLIR i60 thermal imaging camera; (c) FLUKE 561 pyrometer.

2.4. Design of the Conveyor Drive Unit

The drive unit consists of a gearbox, clutch and motor connected via the coupling case.
The conveyor drive drums are driven by drive units. The transmission of the take-off torque
from the gearbox to the drums is affected by means of couplings. The drive unit is built on
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a drive drum module. The gearbox is attached to the drive body via an intermediate plate.
Drive units consisting of motors and gearboxes require water cooling. Figure 4 shows an
example of the construction of the drive unit.

Figure 4. Conveyor drive unit, where; 1—engine, 2—left brake system (I), 3—left gearbox (I), 4—right
gearbox (II), 5—right brake system (II), 6—engine, 7—foundation.

3. Results

It can be quite difficult to carry out measurements using a thermal imaging camera
for this purpose in an underground mine. One of the main factors that influence the result
is the prevailing dust in the excavation. The correct temperature range for the drive unit is
influenced by the length of the route, the variable load, and the size of the drive drums. The
main problem during the research was to obtain a suitable measuring distance. Conveyor
drive components such as the motor, gearbox and braking system are built into a recess
due to the dimensions of the workings. For major conveyor installations, a fixed thermal
imaging device could be used and data sent to a central control room for continuous
monitoring. Exceeding a threshold temperature, predetermined from field data, could
trigger an alarm, for example. Maintenance personnel could then be sent to the unit to
investigate the temperature anomaly and conduct preventative maintenance if needed.

The following parameters were introduced to minimise measurement interference:
emissivity, humidity, ambient temperature, and the distance of the camera from the object.
Each of these measurements was additionally determined using a pyrometer type device.
It was not possible to place the measuring equipment on a tripod due to the dimensional
constraints of the excavation. The measured air temperature at the drive locations varied
between 22 and 30 ◦C. The measurements taken were sequential, with a frequency of
5 min. The entire measurement session for a single test object lasted approximately 60 min,
resulting in 12 measurements.

3.1. Analysis of the Working Time of the Main Conveyors

The operating time of the main haulage conveyors depends on many factors, including
the mine’s operating system and planned daily tonnage. The main haulage unit under
analysis operates on a five-shift system. This is characterised by four mining shifts and
a fifth maintenance shift. A maintenance-related stoppage of the conveyors to perform
necessary checks or repairs is made between 5:30 and 8:00 a.m. The working time of
the main haulage conveyors was analysed by data collected from the ZEFIR system.
This system performs the function of continuous supervision of mine operations, for the
operational management, alerting, documentation and analysis of the production process.
Figure 5 shows a visualisation of the working time of the analysed main haulage conveyors,
and Table 2 presents a summary of the effective use of the working time of the analysed
belt conveyors.
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Figure 5. Graph for the operating time of the main haulage belt conveyors, where: 1—the operating
time (it is in motion) of the conveyor belt, 0—the idle time (the machine is halted).

Table 2. Measuring the running time of the main haulage belt conveyors.

No. of the
Conveyor

Type Location
Working Time

(min)
Stoppage Duration

(min)

PT-I 1-400 Haulage drift/III 1300 140
PT-II 1-400 Haulage drift 2, S-type 1297 143
PT-2 1-400 Collective ramp, E-type/III 698 742
PT-1 1-200 Belt gallery 2/III 916 524
PT-3 1-200 Primary gallery/III 1282 158
PT-4 1-200 Drift III east, level 700 1290 150
PT-5 1-200 Haulage drift 3/III 1291 149

The diagram (Figure 5) illustrates the operation of the main haulage belt conveyors
on a daily basis. It allows us to view the stoppages that have occurred during its daily
operation. The belt conveyors whose running time measurement is shown in the above
diagram are explained in Table 2.

3.2. Inspection of a Conveyor Drive Unit Using a Thermal Imaging Camera

Testing of the individual drive units of the main haulage conveyors was carried out
two hours after start-up of the morning shift. All conveyors tested were loaded with
excavated coal material. It was assumed that the temperature value should stabilize after
this time from the start up. Obtaining a series of measurement images from a single
conveyor drive during sixty minutes of operation allowed us to calculate the minimum
and maximum temperatures for the drive unit. The unit consists of the motor, gearbox
and brake system. The construction of the drive, including the drums, was omitted from
measurements. The tested constructions of the drive system consisted of two drive units,
one in the left-hand version (II drive) and one in the right-hand version (I drive).

Two thermal imaging cameras—FLIR 60 and Dräger UCF 9000—were used in the
study. The measurement series taken on the equipment made it possible to locate the
hottest areas within the drive structure. The following thermograms (Figures 6 and 7) show
the recorded temperatures for selected drive units from the conveyors analysed.
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Figure 6. Cont.
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(g) (h) 

  
(i) (j) 

Figure 6. A view from a measurement session made with a thermal imaging camera together with processing in the
software FLIR Tools for (II) drive unit of belt conveyor PT-4 from the analysed main haulage, where heat distribution is
presented for: (a) photo of the tested right gearbox (II); (b) thermogram with visible thermal effect for the right gearbox
(II); (c,d) thermogram showing the heat distribution for the right gearbox (II); (e) photo of the tested right engine (II),
(f) thermogram with visible thermal effect for the right engine (II); (g,h) thermogram showing the heat distribution for the
right engine (II); (i,j) thermogram showing the heat distribution taken with the Dräger UFC 9000 camera.
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Figure 7. Cont.
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Figure 7. Cont.
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(i) (j) 

  
(k) (l) 

Figure 7. A view from a measurement session made with a thermal imaging camera together with processing in the
software FLIR Tools for (I) a drive unit of a belt conveyor PT-4 from the main haulage analysed, where the heat distribution
is presented for: (a) photo of the tested left gearbox (I); (b) thermogram with visible thermal effect for the left gearbox (I);
(c,d) thermogram showing heat distribution for the left gearbox (I); (e) photo of the tested left motor (I); (f) thermogram
showing heat distribution for the left motor (I); (g,h) thermogram showing the thermal effect for the left motor (I);
(i,j) thermogram showing the heat distribution with the Dräger UFC 9000 camera; (k) temperature distribution for the
motor in the excavation environment; (l) temperature distribution for the gearbox in the excavation environment.

The test results obtained (Figure 6) were analysed using a process based on special
software FLIR Tools in order to determine the temperature distribution within the test
object. The software FLIR Tools uses the function of creating a line to catch points for
which a black triangle is used to mark maximum temperatures (Figures 6c,g and 7c,g,k,l).
The blue triangles indicate the minimum temperatures. A series of temperature points for
the gearbox and motor were thus obtained. This function greatly simplifies and shortens
measurement times, as a single image provides information on the complete temperature
distribution. On this basis, the average highest and lowest temperatures of the gearboxes,
motors and braking systems of the belt conveyors studied were determined, which were
used in the analysis of the thermal condition of the main haulage conveyor drive units.

3.3. Test Results

In the 60 min test interval, the graphs show minor decreases and increases in the
minimum and maximum temperatures. There were no interruptions to the operation of
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the conveyor due to a temporary stoppage. The measured water temperature for engine
and transmission cooling was around 21 ◦C. The water after passing through the cooling
system at the discharge into the dewatering pipeline was, on average, 33 ◦C.

The obtained test results for the conveyor drive unit are presented in Table 3 be-
low, showing the thermal state characteristics for: the entire gearbox, motor, and brak-
ing system. In the following graphs (Figures 8 and 9), the red colour indicates the val-
ues for the maximum temperature, while the blue colour indicates the values for the
minimum temperature.

Table 3. Temperature measurement for belt conveyor drive unit PT-4.

Conveyor’s Drive Unit
Minimum

Temperature ◦C
Maximum

Temperature ◦C
Amplitude

Temperature ◦C

gear I 46.4 51.7 5.3
gear II 47.3 52.6 5.3
motor I 24.0 28.0 4.0
motor II 25.0 30.1 5.1

braking system I 27.2 32.0 4.8
braking system II 32.2 37.2 5.0
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Figure 8. Temperature variation over 60 min for gear I of conveyor PT-4.

 

Figure 9. Temperature variation over 60 min for gear II of conveyor PT-4.
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4. Discussion

The obtained characteristic curves of heat distribution in the form of thermograms
(Figure 6) and graphs (Figures 7 and 8) constitute an evaluation of the thermal condition
of the individual elements of the tested driving unit of the main haulage belt conveyor.
The measurements made refer to stable (constant) operation. For all tested main haulage
conveyors (Figure 1), the highest temperatures were recorded for gearbox II and had a
significant effect on the maximum temperature of the entire drive. For the PT-2 conveyor
drive unit located in the collective ramp on E/III, the lowest of the maximum temperatures
at around 29.9–34.2 ◦C. was recorded. Higher temperatures (50.1–54.6 ◦C) obtained from the
measurements were characteristic of the PT-1 conveyor drive located in the belt gallery. In
contrast, the same type of conveyor PT-3 achieved temperatures of 42.8–47.6 ◦C. In further
measurements, temperatures remained between 47.2 and 52.6 ◦C for the drive unit of the
PT-4 conveyor located in the eastern drift III. The presented comparison of temperatures
obtained for the conveyor drive unit (Figure 9) shows that the PT-5 conveyor drive has the
highest temperatures, remaining at 62.7 ◦C, which means it exceeded the critical value of
60 ◦C. This may indicate intensive use of the conveyor. The analysed measurements for the
PT-II conveyor drive were at a level of 48.3–51.0 ◦C, which indicates correct operation. For
the PT-I conveyor, temperatures ranging from 38.0 to 43.3 ◦C were recorded.

A key element in the overall test procedure is to determine the values at which alarm
states associated with temperatures exceeding 60 ◦C can be identified. The determination of
these values is based on a statistical analysis of the results obtained for the main substitution
tested. A summary of the measurements obtained (Figure 10) for the main drive units are
shown, with the temperature warning levels marked by a red dashed line.

 

∆ ,
∆

∆

Figure 10. Summary of test results obtained for the drive units.

The summary of obtained measurements for the presented Figure 9, which illustrates
all tested main haulage conveyors, can be the basis for searching for diagnostic changes
related to improper operation. In the following discussion, based on the results obtained,
the average temperature rise in relation to the ambient was determined [92]:

∆T =
(TI − T0) + (TI I − T0)

2
, (◦C) (1)

where:

∆T–average temperature rise ◦C,
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TI–temperature of the gear I ◦C,
TII–temperature of the gear II ◦C,
To–ambient temperature ◦C.

Table 4 shows that the effects of ambient temperature for the analysed drive units
of the main haulage conveyors are different, which significantly affects the average
temperature rise.

Table 4. Data obtained from measurements carried out in the surroundings of the drive unit of the
main haulage belt conveyors.

No. of the Conveyor PT-1 PT-2 PT-3 PT-4 PT-5 PT-II PT-I

Ambient temperature ◦C 23.0 26.0 24.0 24.0 27.0 24.0 23
Air temperature ◦C 26.6 22.4 18.6 18.2 18.8 19.2 22.4

Reflected temperature ◦C 22.0
Air flow (m/s) 2.27 2.93 2.20 2.20 0.44 2.53 1.04

Air volume in excavation (m3) 0.47 0.78 0.64 0.64 0.11 0.67 0.16
Humidity (%) 85 77 79 85 80 74 79

Relative humidity (%) 50
Vertical distance (m) 1.0

Emissivity 0.96
Average temperature rise ∆t 29.10 9.40 20.55 28.15 33.35 25.70 17.65
Amount of measurements 42 97 43 52 43 56 79

5. Conclusions

Thermal imaging is characterised by a non-invasive research method. Conducting this
type of research is quite difficult in an underground mine. The use of stationary thermal
condition monitoring on the main haulage can be quite difficult due to the dimensions of the
workings. The application of the thermal imaging method to the monitoring of industrial
processes, including underground mining, has made it possible to assess, based on the test
results obtained, the thermal condition of the belt conveyor drive units (Figure 9).

Thermal imaging technology makes it possible to solve many diagnostic problems
easily and inexpensively by using a thermal imaging camera. The thermograms obtained
(Figures 6 and 7) depict the surface of the object under investigation, i.e., the areas with the
highest or lowest temperature.

Based on the research and analysis carried out, the main causes of the thermal con-
dition of the conveyor drive unit were defined. These are the location and method of
installation in the excavation. The tested units were located in a hollow of the excavation,
which for ventilation reasons affects the ventilation and adequate heat discharge. In order
to address these issues, the design of underground workings must consider those remarks
which can significantly improve the operating conditions of the machine and the quality of
work for people. The relatively early identification of these causes can have a direct impact
on the operational reliability of the conveyor drive unit. The relatively early detection of a
thermal condition based on temperature measurements with a thermal imaging camera
contributes to minimising the probability of a fire.

The thermal imaging inspections carried out allowed the thermal condition of the
power unit to be determined and identified the location of intense heat generation, which
may indicate the beginnings of a fault condition. The thermal imaging measurements
made it possible to diagnose the thermal condition of the drive unit without stopping
the belt conveyor operation. The thermal state characteristics obtained for the drive unit
under test determined whether a critical temperature occurs. A key element of the entire
test procedure was to determine the values at which emergency states associated with
temperature exceedances above 60 ◦C could be visualised.
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Abstract: Selection and assessment of mining equipment used in open pit rock mines relies chiefly
on estimates of overall exploitation cost. The rational arrangement of mining equipment and
systems comprising loading machines, haul trucks and crushing plants should be preceded by a
thorough analysis of technical and economic aspects, such as investment outlays and the costs of
further exploitation, which largely determine the costs of mining operations and the deposit value.
Additionally, the operational parameters of the mining equipment ought to be considered. In this
study, a universal set of evaluation criteria has been developed, and an evaluation method has been
applied for the selection of surface mining equipment and the processing system to be operated in
specific mining conditions, defined by the user. The objective of this study is to develop and apply the
new methodology of multi-criteria selection of open pit rock mining equipment based on multiple
criteria decision-making (MCDM) procedures, to enable the optimization of loading, handling and
crushing processes. The methodology, underpinned by the principles of MCDM, provides the
dedicated ranking procedures, including the ELECTRE III. The applied methodology allows the
alternative options (variants) to be ranked accordingly. Ultimately, a more universal methodology is
developed, applicable in other surface mines where geological and mining conditions are similar.
It may prove particularly useful in selection and performance assessment of mining equipment
and process line configurations in mining of low-quality rock deposits. Therefore, we undertook to
develop universal criteria and applications for the selection and performance assessment of process
machines for surface mines, taking into account environmental aspects as well as deposit quality.

Keywords: surface mining; mining equipment; multiple criteria decision making (MCDM); ELEC-
TRE III

1. Introduction

The profitability of rock production mining is closely linked to the individual compo-
nents of the machine’s working process. The rational selection of mining system config-
urations including vehicles and loading and processing machines should be based on a
thorough technological and economic analysis that factors in mining conditions. The se-
lection of machines should take into consideration all key elements specific for mining
process [1]. Stevanovic et al. [2] recognize that geological conditions are essential to as-
sessing the se-lection of a mining system and consider them the most important among
6 other criteria. Of particular importance in selection of the process line system is the exact
number, type and operating capacity of machinery and equipment. Any over- or underesti-
mation may adversely and irreversibly impact on the net value of the entire mining project,
hence the quest for reliable methods for selecting machines based on precise and exact
criteria [3]. Choosing the optimal mining equipment is challenging problems and depends
on many criteria and the applied method of selecting machines: deterministic where fleet
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size is the function of production requirements and more complex taking into account un-
certainty based on approximation algorithms and stochastic models [4]. Voronov et al. [5]
indicate that the optimal selection of machines is a formidable task, requiring vast amounts
of input data especially in the case of mixed equipment fleets. Selection of mining equip-
ment has received a great deal of attention, and the problem has grown in importance
lately as the quality of deposits to be mined has deteriorated. Samanta et al. [6] based
on the case of mining equipment selection notice that large numbers of factors can lead
to unrealistic outcome or difficulty in making criteria comparison. In real life situations,
the fact that information is unavailable or incomplete may result in data (attributes) being
not deterministic but fuzzy-imprecise [3].

Exploitation of low-quality deposits is a vitally important and topical issue. Low qual-
ity deposits or deposit sections, containing various kinds of inclusions (e.g., karstic forma-
tions), are, in current mining practice, either not exploited or hauled to rock dumping sites
for selective dumping, leaving the possibility of their exploitation at a later stage. However,
this process does not contribute to the sustainable exploitation of the deposit but helps
postpone the problem of re-exploitation.

Therefore, in the case of low-quality deposits, it is necessary to strive for sustainable
exploitation and the best possible use of the entire deposit in parallel with the target deposit,
which may contribute to increasing extraction and extending mine life [7–9]. In addition,
the use of such deposits or parts of deposits reduces the amount of dumped material
and the size of the dumps, which translates into lower waste generation and long-term
sustainable management of the deposit [10,11], especially since the exploitation of low-
quality deposits may be profitable [12]. The mining sector is responsible for GHG emissions
from the operating mining equipment and from electricity generation still reliant on fossil
fuels. The global demand for minerals is increasing steadily and the process routes in
mineral extraction require larger amounts of energy to extract and process minerals from
low-quality deposits, and hence the emission levels are rising [13].

Selection of mining equipment is a complex multi-criteria decision problem. The main
objective of this study is to develop new interdisciplinary criteria taking into account
both tangible and intangible aspects, and to explore potential applications of the Multiple-
Criteria Decision-Making (MCDM) tool, such as to facilitate the optimal selection of environ-
ment friendly equipment that should satisfy the involved decision makers. Identification of
relevant factors is the crucial step in decision making and optimization process, particularly
in the case of low-quality deposits, when the quality criterion determines the actual price
which may be close to the production costs. In this economic perspective the problem of
low-quality deposits is similar to exploitation of small deposits, specifically to the mining
of minerals for modern technology (rare earth elements) [14]. The fact that the output
is relatively small is of major importance to decision-makers especially in the context of
capital expenditures, a large proportion of which are the costs of mining equipment.

2. Materials and Methods

This article explores the feasibility of using three variants of mining equipment layout
for the exploitation of low-quality deposits. Analyses carried out in the mine have shown
that it is possible to separate karst fraction from the rest of the deposit material by means of
preliminary crushing. The karst is located mainly in the 0–40 mm fraction and constitutes
about 20% of the analyzed part of the deposit. This means that about 20% is not suitable
for further use in the production process and must be transported to the dump. However,
around 80% of the material can be used. The analyses showed that it is possible to separate
karst fraction from the rest of the deposit material by preliminary crushing.

A set of criteria having relevance to evaluation and selection of open pit mining equip-
ment are presented below. Relying on the MCDM approach, they can be effectively used to
solve discrete multiple criteria decision problems, such as ranking problems. The group
of 8 criteria and is subdivided into 4 subsets, covering the environmental, economic, tech-
nological aspects as well as mining operations and reliability. In consideration of those
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aspects, we undertook to develop universal criteria and applications for the selec-tion
and assessment of process machines for surface mines, including low-quality deposits,
sustainability and environmental issues. The applications of MCDM in solving issues of
sustainable development are currently important topics of research and were described by
Siksnelyte, et al. [15], Kumar et al. [16] and Trojanowska and Nęcka [17]. For this reason,
environmental and energy consumption aspects are taken into account when defining the
criteria that describe the decision model.

The main focus is on applications of Multiple-Criteria Decision-Making (MCDM) tools,
including one of the related MCDM methods—ELECTRE III. A method is proposed for
ranking the set of alternatives to be evaluated basing on multiple and conflicting crite-ria,
organized in a hierarchical structure. This hierarchy allows the decision-maker to identify
various intermediate sub-problems to be addressed. Consequently, the analysis of the
criteria is carried out according to the subsets defined in the hierarchy and following
the precedence relations principle in the bottom-up approach. To effectively handle such
hierarchical structures, the application of the extended ELECTRE-III is recommended.
According to Hokkanen et al. [18] ELECTRE III is a most effective outranking methodology
as it uses thresholds for modelling of imprecise data. Thus, alternative solutions (alterna-
tives) applicable to surface mining machine systems can be sorted and ranked accordingly.
The proposed methods are universally applicable to other types of mines [19].

They rely on a number of criteria allowing the user’s preference options to be stated
(i.e., strict, weak, low or indifferent) such that the value of a membership function should
be derived. The ELECTRE III, based on a fuzzy outranking relationship, was developed to
handle ranking problem, such as evaluation of the mining equipment layout in the specified
mining conditions encountered in open pit mines where the deposits are of poor quality.

This study showcases the applications of ELECTRE III, which are more widespread
than those of the simpler ELECTRE methods, to be used when handling similar problems,
especially in the area of mining engineering, mechanical engineering, manufacturing
systems and logistics and supply chains. Sitorus et al. [20] carried out a thorough overview
on publications in the field of MCDM methods and their applications to mining and mineral
processing and established that by 2018 the use of MCDM was reported in 90 studies whilst
24 out of them had relevance to mining equipment. The author of one paper [1] reported on
the use of ELECTRE method. Most of the MCDM solutions in the sub-field of equipment
selection were implemented using the AHP or hybrid method. Sousa et al. [21] used the
ELECTRE I and PROMETHEE II method to select haul trucks to transport the ore in one
of the Brazilian mines. The combination of the AHP and ELECTRE methods presents
Stojanovic et al. [22] showing the application of the choice of operating technology for coal
deposit. The AHP is used to handle the selection problem, the PROMETHEE effectively
deals with ranking questions whilst ELECTRE III is able to handle both the ranking and
sorting problems [23]. Nevertheless, as Hodget showed on the example of chemical
manufacturing process, MCDM method may lead to different or no results for the same
input data [24]. To conclude, our findings can be summarized recalling a quotation from
Figueira et al. [25] who declared that research on ELECTRE III methods is far from being a
dead field. It is just the opposite: the method is evolving and gains popularity, extending
to new areas of expertise, supported by methodological and theoretical developments and
dedicated user-friendly software implementations.

The step-by-step procedures recalled in this case study is outlined. The ELECTRE III
method allows us to rank the finite set A of variants, evaluated according to a consistent
set of criteria [26–28]. The variants are ranked according to the outranking relationship,
denoted by S. Variant a is assumed to outrank variant b, which is denoted by aSb, as long as
the available information on the decision maker’s preferences, effectiveness (quality) of the
variant evaluation and on the specific aspects of the problem provides sufficient evidence
to prove that variant a is at least as good as b, unless there are valid reasons to reject this
assumption [29,30]. The calculation procedure in the ELECTRE III method involves the
following four stages:
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• Construction of the decision maker’s model of preferences with regard to particular
criteria, including the definition of the respective weights and threshold values.

• Derivation of the valued outranking relationship—S.
• Variant ranking according to outranking relationships.
• Final ranking of variants.

The ELECTRE III method allows the decision-maker to express four states of prefer-
ence when comparing variants a and b:

• Indifference, denoted by aIb.
• Weak preference for variant a over variant b, denoted by aQb.
• Strong preference for variant a over variant b, denoted by aPb.
• Incomparability of variants a and b, denoted by aJb.

Three thresholds are set to model these states of preference, determined separately
for each j-criterion: threshold of indifference—qj, threshold of preference—pj and veto
threshold—vj. In addition, the relative importance of individual criteria is expressed by
their respective weighting factors—kj.

The outranking relationship evaluates the degree of credibility that a should be at
least as good as b, which is denoted by the concordance index c(a,b), whilst the discordance
condition with respect to the relationship S(a,b) is expressed by the discordance indexDj
(a,b) (Figure 1).

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 1. The four-state preference model (indifference I, weak preference Q, strong preference P,
incomparability J) constructed on the basis of threshold values qj, pj, vj [31].

An obvious advantage of using valued outranking relationships is that they are largely
insensitive to parameter changes, both arbitrary and necessary ones.

The final ranking of variants in the ELECTRE III method is based on joining the
descending and ascending distillations. The result is one complete preorder, in the form of
a graph, which is the final ranking of the analyzed variants, showing the relations between
them. The ELECTRE III method allows the conflicting criteria to be incorporated into
a single analytical procedure. Even though the ELECTRE III method may appear fairly
complicated, dedicated software is available to facilitate the procedure [32].

3. Results

The following aspects were taken into consideration when constructing the family of
criteria and completing the set of alternatives, and in selection of the ranking method and
implementations of the user preference models:

• Complexity and intricate nature o of evaluation criteria.
• Implementation of several decision-makers’ preference models, the decision-makers

acting as independent experts.
• Preference models giving the relative weight of each criterion, as well as the re-

lationship between the weak and strong preference, and indifference between the
alternatives being evaluated.
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• Uncertainty on the part of decision makers as to whether the analyzed variants and
preference thresholds should be regarded as incomparable.

• The significance of modelling of the decision-making processes, requiring a repeated
reliability analysis.

3.1. Designing Decision Variants

In the case of karstic formations, ungraded material (barren rock) accounts for 20%
of the limestone deposit. The term “deposit quality 80” used in our paper means that the
limestone content in the intermediate product is 80%, assuming that the rock extracted
from the deposit should be preliminarily crushed to remove the karst fractions with the
grain size of 0–40 mm from the final product. The grain size in the fraction that is to be
further processed (intermediate product) exceeds 40 mm [33].

In karstic formations, 20% of the limestone deposit under study comprises ungraded
material (barren rock), which is unfit for use further in the process. In our study, we used
the term “deposit quality 80”, meaning that the intermediate product consists in 80% of
limestone, and assuming that the rock extracted from the deposit should be preliminarily
crushed in order to remove the karst fraction with a particular size distribution of 0–40 mm
from the final material. The fraction that is fit for use further in the process (intermediate
product) has a particular size distribution of more than 40 mm [33].

Three Decision Variants of the processing systems to be deployed have been proposed,
making use of machines currently operated in the mine. The primary crushing operations
will take place either in an electric-powered mobile crusher (MC) or in a diesel powered or
stationary crusher (SC2), depending on the decision variant. The excavated material can be
loaded onto the mobile crusher (MC) by a hydraulic excavator (E), whilst wheeled loaders
(WL) will be used to load it onto the haulage trucks (HT). Depending on the decision
variant, trucks will be deployed to:

• Transport the excavated to the primary crusher (SC2 or MC).
• Transport excavated material to Aggregate Mining Plant (AMP).
• Transport the extracted rock to the external dump (ED).

In the decision variant no. 2 belt conveyor (BC) was also used for the transport of
intermediate product between the excavation site and Aggregate Mining Plant (AMP).

Schematics of all decision variants were presented at the Figures 2–4 [33].

 

Figure 2. Primary crusher locations in the analyzed mine—Decision Variants no. 1.
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Figure 3. Primary crusher locations in the analyzed mine—Decision Variants no. 2.

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4. Primary crusher locations in the analyzed mine—Decision Variants no. 3.

The main difference between decision variant no. 1 and no. 2 is requirements for the
movement and transport mobile crusher (MC) to the different points in the mine. This is
necessary because of the blasting methods in this type of mining (see Figures 2 and 3).

In all variants, mining operations continued for two working shifts, the number of
working hours per one shift is assumed to be 7 (total working hours).

3.2. Criteria for Selection and Evaluation of Mining Equipment in Open Pit Rock Mines

The family of criteria having relevance to evaluation and selection of the mining equip-
ment are summarized below. A comprehensive analysis of the decision-making problem
relies on a set of consistent criteria, covering the engineering, economic, environmental
and operational aspects as well as reliability issues.

• K1—length of transport routes.
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• K2—machine fleet size.
• K3—reliability index.
• K4—distance of the crushing unit from residential buildings.
• K5—energy consumption by the mining equipment.
• K6—CO emissions from the mining equipment.
• K7—size of external dump.
• K8—process-related costs.

3.2.1. Technology-Related Criteria

K1—Length of transport routes—a minimized quantifiable criterion that determines
the total number of kilometers covered by vehicles, including haulage trucks and a belt
conveyor, during two working shifts, expressed in (km);

K2—Machine fleet size—a minimized quantifiable criterion that determines the total
number of machines making up the fleet (decision alternative), expressed in (pcs) (Table 1);

Table 1. Number of machines in each variant [12].

Machine Type Name W1 W2 W3

haul truck Komatsu HD 465 3 3 5
excavator CAT 34 1 1 -

wheel loader Komatsu WA600 HL 1 2 2

mobile crusher diesel
Powerscreen

Premiertrak 1180
1 - -

mobile crusher electric
Powerscreen

Premiertrak 1180
- 1 -

stationary crusher - - - 1
belt conveyor - - 1 1

total - 6 8 8

3.2.2. Exploitation and Reliability Criterion

K3—Reliability index Kgt—a maximized criterion expressing the probability that a
given machine or system should be operational and running at a specified time. It has to be
obtained for each type of equipment that make up the mining machine system, expressed as
the mean value for all types of machines (haulage trucks, loaders and processing machines).
The reliability index is expressed in (%).

Kgt =
∑

n
i = 1 ti

(j)

∑
n
i = 1 ti

(j) + ∑
n
i = 1 ti

(n)
(1)

where: ti
(j)—effective working time in i-th day of operation (h), ti

(n)—time required for
repairs and maintenance, including:

n

∑
i = 1

ti
(n) = ter + tes + twd (2)

ter—effective repair downtime (h), tes—repairs done by external services (h), twd—workshop
downtime (h).

A comprehensive analysis of a decision-making problem requires a consistent family
of criteria covering technological, environmental and economic aspects.

3.2.3. Environmental Criteria

K4—Distance from the crushing unit to residential buildings—a maximized quan-
tifiable criterion that determines the distance of the preliminary crushing site (crusher’s
location) to the nearest residential buildings, expressed in meters, constituting the basis for
establishing the nuisance zone associated with noise, vibration and dust emissions.
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K5—Energy/power consumption by the mining equipment—a minimized quan-
tifiable criterion that determines the total energy expenditure by mining and processing
machines, expressed in (MJ/day). It allows for identification of those machines and systems
that cause the lowest degree environmental nuisance due to the lowest energy consumption
during two working shifts. Fuel consumption during the ride by haulage trucks depends
on the length and configuration of haulage roads.

K6—CO emissions from the mining equipment—a minimized quantifiable criterion
that determines the total amount of CO emissions by a machine or system, expressed in
(g/kWh). It enables the identification of mining machines and systems that produce the
least environmental nuisance in terms of car-bon monoxide emissions—i.e., which mining
machine or system is responsible for the CO lowest emission during two working shifts,
based on telemetry data (Table 2). CO emissions are considered instead of CO2 or NOx
since a common benchmark is required to compare emissions from different sources. Direct
emissions produced by the machine were considered in this study, without analyzing the
emissions related to the value chain e.g., as in the case of electric systems.

Table 2. Fuel and energy consumption and CO emissions by mining equipment [12,34–37].

Machine Type/Name
Power Installed

(kW)
Av. Consumption
of Energy Carriers

CO Emissions
(g/kWh)

excavator/CAT 349 317 39 l/h 6.5
wheel loader/Komatsu WA600

HL
393 40 l/h 3.5

haul trucks/Komatsu HD 465 551 38 l/h 3.5
mobile crusher plant
(diesel)/Powerscreen

Premiertrak 1180
205 28 l/h 5.0

mobile crusher plant
(electric)/Powerscreen

Premiertrak 1180
185 148 kW/h zero emission

belt conveyor 180 144 kW/h zero emission
preliminary crushing +

rectangular screen
stationary Crusher no. 2 +

stationary plant

1300 1043 kW/h zero emission

K7—Size of external dump—a minimized quantifiable criterion that determines the
amount of waste rock dumped during one working shift, expressed in (Mg). It quantifies
the amount of material dumped within the area of the mine, which is a major determinant of
the actual size of the dumping site, embracing additional environmental fees and transport
costs, as well as dumping costs.

3.2.4. Economic Criteria

K8—Process-related costs—a minimized quantifiable economic criterion related to the
aggregation of all significant costs borne to obtain the intermediate product and ungraded
material, i.e., all the constituent costs generated by the mining equipment during a working
shift, expressed in (EUR/day).

For the purposes of the ELECTRE III method, a matrix of criteria values was con-
structed (Table 3). In order to assess and select an optimum mining machine system,
we conducted in-depth interviews with three experts—a senior mine manager (E1) (Table 4,
Figure 5a), a mine maintenance manager (E2) (Table 5, Figure 5b), an academic expert
whose area of research is surface mining (E3) (Table 6, Figure 5c) and a local government
official expert on environment (E4) (Table 7, Figure 5d). Accordingly, each expert was asked
to define the relative importance of all the criteria and the preference levels and to include
them in the decision thresholds qi—indifference, pi—preference, vi—veto.
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Table 3. Values of the specified common family of criteria (criteria evaluation matrix)—final values of the criteria for each
analyzed variant (mining machines and systems).

Criteria

K1 K2 K3 K4 K5 K6 K7 K8

Length of
Transport

Routes

Machine
Fleet Size

Reliability
Index

Distance of the
Crushing Unit

Energy
Consumption

CO
Emissions

Size of External
Dump

Process-Related
Costs

unit km/day pcs. % m MJ/day g/kWh Mg EUR/day

preference min min max max min min min min

W1 454 6 93.1 2192 103,194 90.70 1400 732
W2 570 8 94.0 1190 125,925 95.67 1400 991
W3 2181 8 93.6 1975 170,885 125.84 1260 1304

Table 4. Decision-maker’s preference model—Expert 1—Mine Manager, Chief Executive Officer.

No.
Preference
Direction

Indifference
Threshold

Preference
Threshold

Veto
Threshold

Relative
Importance

K1 min 25 50 100 8
K2 min 0 1 2 4
K3 max 0.5 0.75 1 5
K4 max 100 200 500 9
K5 min 1000 15,000 20,000 6
K6 min 2 6 25 6
K7 min 30 600 1000 7
K8 min 120 240 600 8

 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Cont.
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(c) (d) 

Figure 5. Final rankings, outranking, credibility and concordance matrices for the experts’ preference models: (a) E1, (b) E2,
(c) E3, (d) E4.

Table 5. Decision-maker’s preference model—Expert 2—Mine Manager—Mining Operations Manager.

No.
Preference
Direction

Indifference
Threshold

Preference
Threshold

Veto
Threshold

Relative
Importance

K1 min 200 500 1000 7
K2 min 1 2 4 7
K3 max 0.1 0.3 0.5 7
K4 max 200 400 650 8
K5 min 2500 20,000 50,000 5
K6 min 10 15 20 2
K7 min 60 100 200 5
K8 min 30 60 120 9

Table 6. Decision-maker’s preference model—Expert 3—academic expert.

No.
Preference
Direction

Indifference
Threshold

Preference
Threshold

Veto
Threshold

Relative
Importance

K1 min 100 300 500 5
K2 min 1 3 5 3
K3 max 0.2 0.5 0.7 5
K4 max 1300 500 1000 5
K5 min 3000 10,000 30,000 4
K6 min 5 10 20 4
K7 min 50 100 150 5
K8 min 180 360 720 9
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Table 7. Decision-maker’s preference model—Expert 4—local government official expert on environment.

No.
Preference
Direction

Indifference
Threshold

Preference
Threshold

Veto
Threshold

Relative
Importance

K1 min 25 50 100 8
K2 min 1 2 4 6
K3 max 0.05 0.35 0.75 4
K4 max 300 600 1200 8
K5 min 3750 7500 15,000 4
K6 min 5 10 25 9
K7 min 30 60 120 8
K8 min 60 120 240 2

Preference levels stated by decision-makers are collated in Tables 4–7. Preference
directions of each of the criteria (min or max value) are included, indicating minimization
or maximization of the value of the criterion.

The values of the relative weights of the criteria, accepted in accordance with the
preferences of the decision-maker, are presented in Table 8.

Table 8. Relative and average importance of the criteria considered by experts (E1–E4).

No. Preference Direction E1 E2 E3 E4 Average

K1 min 8 7 5 8 7
K2 min 4 7 3 6 5
K3 max 5 7 4 4 5.25
K4 max 9 8 5 8 7.5
K5 min 6 5 4 4 4.75
K6 min 6 2 4 9 5.25
K7 min 7 5 5 8 6.25
K8 min 8 9 9 2 7

These models of decision-makers’ preferences were constructed independent of each
other, without consultations between experts. In addition, an expert data analyst was
called in to identify, explain and create an underlying mathematical model with regard to
respective fields of expertise and to select all methods that should enable the solution of
the given decision problem. Accordingly, four final rankings were generated, for each of
the adopted preference models, respectively (Figure 5).

The final order for expert E1 (Mine Manager and Chief Executive Officer) indicates
that for the preference model in question, alternative W1 outranks all other alternatives and
is therefore the most advantageous solution. Alternatives W2 and W3 are indistinguishable
from each other. For expert E2 (Mining Operations Manager) and E4 (local government
official expert on environment), all variants are equally advantageous and, at the same
time, indistinguishable. The final order for expert E3 (academic expert) indicates that
alternatives W1 and W2 are optimum and, at the same time, indistinguishable and that
they outrank alternative W3.

MCDM methods consider the preferences of decision-makers, they will present a set
of subjective solutions. In this case, one can easily observe the areas that the decision-
makers considered most relevant, depending on the functions they performed. Thus,
the relative importance defined by experts E1 and E2, was associated mostly with economic
and technical and operational parameters which directly affect the production costs and
the financial performance of the mine. As regards the decision-maker E3, apart from the
cost-related criterion, which was classified as the most important one, relative importance
was evenly distributed among the remaining criteria at an average level. Decision-maker E4
focused chiefly on negative environmental impacts of the mining plant on its surroundings
and it becoming a source of nuisance.
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The presented multi-aspect analysis of the issue enables us to find a compromise
solution and to identify the most important criteria, both in terms of mine performance
and its environmental impacts. Accordingly, the most advantageous variant was selected
(W1) and the least favorable variant W3 was firmly rejected.

4. Discussion

This study explores the application of a multiple-criteria decision-making (MCDM)
method, or more specifically, one of the available tools within this approach—ELECTRE
III—to solving problems that involves the selection and assessment of mining machinery
under specific rock mining conditions. The presented ELECTRE III method proves useful
in solving problems related to the assessment of mining equipment performance, and the
final results obtained indicate the desired directions of operation.

The results of all analyses show that alternative W1 has an advantage over all other
alternatives. Alternative W1 meets nearly all key criteria emphasized by experts in the field
on surface mining, academic experts and local government official expert on environment.
Moreover, this alternative outranks all other alternatives in terms of process-related costs—a
criterion that has been given the highest relative importance by E1, E2 and E3 decision-
makers. The criteria with the highest level of importance, according to most decision-
makers, were as follows: K4—Distance of the crushing unit from residential buildings
(7.5 points), K1—Length of transport routes (7.0 points) and K8—Process-related costs
(7.0 points). It is also important to note the high rank of alternative W1 compared to other
criteria and its relation to other alternatives in expert assessments.

5. Conclusions

The set of criteria adopted to evaluate and select the mining equipment are largely
those applicable to all types of selection problems. Hence a comprehensive analysis of a
decision-making problem uses a set of task-specific criteria, taking into account technologi-
cal, economic, environmental operational aspects as well as reliability.

The proposed method could be universally applicable in a number of mines, especially
when the fleet of machines is to be replaced. This method allows the experts to conduct a
rigorous analysis of the issue and gain information basing on results the outputs obtained
at intermediate levels.

In addition, ELECTRE III offers the decision-maker an opportunity to define the local
preference model in each node of the hierarchy, according to their objectives and taking
into account the specific feature of the sub-problem. Furthermore, the analysis has clearly
demonstrated that an improved layout and configuration of machine systems will result in
lower costs, both in terms of capital expenditure and, last but not least, also operating costs.

Despite the specificity related to reduced profitability of low-quality deposits exploita-
tion, the implementation of the MCDM presented no major difficulties, which proves
its universality.
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Abstract: Milling is among the most energy-consuming technological stages of copper ore processing.
It is performed in mills, which are machines of high rotational masses. The start of a mill filled to
capacity requires appropriate solutions that mitigate the overloading. One method for increasing the
energy efficiency of ball mills is to optimize their drive systems. This article looks at two variants
of drive systems with efficiencies higher than the already existing solutions. The first variant is a
low-speed synchronous motor with permanent magnets without a gearbox, and the second variant is
an asynchronous high-efficiency motor with a gearbox and a fluid coupling. The energy performance
analysis of the three solutions was based on the average energy consumption indicator per mass
unit of the milled material and on the energy consumption per hour. The investigations required
models of the drive systems and analyses with the use of the Monte Carlo methods. The highest
energy efficiency is observed in the case of the solution based on the permanent magnet motor.
However, the drive system with the high-speed motor offers a gentle start-up possibility owing to
the fluid coupling.

Keywords: fluid coupling; ball mill; electric motor; drive system; grinding; energetic efficiency

1. Introduction

Ore beneficiation and processing plants are among the biggest industrial facilities with
respect to energy consumption. Therefore, research in this sector has been naturally focused
on maximizing the energy efficiency. Energy efficiency is defined as an optimal (profitable)
usage of energy for the purposes of current production or services. As the majority of
this industrial sector uses highly-emissive sources of electric energy, the energy efficiency
has in this case become an important point on the European Union’s agenda [1]. A policy
based on limiting the energy consumption is also an effective method for improving the
competitiveness of an industrial plant and for maintaining constant technological progress,
while reducing CO2 emissions to the environment [2]. The first stage in the processing of
raw materials (i.e., comminution) is the most energy-consuming, and accounts for up to
4% of global electric energy consumption [3–6]. In the United States, the milling process
is estimated to account for 0.5% of the primary energy consumption, 3.8% of the total
electric energy consumption, and 40% of the total energy consumption in the mining
industry [7]. In Poland, the annual electric energy consumption from copper ore processing
plants is approximately 2.5 TWh [8]. Primary ore comminution is performed with jaw
and hammer crushers. Ore is then transferred to ball mills, in which it is first subjected
to coarse grinding, and in the second phase (i.e., fine grinding) it is treated with grinding
bodies (rods or cylpebs), which are introduced into the mill. Specific energy consumption
during the milling process depends on the geomechanical parameters of the raw material
and on the design parameters of the mill [9,10]. The energy demand indicator increases
exponentially together with the decrease of the required grain size [11]. The cost of the
energy used in comminution represents 50 ÷ 60% of the entire ore processing costs [12].
The above reason explains the importance of the research into new solutions for improving
the energy efficiency of the comminution process.
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2. Directions for Ore Processing Optimization

The literature mentions a number of examples of optimization-focused activities
based on modeling the phenomena that occur during the milling process. Numerical
simulation methods allow detailed analyses of the behavior of the material in the mill.
For example, a previous publication [13] described a simulated model of a tumbling ball
mill that allowed a number of operating recommendations to be formulated in order to
increase the milling efficiency. In another example of the application of advanced numerical
techniques, the authors of a previous study [14] used the ANSYS Fluent (manufacturer
Ansys, Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA) package to analyze a model of multiphase flow in a
ball mill. The results of their research allowed a precise prediction of the flow with the free
surface of the slurry in the mill.

Other optimization methods are based on the modernization of the milling process
or on modifications of the mill design. If an adequate mill type is chosen for each milling
stage already while designing the entire technological system, the total energy efficiency of
the milling process is significantly influenced. Ball mills are applicable only in the primary
milling. The milling efficiency and the related energy demand render impossible the use of
ball mills for fine milling [15,16]. The number and the type of internal mill components
(i.e., the type of the inner lining, the type and number of the diaphragms) are important
for increasing the efficiency of the milling process, and this in turn translates directly into
increased energy efficiency [17]. Mills with drum diameters greater than 5.5 m show lower
energy efficiency at an optimal fill level of 40% [18]. The grinding media—their type and
size—are also of significance [19]. The ratio between the size of the grinding media and the
size of the comminuted particles is especially important. Research performed on this aspect
demonstrates that the size of the particles in the mill feed significantly influences the energy
efficiency of the comminution process, and by using an optimal crusher at the beginning of
the technological system, this efficiency may be increased by as much as 10%. Wet milling
significantly increases the energy consumption [20]. Specific energy demand by a mill
depends on its efficiency, which is directly related to the speed of the mill. Optimal mill
speed is typically 65 ÷ 75% of its critical speed, at which the milling process is no longer
observed. In industrial conditions, mill speed can be regulated, for example, with the use of
systems based on programmable logic controllers (PLCs) [21]. In the future, an important
aspect of energy optimization may involve the concept of a single technological system
incorporating devices that allow automation, as well as the processing and exchanging of
data (Industry 4.0) for the purpose of monitoring the working conditions and controlling
the parameters of the mill.

In another approach, the energy efficiency of milling may be improved by adjusting
the parameters of the comminuted material with the use of chemical additives or water.
Chemical additives may, however, have a negative environmental impact [22].

Energy savings may also be found in the ball mill drive systems. In the scale of a
processing plant, the electric motors of these drive systems account for 95% of the total
electric energy demand [23]. Therefore, the type of the motor used has a significant
influence on the efficiency of the drive system. One of the solutions aimed at improving
this efficiency is to use synchronous motors induced with permanent magnets. Motors
of this type have a very high efficiency [24–26], and therefore they were used, in a low-
speed version, in the modernized copper ore processing plant [27–29]. However, their
operation entails a number of problems. Although low-speed motors eliminate the need to
use a gearbox in the drive system, their start-up is rapid, which can damage its internal
components and cause the overloading of the power supply line [30].

3. Analysis of Variant Ball Mill Drive Systems

The basic element of a ball mill is the drum, in which the milling process takes place
(Figure 1). The length of the drum in the analyzed mill (without the lining) is 3.6 m, and
the internal diameter is 3.4 m. The mass of the drum without the grinding media is 84 Mg.
The drum is set in rotational motion by driving a ring gear mounted on the drive side. The
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ring gear is engaged with a pinion gear. In versions with low-speed motors, the pinion is
set on a shaft directly connected to the motor, and in versions with high-speed motors the
pinion is set on an output shaft of the gearbox. The nominal mill efficiency, at optimum
speed, is 80 Mg/h. The dimensions and the high mass of the rotating elements cause the
drive system to be overloaded when the mill filled with copper ore is started. For this
reason, the mill is stopped only in the case of a failure or planned maintenance work. The
aim is to minimize the potential number of start-ups, as the mill at a standstill must be
later started under full load. In the case of a prolonged downtime, the moist ore inside
the mill hardens. During start-up, the mass is thus unevenly distributed with respect to
the rotational axis of the mill. This condition is similar to the state of unbalance. This
phenomenon causes unfavorable dynamic reactions in the mill bearings and excessive
loads in other components of the drive system. Such conditions facilitate increased friction
in the system, as well as noise emissions. They also increase the risk of damage to the
motor itself, its overheating, or overloading of the power supply line [31–33].

 

Figure 1. Ball mill of the primary milling stage with the visible gear ring.

3.1. Traditional Drive System with SAS Motors

Designed already at the end of the twentieth century, the investigated drive systems of
the ball mills installed in the copper ore processing plant were provided with SAS motors
(Figure 2). The motors are synchronized in steady motion and powered from a 6 kV grid.
Depending on the mill type, the power range of the SAS motors was 400 kW to 1120 kW.
Low-power units work with 187.5 RPM, while higher-power units work with 166.6 RPM.
Owing to this solution, the ball mill drive system does not have a gearbox [34].
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Figure 2. Ball mill drive system with low-speed SAS motor without intermediate gearbox: (a) prior to modernization,
(b) after modernization on the right [34].
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The nominal efficiency of the SAS motors, as declared by the manufacturer, is between
90% and 93%. Because they were manufactured in the 1970s, their efficiency after several
decades in operation is estimated to have been reduced to 85%. Their compact design
makes SAS motors particularly prone to the influence of an adverse, aggressive working
environment. The most common operating problems experienced in motors of this type
include rotor seizure or insulation damage due to moisture from the wet ore. The renovation
cost of a single motor exceeds 25,000 USD.

Measurements of the current parameters with the use of the HIOKI loggers (HIOKI
9625, HIOKI E.E. CORPORATION, Nagano, Japan) show that the power consumed by the
SAS motor in steady motion varies around a mean value of 602 kW (Figure 3). The rated
power of this motor is 630 kW.

Po
w

er
 (k

W
)

Figure 3. Active power of the SAS 630 kW motor during normal operation with filled ball mill.

Because of low efficiency and increasing maintenance costs, a decision was made to
look for new solutions that would improve the energy efficiency [34].

3.2. The Drive System with a Low-Speed Motor Type LSPMSM SMH-1732T

One of the solutions aimed at increasing the energy efficiency of the milling process is
to use new, energy-saving motors. The prototype drive system is based on a low-speed
synchronous LSPMSM SMH-1732T motor (Figure 4), induced with permanent magnets.
The design of the motor allows it to be directly connected to the power grid. The electric
machine works in a three-phase system, with a supply voltage of 6 kV. The nominal power
of the motor is 630 kW, and its most important advantage lies in its high efficiency, which
is up to 97% [28,35]. The prototype LSPMSM motor replaced the SAS motor in one of the
mills [36].
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Figure 4. New ball mill drive system with the prototype energy-saving SMH motor [37].
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As in the case of the SAS motor, the new drive system does not have a gearbox or a
starter. The start of the charged ball mill is very violent, as shown in the graphs from the
industrial HIOKI logger (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Start-up of the LSPMSM SMH-1732T motor with a filled ball mill after two hours of downtime: (a) active power,
(b) current intensity, (c) voltage.

The start-up of the new motor lasts for approximately 2 s (Figure 5). Immediately
after the motor starts, its instantaneous active power reaches the peak value of 3500 kW,
being more than 5-fold in excess of its nominal power (Figure 5a). The start-up also entails
significant changes of current intensity in the windings of the motor (Figure 5b). The
highest current values of 550 A are observed in the initial phase of the start-up. This
phenomenon is accompanied by a voltage drop at approximately 6% of the voltage in the
power supply line (Figure 5c). High instantaneous values of the start-up current and of
the active power, with a simultaneous voltage drop, pose a considerable risk and may
lead to an overload in the power supply line [28]. The start-up of the motor is obstructed
due to not only high mass moments of the mill inertia but also the braking torque from
the permanent magnets within the entire range of revolutions, which is clearly seen in
the graph representing the mechanical characteristic of the motor (Figure 6). The torque
generated on the motor shaft is the result of the torque from the cage and of the braking
torque from the permanent magnets (Figure 6a).

After a violent start-up of the motor, the recorded active power becomes stable at
430 kW (70% of the nominal motor power) (Figure 7). As in the case of the SAS motor,
the active power was measured for a loaded mill operating at the nominal efficiency of
80 Mg/h. In this case, the fluctuations of the active power in steady motion (Figure 7) are
decidedly lower than in the case of the SAS motor (Figure 3).
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Figure 6. Mechanical characteristic of the LSPMSM SMH-1732T motor: (a) static, (b) dynamic [38].
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Figure 7. Active power of the LSPMSM SMH 1732T 630 kW motor during normal operation with filled ball mill.

One of the options for eliminating the problems related to the start-up process may
be to implement a frequency converter in the power supply system [39,40], but a solution
dedicated to this type of motors has not been developed yet.

3.3. Drive System with Asynchronous High-Efficiency Motor, with Gearbox, and with Fluid Coupling

Fluid coupling systems may be an alternative to expensive drive systems with fre-
quency converters. Dynamic analyses demonstrated clearly that a fluid coupling may not
be used in combination with a low-speed motor. The torque transmitted by a fluid coupling
depends on the angular velocity of the input shaft and on the diameter of the shaft [40,41].
Thus, no coupling design exists that would enable transferring a torque of 32.1 kNm
(the nominal torque of the SMH 630 kW motor) at 187.5 RPM (nominal revolutions of
the SMH motor). The commercially available fluid couplings are used for revolutions
above 700 RPM, with the torque increasing exponentially together with the increasing
revolutions of the coupling [42]. Therefore, the use of fluid couplings is not possible in
the above-described drive systems, both with the low-speed SAS and with the new SMH
motors. For this reason, detailed consideration was given to the concept of a new drive
system comprising a high-speed motor in a high-efficiency class (at least IE3), a gearbox,
and a fluid coupling. The schematic diagram of the system is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Schematic diagram of the drive system allowing the use of a fluid coupling for mill start-up: 1—asynchronous
motor 630 kW 1000 RPM, 2—fluid coupling, 3—gearbox, 4—ball mill.

The electric motor used in this system had the same power as the motors used in
the previous versions. The nominal revolutions of the motor are 1000 RPM. Therefore, an
additional gearbox (3), with a 1:5 ratio, was required. The intermediate gearbox ensures
optimum mill revolutions. The fluid coupling (2) was installed between the motor and the
gearbox, on the high-speed shaft. Based on dynamic calculations, the selected coupling
was TVV 866 with rotor diameter equal to 978 mm. Couplings of this type (TVV) are
equipped with a delay chamber, which stores part of the fluid from the working circuit
during downtime. A momentary decrease of the amount of fluid in the working circuit
allows for more gentle torque behavior during the start-up. With time, the working fluid
returns to the working circuit of the coupling, enabling it to transfer the nominal torque.
The analysis of the new drive system was based on dynamic simulations of starting a mill
fully charged with copper ore (Figure 9).

 

Figure 9. Dynamic simulation of the ball mill start-up process with the use of the TVV 866 fluid coupling.

The mill with the new drive system reaches the intended revolutions over a time of 27 s,
and revolutions increase gently. This time duration can be thus assumed to be the mill start-
up time proper. The final moment of the start-up process can be identified as the moment in
which the motor starts to balance the anti-torque of the mill (power transmission). Both the
entire torque transferred by the fluid coupling and the motor revolutions are stabilized. The
working fluid used in the coupling is mineral oil, which reaches a maximum temperature
of 85.1 ◦C after 21 s from the start-up. The working fluid temperature becomes stable
at 79 ◦C after approximately 30 s. The coupling transfers a nominal torque of 5800 Nm
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after 29 s and thus works in the medium load range. The nominal coupling slip in such
conditions is 3.2%. In order to verify the thermal conditions, an additional simulation of
two mill start-up processes was performed at short time intervals. The simulation results
are shown in the graph below (Figure 10).

 

Figure 10. Dynamic simulation of two ball mill start-up processes with the use of the TVV 866
fluid coupling.

During the start-up, the energy transmission inside the coupling is the highest and
results in an increased oil temperature. Performing two start-up processes over a short
time period allows the assessment of both the maximum temperature increases and the
cooling efficiency. Upon the second start-up, the maximum temperature of the working
fluid momentarily reaches approximately 130 ◦C and then falls. The identified working
temperatures of the coupling remain within the average range of loads and are thus safe for
the drive system. The simulations were made for an engine with a rated power of 630 kW,
operating with an effective power of 600 kW. The moment of inertia reduced to the motor
shaft is 90.5 kgm2 (the load torque reduced to the motor shaft is approx. 4600 Nm). The
initial temperature was 40 ◦C.

4. Energy Efficiency Evaluation of the Analyzed Drive Systems

The simulations confirm that the application of a fluid coupling in the new drive
system allows control of the ball mill start-up process. However, a complete analysis of
each drive variant should also importantly involve the energy aspect. A reliable evaluation
of the accuracy of the selected option must include an analysis and comparison of the
energy efficiency of the drive systems. The comparison was based on two simple indicators.
The first is the average electric energy consumption of the motor operating continuously
for one hour. The second is the specific electric energy demand of the ball mill (i.e., the
so-called specific energy consumption). This indicator defines the amount of electric energy
required to process 1 Mg of copper ore. For this reason, it is strongly correlated with the
first determined indicator. Note should be taken, however, that it does not allow for the
quality-related parameters of the feed material and of the product (i.e., for the grain size
composition).

This analysis was based on the measured electric energy consumption for the SAS
and the SMH motors. With the known distributions of the ball mill operating parameters
(efficiency and active power), the Monte Carlo method can be used to simulate the work
areas in the analyzed variants. The simulation allows the expected energy consumption
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variations to be represented in relation to the efficiency and enables an evaluation of
the influence of these two parameters on the specific energy consumption. Both the
instantaneous power of the drive system and the instantaneous efficiency of the ball mill
were considered as input parameters for the simulation model. The model also allowed
for the relationships between these parameters. The variability of the instantaneous drive
system power was described on the basis of the measurement data. Table 1 shows the
assumed variability parameters for the active power of the SAS motor (Variant 1) and of
the SMH motor (Variant 2). The new system with the fluid coupling (Variant 3), which
was not tested in actual operation, was described on the basis of the results obtained from
the simulated start-up. In Variant 3, the motor with the nominal power of 630 kW was
assumed to work at an average power of 600 kW.

Table 1. Statistical description of the active power values (in kW) used in the simulation.

No. Parameter Variant 1 (SAS) Variant 2 (SMH) Variant 3 (New Drive)

1 Average 601.77 429.75 600.04
2 Standard error 0.57 0.45 0.08
3 Standard deviation 29.68 7.74 1.43
4 Variance 880.93 59.84 2.04
5 Kurtosis 0.03 −0.20 −1.12
6 Skewness 0.50 −0.22 0.09

An important aspect of the simulation was to develop such a technological model
of the operating ball mill that would allow for the energy consumption variability as a
function of the production variability. The production variability allows for the random
character of the feed stream (the ore fed to the mill) and for the variability of the output
stream from the mill. Based on the measurement results, an assumption was made that the
variability of the mill efficiency is ±5% of its nominal efficiency of 80 Mg/h. Figure 11 is a
bar chart showing the probability distribution of ball mill efficiencies.

 

Figure 11. Bar chart of ball mill efficiencies (average value 80.02, standard error 0.033, standard deviation 2.32).

Figure 12 is a schematic diagram of the simulation algorithm. The output of the model
provides statistically represented energy-consumption indicators.
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Figure 12. Algorithm of the Monte Carlo simulation.

The proper part of the Monte Carlo simulation consisted of 10,000 simulations, which
served to calculate the variation range of the energy-consumption indicators. The random
character of the process results in the formation of concentrated event areas (Figure 13a).
Based on the statistical analysis, average points (Figure 13b) and specific energy consump-
tion distributions (Figure 14) were identified for each drive variant.
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Figure 13. Monte Carlo simulation results—relationship between the specific energy consumption of the mill and the hourly
electric energy consumption by a particular drive: (a) work areas of the selected drive systems, (b) averaged work points for
Variant 1 (601.71 kWh; 7.53 kWh/Mg), Variant 2 (438.14 kWh; 5.49 kWh/Mg), and Variant 3 (598 46 kWh; 7.50 kWh/Mg).
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Figure 14. Probability distribution of specific energy consumption for the analyzed drive systems.

Tables 2 and 3 show statistical parameters characterizing the obtained indicators and
values of simulation errors: MAE (mean absolute error) and RMSE (root mean squared error).
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Table 2. Statistical description and errors of hourly electric energy consumption by each of the
analyzed drives, obtained in Monte Carlo simulations. MAE: mean absolute error; RMSE: root mean
squared error.

No. Parameter Variant 1 (SAS) Variant 2 (SMH) Variant 3 (New Drive)

1 Average 601.709 438.141 598.457
2 Standard deviation 10.823 3.038 1.993
3 Variance 117.143 9.231 3.974
4 Kurtosis −0.012 0.042 0.041
5 Skewness 0.012 −0.011 0.034
6 MAE 8.642 2.408 1.585
7 RMSE 10.823 3.038 1.993

Table 3. Statistical description and errors of specific electric energy for each of the analyzed drives,
obtained in Monte Carlo simulations.

No. Parameter Variant 1 (SAS) Variant 2 (SMH) Variant 3 (New Drive)

1 Average 7.530 5.489 7.496
2 Standard deviation 0.340 0.230 0.310
3 Variance 0.116 0.053 0.096
4 Kurtosis 0.030 0.129 0.101
5 Skewness 0.224 0.237 0.256
6 MAE 0.272 0.183 0.247
7 RMSE 0.340 0.230 0.310

5. Conclusions

The choice of a drive system for a ball mill used in copper ore comminution is largely
dictated by the energy-related criteria. The energy efficiency of the three analyzed drives
was identified in Monte Carlo simulations, which allow predictions of the most probable
energy-consumption indicators. The research demonstrated that the old drive systems
based on the SAS low-speed motors, which have been in operation for many years, have
an average hourly electric energy consumption of 601.71 kWh and a specific energy con-
sumption of 7.53 kWh/Mg. The replacement of the SAS motors with the new synchronous
SMH motors induced with permanent magnets results in significant reductions of both
the hourly energy consumption (to the level of 438.1 kWh) and the specific energy con-
sumption (to the level of 5.49 kWh/Mg). The reduction in the energy consumption of the
milling process is thus as much as 27%. The electricity demand indicators obtained by the
simulation are in line with theoretical forecasts and measured values [12].

Solutions ensuring the gentle start-up of a mill filled to capacity are not available in
the case of drive systems with low-speed SAS and SMH motors. The only solution seems
to consist of pairing such motors with frequency converters. However, such solutions are
not commercially available yet. An effective solution, which mitigates the problems related
to the start-up process of a ball mill, can be provided by implementing asynchronous
high-speed, high-efficiency motors. Based on the results of dynamic calculations, the new
drive system design was paired with the TVV 866 fluid coupling. The simulated start-up
process of the mill equipped with the new coupling demonstrated that this solution indeed
allows for more gentle start-up behavior. As a result, the duration of the start-up process
can be extended from 2 s (for the currently used drives) to 27 s. The analysis demonstrated
that despite the two additional elements that affect the overall efficiency of the power trans-
mission system (the gearbox and the fluid coupling), the energy-consumption indicators
(the average, hourly electric energy consumption, and the specific energy consumption)
remain slightly lower than in the traditional solution based on the SAS motor. The energy
efficiency of this solution is much less advantageous than in the case of the SMH motor
with permanent magnets. However, if compared with the traditional drives based on SAS
motors (i.e., the drives to be replaced by the new solution), the average reduction in energy
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consumption is 0.5%. Taking into perspective the scale of energy demand from the ore
processing plant, the above difference allows an average daily savings of 78 kWh of electric
energy to be obtained in the operation of a single mill. On an annual basis, this results in
one mill providing more than 23 MWh of electric energy savings.

Taking into account only the energy-related criteria, the drive system with the SMH
asynchronous permanent magnet motor seems to be the best solution. However, the choice
of the drive system should also be dictated by economic criteria. If the operation of the
drives with the SMH motors shows that the costs of their repairs due to overloads at
start-up exceed the energy savings, then the solution with the fluid coupling may prove
more advantageous.
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Abstract: Belt conveyors are used for the transportation of bulk materials in a number of different
branches of industry, especially in mining and power industries or in shipping ports. The main
component of a belt conveyor is its belt, which serves both as a support for the transported material
along the conveyor route and as an element in the drive transmission system. Being crucial to the
effective and reliable operation of the conveyor, the belt is also its most expensive and the least
durable element. A conveyor belt comprises a core, covers and edges. A multiply textile belt, in
which the core is constructed of synthetic fibers such as polyamide, polyester or aramid, is the oldest
and still the most commonly used conveyor belt type. The plies are joined with a thin layer of rubber
or another material (usually the material is the same as the material used in the covers), which
provides the required delamination strength to the belt and allows the plies to move relative to
each other as the belt is bent. Belts are installed on the conveyors in a closed loop in order to join
belt sections, whose number and length depend on the length and type of the belt conveyor. Belts
are joined with each other in a splicing procedure. The cutting of the belt core causes belt splices
to be prone to concentrated stresses. The discontinued core also causes the belt to be the weakest
element in a conveyor belt loop. The article presents the results of strength parameter tests that were
performed on laboratory and industrial splices and indicated the reasons for the reduced strength of
conveyor belt splices. Splice strength is reduced mainly due to incorrect preparation of the spliced
surfaces and to different mechanical parameters of the spliced belts.

Keywords: textile conveyor belts; multiply conveyor belts; multiply belt splices; laboratory splice tests

1. Introduction

Transportation systems consisting of belt conveyors are considered to be the most
efficient and effective solution for transporting large amounts of bulk materials [1]. The
most expensive and the least durable element of a belt conveyor is its conveyor belt, as
it directly contacts the transported material and is therefore prone to such damage as
punctures, longitudinal cuts and tears. It serves to support and move the transported
material along the conveyor [2,3]. In actual operating conditions, the conveyor belt suffers
from impacts caused by the transported material. These impacts are observed in locations
where the transported material is fed to the conveyor, frequently leading to belt damage.
In many cases, the belt is damaged beyond further use [4]. Such damage causes the
entrepreneur to suffer financial losses due to the need to replace the damaged belt section
and, as a result, to also make new splices.

Another function of the belt is to transfer longitudinal forces required to overcome
resistance to motion. The belt comprises a core, which is expected to transfer loads. The
core is protected by covers and edges.

Multiply textile belts are the oldest type of conveyor belts, and they are still commonly
used. This type of belt was patented by Thomas Robinson and first used in 1891 in a
magnetite mine in New Jersey, USA. Textile cores in multiply belts are presently most
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typically manufactured of 100% synthetic fibers, such as polyamide, polyester or aramid.
The textile plies in the core are spliced with a thin layer of rubber or another material
(usually the material is the same as the material used in the covers), which provides the
required delamination strength to the belt and allows the plies to move relative to each
other as the belt is bent on the drive, tail and take-up pulleys [5–8]. This type of conveyor
belt is most widely employed in underground mines, power plants, cement plants, harbors,
etc., as well as in other locations where materials are transported with the use of the belt.
conveyors. The splice in such type of a belt is a layer-based structure with a complex
distribution of stresses due to disturbed belt structure, which results from discontinuing
the textile plies in the belt core. Splices, which allow shorter belt sections to be joined into a
loop having a length corresponding to the length of the conveyor, are an underestimated
element of the belt conveyor [9–11].

In underground bituminous coal mines, the length of belt sections is limited by the
size of the excavations and of the transport shaft. A belt on a reel has a certain volume,
and therefore, in underground mines, belts are typically transported to the installation
location in sections no longer than 150 m. This is not a problem in surface mines. Belts
used in such mines are transported on special double reels that allow the transportation of
continuous belt sections with no splices and lengths reaching 700 m. The weight and size
of the reels with belt sections of such lengths cause problems when the belt is transported
on public roads from the manufacturer to the place of installation. These problems are
worth overcoming, however, as the belt loop has very few splices.

Efforts towards installing belt sections of lengths reaching technical limits make splices
the weakest link in the belt loop [12]. The smaller their number, the greater the reliability
of the entire loop. From the perspective of its reliability, a conveyor belt loop is a system
of spliced belt sections arranged in series, and the strength of splices installed in belts
operated in mines rarely reaches the full strength of a new belt. Splices are thus areas
most prone to developing discontinuities in the belt loop. In order to avoid splice breaks, a
number of different splice monitoring methods are implemented. Splices are monitored on
occasions when belt loop inspections are performed (for both the sections and the splices)
by the maintenance crew or with the help of computer-aided digital image analysis [13–15].
Another implemented solution involves measuring changes in the lengths of distances
between special magnets installed in the belt [16]. Research has also been performed into
automatic splice inspections in magnetic systems [15].

Splice strength is affected by a number of factors [17,18]. The most important of these
factors include the splicing method and the choice of splicing materials. The above have
a decisive influence on splice fatigue life. Another important factor is the quality of the
installed splice, which depends on the proper geometry of splices [19–21], which should
be adjusted to the belt’s design and operating conditions, as well as on observing best
practices in the field of splicing technology. The pressure to reduce conveyor downtime
(i.e., to avoid production-related losses) and harsh conditions in underground mines has
a negative influence on the static and dynamic strength of splices. The above fact has
been confirmed in numerous tests performed by Laboratorium Transportu Tasmowego
(Belt Conveying Laboratory, further: LTT) as part of research works and expert opinions
requested by conveyor belt producers and users. Such research has been continued for
over 25 years [22–24], and during that time more than 300 belt splices were tested for
numerous companies from Poland and abroad. The results of this research became an
impulse for more detailed works regarding the values and distributions of stresses in
splice bonds [25]. This research project resulted in improved reliability of cold-vulcanized
splices, their increased service life, and a lower cost of their installation. These effects were
obtained by identifying the properties of the conveyor belts and of the splicing materials
which have a significant influence on the stress values in the adhesive bonds and thus on
splice service life.

Based on research performed for the mining industry, reduced splice strength was
identified to result from defective splicing procedures and materials. Figure 1 shows
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the percentage shares for the reasons behind the lowered strength of splices in multiply
conveyor belts.

27.6%

5.3%

7.9%

13.1%18.1%

10.5%

30.3%

No defects

Operational w ear

Low  properties of vulcanization materials

Different strength properties of connected belts

Cuts of plies

Improper parameters of vulcanization

Roughening of plies

Figure 1. Percentage share for the reasons behind the lowered strength of splices in multiply conveyor
belts [25].

Although 27.6% of splices were found not to show any faults regarding the installation
technique, they did show lowered strength. An additional 13.1% of splices demonstrated
lowered strength as a result of attempts to splice belts having different strength properties.
Splice strength decrease caused by inappropriate belt selection is a significant problem to
be avoided. While the selection of materials appropriate for a particular type of belt seems
a relatively easy task in light of the research results available in the field, the selection of
appropriate belts is practically beyond the capacity of the splicing specialist. The belts to be
spliced are selected by splicing companies only on the basis of the belt width, its nominal
tensile strength and the number of plies in the core. It is typically impossible to select
belts that would be produced by the same manufacturer and thus be made of identical
materials. As conveyor belt manufacturers use various materials (e.g., various textile plies),
some strength parameters of conveyor belts having an identical nominal strength and the
number of plies may significantly differ. The results of tests performed in companies that
employ belt conveyors to transport bulk materials demonstrate that these differences lead
to reduced belt loop strength in the location of the splice.

The strength of a single conveyor belt splice determines the strength of the entire belt
loop installed on the conveyor [26], and therefore splicing technology is an issue of key
importance. Tests of splices for industrial applications performed by LTT demonstrate
clearly that improper technology used in preparing textile plies for splicing may be a reason
behind splice strength reductions by as much as several tens of percent. The results of
laboratory tests presented in this article indicate the causes of this type of fault.

The article presents the results of laboratory tests into the strength parameters of
splices in multiply conveyor belts with various strength characteristics. The presented
test results also include the results for splices installed on belts damaged due to improper
pre-splicing preparation of the surfaces of textile plies. The analysis of the results leaves
no doubt that the two factors have a negative influence on splice strength by lowering
splice quality.

2. Theoretical Background

The measurement of splice breaking force allows the identification of belt strength
loss due to the introduction of a splice, for example during its installation on the belt
conveyor. This simple test provides information of key importance for the belt user. It also
demonstrates that splices in multiply textile belts are still a major limitation to taking full
advantage of the belt strength. Lowered splice strength is primarily caused by a number
of mistakes made during the splicing procedure (Figure 1). Another reason may lie in an
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inappropriate selection of the spliced belts, i.e., in splicing belt sections that have different
mechanical properties. These mistakes can be eliminated from the splicing procedure by
increasing the quality-related demands placed on the splicing technicians. Avoiding splice
strength reductions due to improperly selected belts appears to be a greater challenge.
Belts offered by manufacturers using different materials and production technologies may
show significantly different properties even if they are selected on the basis of identical
nameplate tensile strengths and number of plies in the core. This is the object of the
theoretical considerations presented below and confirmed further in this article with the
results of laboratory tests.

2.1. The Mathematical Model

The mathematical modeling of splices in multiply conveyor belts was an issue ad-
dressed inter alia in [27,28]. In view of the above publications, the influence of various
mechanical properties of splices on the stress distribution observed in the splice was
analyzed for a conveyor belt model based on the following assumptions:

• the textile plies in the belt core are considered to be elastic elements subject to
Hooke’s law,

• due to the low elastic modulus value of rubber, which is incomparably smaller than in
the case of the plies, normal stresses in the layers of rubber between the plies and in
the belt covers were ignored,

• the stresses in the textile plies are balanced in the belt cross-section, which is located
at a finite distance from the failure location,

• in the area where load disturbances are observed, the layer between the plies is subject
to non-dilatational strains,

• the rubber between the plies is treated as a linear elastic body subject to Hooke’s law.

Further assumptions included:

• the values of longitudinal elasticity moduli for textile plies in the spliced belts are
different,

• the differences in elasticity moduli values between individual plies of the same belt
are negligibly small in comparison to the difference between the spliced belts,

• when tensioning the undamaged belt core, strain in individual plies is equal.

With the above assumptions, the stresses which occur in textile plies of a belt core, in
any longitudinal cross-section of the belt, are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Stresses in an elementary length of a belt core cross-section, τ—shear stresses, σ—tensile
stresses.

Considering the balance conditions of forces acting on the elements of individual
plies in the cross-section of the belt element with a length “dx” leads to the following
balance equations:
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• the case for an ith ply, where 1 ≤ i < n, and n is the number of plies in the belt, is
described by Equation (1),

σi + τidx = τ(i−1)dx + σi + dσi (1)

• the case for an nth ply is described by Equation (2),

σn = τ(n−1)dx + σn + dσn (2)

The plies adjacent to each other in the cross-section of the belt core are joined with a
layer of inter-ply rubber (or a layer of adhesive rubber). Consideration for the relationship
between the extent of deformation in the layer of inter-ply rubber and the shear stresses
acting on this layer, represented in Equation (3),

τi =
G

d
∆U (3)

allows the formulation of differential Equations (4)–(6), which describe the stresses in
individual plies:

• for the first ply (i = 1),
d2σ1

dx2 =
G

d

[
1

E2
σ2 −

1
E1

σ1

]
(4)

• for plies from the second one (i = 2) to the penultimate one (i = n − 1),

d2σi

dx2 =
G

d

[
1

E(i+1)
σ(i+1) −

2
Ei

σi +
1

E(i−1)
σ(i−1)

]
(5)

• for the last, external ply in the cross-section (i = n),

d2σn

dx2 =
G

d

[
1

E(n−1)
σ(n−1) −

1
En

σn

]
(6)

The symbol G used in Equation (3) is the transverse elasticity modulus of the inter-ply
rubber, d is the thickness of the inter-ply rubber and ∆U is the displacement of the adjacent
plies. The symbol Ei used in the differential equations is the elasticity modulus of the
ith ply.

The above relationships form a system of “n” differential equations (where “n” is the
number of plies in the belt) describing the stresses in the plies of a belt subjected to uniaxial
tension. Moreover, the balance Equation (7) holds for any transverse cross-section of the
belt and replaces any of the above equations:

n

∑
i=1

σi = const (7)

In Equation (7), σi is the stress in the ith ply, and n represents the number of plies in
the belt.

With identical strain in the plies outside the zone affected by the cut, the values of
stresses in these plies depends on the elastic modulus values in individual plies and is
described by Equation (8), in which σT is the stress in the conveyor belt:

σi = σT · Ei

∑
n
i=1 Ei

(8)

The above mathematical model of a splice in a multiply belt is a system of “n” second-
order ordinary differential equations, in which “n” is the number of plies in the conveyor
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belt. This allows analyses of stress distributions in the spliced area of a multiply conveyor
belt, in which individual plies were discontinued at the contact points of individual
steps. The assumed boundary conditions for the solution are defined by the characteristic
geometrical and material parameters of the splice, such as the location of the failure in
the cross-section of the core, the length of the step or the mechanical properties of the belt
and of the joining materials. The application of this model in the calculations of stress
distributions in the splice requires an instantiation of the number of equations, the values of
the required parameters and the initial conditions. The calculations consist in numerically
solving a system of differential equations by substituting the derivatives with differential
quotients and by solving the resulting system of linear algebraic equations.

2.2. Calculation Results

The stress distributions in the spliced area of a four-ply belt were calculated for the
following cases:

• the mechanical properties of the splices in the belts were uniform,
• the mechanical properties of the splices in the belts were not uniform.

A series of calculations was performed for various assumed difference values of
longitudinal elasticity moduli for the plies of the spliced belts. Due to the splice symmetry,
the calculations needed to be performed only for two cases of the failure location in
the cross-section of the core: when the cut is made in the external ply (the beginning
of the first and the end of the second step), and when the cut is made in a ply located
directly under the external ply (the contact point between the first and the second step,
and between the second and the third step). The results of the calculations are shown in
Table 1. The following constant values were assumed in the calculations: E = 2000 kN/m,
G = 750 kN/m2, d = 0.001 m.

Table 1. Calculated values of stress concentrations.

Difference between
Elasticity Moduli for

the Plies
E1 < E2

Maximum Stress Concentration in Comparison to:

Stresses in Splices of Identical Belts Stresses in Undamaged Belt

σ1/σ0 σ2/σ0 σ3/σ0 σ4/σ0 σ1/σ01 σ2/σ02 σ3/σ03 σ4/σ04

at the end of step 1
50% 0.83 - 1.09 1.08 1.24 - 1.59 1.12
40% 0.86 - 1.07 1.06 1.28 - 1.56 1.1
30% 0.89 - 1.05 1.05 1.33 - 1.53 1.09
20% 0.93 - 1.03 1.03 1.39 - 1.5 1.07
10% 0.96 - 1.02 1.02 1.43 - 1.49 1.06

at the beginning of step 2
50% 0.79 - 1.11 1.1 1.18 - 1.62 1.14
40% 0.83 - 1.09 1.08 1.24 - 1.59 1.12
30% 0.85 - 1.08 1.07 1.27 - 1.58 1.11
20% 0.9 - 1.05 1.05 1.35 - 1.53 1.09
10% 0.94 - 1.03 1.03 1.4 - 1.5 1.07

at the end of step 2
50% 0.88 0.89 - 1.22 0.92 1.3 - 1.82
40% 0.9 0.91 - 1.19 0.94 1.33 - 1.78
30% 0.92 0.94 - 1.14 0.96 1.37 - 1.7
20% 0.94 0.96 - 1.1 0.98 1.4 - 1.64
10% 0.97 0.99 - 1.04 1.01 1.45 - 1.55

at the beginning of step 3
50% 0.88 0.89 - 1.24 0.92 1.28 - 1.85
40% 0.89 0.91 - 1.2 0.93 1.33 - 1.79
30% 0.91 0.93 - 1.16 0.95 1.36 - 1.73
20% 0.94 0.95 - 1.11 0.98 1.39 - 1.66
10% 0.96 0.96 - 1.07 0.99 1.42 - 1.6
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The theoretically calculated values of maximum stress concentrations in the splices of
conveyor belts with plies having different mechanical properties indicate a superposition
of the disturbances in load distributions that can be observed in the zone affected by the
failure and that result from the location of the damaged splice and from the influence of
the discontinued core structure.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Problem Formulation

The strength of a splice in a multiply conveyor belt is always smaller than the strength
of the belt itself [22]. This fact results from a number of factors, the most important of
which include:

• the number of textile plies in the belt core,
• the length of the splice step,
• adhesive properties of the bonding materials,
• strength properties of the textile plies,
• strength properties of the rubber between the plies and of the adhesives,
• the splicing technology.

The design of the splice in a multiply belt necessitates that the cross-section in the
splice step contacts will have one ply less than in the spliced belt.

Therefore, the belt strength in those cross-sections is reduced by the value of 1/n,
where n is the number of plies in the belt. The reduction of belt strength is thus in reverse
proportion to the number of plies. The actual strength loss is even greater as a notch
phenomenon occurs due to ply discontinuity in the splice. The loss is further increased by
an uneven distribution of shear stresses in the adhesive bond and by stress concentration
at splice contact points. Figure 3 shows an example of stress distribution (identified in tests
performed at LTT) [25] in the adhesive bond of two splices having an identical nominal
strength of 1000 kN/m and an identical number of textile plies. The step length in those
splices was 250 mm, and the total splice length was 3 × 250 mm = 750 mm.
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Figure 3. Shear stress distribution τ along the total splice length Lp. Splice in belt type EP 1000/4 (black), splice in belt type
P 1000/4 (orange) [25].

The splices differed in the material used for belt plies. The results indicated in orange
were obtained from a P-type belt with polyamide core, and the results in black from an
EP-type belt with polyamide-polyester core. The highest shear stresses were recorded on
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the contact points of the outer steps (Lp = 0 and 750 mm). These are several times higher
than the stresses recorded on the contact points of the middle steps (Lp = 250 and 500 mm).

Research indicated that the stress concentration factor kτ , see Equation (9), has values
between 2.6 and 3.6:

kτ =
τmax

τsr
(9)

where τmax—maximum shear stress in ply contact points; τsr—mean shear stress in
the splice.

Research performed by Hardygóra [29] demonstrated that tensile stresses in belt plies
also have an uneven distribution, and the stress concentration factor of tensile stresses in
the plies located in the vicinity of ply contact points in splice kσ (see Equation (10)) has
values between 1.7 and 1.9:

kσ =
σmax

σsr
(10)

where σmax—maximum tensile stress in the ply; σsr—mean tensile stress in belt plies
outside the splice.

The development of shear and tensile stresses may lead to the destruction of the splice
in a multiply belt due to:

• the coming apart of the plies, if the shear strength of the adhesive bond is exceeded,
• the breaking of textile plies in the belt core, if their tensile strength is exceeded.

Static tensile strength tests of splices demonstrate that the latter is the most common
case of splice destruction. On the other hand, the plies in the splice come apart practically
only in the case when the adhesive bond has faults due to mistakes in the performed
splicing procedure.

3.2. Conveyor Belt Splice Specimens

The object of the research was splices in multiply conveyor belts with polyamide-
polyester (type EP, E—polyester, P—polyamide) or polyamide (type P) textile carcass.
The splices were installed with the use of the heat curing method, in which the required
adhesion force between the individual elements of the splice was obtained owing to
appropriate vulcanization temperature and pressure in the vulcanization press. The splices
were built according to the schematic drawing in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Schematic drawing of a splice in a 4-ply belt.

The drawing shows a splice installed in a belt with four textile plies in the core. It is a
three-step lap-type splice. This means that the number of steps in the splice is smaller by
one than the number of plies in the belt core. The splices indicated in Table 2 with numbers
6 and 9 were installed as a strap type. This fact means that unlike in the case of lap-type
splices, the number of steps in the latter type of splice is equal to the number of plies in
the core.
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Table 2. Results of tensile strength tests for industrial splices.

Splice No. Belt Type
Splice Tensile Strength Splice Strength Loss

Required [kN/m] Measured [kN/m] [%]

1 EP 1800/5 1224 663 46
2 EP 1800/5 1224 653 47
3 GTP 1250/3 708 530 25
4 P 630/3 357 220 38
5 GTP 2000/4 1275 897 30
6 GTP 2000/4 1700 1 1375 19
7 GTP 1800/4 1147 888 23
8 GTP 1800/4 1147 800 30
9 GTP 2500/5 21,251 1814 15

10 GTP 1250/3 708 576 19
11 GTP 1400/4 892 592 34
12 GTP 2000/4 1265 700 1 45

1 Strap-type splices.

3.2.1. Laboratory Splices

The test specimens were divided into two groups. The first group contained labora-
tory splices, prepared at LTT. The splices were used to investigate how ply roughening
influences their strength. Prior to splicing, the canvas had to be appropriately and precisely
prepared. Ensuring that the fabric is carefully cleaned of residual rubber and that the test
results are repeatable required appropriate conditions to be provided. Figure 5 shows the
belt fabric prepared for splicing.
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ś
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Figure 5. Textile plies: (A)—unroughened, (B)—roughened friction rubber, (C)—roughened fabric.

In order to identify how different mechanical belt properties influence splice strength,
tests were performed also on splices prepared in laboratory conditions.

The tests were performed on four-ply belts with a textile EP core having a nominal
tensile strength of 2000 kN/m. The belts were obtained from three different manufacturers.
They differed in the material used for belt plies (P or EP). The tested belts had never been
used on a conveyor. They were supplied by the manufacturers in 10 m long sections. They
were given the following symbols: Belt 1, Belt 2 and Belt 3. Prior to performing the tests,
belt parameters were checked for compliance with ISO 14890 [30]. The belts were found to
comply with the standard.
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3.2.2. Industrial Splices

The second group of test specimens consisted of industrial splices made by conveyor
belt operators. The splices had been made in belts operated in underground mines as well
as above the ground surface. They had been cut from the belt loop and supplied to LTT in
order to test their strength parameters. The specimens included splices installed both in
ordinary belts (no. 1, 2 and 4 in Table 1) and in fire-resistant belts, dedicated to working in
an environment prone to the risk of gas (methane) or coal dust explosion. These splices
are indicated in Table 1 with the symbol GTP (acronym from Polish “Górnicze Taśmy
Przenośnikowe”—mining conveyor belts). The belts had different tensile strengths: 630,
1250, 1400, 1800, 2000 and 2500 kN/m. The number of textile plies was between 3 and 5.
The differences reflect the fact that the belts represent a wide range of applications.

3.3. Methods of Experimental Research—Tests of Conveyor Belts and Their Splices

The described methods here for testing the strength parameters of conveyor belts
and their splices are standardized [31–34]. The standards provide precise instructions on
the number and preparation of test specimens, as well as on the test conditions. As a
result, different laboratories can perform conveyor belt tests in an identical manner, and
the obtained results are comparable.

This article presents the results of tests performed at the Belt Conveying Laboratory,
Wroclaw University of Science and Technology (LTT).

LTT has almost thirty years of experience in laboratory tests of conveyor belts, splices,
rubber, fabric, rubber compounds and plastics. The laboratory also holds the Research
Laboratory Accreditation Certificate No. AB 710 awarded by Polish Center for Accredita-
tion [35].

LTT cooperates with the industry and carries out research and scientific projects for
the industry. It also provides consultancy on conveyor belts and their splices at the stages
of designing and operating conveyor transportation systems. It offers verifications of the
parameters of new conveyor belts (as an independent party) and the monitoring of belt
parameter changes during belt operation. The laboratory issues expert opinions on the
quality of splices and uses the results of these tests to indicate the reasons for reduced
splice strength.

3.3.1. Splice Strength Tests

Splice tensile strength tests were performed according to a test method described in
the PN-C-94147 standard [31]. This test method consists of placing a full-length splice in
the jaws of the testing machine and in subsequently tensioning it at a constant speed of
100 mm/min until core rupture. During the test, a record is made of both the tensile force
and the corresponding splice elongation. The splice specimens were from 200 to 400 mm
in width.

Splice strength tests were performed in the two testing machines shown in Figure 6.
The machine on the right (yellow color) is type ZP-40, capable of testing splice specimens
up to 4000 mm in length and 200 mm in width. The splices may be stretched with a
force of up to 400 kN. In order to meet the demands resulting from a trend to increase
belt nominal strength, the ZP-40 test rig at LTT has been upgraded. Due to its design
limitations, the old rig only allowed testing belt specimens having a nominal strength of
up to 3200 kN. Therefore, in 2019, the laboratory was equipped with the ZP-100 splice
tensile testing machine (Figure 6 on the right). The new test rig allows tests of belt splices
having a nominal strength of up to 7800 kN. The possibility to use a tensile force exceeding
1000 kN enabled tests of splice specimens having a width of up to 500 mm. The ZP-100
machine is currently the only testing machine of this size in Poland to allow strength tests
of full-length (8000 mm) splices.
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Figure 6. Test stands.

The results of splice strength tests were verified against the required strength defined
in relationship (11), as per [31]:

Rz = 0.85 · Rr ·
n − 1

n
kN/m (11)

where Rr—actual belt tensile strength, kN/m; n—number of plies in the belt core;
0.85—factor allowing for stress concentration at step contact points in areas where the
ply is discontinued.

The splice strength is compared to the actual belt strength. If the actual belt strength
cannot be identified, then the splice strength is compared to the nominal belt strength
provided by the manufacturer. The final result is in the form of an arithmetic mean from
tests performed on three specimens.

3.3.2. Delamination Strength Tests of the Adhesive Bond

The delamination strength of the adhesive bond in the splice (in the longitudinal
direction) was tested following the method described in ISO 252:2018 [32]. This test method
consists of delaminating the textile plies. The delamination process was performed at
the speed of 100 mm/min along a minimum length of 100 mm. During the test, the
delaminating force was recorded in time. The test specimens were 25 mm in width and a
minimum of 300 mm in length. The tests were performed on the INSTRON 4467 testing
machine. Figure 7 shows the belt specimen during the delamination test.
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Figure 7. Delamination between ply 1 and ply 2.
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Delamination strength tests of the adhesive bond were performed for each splice step.
In the case of 4-ply belts, three splices were delaminated: on the first splice step (between
ply 1 and ply 2), on the second splice step (between ply 2 and ply 3) and on the third splice
step (between ply 3 and ply 4).

The adhesive strength W between the plies in the longitudinal direction can be calcu-
lated from Equation (12):

W =
Fm

b
kN/m (12)

where W—adhesion strength, in [kN/m]; Fm—mean delaminating force, in [kN], as a
median; b—nominal specimen width, in [mm].

The final result is provided in the form of an arithmetic mean value obtained from
three measurements on each splice step.

3.3.3. Testing the Shear Strength of the Adhesive Bond

The shear strength of the adhesive bond is tested in accordance with the method
described in PN-C-94147 [31]. Figure 8 is a schematic view of the specimen prepared for
shear strength tests of the adhesive bond.

𝑊 = 𝐹𝑏  kN m⁄
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Figure 8. Schematic view of the specimen prepared for splice shear strength tests.

Test specimens were 30 mm × 300 mm in size and have cuts in their two upper plies
and two bottom plies. The cuts were 100 mm in length. The specimens were placed in the
clamps of the testing machine and tensioned with a speed of (100 ± 10) mm/min until the
specimen is broken.

Figure 9 shows the specimen placed in the clamps of the INSTRON 4467 testing
machine.

 

τ𝜏 = 𝑃𝑏 ⋅ 𝑙  kN m⁄
Figure 9. Schematic view of the specimen prepared for splice shear strength tests.
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Shear strength of the adhesive bond τ should be calculated following Equation (13):

τ =
P

b · l
kN/m2 (13)

where P—breaking force, in [kN]; l—length of the layer subjected to shear, in [m];
b—specimen width, in [m].

The final result is provided in the form of an arithmetic mean value from five mea-
surements.

3.3.4. Belt Strength Tests

Belt tensile strength was tested following the method described in ISO 283:2016-01 [33].
The belt specimen having the shape of an oar with the clamp part of an appropriate length
and width is placed in the clamps of the testing machine. The length of the specimen
and the width of the clamp part depend on the strength of the belt. A 100 mm long
measurement basis is marked on the specimen in order to measure belt elongation. The
testing machine is equipped with a video extensometer, which measures belt elongation
during the tensioning of the belt. The test results provided by the machine are then
interpreted in appropriate software and subsequently stored and displayed as a graphic
representation on the computer screen located on the machine. After the specimen is placed
in the clamps of the testing machine, it is tensioned at a constant speed of 100 mm/min
until it breaks or the core strength is significantly reduced. During the test, a record is made
of both the tensile force and the belt elongation. The tests were performed on the LabTest
6.100 testing machine. It was calibrated in an accuracy class of 0.5 (while the standard
requires calibration in an accuracy class of 1), and it was approved by the Polish Central
Office of Measures. Figure 10 shows the testing machine with the belt specimen secured in
the clamps and with the video extensometer.

 

𝑅 = 𝐹𝑏 kN m⁄

∆ ∆

∆ ε𝐸 = 𝛥𝐹𝜀  𝑁 𝑚⁄ 𝑚
𝜀 = 𝛥𝑙𝑙 ⋅ 100 %

ε

Figure 10. The LabTest 6.100 testing machine.

The belt strength R test results were calculated from relationship (14):

R =
Fmax

b kN/m
(14)

where Fmax—maximum value of the tensile force, kN; n—specimen width at its most
narrow part, m.

As a standard, the tests are performed on three specimens. If the belt breaks in an
area beyond the measurement basis, the test result is rejected and an additional specimen
is tested.
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3.3.5. Tests of Belt Modulus of Elasticity

Tests of the modulus of elasticity for textile core belts were performed with the use of
a standard method described in ISO 9856:2005 [34]. The method requires rectangular belt
specimens, 500 mm in length and 50 mm in width and cut along the length of the belt. The
measurement basis for marking the specimen elongation is required to be 100 mm. The
belt specimens are subjected to sinusoidal tensile loads within the range from 2% to 10% of
the belt nominal strength at a frequency of 0.1 Hz. The analysis is performed on an elastic
hysteresis from 200 load cycles (Figure 11). After 200 load cycles, the force–elongation
curve is used to read the values of plastic elongation ∆lp and of elastic elongation ∆le for
the tested specimen. The modulus of elasticity E is defined as the relationship between the
increase of stress ∆F and the increase of belt elastic strain εelast (Equations (15) and (16)):

E =
∆F

εelast
N/mm (15)

εelast =
∆le
lo

· 100% (16)

where εelast—belt elastic strain, %; lo—initial length of the reference section, mm.

 

Figure 11. The 1st and the 200th hysteresis loop for a belt specimen.

Figure 11 shows examples of the test results for belt modulus of elasticity obtained
with the standard method [36]. The hysteresis loops indicated in the graph are the 1st and
the 200th loop for a selected belt specimen.

The tests of the modulus of elasticity were performed on the Zwick/Roell Amsler HC
25 machine for dynamic tests up to 25 kN, equipped with an extensometer mounted on the
specimen for measuring its elongation.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. The Influence of Ply Roughening on the Strength Parameters of Splices

Currently, the majority of splices tested by LTT for the industry partners meet the
required values of strength parameters. The splices demonstrate the tensile strength Rz,
which is described with relationship (11).

However, some of the splices do not have the required strength. Table 2 presents
the results of tensile strength tests performed for several selected splices that did not
demonstrate the minimum tensile strength and failed as a result of breaks in the belt plies.

Investigations of the reasons for the lowered splice strength presented in Table 1 led to
the conclusion that in each case, the spliced surfaces of the textile belts had been roughened
in a manner that affected their structure. Ply surfaces are prepared directly before they are
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covered with glue in order to clean them from the residual friction rubber or to level any
rubber surface irregularities. This operation should be performed with much care so as not
to damage the ply structure. Plies not covered by friction rubber are not recommended
for roughening. As shown in an example in Figure 12, this recommendation had not been
observed in the cases discussed here.

 

Figure 12. Roughened ply in the splice on belt type EP 1800/5.

The splice partially shown in Figure 12 (splice 1 in Table 2) failed upon reaching a
strength of 663 kN, which is just 54% of its required strength. The splice failed gradually.
Already at the value of 400–450 kN/m, the spliced plies started to break. The reason for
the plies breaking at such low loads was found to lie in the fact of the surface roughening.
In this case, the roughened plies not only broke at the splice contact points but also became
locally fractured in various locations on their surfaces. The structure of the textile plies had
been damaged due to excessive roughening. The damaged fibers in the cords are clearly
visible after the ply is removed (see Figure 13). The splice partially shown in Figure 13
(splice 2 in Table 2) failed at a load 47% lower than required. As in the case of the previous
splice, excessively roughened plies were observed.

  

Figure 13. Roughened ply in the splice on belt type EP 1800/5.

In order to find the degree at which ply roughening decreased the strength of the belt
itself, comparative tensile strength tests were performed for belt specimens obtained both
from the area of the splice and from outside of this area. The specimens from the splice
area were cut to avoid any ply contact locations. Table 3 contains the test results for three
selected splices, referred to in Table 2 by numbers 1, 11 and 12.

The results presented in Table 3 indicate that the reason behind significantly low-
ered splice strength lies in the reduced belt strength in the splice area. As roughening is
performed only for the two bonded plies in each splice step, and the results from Table 3
describe the simultaneous breaking of all belt plies, the strength loss in the roughened plies
should be assumed to be greater than the results obtained during the belt tests.
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Table 3. Test results of splice strength.

No. Belt Type
Splice Tensile Strength, [kN/m]

Belt Strength Loss in the Splice Area, [%]
outside the Splice in the Splice

1 EP 1800/5 1802 1243 31

11 GTP 1400/4 1395 746 46

12 GTP 2000/4 1985 1392 30

In order to investigate the influence of ply roughening on ply strength, tests were
performed on a conveyor belt type EP 2000/4. This is a four-ply belt with a textile,
polyamide-polyester core having a nominal tensile strength of 2000 kN/m. The belt was
delaminated between the second and the third ply, obtaining two-ply cores referenced with
symbol EP 1000/2. The 1800 mm long belt was divided into three sections of equal lengths,
designated with letters A, B and C. Section A was not subjected to any preparation. Section
B was roughened on both sides to remove the friction rubber until the ply fabric was
reached, with much attention not to damage the plies. Section C was roughened on both
sides to remove the friction rubber and subsequently the ply fabric was further roughened
until the surface reached uniform roughness. Figure 5 shows the surfaces prepared in
accordance with the above descriptions.

Specimens for tensile strength tests were then cut from each of the belt sections. The
results of these tests are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Results of strength tests for specimens of belts A, B and C.

Belt Symbol Specimen Designation
Belt Tensile Strength

[kN/m] [%]

EP 1000/2 A 1135 100
EP 1000/2 B 1073 94
EP 1000/2 C 519 46

Specimens A were not roughened, and their strength was thus assumed at 100%. The
strength of specimens B decreased by approximately 6% despite efforts not to damage the
ply fabric. The strength of specimens C decreased by approximately 46% with respect to
the value recorded for specimens A. It should be noted, however, that the evaluation of
the degree of roughening is subjective and therefore the results may be in a wide range
of values.

In order to identify the influence of ply roughening on splice strength properties, the
tests were performed on three different belts type 2000/4 provided by three different man-
ufacturers. The tests consisted in delaminating the belts between the second and the third
ply and in subsequently preparing the delaminated surfaces using the method described
above (see Figure 5). The plies were then spliced again using the hot vulcanization method.
Mean results of the shear strength and the delamination strength of the splice specimens
are shown in Table 5.

The results of delamination and shear strength tests were compared with the same
parameters, which had been identified for the belts used in the above splices. The obtained
results allow a definite conclusion that the best strength properties were observed in splices
in which the plies were not roughened (splice A), and the worst strength properties in
splices in which ply surfaces are excessively roughened until the fabric became rough and
the fibers are damaged (splice C).

The comparison of the results of shear and delamination strength tests for the adhe-
sive bond between the splice with roughened plies (splice C) and the splice with no ply
roughening (splice A) indicates clearly that roughening significantly affected the strength
test results. The tested shear strength for splice C was only at 21% to 63% of the values
obtained in the case of splice A. The tested delamination strength for splice C was also
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much lower than the results for splice A, reaching only 55–77% of the strength observed in
the unroughened splices.

Table 5. Splice shear and delamination strength test results.

No. Belt Type Specimen Designation
Shear Strength Delamination Strength

[MPa] [%] [N/mm] [%]

1 EP 2000/4 Belt No. 1 3.08 100 8.4 100
2 Splice A 2.69 87 7.8 93
3 Splice C 2.07 67 5.0 59
4 GPM 2000/4 Belt No. 2 3.75 100 10.8 100
5 Splice A 2.68 71 10.9 101
6 Splice B 2.71 72 4.3 40
7 Splice C 1.58 42 2.3 21
8 GPM 2000/4 Belt No. 3 4.23 100 10.7 100
9 Splice A 3.05 72 6.6 62
10 Splice B 2.67 63 5.3 49
11 Splice C 1.80 42 4.1 38

4.2. Different Properties of Spliced Belts Influencing Splice Strength

As the relationship between the elongations and stresses observed at conveyor belt
tensioning is non-linear, the consideration of the elongation–stress relationship as a linear
relationship requires defining the elastic modulus for particular load limits and for a
particular minimum load. The value of the modulus was calculated in the full range of the
set belt loads. The value of the longitudinal elastic modulus for textile plies was calculated
with the use of software and on the basis of the closest to linear part of the stress–strain
curve (in the set range). The calculated values of longitudinal elasticity moduli for plies in
various load ranges are shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Values of longitudinal elasticity moduli for the belt cores in various load ranges.

Load Range,
[kN]

Percentage of
Nominal Load, [%]

Longitudinal Elasticity Modulus of Belt Core, Ep

[kN/m]·103

Belt No. 1 Belt No. 2 Belt No. 3

2–4 10–20 2.6 0.8 1.1
4–6 20–40 2.0 0.8 1.0
6–8 30–40 1.1 1.1 1.5

8–10 40–50 1.3 1.3 1.8
10–12 50–60 1.8 1.6 1.9
12–14 60–70 2.2 1.7 2.7
14–16 70–80 2.4 1.9 2.6
16–18 80–90 3.0 2.2 2.5
18–20 90–100 3.7 2.1 3.0
10–20 50–100 2.7 1.9 2.3
14–20 70–100 2.8 2.0 2.3

Selected conveyor belts were used to prepare six splices for strength tests. Figure 14
shows the shape and the dimensions of the splices. The splices were hot-vulcanized and
prepared by joining the belts in various combinations: Belt 1 with Belt 1 (1-1), Belt 2 with
Belt 2 (2-2), Belt 3 with Belt 3 (3-3), Belt 1 with Belt 2 (1-2), Belt 1 with Belt 3 (1-3) and Belt 2
with Belt 3 (2-3).
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Figure 14. The shape and the dimensions of the tested splices: lst—length of the splice step; 250 mm,
Lp—splice length, 750 mm; LA—bias length, 0.3·B = 210 mm; B—belt width, 700 mm.

The measured splice strength values are presented in Table 7. The obtained splice
strength was compared against the strength required as per PN/C-94147 [31] and against
the nominal strength of the spliced belts (which was 1000 kN/m). In the case when different
belts were spliced, a comparison was also made with the strength of the splice in the same
belt. The values presented in the table, in the cells where the rows representing splices
of different belts (1-2, 1-3, 2-3) cross with the columns representing splices of identical
belts (1-1, 2-2, 3-3), define the relationship (expressed as percentage) between the strength
measured for splices of different belts and the strength measured for splices of identical
belts (assumed as 100%).

Table 7. Values of longitudinal elasticity moduli for the belt cores in various load ranges.

Splice Symbol
(Numbers of
Spliced Belts)

Mean Splice
Rupture Strength,

[kN/m]

Splice Strength vs.
the Required Value,

[%]

Splice Strength vs. the Strength
Recorded for Splices of Identical

Belts, [%]

Splice Strength vs. the
Nominal Belt Strength,

[%]

1-1 2-2 3-3

1-1 670 105 - - - 67
2-2 635 100 - - - 64
3-3 780 122 - - - 78
1-2 468 73 70 74 - 47
1-3 605 95 90 - 78 61
2-3 613 96 - 97 79 61

The tests indicate that splices of belts whose plies have different mechanical properties
(different longitudinal modulus of elasticity) show lower strength than splices of identical
belts. The strength of splices between different belts, referred to as 1-2, 1-3 and 2-3, was
70–97% of the strength recorded for splices 1-1, 2-2, 3-3. The difference between the values
of elastic moduli for plies in different belts is observed across the entire range of the carried
loads (see Table 6).

The difference between the mechanical properties of the belt with polyester-polyamide
core (EP) and the mechanical properties of the belt with polyamide core (P) results from
the different mechanical properties of the two materials. The elastic modulus value is low
for polyamide and high for polyester. The selection of belts with identical strength and
number of plies but made of materials with significantly different mechanical properties
was a conscious choice dictated by the intention to obtain a clear demonstration of the
influence of this configuration on the splice strength.

The difference between the elastic moduli observed in the case of belts with polyamide
core is caused by the fact that the manufacturers of conveyor belts use different materials
in the plies and different manufacturing technologies. As a result, apparently identical
belts having the same nominal tensile strength, number of plies and width show different
mechanical properties, and this leads to the lowered splice strengths demonstrated in the
tests. While the difference between the polyester-polyamide (EP) belt and the polyamide
(P) belt is obvious to splicing professionals, there is practically no method that would
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allow belts of identical nameplate parameters to be properly selected without strength
tests (excluding a scenario in which the belts are provided by the same manufacturer). The
splice strength is additionally reduced (with respect to splices of identical belts) due to
increased concentrations of tensile stresses in the plies and to increased shearing stresses in
the rubber (adhesive) layer between the plies.

5. Conclusions

The main results and conclusions can be summarized as follows:

1. The laboratory tests of belts and splices, which were performed in both laboratory
conditions and in actual mining plants, confirmed the conclusions of the theoretical
considerations pointing to differences between the mechanical properties of spliced
belts as one of the reasons behind reduced splice strength.

2. In multiply conveyor belt splices, stresses concentrate both in the plies and in the
adhesive bond located in the cross-sections of the ply contact points, leading to
reduced splice strength. However, tests of some splices made in industrial installations
show strengths lower than expected from the losses due to stress concentrations and
reduced number of plies in the splice. Investigations allowed an observation that
the reason behind such cases lies in the inappropriate preparation of belt plies in the
process of splicing.

3. As the plies are cleaned and roughened with excessive intensity in order to remove
residual friction rubber, the ply fabric becomes exposed and the belt strength is
reduced, in effect leading to reduced splice strength. The strength loss may reach up
to several tens of percent. The roughening of plies in vulcanized splices also lowers
their shear and delamination strength.

4. The tests demonstrated that the highest strength parameters were observed in the case
of splices in which the plies were not cleaned from the friction rubber, and therefore
this procedure should be performed only if required in order to level irregularities or
reduce the thickness of the friction rubber. The roughening procedure cannot cause
the fabric of the plies to become exposed, as this inevitably damages the fabric.

5. The research results also indicate that the observed decrease in the strength of the
same type of belts provided by different manufacturers is due to different mechanical
properties of the plies, and in this case, to different elastic moduli. Knowledge about
the belt modulus of elasticity is therefore crucial for rationally designing belt splices,
analyzing their dynamics and improving the effective usage of the belt, which is the
most expensive and the most important element of a belt conveyor.

6. Tests of selected conveyor belts indicated that plies of the same type show different
mechanical properties if provided by different manufacturers. This fact is due to the
use of different materials and belt manufacturing technologies.

7. The laboratory tests of full-length splices demonstrated that properly made splices
of identical belts meet or even exceed the strength requirements offered in current
standards.

8. The laboratory tests of the belts and splices confirmed the conclusions of belt splice
tests performed in the mining plants and pointed to the difference between the
mechanical properties of the spliced belts as one of the reasons behind reduced
splice strength.
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Abstract: A powered longwall mining system comprises three basic machines: a shearer, a scraper
(longwall) conveyor, and a powered roof support. The powered roof support as a component of a
longwall complex has two functions. It protects the working from roof rocks that fall to the area
where the machines and people work and transports the machines and devices in the longwall
as the mining operation proceeds further into the seam by means of hydraulic actuators that are
adequately connected to the powered support. The actuators are controlled by a hydraulic or electro-
hydraulic system. The tests and analyses presented in the developed procedure are oriented towards
the possibility of introducing automatic control, without the participation of an operator. This is
important for the exploitation of seams that are deposited at great depths. The primary objective
was to develop a comprehensive methodology for testing and evaluating the possibility of using the
system under operating conditions. The conclusions based on the analysis presented are a valuable
source of information for the designers in terms of increasing the efficiency of the operation of the
system and improving occupational safety. The authors have proposed a procedure for testing and
evaluation to introduce an automatic control system into the operating conditions. The procedure
combines four areas. Tests and analyses were carried out in order to determine the extent to which
the system could be potentially used in the future. The presented solution includes certification and
executive documentation.

Keywords: safety function; electro-hydraulic control system; powered roof support

1. Introduction

The development of the underground coal mining industry is boosted by the need to
improve the efficiency of the mining process, at the same time, maintaining the required
level of safety and protecting the environment. Machines and devices with innovative
designs that automate the process of mining are the key elements required to improve the
mining process. One of the basic directions of development in the world mining industry is
the automation of a longwall unit. Today, manufactured longwall shearers have improved
mining efficiency with a face feed speed of almost 10 m/min. This means that the sections
of the powered roof support must be moved within a maximum of 9 s for sections that are
1.5 m wide, and 10.5 s for sections with a width of 1.75 m. It is not possible to obtain such
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performance parameters using traditional, manual control of the powered roof support.
These requirements and the fact that the design of a support section is complex means
that a hydraulic system needs partial or full automation to achieve large hydraulic fluid
flows [1–6]. The automation process reduces the total number of operators controlling the
support sections and makes it possible to remove them from the immediate vicinity of the
support that is being moved. This has a positive effect on safety by removing personnel
from the active face.

The procedure developed based on research and analysis includes four stages. These
are essential for manufacturers of longwall roof supports and producers of control systems,
as it accurately and easily shows what the sequence of design, research, and production
work should be. From a scientific point of view, the third stage is the most important one,
as the results obtained, either positive or negative, make it possible to analyse whether the
assumptions made in Stage 1 coincide with the design made in Stage 2. As a result of the
research on prototypes and the acceptance of prototype modifications, documentation is
developed, as presented in Stage 4. The procedure takes into account all possible safety
requirements and the possibility of effective preparation of automatic control. The nature
of the presented concept is open, as it takes into account the possibility of introducing
specific conditions in which the seam will be mined, and the selection system used. The
procedure can be modified to fit the research and development of automatic control devices
and future requirements.

The depth of underground hard coal mining has been constantly increasing in the
past years. This, in turn, increases natural hazards such as exogenous fire, seismicity,
and methane hazards [7,8]. The longwall system in terms of these hazards challenges
manufacturers, researchers, and mining companies to ensure an appropriate level of occu-
pational safety. Currently, a considerable involvement of researchers in solving problems
related to methane hazards [8–15], endogenous fires [7], and seismicity [16] can be observed
worldwide. Therefore, global coal mining is at the forefront of the desired energy resource
alongside oil and gas [17–19]. Coal mining in an underground mine is carried out using
a longwall system that uses such machines as a shearer that mines the coal, a scraper
conveyor for haulage, and a powered roof support for the longwall system. They operate
together and form a longwall complex (Figure 1).

Monitoring the machinery and equipment in the longwall complex and mining and
geological conditions largely contributes to the maintenance of sustainable development
of mining in the world and improvement of work safety [20–28]. Recently, there has been
extensive activity in the development of research on the application of new technologies in
mining thanks to Industry 4.0 [29–32]. The selection of technical parameters of machines
and equipment is important due to the arduous conditions in which they will work. It
is possible to evaluate correctly selected machines through active monitoring of their
operating parameters and analysis of operating conditions [33–39]. One of the main
sources of hazards causing accidents at work in mining plants is the technical infrastructure
and, in particular, machinery and technical equipment. In 2019, the rate of accident
and mortality associated with technical hazards caused by machines and equipment was
approximately 50% of all events [40]. To ensure safe use and proper hazard assessment,
machine and control equipment designers place the greatest emphasis on structural safety
aspects. The related requirements are defined in standards [41–46] harmonised with
the Machinery Directive [47]. However, due to technical progress, such standards do
not exist for most of the machine control systems currently developed. Therefore, in
order to ensure compliance with the essential requirements of the Directive, a package of
technical standards on functional safety issues was created; it includes the concept of safety
assessment of machinery [41,43].

The mining and geological conditions in which the powered roof support system
is to be used can be divided into dynamic impacts of the rock mass on the longwall
excavation where the roof support system works. This phenomenon is more dangerous
than mining and geological conditions in which the rock mass does not tend to tremble.
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Sudden clamping of the excavation means a static displacement that overloads the longwall
complex that is supposed to be supported by the powered roof support. The load that
impacts powered roof supports results from the movement of rock masses at a certain
speed. The main task of powered longwall supports is to transfer loads resulting from
changing mining and geological conditions, allowing for deformation of the longwall
excavation to a minimum degree [48].

The powered roof support is a hydraulic machine powered by high pressure with an
oil–water concentrate as an energy carrier. Spragging of the support section of the powered
support for the required height of the excavation and its support is conducted by hydraulic
legs. They constitute a structural connection between the canopy and floor base. As a
result of the impact of the rock mass, the hydraulic legs carry the load depending on the
conditions under which the powered support operates. Their protection is ensured by
placing a safety valve in the hydraulic system [49]. It is vital to carry out an economic
analysis of the effective protection of the powered roof support together with all machines
of the longwall complex. In the past, several studies on the automation of the entire mining
process were conducted [50–54]. The selection of a safety valve for the hydraulic system of
the leg of the powered roof support working in the conditions where tremors often occur is
key as it affects the safety of machines and people [55,56].

Figure 1. Cont.
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Figure 1. Arrangement of machines and equipment in a longwall complex: (a) cross-section of the longwall and (b)
longitudinal section of the longwall, where 1—power supply, 2—inclinometer, 3—pressure sensor, 4—central controller,
5—controller with an executive block, 6—route sensor, 7—longwall scraper conveyor, 8—belt conveyor, 9—shearer control
station with closed circuit television, Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) monitors and monitoring of operating parameters of
the powered roof support, 10—scraper conveyor, 11—crusher, 12—CCTV camera, 13—powered roof support, 14—sliding
system connection with a scraper conveyor, 15—shearer, 16—cutting unit, 17—sliding system, 18—floor base, 19—hydraulic
leg, 20—lemniscate system, 21—shear support, and 22—roof.

2. Materials and Methods

Coal mining in an underground mine is based on a longwall complex that uses the
powered roof support. In most cases, a hydraulic system based on manual controls is used
to control the roof support. This is mainly determined by the economic efficiency of the
company. It is reasonable to work towards reducing the number of workers near working
machines to improve work safety. It is also important to measure the number of failures of
machines and equipment carrying out technological processes related to hard coal mining.

The development of longwall complex automation technology in recent years has
been directed towards the identification of shearer operation parameters based on the
monitoring. A device that plays a crucial role here is a sensor that is applied in various
systems designed to monitor the parameters of a longwall complex [57–59]. It is intended to
improve occupational safety. With the development of intelligent computing technologies,
it has become possible to develop intelligent algorithms related to neural networks, fuzzy
logic, hybrid methods [58–77]. This formed the foundation for the development of an
automatic control system for a powered roof support in a longwall complex.

2.1. System Design and Development

The powered roof support section, with hydraulic legs as its main elements, directly
affects the required protection of the excavation. Vital functions are performed by other
hydraulic cylinders including advancint the armoured face conveyor and in the powered
roof support, such as the conveyor slide or the support of the canopy. Monitoring the
pressure in the legs and determining the geometry of the section position in the excavation is
an essential factor in the exploitation of longwall complexes. The possibility of automating
specific sequences of work of particular elements of the support and controlling their
implementation allows limiting the presence of the miners in the excavation. Equally
important is the fact that the section of the roof support is guided by the profile of the
excavation by means of appropriate cooperation of the section of the roof support with a
scraper conveyor. Based on the presented concept, a vision of the system was designed
together with a visualisation of the operating parameters, which is shown in Figure 2.
A diagram of the actual control system of the powered system as a test demonstrator is
shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 2. The concept of the devices that are part of the system; 1—intrinsically safe power supply,
2—controller, 3—electro-hydraulic executive block with control inserts, 4—solenoid valve, 5—control
bar, 6–pressure sensor, 7—inclinometer, 8—underground computer, 9—surface computer, and 10—
powered roof support section.

Figure 3. Prototype devices that are part of the system; 1—intrinsically safe power supply, 2—
controller, 3—electro-hydraulic executive block with control inserts, 4—solenoid valve, 5—control
bar, 6—pressure sensor, 7—inclinometer, 8—underground computer, 9—surface computer, and
10—powered roof support section.
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2.2. The Requirements for the Design Procedure

The concept of the software and database structure was based on the assumptions of
the analysis of the control system operation possibilities. A special criterion is to determine
the areas which will constitute a visualisation of the working parameters. The information
gathered in the database will be used to report on the production process of coal mining.
The concept for the development of computer software architecture is based on the research
and operating experience of the authors. Based on the theoretical analyses made, the
assumptions of software architecture modules and databases were developed. Due to
the gaps and limitations caused by the computing power of a computer operating in an
underground mine, the focus was put on collecting relevant information such as pressure
measurement in powered roof supports and their position geometry. One of the elements of
creating a database is to test whether the proposed structure and data resource correspond
to the requirements set at the design stage. The designed software architecture together
with the database will constitute the information base of the control system.

The architecture diagram for the software for the computer that will operate on the
surface and one that will operate underground are shown in Figures 4 and 5.

Figure 4. Design of the underground computer together with the database.

Figure 5. Design of the surface computer together with the database.
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3. The Concept of Safety and Hazard Assessment

The electro-hydraulic system designed to control the powered roof support should
perform its intended control functions even under damage or disturbance conditions
in a predictable manner and with specified reliability. Measures taken to minimise the
likelihood of such damage or disturbances and their extent depends on the level of hazard
associated with the specific control function.

Research on the evaluation of the reliability of the implemented safety function for the
electro-hydraulic control system of the powered roof support is aimed at reducing the risk
of hazardous events to an acceptable level. The hazard reduction can be carried out based
on standards [41–46], to optimally achieve the protection of the system. In the process
of designing and constructing the control system, the risks were analysed, and measures
were taken to protect the operator from the existing hazards. The hazard assessment is the
result of logical steps, allowing for systematic analysis. The system or the machine must be
designed and constructed taking into account the results of the hazard assessment. The
first step of the assessment is to identify system components (equipment) and later the
sources of the hazard for all activities of the operation. The authors considered only those
risk factors that have a fundamental impact on the assessment of the effects of a threat
when estimating the hazard [20]. Four levels of hazard were adopted for research based on
own experience.

(1) Unacceptable—hazard reduction is necessary, otherwise, the system cannot be autho-
rised;

(2) Undesirable—hazard is only acceptable if the expenditure involved in reducing it is
clearly higher than the effects achieved or if hazard reduction is not achievable;

(3) Acceptable—the hazard is only acceptable if the expenditure involved in reducing it
is significantly higher than the effects achieved;

(4) Negligible—further investment in hazard reduction is not acceptable.

An individual assessment based on good practice and experience was adopted for
the risk assessment. This method uses predefined value ranges and descriptive measures
such as:

S1—negligible (the risk is very rare, the chance of an event occurring is low, a probability
of no more than 10%),
S2—minor (light injuries, mild occupational disease, 11–30% probability),
S3—serious (serious injury to one or more persons or death of one person, probability
31–60%),
S4—severe (many people die, probability 61–80%),
S5—catastrophic (very many deaths and practically total destruction of the system, a
probability above 81%).

In general, it must be assumed that the hazard is a combination of the intensity of the
occurrence of safety h and its consequences S:

R = h · S, (1)

The total hazard associated with the use of the system consists of several hazards and
therefore, the total hazard can be assumed as follows:

R =
n

∑
i=1

hi · Si (2)

where hi—the intensity of the i-th hazard and Si—the consequences of the i-th hazard.
The probability of the i-th hazard can be determined.

pi =
hi

n

∑
i=1

hi

(3)
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Expected impact per unit of time:

E(s) =
n

∑
i=1

Si · pi (4)

Additionally, as a result

R = E(s) ·
n

∑
i=1

hi (5)

The result of the assessment is presented in Table 1.
The parameter determining the level of hazard is primarily the severity of the damage

that may occur as a result of failure to perform the safety function once it has been recalled.
The consequences of failure to perform the exemplary control functions of the electro-
hydraulic powered roof support are almost always serious for the health and life of those
operating the machine and those around it. The analysis of the required performance level
(PL) is based on the identification of the tolerable hazard function [45].

When defining the level of safety assurance PL, we refer to it as the ability to perform
safety functions under the expected conditions. There are five discreet levels of safety
assurance marked as:

a—indicates the lowest probability of failure,
b—means the average probability of damage,
c—means a good probability of damage,
d—means a high probability of damage,
e—means the highest probability of damage.

Determination of the Safety Integrity Level (SIL) is based on the estimation of the
value of hazard and the ability of the control system to reduce hazards [41]. As already
mentioned above, the safety function can be set up in two different ways. The determined
safety level of SIL and PL for the tested control system was also compared based on the
probability of accidental equipment failure. Table 1 presents the results of the analysis of
the safety function.

Table 1. The result of the analysis designed to determine the level of the safety function.

Safety Integrity Level
(SIL)

Probability of Dangerous
Damage per Hour

Safety Performance
Level (PL)

Hazard Assessment
Method R

N/A ≥10−5 to <10−4 a S1
SIL 1 ≥3 × 10−6 to <10−5 b S2

SIL 1 ≥10−6 to <3 × 10−6 c S3
SIL 2 ≥10−7 to <10−6 d S4
SIL 3 ≥10−8 to <10−7 e S5

Table 1 presents how to assesses the hazard and its reduction and determines the
Safety Performance Level PL and the Safety Integrity Level SIL. In the analysis of a given
safety function, PL and SIL2 levels were obtained, and the estimated hazard is assumed
at S2. The analysed electro-hydraulic control system performing the safety function is
characterised by a safety level not worse than that required.

Research on the Development of the Electro-Hydraulic Control System

The control system together with the mechanical and hydraulic system is crucial
and often determines the efficiency of the roof support. Therefore, it is well justified that
scientific activity regarding the control system should be boosted. The search for a system
that would allow for automatic operation without the need to position workers in the
longwall is intensifying. The use of digital data—both for the roof support and the whole
complex—shows that the demand for smart control has been continuously increasing.

Currently, it is not possible to eliminate the miners from the longwall. This is also not
to be expected in the coming years. The main reason is that there are no measures that
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would precisely specify the mining and geological conditions of each longwall. However,
this does not limit the development of control systems, for which the requirements are
increasing and will grow. The objective is to focus on works outside the mining area as
much as possible. Here, the control systems are fundamental. Research in this area mainly
includes work on the development of an electro-hydraulic control system. A testing station
was designed with a virtual controller built in. The station is used to define the number of
control system parameters (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Test monitoring equipment, where 1—oscilloscope, 2—laboratory power supply, 3—
controller module, and 4—solenoid valve.

The monitoring scope of the system is wide. It was used to determine the times for
implementing the basic functions of the support such as the spreading and withdrawing of
sections (extensions/slides of hydraulic legs mounted between floor bases and canopies).
It measured the times of switching on the PWM signal and full signal supply for the basic
functions of the powered roof support. The operating parameters of the control system
obtained for individual phases of the section operation are shown in Figure 7.

The obtained results clearly indicate that the tested electro-hydraulic system has very
low response times. This provides fast and reliable performance of the roof support. Such
parameters make it possible to prepare both a comparative and sensitivity analysis of
the control system and its components. Next, the results are used to adapt the control
parameters to the mining and geological conditions of an individual longwall. It can,
therefore, be assumed that virtual testing techniques applied for the systems that are
already in use, new ones, or even prototypes can potentially facilitate their improvement.
At the same time, the conditions to which these systems will be subject in real conditions
are impossible to achieve in laboratory conditions.
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Figure 7. Switch-on time and delay of the Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) and full PWM signal for the function of sliding
up and down the legs: (a) supply voltage of 12 V for switching on time ∆X = 1.98 s, (b) supply voltage of 12 V for delay
time. (c) Supply voltage of 11 V for switching on time ∆X = 1.98 s, (d) supply voltage of 11 V for delay time, (e) supply
voltage of 10 V for start-up time ∆X = 1.98 s, and (f) supply voltage of 10 V for delay time.

4. The Concept of Developing a Procedure as a Basis for the Introduction of an
Automatic Control System

The development of a comprehensive design procedure, together with the procedure
for conducting tests and the required safety assessment, is important in terms of adapting
the system to the roof support structure and the conditions under which the system will
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operate. The procedure in Figure 8 includes four stages. The results should be used by
manufacturers of roof supports and control systems, as it presents the order of design,
research, and production. The third stage, from a scientific point of view, is the most
important one, as the positive or negative results obtained make it possible to analyse
whether the assumptions made in Stage 1 coincide with the design in Stage 2. As a result
of research into prototypes and the acceptance of prototype amendments. The production
documentation is then developed as outlined in Step 4. The authors of the study included
all possible points for safety and efficient use.

Analysis of the electro-hydraulic control system together with the visualisation of the
operation parameters of the powered roof support in the conditions of adverse effects of
the rock mass shows that the construction of the powered roof support must be adapted
properly. It is important to prepare the structure of the roof support so the control system
and the sensors can be mounted properly to achieve the right operating parameters and
ensure the necessary safety level. The highest level of functional safety for the components
comprising the control and visualisation system requires the use of all testing methods. In
particular, this concerns the safety of the miners.

Identification of potential hazards associated with the emergence of hazards resulting
from the operating conditions of the control system is important. The mining and geological
conditions in which longwall coal mining is carried out are one of the most dangerous.
Step 2 includes a detailed safety assessment, which refers to the hazard assessment of
the control system of the powered roof support designed for the operators. The hazard
assessment will check whether the level achieved can be considered acceptable based on
the possible occurrence of the hazard and the probability of its occurrence. The hazard
reduction takes into account the hazard associated with the malfunctioning of the control
system and must be designed in such a way that:

—it ensures the safety and prevents emergencies;
—defects in the computer hardware and software of the control system would not lead to
dangerous situations;
—they are resistant to the loads resulting from their intended use and to the impact of
dangerous situations;
—logic errors do not lead to dangerous situations;
—predictable human errors do not lead to dangerous situations.

Figure 8 presents a guide for engineers who design control systems. The manual
is used following its established components, namely, when starting to work on a new
system, the concept must be considered first, and then, design, research, and production
must be considered. The guide (Figure 8) intends to organise and reduce engineers’
working time. This procedure consists of four stages. In the first stage, the concept for the
designed prototype of the system was taken into account together with the functional safety
analysis. The second stage covered design aspects with the development of the control
algorithm and software. The third stage includes tests. The research team designed bench
and underground tests. The aim of this research is the functional ocean of the designed
system. The last stage four is the introduction of the system into serial production. Here,
manufacturing drawings, instructions for use, and a declaration of conformity are included.

The nature of the presented concept (Figure 8) is open, as it takes into account the
possibility of introducing specific conditions in which the seam will be mined, and the
selection system used. The procedure can be modified to fit the research and development
of automatic control devices and future requirements.
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Figure 8. The procedure together with the procedure for testing and evaluation for the introduction of an electro-hydraulic
control system and a visualisation system for underground mine operation.

The conditions in which the mining roof support operates are random. Consequently,
the procedure must be used for every new mining longwall individually. The range of
application should be adapted to calculated possible mining and geological conditions of a
given area. Identified potential loads and requirements for the powered roof should be
treated as a foundation of further research and calculations. Possible structural changes
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and other systems should be preceded by a thorough assessment of the condition of
these conditions.

The procedure itself is open and flexible. This is crucial as this makes it possible
to modify it depending on the conditions, requirements, and needs, as well as research
capabilities. This applies to both manufacturers and users of the roof support.

The contractors who order a powered roof support should be aware that they must
adapt the parameters and features for each longwall. They are responsible for the proper
selection of the system that would fit the conditions in a given area. The safety of the
miners is the most important. The support is the most expensive machine of the powered
roof support complex, and its safe use impacts the economic efficiency of the entire mining
operation process.

5. Conclusions

It is important to prepare the roof support in such a way that after it is installed
in the longwall and launched, the automatic control systems take over the functions
previously performed by the operator. Appropriate selection of the support section for
mining conditions, equipping it with a set of sensors and a prepared intelligent control
system, can together potentially fulfil expectations. The authors attempt to identify the
main problems that need to be carefully considered, complemented by the knowledge
gained from the research, and then to define the criteria. Based on the analysis of many
tests carried out, the conditions (Figure 8) to be met for the powered roof support and its
components have been clarified, which will allow preparing the structure of the support to
meet the requirements necessary in terms of the automatic control system.

Based on the tests and analyses carried out for the resulting prototype of the electro-
hydraulic control system, a detailed analysis of the safety function must be carried out
before it is put into service as presented in Section 3 (Results). This analysis takes into
account the required level of hazard and determines the level of safety integrity and the
level of safety assurance with a probability of dangerous damage per hour. Based on the
analysis carried out, this is a satisfactory level. This is of particular importance for the
entire longwall complex.

Based on the design and research work on the development of an electro-hydraulic
control system for the powered roof support to increase the efficiency of the entire complex,
requirements and design procedures were developed together with the procedure for
functional safety assessment.

The area of research and analysis in the third stage has provided new knowledge of
equipment design. The developed system can have a huge impact on the efficiency of the
work of the powered roof support and thus the entire longwall complex. In the future, this
may result in a reduction in the number of workers during coal mining. So far, studies
and analyses have not included such a comprehensive approach concerning increasing
safety. The presented material expands the existing knowledge of control systems and
visualisation of work parameters of the powered roof support and will be an important
element in the process of effective use of machines and equipment in the longwall complex.
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Abstract: Tumbling mills have been widely implemented in many industrial sectors for the grinding
of bulk materials. They have been used for decades in the production of fines and in the final
stages of ore comminution, where optimal levels for the enrichment particles’ sizes are obtained.
Even though these ubiquitous machines of relatively simple construction have been subjected to
extensive studies, the industry still struggles with very low energy efficiency of the comminution
process. Moreover, obtaining an optimal size for the grinding product particles is crucial for the
effectiveness of the following processes and waste production reduction. New, innovative processing
methods and machines are being developed to tackle the problem; however, tumbling mills are
still most commonly used in all ranges of the industry. Since heavy equipment retrofitting is the
most costly approach, process optimization with dedicated models and control systems is the most
preferable solution for energy consumption reduction. While the classic technological measurements
in mineral processing are well adopted by the industry, nowadays research focuses on new methods of
the mill’s internal dynamics analysis and control. This paper presents a retrospective overview of the
existing models of internal load motion, an overview of the innovations in process control, and some
recent research and industrial approaches from the energy consumption reduction point of view.

Keywords: ball mills; energy efficiency; internal dynamics; DEM model; resonance oscillations;
measurements

1. Introduction

Up to 70% of the costs of materials size-reduction operations fall on the rock particle’s size
reduction from 30–50 mm to 20–50 microns [1,2]. This operation is performed by the most common
type of milling comminution equipment—ball milling. The design of ball mills was described back in
the 18th century—and the principle of their operation has not changed; the only significant changes are
the increased diameter and some new solutions for the mill’s drives introduced. Energy consumption
in ball and rod mills reaches up to 10–20 kWh per ton of rock. According to the study prepared by the
U.S. Department of Energy [3] the biggest potential for energy savings in all of the energy-intensive ore
and coal mining-related operations is to be found in grinding optimization (see Figure 1). To increase
efficiency, designers of mining equipment tried to improve all the elements of ball mills, such as
the geared mechanical drives, bearings, their lubrication systems, and electric motors. Moreover,
efforts have been made to optimize the size of the grinding bodies, control the filling level of the drum
with the material, and stabilize the rotation speed. However, the main problem of dramatically low
energy efficiency is still unresolved—about 30% of grinding bodies are not involved in the dynamical
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process—they remain in a boundary dead zone. A large portion of the impacts of grinding bodies
appears on the internal liners. There are several approaches to the activated material and grinding
bodies’ motion inside the mill.

Figure 1. Energy saving potential for various energy-intensive processes in mining [3]. 1 Btu (British
thermal unit) ≈ 1055 Joule.

First, new designs of energy-saving mills have been introduced in the market. For example,
vertical (tower) Vertimill (Metso) and horizontal Isamill (Glencore Technology), which use, respectively,
gravitation forces or several subsequent rotating disks inside to intensify the milling process. However,
ball mills of the traditional design process the main portion of bulk materials in the world.

The next solution is the installation of so-called lifters, situated along the mill shell over the
perimeter to promote higher trajectories of the balls falling down and to better mix the media treated.
However, these additional elements quickly deteriorate due to the intensive wear and shock impacts
on them. Hence, they may have an effect only within a short period of time after replacement.

A promising approach is to utilize the dynamic phenomena inside the mill. Namely, when the
central part of bulk media moves in oscillatory (synchronous or resonance) mode against the mill
shell, and the rest is passive part of the load. This approach is more attractive from the viewpoint of
implementation because it does not require any additional modernization of mechanical equipment.
Only the instrumentation for signals’ measurement and processing, in combination with process
parameters’ control—based on existing automation systems—is needed in such cases. However,
such control needs in-depth knowledge of intra-mill load dynamics and its stages estimation by
the different channels—electric motors current or power, vibration, and acoustic emission inside
the equipment, or spatial sounds and mechanical torques of multi-motor drives. The realization
of such an approach can only be based on advanced instrumentation—including wireless sensors,
and dynamical models (both analytical and discrete elements) and signal processing techniques.
These methods should account for the gradual changing of treated material properties (input variations
and reduced-by-time-fractions) simultaneously with the wear of grinding balls and internal protective
liners of the mill itself. Additionally, the influences of such intentionally produced oscillations on the
torsional dynamics of mill drives need estimation.
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This paper intends to represent a comprehensive retrospective overview of existing methods
and recent trends in ball mills modeling and control aimed at increasing their energy efficiency and
productivity by indirect measurements of internal dynamics with signals of different physical nature.

2. State-of-the-Art in Mill Control

Being the main equipment used for fine-grinding in the raw materials industry and an element of
the most energy-consuming stage in mineral processing, responsible for roughly half of the mining
companies’ energy consumption [4,5], tumbling mills were subjected to legitimate and intensive
studies in the search for improving the efficiency of ore processing. Depending on the industry’s
nature, dedicated open and close grinding circuits are designed to perform comminution in a dry or
wet environment [6,7]. Depending on the stage of the process and the requirement of the product grain
size distribution (coarse, fine, or ultra-fine grinding) the specific energy rises exponentially with the
final grains’ size reduction [8]. In many applications, comminution is performed in order to achieve
the desired degree of minerals liberation, that is, the percentage of the valuable mineral in the free form
in relation to the valuable injected in the gangue (locked form) [9]. Thus, improved control over the
comminution process has significant influences on the concentration processes, such as flotation [10,11]
and bio-leaching [12]. Obtaining high efficiency from the energy and material consumption points
of view, has a significant potential to contribute to decreasing the environmental impact of this very
burdensome process. Due to the difficulty of balancing the large ore particle supply with the optimal
feed rate, the autogenous (AG) and semi-autogenous (SAG) mills operate in a meta-stable state,
which creates a demand for accurate and real-time assessments of a mill’s load and its behavior [13].

Circuit retrofitting is the most difficult and costly approach to the grinding process optimization;
thus, after initial circuit design, further optimization is achieved through the process control. In most
cases it requires, however, process parameters’ measurement for the feedback approach or accurate
process models for the feed-forward approach [14]. Taking into account the complexity and the
dynamics of the close grinding circuits (most popular in the mineral processing industry) the most
suitable solution would be to measure or model the mill’s output itself. The necessity of robustness
and complexity of multivariate nonlinear predictive control of SAG ball mills is underlined in [15].

Direct observation of internal load motion is practically impossible; however, the knowledge
about its trajectory plays the main role in the optimization of the disintegration of bulk material into
smaller particles. Therefore, many scientists and engineers devoted their efforts to developing and
improving indirect methods of studying the differences in operating conditions of ball mills. Some of
the flagship examples of these types of measurements are the passive inertial measurements on the
surface of a SAG mill, which have been used by Campbell et al. [16] to study the operating conditions
of the machine, namely, to specify variations of the volumetric filling and motion characteristics.
The vibrations of the machine’s shell taking place as a result of the collisions of the grinding media’
and ground ore with each other and with liners have been proven to provide informative data
for condition surveillance when subjected to appropriate signal processing techniques. The usage
of polar contour plots and spectrogram analysis has been presented as appropriate for deriving
signals’ characteristics that respond well to changes in operating conditions, such as frequency band
power. Such indirect methods can be based on various signals—on vibration signature: [17–27];
acoustic data: [28–31]; using both—acoustic and vibration data together: [24,32–36]. The weight of
the mill’s charge has been also successfully evaluated by measuring strain changes in the mill’s
shell, together with obtaining some information about the dynamic behavior of grinding media [37].
Another possibility for monitoring the mill filling level is the measurement of the motor: power
draw [38], torque [39] and other signals from the motor control units [18,24,40]. Since the engine’s
electrical signals’ characteristics are dependent on the process of elevation of the particles inside the
drum—their collisions and impacts [41]—they allow one to observe the intra-mill material dynamic
behavior as well [42]. Another important set of issues to be taken into consideration includes the
accelerated wear of lifters and liners, and the destruction of discharge grates emerging when the
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feed rate deviates from a desirable value. The identification of the regions where direct shell impact
takes place, leading to the damage of liners and accelerated wear, by means of vibration data analysis,
has been demonstrated in [43].

Physical variables describing the performance of ball mill have been successfully measured
with an instrumented ball, equipped with a data storage module, a power supply, communications
electronics, and inertial sensors connected to a small micro-controller [44–46].

A wide range of scientific research in that area led to various industrial applications of the
automatic stabilization of the mill’s motor power and the design of technical solutions for the control of
its maximum level. Such solutions are becoming the standard in the raw materials industry worldwide,
representing trends of Industry 4.0. Some of the most popular industrial solutions are StarCS from
Mintek [47,48], MilSense from Outotek [49], and LoadIQ from FLSmidth [50]. Such systems usually
measure a set of technological parameters, e.g., feed mass or volume flow rate, density, particle size
distribution (PSD), and power drawn by the mill’s engines. Most recently, on top of classic direct
measurements, industrial solutions use indirect measurements based on vibration, strain, and acoustic
or vision signals. Such systems allow for a 1–2% increase of efficiency, without reducing specific energy
consumption. Taking into account that the largest mills have electrical power of about 20–30 MW,
even a tenth of a percent reduction in energy consumption gives tremendous annual savings for plants
usually having several mills.

Circuit control systems are being implemented widely in order to control the feed rate and run
the mill at the optimum efficiency level, which means, depending on the specific objective function:
maximizing output, minimizing energy consumption, or providing an accurate particle size distribution
for the further stages of mineral processing. Examples of such systems are: Grinding Circuit Control
(GCC) solutions, used in Canadian processing plants [51] (e.g., Strathcona Mill, Raglan Mill, Eland Mill),
MillVis system [52] developed by AMEplus and KGHM Polska Miedź S.A. for all of the Polish milling
sections, where rod-primary-mills and ball-mills for regrinding are used in Divisions of Concentrators
(O/ZWR Lubin, O/ZWR Polkowice, O/ZWR Rudna), or an intelligent optimal-setting control (IOSC)
applied in the Chinese iron ore concentration plants’ grinding circuits [53]. While the systems operating
in Canadian mines focus on accurate observation of the ore stream in multiple points of the circuit and
reacting to the variations—in order to provide the stability of the milling process, the Polish process
control and optimization system includes inertial and acoustic measurements aimed at the mill itself.
More precisely speaking, in the case of MillVis, monitoring of the mill’s performance and its technical
state is based on inertial data, acquired by accelerometers distributed on the machine’s shell—to
diagnose liners and lifters; acoustic signal recorded in the direct neighborhood of the machine—for
indirect assessment of grinding media and rotational speed; and additionally—video recording of
the feed—to control feeds’ granulation variability and lithological compound [54]. In the case of the
Chinese processing plant, the developed approach includes a loop controller using case-based reasoning
and a soft sensor for particle size distribution control based on a neural network, together with the
fuzzy inference adjusting method [55]. The goal function of the IOSC is to provide an optimal rate of
production, maintaining appropriate particle size distribution for further enrichment processes.

Increased control over the comminution process may be beneficial since it allows one to take
advantage of the phenomenon occurring in the grinding chamber, which can improve the efficiency of
the particles’ size reduction. It was proven in the laboratory and industrial-scale studies of the internal
mechanics of tumbling mills, that there is a resonant oscillation mode of the central part of the mill’s
charge, occurring at a certain value of the feed and rotational speed [56].

Such an oscillation of the material in the low-frequency range (1–3 Hz), if maintained, may lead
to an increase of the mill’s efficiency by 6–8% and a decrease of its energy consumption by 8–10% as it
was discovered by industrial investigations in [57]. Some studies conducted on laboratory mills with
different types of building materials give available energy savings up to 50% [58].

It was found in the experimental research that the resonant mode of oscillation can be preserved by
changing the load factor in all the types of ball mills: ball mills using grinding media, semi-autogenous,
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and autogenous mills. Moreover, the granulometric characteristics of intra-chamber fill can affect
the self-oscillatory effect, and thus the power intensity of the milling process [59]. Since many mills
nowadays are still equipped with synchronous AC motors with not modifiable drive speeds, control of
the operating mode (maintaining the resonance of intra-chamber material) in their case is possible
only through changing the mill’s filling level, or the slurry density—by supplying different amounts
of process water to the mill’s chamber.

Considering a complex system ’ore mill—magnetic separator’, it is found in [60] that mill filling
level with ore can be determined by the sign of the first derivative signal of the active power of
the electric motor of the magnetic separator by the active power signal of the mill motor. For wet,
autogenous grinding mills positive sign means under-loading, while for ball mills this parameter has
the opposite meaning.

For many years most motors driving SAG, AG and ball mills were of fixed speed. As more accurate
and faster controllers emerged, together with a decrease of costs and dimensions of the hardware,
control of drive’s operation became possible on an industrial scale. In order to optimize the material
flow rate, decrease power draw, maintain maximized impact zone of cascading material, control the
breakage rate function (in case of SAG mills), and to increase the availability of the comminution
machines, more and more often mining companies decide to implement tumbling mills driven by the
engines with modifiable speeds. There are two main solutions to make operating at variable rotation
speed possible for tumbling mills [61]: cycloconverters—for the ones of high power and low speed,
and multilevel voltage source inverters—appropriate for the mills demanding less power, operating at
higher speeds.

The original method of ball mill control was proposed by the authors of the patent [62].
Their SmartMill uses a magnetic field created by electric magnets installed on the mill shell to keep the
grinding media coupled with balls and prevent them from slipping in the “dead zone”. In addition,
the magnetic field helps to direct the grinding media to an optimal trajectory, resulting in increased
drop height and impact energy. Researchers also carried out mathematical modeling of processes in
a mill with electromagnets, which made it possible to determine the range of the optimal number of
electromagnets located in each section of the mill and reduce the time of their activation (less energy
consumption). The SmartMill technology will be the most energy-efficient for grinding magnetic
ores due to the direct effect of the magnetic field on the material. This technology—as declared by
authors—can reduce energy consumption up to 50% that has also been achieved in the new types of
mills like Vertimill (Metso) [63] and Isamill (Glencore Technology) [64].

3. Methods of Measurements and Optimization of Tumbling Mills

The measurements aimed at the evaluation of operating conditions and optimization of
comminution, mentioned in previous section, are listed in Tables 1 and 2 below. They have been
divided according to the signal measured and the main criteria of optimization. The possible sources
of informative data to be acquired on a tumbling mill or in its direct neighborhood, which were used
by scientists and constitute an input for the process control systems used in the raw materials industry
are acoustic emission in the surrounding of the mill, vibrations measured on the shell (possibly other
parts of the machine), digital records of the output ore stream, current and other signals to be acquired
from the motor control unit. A scheme showing the methods of measurement and the variables to be
adjusted on the basis of multi-channel data acquisition is presented in Figure 2. Mill’s performance,
monitored based on vision, acoustic, inertial data and motor signals can be optimized by the input
of grinding media, changing of the slurry density (by adding process water), adjusting of the speed
(expressed as a % of the critical speed) or increasing/decreasing of the mill’s load. All the mentioned
adjustments influence the throughput and PSD of the product. Some of the crucial process parameters
with their corresponding informative signals are presented in the Table 3.
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the measured parameters and the parameters to be manipulated
in order to obtain appropriate performance of the mill.

Following Table 1, one can notice that the majority of studies are based on vibration and acoustic
emission measurements, which seem to be caused by three main reasons:

• Data acquisition methods and instrumentation for such signals are well proven in the industry;
• The price of the equipment is relatively low;
• Probably most importantly—it does not require direct contact of the sensor with the processed,

highly abrasive material.

Acoustic emission technique is preferable for shock impacts sensing on the mill shell but requires
wireless communication to record data. The same telemetry circuits are needed for strain gauges
implementation on the rotating shafts of mechanical drives [65]. Therefore, it is important the measurement
of angular backlashes in gear coupling [66] and to include in dynamical models of ball mills their drive-lines
as the systems with non-linear parameters of stiffness [67].

Table 1. Examples of scientific papers contributing to the optimization of comminution in tumbling
mills by signal monitored.

Signal Monitored Work

Vibration
[16–27,32–37,68] (with use of strain transducer), [43,51]

(estimated based on torque), [54]

Acoustic Emission [24,28–36,51,54]

Power Draw [38,51,69]

Instrumented Ball [44–46]

Vision [46,51,54]

Other
[24]—motor current, [39]—torque, [40]—bearing pressure and motor vector
control, [42]—torque signal estimated on the basis of angular position and

motor electric signals, [55]—product particle size (PPS) soft sensor

The multi-motor drives of heavy ball mills with open couplings of the peripheral tire and pinion
gears are subjected to intensive wear and excessive angular and radial clearances. The different kinds
of dynamical processes occurring in the drives of ball mills are investigated in [70,71]. One of the
effects occurring in such kind of drives are out-of-phase torsional vibrations in parallel lines [72]
having high amplitudes, which may interfere with internal load dynamics and significantly affect mill
speed control. The most difficult mode for mill drives is to start under load especially for synchronous
AC motors. Control methods of soft start are implemented for such cases [73].

Although electric motor parameters are quite easy to register and use for process stability
estimation in the existing automation systems of industrial plants [74], a surprisingly small number of
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works in the domain of ball mills is discovered. This is most likely related to the simplicity of the signal
processing methods used, which are not allowing to recognize multivariate correlations in material
properties in the motor current data, which is reacting only to the integral load inside the mill.

Therefore, as it follows from Tables 2 and 3, the main efforts are undertaken in bulk media
properties detection and related working conditions of the mill. Only a few studies are noted on the
wear diagnostics of the grinding balls and protective liners, although this is very important for mills
maintenance and balls replacement planning. Method of liners diagnostics is proposed in [69] based
on analysis of infra-low frequencies (up to 0.01 Hz) of components in the active power spectrum.
Another way to detect the wear of internal protective liners is to analyze self-excited torsional vibrations
at the natural frequencies of the drive-line of the mill [75].

Table 2. Examples of scientific papers contributing to the optimization of comminution in tumbling
mills by different criteria.

Purpose of Measurement Work

Power draw reduction [32]

Wear reduction [31,43,54]

Particle size distribution
optimization

[25,28,29,32,51,54,55]

Detection of characteristic
working conditions

[17,23,27,51]

Fill level/behaviour [16,18–22,26,30,31,34,37,39,40,42,44,45,68]

Other
[32]—pulp temperature, [51,55]—throughput

maximization, [46]—DEM tuning, [69]—wear diagnostics of liners

Table 3. Examples of milling process parameters to be assessed by the measurement of particular signals.

Signal Measured/Process Parameters Fill Level Balls Wear Liners Wear
Particle Size
Distribution

Acoustic ✓ ✓ ✓

Vibration ✓ ✓ ✓

Vision ✓

Power draw ✓ ✓ ✓

Torque ✓

Other signals from electric motor ✓

Application of the above-mentioned methods can be well described based on the MillVis system
example [52]. As described in [54] the system uses vibration, acoustic, and vision measurements.
Depending on the application (first or second stage grinding) it uses also other technological parameters
like pulp density or average particle size. The latter are, however, accessible for mixed product streams
from several mills sections and are used for global optimization purposes rather than individual mills
performance improvement.

The system measures the mill’s vibrations with wireless DataLogger using accelerometers installed
on the mill’s shell (see Figure 3A). Sensors and DataLogger rotate together with the mill, so wireless
data transmission is required and device energy consumption optimization, since it operates using
battery packages, rotating with the mill shell as well. According to the kinetics of grinding [76]—the
vibration amplitude will rise while more of the kinetic energy of the grinding medium (e.g., steel balls)
is transferred directly to the mill shell. The amplitude will be maximal when the balls hit the mill shell
and the lowest when the balls sink in the processed material. Naturally, desired levels of the vibration
amplitude will vary depending on the actual sensors position following from the rotation of the mill.
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Thus, quite important is to correlate the amplitude measurements with the mill position. It is quite
straightforward using the vibration signal from the individual sensor rotating together with the mill
shell and low-pass filtering in frequency domain [77].

Figure 3B shows exemplary data from two full convolutions of the mill represented by blue
and red parts of the chart. Black parts represent the final stages of the previous convolution and
initial stages of the following convolution. The yellow sine-wave-shaped chart is the filtration result,
representing the position of one of the sensors rotating with the mill shell. Binding the angular position
of the sensor with the vibration signal values allows one to perform easy-to-understand signal analysis
using e.g., polar plots.

Figure 3. Location of the vibration sensors on the mill’s shell (A) and time series of the ball mill
vibration measurements (black, blue, and red representing separate full convolutions) and a rotation
signal reconstructed from the original (B).

Figure 4 shows the comparison of the vibration signal for rod and ball mills. Each point on
the polar plot represents the vibration amplitude (represented as a distance from the plot center)
registered by the sensor in the given position during the mill rotation (represented by the angle value).
One can easily observe the maximum amplitude angle changes with the process parameters variation
(e.g., pulp density, throughput, grinding media charge).

The difference in the maximum amplitude angle for two compared mills is obvious and follows
from different grinding media behaviour inside the mill’s working chamber. The visual representation
of the mill’s behavior on the polar plots is useful for the operators to determine the state of the
grinding process and the technical condition of the mill itself. Constant analysis of the above-mentioned
parameters allows predictive maintenance and increases machinery availability.

Vibration signal amplitude analysis is only one of the system components. Values of technological
process parameters, together with vibration signals’ other parameters (e.g., dedicated indexes
calculated at the frequency domain) and vision system measurements for the feed particles size
distribution estimation are finally used by the dedicated software in the supervisory control layer to
calculate optimal control set-points hints for the operator [78].
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Figure 4. Ball mill (A) and rod mill (B) vibration signals presented on polar plots.

4. Analytical Models of Grinding Process Dynamics

4.1. Mathematical Modelling

Scientists tried to develop methods for controlling the process of grinding in ball mills with
mathematical modeling methods. Basic semi-empirical relationships between mechanical work needed
in the comminution process and the size of particles subjected to grinding, are the well known Kick’s,
Bond’s and, Von Rittinger’s equations applying to different thresholds of grain sizes [79].

• Kick’s equation—for d > 50 mm

WK = cK(ln(dS)− ln(dG)) (1)

• Bond’s equation—for 50 mm > d > 0.05 mm

WB = cB(
1√
dG

− 1√
dS

) (2)

• Von Rittinger’s equation—for d < 0.05 mm

WR = cR(
1

dG
− 1

dS
) (3)

where WK, WB, WR is the grinding work in kWh/t, cK, cB, cR are the work indexes, usually given
in kWh/t, dS denotes pre-ground particle size, and dG—the size of the particle after comminution
(the values of dS and dG are usually taken as d80 from a granulometric curve, which describes the
grain’s size, below which the cumulative sum of smaller ones gives 80 percent of material’s mass).
However, it should be noted that energy consumption in the comminution processes still has not been
theorized to a satisfactory degree [80].

In order to define different modes of operation depending on the geometry and rotational speed of
a tumbling mill, the Froude number—a dimensionless ratio can be used to characterize bed dynamics
and motion of the material during comminution [81,82]:

Fr =
ω2R

g
(4)

where ω is the rotational speed in revolutions per second, R—the radius of rotation in meters and
g—the gravitational acceleration in (m/s2).
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Figure 5A shows experimentally determined regions of different motion modes of steel balls
inside the laboratory drum, which is visually represented in Figure 6. The vertical axis corresponds to
the number of particles converted to the height of bulk media h counting from the bottom of the drum.

To account for the nonlinear nature of the phenomenon and friction-induced self-oscillations,
a Froude pendulum dynamics model was proposed in [83]. It contributed some theoretical considerations
on friction dynamics, having strong potential to be a foundation for the analysis of energy-transferring
mechanisms from the working tool (mill shell) to the treated media (bulk internal load)—including ore
mills. The author represented internal load motion as the parametric oscillations using the Mathieu
differential equation with periodically changing parameters, solutions of which are comprehensively
represented as an Ince–Strutt diagram. The fragment of this diagram is shown below—Figure 5B,
enabling the identification of stable regions in the mentioned model. A detailed formulation of the
analytical functions for stable (shown shaded) and unstable regions boundaries on the Ince–Strutt
diagram can be found in [84]. Briefly—a0, b2 and a1, b1 are boundary lines separating unstable (I)
and stable (II) regions of the oscillations for π and 2π periodic solutions respectively; N1, N2, N3—the
transition from unstable (N1, N2) to stable (N3) oscillations by the decreasing angular velocity of the
rotation. The horizontal axis on this diagram corresponds to the excitation parameter and the vertical
axis encompasses the relation of frequencies.

The shaded regions (II) determine the synchronization or out-of-synchronization in other regions
(I) of the natural frequency and parametric excitation. The source of parametric oscillations can be
any variable affecting the natural frequency: the moment of inertia, friction coefficient, filling level
(mass of the internal load), etc. If these variables do not change, synchronization control can be
achieved by the angular speed of mill rotation in case of regulated electric drives availability.

Figure 5. Characterization of steel granular materials’ motion modes for given drum geometries and
rotational speeds (A) [85] and the fragment of the Ince–Strutt diagram for the Froude pendulum-based
dynamics model (B) [83].

The optimal modes of ore milling are controlled by the processing of the electric motor current or
power signal. Conditions of synchronization are estimated based on the signal after band-pass filtering
and high-resolution spectral density obtained online. Crossing the unstable regions by internal load
motion is detected by an increase in spectrum amplitudes at the frequencies pre-calculated by the
dynamical model.

It is known from the general theory of Mathieu equations in application to the physical systems
that viscous damping—proportional to the momentary value of the angular velocity of contacting
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bodies motion (ore load and mill shell), can only narrow the regions of instability but not eliminate the
unlimited increase of the amplitude of parametric oscillations. In other words, for the same relation
of natural to exciting frequencies, e.g., for principal resonance in Figure 5B, higher amplitudes of
periodical disturbance are required, but when its certain level is achieved, the amplitude of oscillations
can develop to unlimited values. However, in real systems like ball mills, some non-linearity in energy
dissipation always exists, and this is the reason for parametric oscillation attenuation.

Based on this approach, the mechanism of friction-induced oscillations is proposed in ball ore
mills—including their journal bearings diagnostics and different types of other industrial machines [57],
e.g., steel rolling mills [86–88], where the effect of synchronization is also observed, like in ball mills.

Regardless of applied models for frictional interaction investigation, this dynamic phenomenon
has shown the following common features observed in many experimental studies [89]:

• Quick relative displacements observed at low speeds of mutual sliding of surfaces disappear with
increasing speed;

• The amplitude and frequency of the separate displacements depend on the sliding speed, the mass
of the moving body and the rigidity of the system;

• The first displacement of contacted bodies is much larger than the subsequent ones.

The appearance of abrupt displacements is explained either by the presence of a negative (falling)
section of the friction force (moment) characteristic by sliding velocity or by an increase in the static
friction force, which depends on the duration of the motionless contact.

Aiming to form an accurate mathematical description of the mill behavior, compromising between
extreme operational states (Figure 6), a semi-phenomenological model extending the torque-arm-based
equations [90], taking into account centrifugal mode of the load occurring at high rotational speed
values, was developed by [91].

Figure 6. Internal load motion in the ball mill under different operational modes [85].

The author has shown that in the case of high-speed mills the Bond model is inadequate
for describing their behavior and highlighted the need for investigation of the liners’ design and
model parameters. Models allowing for a better description of the material flow, including the
influence of the mill’s operating conditions and physical parameters of the ground ore, were presented
by [92]. The authors used a geometric approach to investigate particles breakage process, obtaining
equations describing the grinding media’s motion and the slippage relationships of mill’s charge
In [93] mathematical models linking external signals (bearing pressure, power draw, and acoustic
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emission) with internal parameters of the mill, that can be utilized for optimization of the comminution
process were presented.

A specific energy model and power consumption mathematical models derived with the use
of the operational data from 4 industrial grinding circuits in Chilean Cu beneficiation plants were
proposed by [94]. Despite having the potential to be used for predictive optimization of comminution
processes, the model—referring to the authors’ words—can be useful for the SAG mills’ design
purposes. In addition to the standard design variables (size of the mills, grinding media charge
level, the concentration of solids in feed, rotation speed—expressed as a percentage of critical speed),
an additional granulometric variable was included to account for PSD.

4.2. Discrete Element Method

The recent rapid increase of computational power allowed researchers and technicians to
use numerical methods that reflect the granular nature of the feed better, applying discontinuous
simulations. The most widely utilized technique of such type is a discrete element method (DEM) [95].
Discrete numerical models were already found to be valid for the study of granular assemblies’
dynamics in 1979 [96]; however, for more than a decade DEM’s practical applications remained
restrained to 2D analyses because even when the problem was simplified to two dimensions, it still
took “hours of super-computer time” to solve it [97]. Despite the fact that the computational abilities of
that day’s supercomputers were incomparable even to those of current smartphone devices, the authors
of [98] have already managed to obtain some valuable information about the energy distribution,
which occurs when ball-shape-represented particles collide. In a further study, the same authors found
a potential of DEM to be employed for predictions of a real mill’s power draw [97]. The method was
later extended to three-dimensions and applied to assess the mill’s power draw in a broad range of
working conditions. Moreover, it could correctly model the motion of grinding media, what was
confirmed by comparison with mill power consumption’s torque-based measurement and with video
recordings of the charge’s behavior [99]. In [100] previously developed models were compared, to
show their usefulness in describing different issues related to the charge movement. The model
proposed in [101] was presented as an appropriate one for the definition of charge’s outer boundary
behavior [102]—was found a valuable contribution, properly describing the movement of individual
balls, whereas the advantage of the one presented in [103] was the ability of a quick charge profile’s
computation. In [104] some constructive criticism about the definitions of significant parameters
describing the behavior of intra-mill material has appeared. What is more, the authors presented how,
and with which parameters as an input, the severity and incidence of impacting can be calculated,
which is undoubtedly valuable from the mill’s design point of view. In a work devoted to the modeling
of mill’s power draw with use of 3D discrete element method [105], the author proposes a method
for decreasing the computational demand by assigning the mass of finer fractions, which require
shorter timesteps, to the next coarser fraction classes. In this way, due to the increased timestep of the
calculation, its speed was successfully reduced, allowing the modeling of the power consumption with
the use of DEM—similarly accurately as in the case of empirical models however with higher flexibility.
Another important contribution to the development of DEM as a tool for optimization and description
of the comminution process in ball mills was the introduction of Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics
(SPH) [106,107]. It significantly improved the modeling of mill charge’s dynamic behavior, enabling
additional predictions related to the fluid slurry flow, as a result providing more realistic simulations.
Examples of such simulations are presented in Figures 7 and 8 below.

There is a significant simplification used in DEM modeling, however, which is the representation
of intra-mill material in the form of spheres. Most of the raw materials subjected to comminution
comprise irregular particles, the interactions of which can not be accurately described when they are
not represented with realistic, complex shapes. Some researchers extended DEM models, replacing
circular particle representations in 2D with:
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• Polygons [108];
• Ellipses [109].

In the case of 3D models, they used:

• Polyhedrons [110,111];
• Ellipsoids [112];
• Super quadratic functions [113].

Figure 7. An example of typical mill flow pattern simulated with use of DEM. On the left-hand side (A)
the particles are colored by diameter, dark blue being the finest and red the coarsest. On the right-hand
side (B) the particles are colored by speed—blue being the slowest and red the fastest [106].

Figure 8. An example of a 3D DEM simulation of particle flow, based on (A) the only-solid-phase
approach (basic DEM) and (B) combining DEM with SPH to take into account both phases: solid and
liquid [107].

As an example of a compromise between the realistic representation of ground material particles
and the computational complexity of the used model, the so-called “stacked spheres approach” or
“glued spheres approach” can be given. In the models based on such an approach, a real particle is
represented using particles of various sizes, which can overlap to create a surface resembling natural
material [114]. An exhaustive review of DEM modeling of non-spherical particle systems can be
found in [115].

The above-mentioned methods undoubtedly have advantages in describing the material’s
dynamic behavior in a more realistic way; however, some significant problems appear for the detection
of contact between particles. Moreover, the computational power in the case of industrial scale-models
limits their practical implementation.
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5. Discussion and Conclusions

To provide optimal control of the comminution process under non-stationary properties of input
raw materials, advanced measurement techniques are necessary. Despite the advanced design of
modern ball mills’ automation systems, the existing controllers can only stabilize the deviations at
a certain level of motor power without a significant reduction of overall energy consumption.

Having enormous power and rotating inertia, ball mills need in-depth research of their internal
load dynamics by different tools. Using mathematical models, both analytical and DEM simulations
can improve the understanding of the processed material flow, not available for direct observation.
Nevertheless, 3D modeling of the grinding media and intra-mill material behavior is still being
done with significant simplifications regarding particle shape, which are done due to the limited
computational power, not sufficient to withstand industrial-scale simulations, and due to the fact that
basic semi-empirical formulas do not account for the complex structure of raw material.

The most profitable mode of mill operation is when the central part oscillates up and down
over the rest of the media treated, which corresponds to the synchronous mode of mill operation.
This mode of parametric resonance can be achieved by regulation of input feeding rate, water supply
(friction factor), or mill rotation speed (for variable speed motors).

The most reliable mill control is by electric motor current or power. These signals are easy for
monitoring in the existing automation systems, but their capability is restricted to the diagnostics of
the filling levels and wear rates of balls and protective liners.

Using vibration and acoustic signals from outside surfaces of the mill shell or other parts of the
machine is a promising approach. However, its successful implementation for process control requires
advanced signal processing methods and verification under non-stationary mill loading, and gradual
wear of grinding bodies and internal protective liners, which affect the external measured signals.
The neighboring mills’ noise and vibrations can also interfere with measured signals. Therefore some
methods of shielding or direct fitting of wireless sensors to the mill shell surface should be used.
In the latter case, algorithms of data processing should account for the instantaneous sensor position
depending on the mill rotation speed.

Optimal control of technological parameters in the ball mills should be combined with the
simultaneous online monitoring and diagnostics of balls’ and internal liners’ wear, as their condition
greatly affects the measured sound and vibration signals.

Further research is planned for both laboratory mills and industrial plants in order to achieve
a resonance mode of operation and its control by the different signals available for measurement
and control.
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Abstract: The monitoring of drilling processes is a well-known topic in the mining industry. It is
widely used for rock mass characterization, bit wear monitoring and drilling process assessment.
However on-board monitoring systems used for this purpose are installed only on a limited number
of machines, and breakdowns are possible. There is a need for a data acquisition system that can be
used on different drilling rigs and for an automatic data analysis procedure. In this paper, we focused
on the automatic detection of drilling cycles, presenting a simple yet reliable system to be universally
installed on drilling rigs. The proposed solution covers hardware and software. It is based on
the measurement of electric current and acoustic signals. The signal processing methods include
threshold-based segmentation, a short-time envelope spectrum and a spectrum for the representation
of results. The results of the research have been verified on a real drilling rig within the testing site of
its manufacturer by comparing the results with the data of the on-board monitoring system installed
on the machine. Novel aspects of our approach include the detection of the pre-boring stage, which
has an intermediate amplitude that masks the real drilling cycles, and the use of the percussion
instantaneous frequency, which is estimated by acoustic recordings.

Keywords: drilling rig; process monitoring; operational cycles; sound measurement; electric current
acquisition; threshold-based segmentation; envelope spectrum

1. Introduction

All of the leading producers of drilling rigs in the recent three decades have devoted their
attention to the development of process monitoring systems to enhance the control and quality of
blast-hole drilling [1]. This initial step of ore extraction in mines using blasting technology has to be
performed with an excellent, repeatable accuracy and high efficiency in order to ensure the economic
feasibility of mining operations in the reality of the currently worsening mining–geological conditions,
meaning decreasing thickness of the deposits, their depletion and deepening location. Since on-board
monitoring systems have became a standard for this type of machine, to utilize their potential, it is
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crucial to develop accurate data processing algorithms that will enable the assessment of the efficiency
of the blast-hole drilling process.

To date, there have been several research directions regarding monitoring and data analysis
systems related to the drilling process. Equipment could be used for rock mass characterization,
drill bit wear monitoring, the assessment of the performance of the drilling process and operator’s
skills, development of the design of a machine, minimization of the energy consumption for the
drilling, etc. One of the most important parameters in blast-hole drilling is the service time of drill
bits [2]. Their design and gradual deterioration are the principal components influencing overall
productivity and machine down-times. Although some methods for the on-line condition monitoring
and wear prediction [3] of drilling bits are currently under development, efficient diagnostics of these
elements is still not a trivial task. The information about the number of drilling cycles as well as the
quality of the drilling may be also used for maintenance policy.

Another issue arising in the real conditions of underground mines is the setting of appropriate
drilling parameters for the usually not definitely known and varying rock media hardness, namely
the drill bit rotation speed, feed pressure and percussion frequency. Although certain practical
recommendations are given for each type of drilling tool by their producers, operators of machines
need on-line data processing methods to adequately react to quickly changing geological conditions.

Regardless of the source of the measurement data, one can easily achieve very good results in
the monitoring of the drilling process using basic analysis methods. In this work, it is shown that,
with the help of very basic data acquisition systems, we obtain valuable measurements that allow
us to avoid sophisticated and expensive measurement methods. The paper is organized as follows:
first, we recall some work related to the monitoring of the drilling process; then, we define a research
problem and propose a solution to it that includes experimental work, hardware and software solution.
The validation of the proposed methods is conducted by comparison with an on-board embedded
monitoring system installed on the machine as an option.

Monitoring of the Drilling Process—The State of the Art

The monitoring of blast-hole drilling performance, using both externally applied sensors and
observations of the parameters of drilling tool-driving components, has been considered in numerous
studies. Since the emergence of the concept of the so called “specific energy”, described by R. Teale in
1965 [4], the main focus of research has aimed at upgrading the reliability, correctness and applicability
of the rock mass characterization. The Measurement While Drilling (MWD) methods were used to
evaluate roof strata based on feed pressure and acoustic data [5,6]. The detection of the abrupt changes
in data patterns related to drilling, which was exhaustively presented in [7], has been applied to
detect interfaces between different lithological types or to locate voids in the roof layers. A brief
introduction to one of the techniques that allows for the detection of discontinuities, voids, cracks and
the identification of different roof strata—a cumulative sum algorithm (CUSUM)-based program—has
been shown in [8]. An accelerometer and acoustic sensor, independent of other sensors, have been
successfully used to detect small apertures and voids in [9].

A simple and widely used support vector machine (SVM) pattern recognition algorithm has
been successfully used to classify different soft and hard rocks in real-time, as presented in [10].
Input parameters such as the penetration rate, rotation pressure, feed pressure, vibration and acoustic
signals have been used in combination with time series classification. Parameters such as the weight
on bits or thrust and accelerometer data related with drilling—measured on the drill head as well as
on other parts of the machine—have been used to estimate the mechanical properties of rock mass [11].
Another contribution to the evaluation of rock mechanical parameters with MWD measurements
was presented in [12], in which an analytical model of a process that could be useful to evaluate the
uni-axial compressive strength was described. The authors broke the process down into the repetitive
cycles of feeding and cutting, and based on the fact that only cutting and indentation are effective,
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while friction on the flank surface and idle running do not contribute to the effective drilling work,
an effective specific energy parameter that is independent of the penetration rate was derived.

MWD data, compared with geophysical loggings, were proven to be appropriate for determining
rock properties in [13]. In [14], a method to derive operational parameters of the drilling jumbo (rate of
penetration, rotary speed and torque and pulldown force) from voltages and currents was described.
Data of this type have been applied to estimate rock-breakage characteristics, aimed at mine-to-mill
optimization solutions in open-pit mining, as conceptually presented in [15]. Another example of the
characterization of drilled material in open-cast mines, performed based on the drilling performance
indicator linked with geomechanical parameters and in which the new measure of the Modulated
Specific Energy (SEM) was introduced, can be found in [16]. Other interesting instance of the MWD
technology application is the prediction of Excavation Damage Zones sizes, which are induced by
blasting in underground excavations [17].

As can be seen, the focus of researchers was aimed at obtaining information about the rock mass,
indirectly and automatically, leading to an increase in the understanding of the interactions between
the machine and rock material.

In addition to the characterization of rock properties, process parameters can be used for the
on-line diagnostics of drilling tool wear and other parts of machine equipment. By conducting
laboratory tests on the wear resistance of drill bits inserts made of Cemented Tungsten Carbide [18] or
their optimal selection and performance [19], it is difficult to approach the real contact conditions due
to the possible dynamical effects related to elastic deformations of the drill-string and other structural
elements [20]. For example, the effects of coupling modes on torsional, bending and axial vibrations
can be observed in drilling units [21].

Therefore, the simultaneous observation of the acoustic data, voltages, currents and other
signals available from the on-board data acquisition systems—e.g., bailing water pressure or
temperature [22]—should help to better understand some hidden dynamical processes in the machine,
leading to higher performance via its automation and control.

Acoustic telemetry and mud pulse telemetry are the communication methods used in deep-well
drilling to provide valuable on-line information from the underground. However, acoustic signals have
a significant attenuation and need repeaters for their transfer to on-surface monitoring systems [23].
The horizontal blast holes have a comparatively small depth (2–6 m); thus, acoustic signals can be
directly registered by a properly installed microphone. This particular feature constitutes a physical
basis for drilling process and tool condition monitoring by the acoustic waves generated in the rock
deformation zone.

To correctly understand the events in the drilling process and equipment, the adequate
segmentation of continuously recorded signals is absolutely necessary, as in any other types of
underground mining machines. The task of the identification of operational cycles in the monitoring
systems of underground vehicles is solved in [24].

Cycle extraction from process data has been discussed in [25]. Stefaniak et al. proposed several
algorithms for the multidimensional analysis of the data from an on-board monitoring system used in
the underground heavy duty load-haul-dump trucks (LHDs) [26]. The problem of drilling robotization
has been discussed in [27]. Timusk et al. proposed a method for the automated operating mode
classification of online monitoring systems [28]. Wodecki discussed long-term data analysis for
condition monitoring purposes [29], Al-Chalabi et al. [30] discussed the problem of reliability in
drilling. The problem of data acquisition, validation and analysis for LHD machines has been discussed
in [31]. Acoustic emission and different acoustic signals have also been used for drilling monitoring
in various contexts [32–37]. However, as mentioned in the discussed case, blast-hole drilling in the
considered mine is a specific problem due to its enormous scale. Precise information about the number
of holes, their lengths and the manner in which the drilling was performed is required; in that sense,
the monitoring of the drilling process and drilling related-knowledge acquisition is very challenging.
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2. Problem Definition

To properly assess the efficiency of the works performed by mobile machinery, the division of
the generic process of blast-mesh preparation into sub-processes is required. Cyclically repetitive
processes, which are completed by the drilling jumbo included in the preparation of the mining face
before the injection of explosives in blast-holes, include the positioning of the drill, hole pre-boring,
the actual drilling of the blast hole and blast hole flushing. The identification of the above-mentioned
sub-processes and the definition of their duration is undoubtedly valuable from the perspective
of efficiency and quality assessment. The problem can be approached by taking advantage of the
electrical current signal, which varies when the load on the working unit changes consecutively with
the succeeding sub-processes comprising the drilling cycle. Moreover, inspired by the operator’s
experience, an additional source of information regarding drilling performance can be taken into
account, which is the acoustic signal. Being aware of the characteristic patterns in sound emission
related to consecutive actions of a drilling rig, namely idle running (when the drill is positioned),
pre-boring and the actual drilling, some informative features can be found in a pre-processed signal.
The identification of such features can be used for the automatic distinguishing of the sub-processes
and their duration and to count the number of drilled holes.

This paper outlines part of the fully automated evaluation of the operator’s and machine’s
efficiency. The methods presented by the authors have potential for the monitoring of drilling in
mining faces, with special attention being paid to the identification of the drilling of individual holes,
based on three separate sources of information:

• The automatic identification of cycles and analysis of their features (electric parameters,
time, amount, presence of pre-boring etc.) based on signals registered by the on-board data
acquisition system;

• The automatic identification of cycles and analysis of their features based on the raw electric
current consumption signal measured directly on the power line;

• The automatic identification of cycles and analysis of their features based on external
noise recording.

3. Machine and Experiment Description

In underground mines that exploit deposits with the use of blasting technology, the drilling rig is
the first machine in the technological cycle, the performance of which affects the general efficiency
obtained in the exploitation area. Self-propelled drilling machinery for mining purposes can be
decomposed into key elements, which are the operator’s cockpit, electric cabinet, water hose and
electric cable reeling units, diesel engine (or electric motor in case of battery-powered rigs), hydraulic
system, leveling jacks, boom, arm and drill. In addition to drill carriages, there is sometimes a platform
for a miner incorporated in the machine’s structure. Currently, drilling jumbos are adjustable to local
mining conditions, and therefore there are a multitude of available sizes—from the large sizes designed
for large excavations and construction of tunnels to small, compact versions that are appropriate
in cramped conditions (in ultra-low seams, for example). The rigs are equipped typically with up
to four booms. It should also be noted that the other type of machinery—the bolting-rig—that is
responsible for the reinforcement of the excavation after the blasting and loading of ore is very similar
from a design point of view and also performs drilling to prepare anchor holes. Thus, not only can the
performance of the drilling rig operating at the first step of the technological cycle be approached with
the method described in this study, but the efficiency of rotary drilling and the preceding injection of
the resin bolts can be evaluated as well.

3.1. Drill Rig Facemaster 1.7

All the measurements described in this article were taken on the FaceMaster 1.7 single boom drill
jumbo, as shown in Figure 1). This drilling rig is an example of a diesel-powered machine designed
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for the preparation of a 3.2 m net length blast holes, with diameters from a threshold of 41–76 mm.
The drilling rig is equipped with an HC95 LM hydraulic drifter that drives its rotary-percussive
rock drill. After reaching the face and switching the combustion engine off, the main functionality
of the machine is enabled by the supply of electrical energy from the mine’s energy distribution
network. The electric motor driving the hydraulic pump and supplying the machine’s working
system (the extension arm and feeder allow the positioning of the drill according to the established
drilling-and-blasting mesh, together with the drifter providing rotation and percussion movements) is
powered by an electric current.

Figure 1. The drilling machine used in experiments.

3.2. Geological Conditions

The experiment comprised the drilling of multiple blast holes with standard-diameter granitoid
blocks at their full length (70–80 cm). The rock composition predominantly included feldspar, quartz
and plagioclase, containing minor micas and amphiboles. Grains of the rock were relatively coarse
and uniformly distributed. The lithology of the sample designed for the experiment was a rough
approximation of the actual rock types encountered in the ore zone in the KGHM Polska Miedź
mines, where the following lithological sub-types of rocks were present (see Figure 2): dolomites and
sandstones; grey, streaky dolomite; dark-grey, clayey dolomite; dolomitic shale; pitchy, clay-organic
shale; grey, dolomitic sandstone; grey, clayey sandstone; and red, clayey sandstone. Furthermore,
drilling performed in a uniform rock mass that is devoid of discontinuities, voids and interbeddings
does not reflect the conditions present in the mining faces. Such occurrences of non-uniformity are
suspected to cause changes in the instantaneous performance of rock drill, and thus other parameters
are related to it, including those analyzed in this study.

It should be noted that a granite rock was chosen because its average compressive strength was
approximately the same as the average compressive strength in an ore deposit profile, at approximately
130 MPa [38,39]. The aforementioned rock was easily accessible on the surface and had similar
mechanical properties to the ore raw material. This made the experiment a good simulation of the
conditions in an underground copper mine.

3.3. Scenarios for Experiment

The underground working conditions in which a single boom drill jumbo tends to work are often
unpredictable, and it is very demanding to extract signals only from the machine’s drilling process.
Based on ground experiments conducted at the MineMaster facility, measurements of vibrations,
acoustics, and current consumption rates were taken. The principal approach was to implement
many measurement sources for one process and distinguish the main features determining the drilling
process phase between the different methods.
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Figure 2. Geological profile of the Fore-Sudetic Monocline copper ore deposit (adapted from [40]).

Using the non-invasive method of the machine’s workload assessment, a current measurement
for instantaneous energy consumption was presented. An on-board diesel-engine powered only the
steering system and a small hydraulic pump of the presented machine. As the power consumption
of the drilling system was incomparably greater, the internal combustion engine was not used for
this purpose. Thus, on these machines, the hydraulics of the drilling system were powered with
an external AC 500 V or 1000 V three-phase voltage with a frequency of 50 Hz. An external source
of electricity was connected to the machine’s electric cabinet. The power supply was symmetrical,
and consequently, a current clamp was mounted on any conductor of the supply line. It is important
to underline that the level of energy consumption during the drilling process for the other machine
subsystems, apart from the drilling system, was roughly constant. Owing to that fact and thanks to the
current level analysis, we were able to gain insights into how the drilling process changed directly
from current measurement.

Our approach allowed us to observe the movement of the drill bit and the number of holes,
as well as the type and “style” of drilling. Moreover, the inrush current was measured and was found
to be significantly above the rated current because of a cold start that occurred at the beginning of the
work. Summarizing the above, the proposed current level measurement gave us a deep understanding
of the drilling process from a new approach based on the level of current rather than, for instance,
the pressure of drilling subsystems, which is currently widely used.

The experiment was divided into eight phases in which drilling points were deployed on the
rock surface, as can be seen in Figure 3. The first experiment included the drilling of four holes in a
straight line, and the second included five holes made in the same manner. The next stage consisted of
five holes simulating an inexperienced machine operator, where the pre-drilling phase was slightly
corrupted, as can be seen in the deeper analysis presented in the further Section 6.3. Following that,
the fourth trial included five holes of blow/dry drilling, with a further reach of the drill into the rock.
The fifth phase included another four holes made in a straight line, and the last one was made without
the flushing of the hole. The sixth stage comprised one properly drilled hole, and later the operator
quickly moved the drilling system of the machine back. The corresponding data obtained from current
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usage showed that our experiment differed significantly from the standard drilling process. In the
seventh phase, one long-hole drilling process can be seen. The last step comprised two holes made
when the rear support feet were retracted.

Figure 3. Granitoid block used in the experiment.

4. Data Sources

In the first stage of the extraction and processing of the excavated material, we used a single
boom drill jumbo. To precisely control the process, it was necessary to acquire data from the drilling
process of the aforementioned machine. Although the working parameters depended in large part
on the physicochemical parameters of the rock, this process was repetitive, and it was possible to
distinguish subsequent stages of the drilling process. From the perspective of a company in which
tens or hundreds of these machines work continuously, it is important to send only key information
about the machine’s operation to the main supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system.
For this purpose, it is necesasry to determine the number and the quality of drilled holes. The system
used for the diagnostics of working processes and technical conditions to support the management of
the machinery in Polish rock mines is presented in [24]. This system, implemented for self-driving
mining machines, consists of several types of gathered information, mainly regarding subsystem
pressures or the mechanical parameters of engines.

In this research, we aimed to develop an accessible and effective way to gather information
about drilling performance. Thus, we used data related to power supply parameters acquired from
the on-board system installed on the tested machine. Moreover, we proposed our electric current
monitoring system as well as acoustic measurement (a simple smartphone was used to record a video
from which sound was extracted). All these data acquisition methods, together with the techniques of
their processing, are described in the following subsections.

4.1. On-Board Data Acquisition System

The first source of data in the performed experiment was the on-board data acquisition system
that registered various parameters related to the machine systems’ power supply. The sampling
frequency of the obtained dataset was equal to 10 Hz. For the purpose of the analysis described in this
paper, the authors acquired the signals presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Signals obtained from the on-board system.

Variable Name Description

Usr[V] Voltage
Isr[V] Current

rActivePowerTotal (kW) Active power
rReactivePowerTotal (kVAr) Reactive power
rApparentPowerTotal (kVA) Apparent power

rPowerFactorTotal Power factor (cosinus φ)
rActiveEnergyTotal (kWh) Cumulative energy consumption

4.2. Induction Clamps for Current Measurement

As with many sensors used for current measurement in the automation industry, the majority
of solutions are based on in-circuit measurement. It is necessary to apply this apparatus to the
design level of machine development. On the other hand, current clamps are more convenient, as the
current measurement system can be applied without any intervention in the machine’s electric circuits.
The center of the measured conductor should be installed in the current clamp jaw. Additionally, it is
necessary to consider that the clamp is perpendicular to the conductor, which helps users to gather
appropriate results.

For experimental purposes, Fluke’s current clamp i400s (see Figure 4) was used. An output AC
voltage signal of 0–400 mV was received. For data handling, the cDAQ-9171 USB chassis with an
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) module was used. The frequency of measurements was 2000 Hz;
as a result, we observed a quick-change pulse at the moment of the engine starting. The second
approach relied on the microcontroller-based measurement system, which omitted the presence of
additional software from the signal card producer. All data were saved in .txt format on an SD card.

Figure 4. Current measurement clamps mounted on the wire of interest.

In addition to the electrical parameters, the authors registered an audio–video recording of the
drilling activity. The recording was taken using a smartphone camera with a video sampling frequency
of 60 frames per second and an audio sampling frequency of 48 kHz. The acquired video data provided
a reference for other data sources and allowed us to validate timings and actions. Additionally,
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the audio feed extracted from the video files provided an additional data source for process-related
analysis (Figure 5).

Figure 5. The concept behind acoustic data acquisition.

5. Methods

The purpose of the methodology was to develop reliable raw data processing algorithms that are
capable of extracting information about the drilling process. More precisely, it was expected that it
would be possible to enable the identification of the number of cycles (the number of drilled holes)
as well as information about the cycles’ properties (duration of the cycle, pre-drilling phase, etc.) to
be provided.

5.1. Data Processing Framework

The methodology proposed here is a multistep procedure. Below, we first provide a general
step-by-step framework (see Figure 6); then, details of each presented step are further explained.

5.2. Density Distribution Estimation

In the presented application, density distribution was estimated using a kernel density estimator,
which uses the estimated probability density function of a random variable [41,42]. For any real values
of x, the kernel density estimator’s formula is given by

f̂h(x) =
1

nh

n

∑
i=1

K

(
x − xi

h

)
, (1)

where x1, x2, . . . , xn are random samples from an unknown distribution, n is the sample size, K(·) is
the kernel smoothing function and h is the bandwidth. In this implementation, a standard Gaussian
kernel is used.

The value of the bandwidth is obtained using the so-called Silverman’s rule of thumb [42].
If Gaussian basis functions are used to approximate univariate data and the underlying density being
estimated is Gaussian, the optimal choice for h (that is, the bandwidth that minimizes the mean
integrated squared error) is

h =

(
4σ̂5

3n

) 1
5

≈ 1.06σ̂n−1/5, (2)

where σ̂ is the estimator of the standard deviation of the samples and n is the number of samples.
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Figure 6. Flowchart of the performed analysis.

5.3. Threshold-Based Segmentation

The threshold-based segmentation of the signal is a fast and reliable method for the segmentation
of data when individual states do not change over time. Thus, it can be useful for the processing of
current signals, because current consumption levels (current consumption in the idle state, pre-boring
state and drilling state) are typically well-defined.

For a given signal X = {x1, . . . , xN} of length N with a predefined set of thresholds T of size K,
the class indicator cn is assigned to each sample based on the regime (range of values between two
consecutive thresholds) to which it belongs. Firstly, the vectors of thresholds need to be padded from
both sides with the minimum and maximum value of the dataset, so that each regime can be described
with lower and upper boundaries:

T = {min(X), t1, . . . , tK, max(X)} (3)

Thus, the new vector C = {c1, . . . , cN} of length N is created:

∀n∈{1:N}∃k∈{1:K+1}cn = k for tk ≤ xn < tk+1 (4)

For ease of use, this formula has been presented in the form of pseudocode presented in
Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: Threshold-based segmentation.

1 C = zeros(N,1) //declaration of N-element vector for cluster indicators
2 for n in 1:N do

3 /* for each signal sample... */
4 for k in 1:K+1 do

5 /* for each class between two thresholds... */
6 if tk ≤ xn < tk+1 then

7 /* if a sample belongs between these two thresholds... */
8 cn = k //Assign class number to a given sample

Thus, for each sample from the signal X, there is a value in vector C that holds its regime number.
From this point, the easiest way to perform the actual segmentation is to calculate the numerical
derivative of the vector C, where non-zero values will indicate the point of regime change, and the
value for the next sample provides information about the class to which a given segment belongs.

5.4. Short-Time Envelope Spectrum

The short-time envelope spectrum (STES) applies the idea of envelope analysis, which is
focused on cyclic modulations present in the signal, to the framework of time–frequency analysis.
The authors decided to use the spectrogram as the base time–frequency representation. In the first
step, the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) for discrete data x[0], x[1], ..., x[N − 1] is given by the
formula [43]

STFTk,g =
L−1

∑
f=0

x[g + f ]w[ f ]e−j2πk f /N , (5)

where 0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1 is the frequency bin, g is the time point and w[.] is a window of length L. One can
observe that in STFT, for each time point, the Fourier transform is calculated using a fast Fourier
transform (FFT). Furthermore, the spectrogram is the squared absolute value of the STFT:

Speck,n = |STFTk,g|2. (6)

The idea behind this method is to use a spectrogram not for the raw signal but for its upper
envelope, calculated as a modulus of the Hilbert transform:

Env(X) = abs (H(X)) (7)

where H(X) denotes the Hilbert transform of the signal X [44]. Applying the spectrogram algorithm
to the envelope, one can obtain the STES:

STES(X) = Spec(Env) (8)

6. Results

6.1. Process Monitoring Based on Electrical Data

For this analysis, the variable describing the electrical current was selected as an input signal
due to its clarity and descriptive structure (see Figure 7). The main feature under consideration is the
difference between levels describing the idle state, pre-boring and proper drilling.
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Figure 7. Input current signal.

In the first step, the distribution of data is estimated using the algorithm described in Section 5.2.
According to the expectations, three main modes emerge that aggregate information about three
states (idle, pre-boring and drilling), and the local minima between those modes indicate the optimal
thresholds that will allow the separation of those states (see Figure 8).

Figure 8. Kernel density estimate of the input signal. Detected thresholds are marked with red circles.

Finally, the signal is segmented according to the discovered thresholds (see Figure 9). Segments
describing each type of activity are denoted with different colors. Separate segments denoting drilling
are then counted, which allows the amount of drilled holes to be obtained; in this case, 28.

Additionally, assuming the presence of three states instead of two (one could simply perform
segmentation into “drilling”/“no drilling” states) allows the assessment of the quality of the process.
Namely, it allows us to detect if a particular drilling action has been performed, including the pre-boring
phase. As a result, it was detected that the first 14 holes (drills before the 11:15 time mark) were
drilled properly with pre-boring, while the next five holes (drills immediately after the 11:15 time
mark) exhibited no detected pre-boring phase, according to the request of the machine operator
(i.e., the pre-boring phase was omitted on purpose). The next four holes were drilled with a present but
significantly reduced (barely noticeable) pre-boring stage, which may lead to difficulties in detection.
The analysis showed that two of those four holes exhibited a pre-boring phase that was significantly
shorter than that for holes made properly, and the remaining two holes did not exhibit pre-boring in
the results, which was also an expected result. The rest of the activities (at around the 11:30 mark and
later to the end of the studied time) were performed randomly by the operator: drills were supposed
to be performed properly, improperly and with a longer or shorter drilling duration. From those,
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five drills were identified as proper but with varying drilling durations (some of them were incomplete,
and thus shorter), and one drill showed a reduced feed power.

Figure 9. Segmentation results. Red: idle state, blue: pre-boring or ill-defined action, green: drilling.

Based on the obtained segmentation results presented by the authors, in Table 2, basic statistical
parameters of the operational regimes are shown.

Table 2. Statistics of the identified regimes.

Regime Mean Standard Deviation

Idle 43.4 6.91
Pre-boring 67.8 5.15

Drilling 86.5 6.26

6.2. The Proposed Current Measurement Analysis

Data obtained from Fluke’s i400s current clamp are presented in Figure 10 in blue color (after
taking the absolute value to improve the temporal resolution of local maxima for demodulation,
the raw signal is symmetrical around 0). The raw signal is a sine function that is amplitude-modulated
with the actual signal amplitude, with a base (carrier) frequency of 50 Hz. The amplitude, calculated
as the instantaneous current consumption and presented in Amperes [A], can be explicitly determined
from the root mean square (RMS) signal value, converted directly from mV as a voltage output signal
according to the amplification set on the current transformer built into Fluke’s clamp. Data were taken
with a 2 kHz frequency to enable further analysis.

After extracting the upper envelope using the Hilbert transform (as in Section 5.4), the obtained
signal (the red plot in Figure 10) shows the values of the measured current consumption in Amperes.
In this form, it is usable for analysis and, more importantly, it perfectly matches the shape and scale of
the signal registered by the on-board system (see the Section 7.1). Due to this fact, it is possible to use
those signals for cross-validation, and they can be analyzed using the same methods if desired. This is
also the reason why the authors decided to limit the data analysis part of the current-related data to
the machine-originated signals to avoid showing identical results twice.
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Figure 10. Raw data output from the current clamp sensor (blue), amplitude-demodulated to obtain
proper values of the current (red).

6.3. Process Monitoring Based on Acoustic Data

In this example, acoustic data extracted from the ordinary video recording are analyzed
(see Figure 11). The considered segment corresponds to the first four drilled holes from the previous
example. During the experiment, video segments were recorded in shorter parts to avoid the necessity
of working with large video files. Audio recordings were registered continuously because significantly
less memory space per unit time was needed for their storage. As one can see, each individual drill is
clearly visible. This signal could be processed very straightforwardly using the signal variance, which
changed over time and was analyzed with the goal of finding segments of increased variance. However,
considering that audio recordings can capture anything occurring in the neighborhood of the machine,
the segments of increased acoustic energy could be caused by other sources. Thus, the authors decided
to take advantage of the property visualized in Figure 12.

Figure 11. Example of the audio signal recorded during drilling. Sections of increased energy show
individual drills.

As one can see, the frequency of drill percussion during pre-boring differs from that experienced
during drilling. Since those impacts can be understood as an amplitude modulation, the envelope
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spectrum can reveal the spectral structure of this modulation and give access to the fundamental
frequency of percussion in a given moment.

Figure 12. A closer look at the acoustic signal at the moment when pre-boring ended and proper
drilling began. Visible portions of energy indicate individual percussion strokes. A difference in the
percussion frequency between pre-boring (the left part of the signal) and proper drilling (the right side)
is clearly observable.

To achieve this goal, a short-time envelope spectrum was constructed for this signal (see Figure 13
top panel), as described in Section 5.4. As can be seen, frequencies that are responsible for the
modulations are presented and laid out over time. Sometimes, consecutive harmonic frequencies are
also visible; however, for this methodology, we were interested only in the fundamental frequencies.
Based on this representation, it is possible to detect fundamental frequencies over time by finding
the first significantly energetic component above the high-energy mode centered around zero.
This procedure is repeated for each timestamp, and the result is presented in the bottom panel
of Figure 13.

Figure 13. Results of audio signal analysis using the segment presented in Figure 11. The short-time
envelope spectrum (in the top panel) allows us to observe the spectral structure of the modulation
caused by the energy variation generated by percussion. Further processing allows us to extract and
track the fundamental frequency of percussion (bottom panel).
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This result describes the first four holes drilled during the experiment. Figure 14 presents the
results obtained for the remaining parts with an indication of their location in time with respect to the
continuous data obtained from the machine. The results are equally successful and, if desired, can be
merged into one signal for further analysis. However, depending on the details of the solution deployed
based on such measurements, it is possible that one can expect continuous audio measurement in
the future.

Figure 14. Results obtained for all of the sections of the experiment.

It is important to note three outcomes regarding this result. Firstly, this approach allows the
verification of the proper operation of a percussion control system by assessing its frequency of
operation during various activities. Secondly, the structure of the obtained output signal is similar to
the structure of the electric current signal from the previous example; thus, this result can be further
processed in the same way and provides a validation-related value in case there is any problem with
the system registering electric parameters. Finally, this example shows that data acquisition for similar
analysis can be performed very easily if it is desired to quickly assess the functioning of any drilling
machine in operation by simply going near the machine and recording a short piece of audio data.

7. Validation

The monitoring system installed on the machine provides high-quality data that allows the precise
analysis of the drilling process in terms of the number of holes drilled, the duration of a single cycle,
etc. In this work, it was used as a reference system to validate our monitoring devices. The reason for
preparing a new monitoring system is simple—the monitoring system proposed by the manufacturer
is optional when purchasing the machine, and to the authors’ best knowledge, there is no universal
system for such a purpose that could be used in the case of the failure of the previous device. Moreover,
in older machines, there are no monitoring systems for the drilling process.

The proposed system is based on electric current consumption analysis. It provides basic hardware
as well as software to calculate the required parameters. The first version of the system is based on
a standard Data Acquisition Card from National Instrument, while the second version is based on
an Arduino micro-controller with other electronic components to support local data recording on the
SD card of the processed signal (amplified and digitized). A schematic representation of different
data-acquisition methods that can be used to assess the drilling rig’s operation can be found in
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Figure 15. Each monitoring system provides raw data in .csv format, which is then processed using the
Matlab environment (signal processing toolbox). We used Matlab ver. R2020b and personal computers
with an average office-class computational speed: an Intel I7 processor operating at 4 GHz and 8 GB
of memory.

Figure 15. Schematic representation of different data-acquisition methods and the results obtained on
the basis of various types of input data.

7.1. Audio–Video Recording

Both cases showed excellent technical parameters and allowed us to measure the current signal
with a higher sampling frequency. Increasing the sampling frequency provides increased opportunities
for transient events analysis in the signal. Current consumption requires special devices and integration
with the electric circuits in the machine. It could be an interesting option to use acoustic signals for the
monitoring of the drilling process. It should be mentioned that the diesel engine is switched off during
drilling; the process is driven by an electric motor, meaning that background noise should be reduced.

In this section, as a reference, the signal from the on-board monitoring system was used.
As presented in Figure 16, the signal acquired by the proposed system (blue curve) was very similar to
the reference signal. As the sampling frequency was higher, more noise (that could be easily removed)
could be observed, as well as some extra information related to transient events—low-frequency
sampling was not able to capture this. The difference between the on-board and the proposed systems
is related to the technologies used and sampling frequency.

Information extracted from acoustic signals has been discussed in detail in the previous section.
It can be seen in Figure 14 that, thanks to instantaneous frequency monitoring, it was possible to
identify the pre-drilling and actual drilling phase. We can therefore conclude that both electric and
acoustic measurements are very useful for drilling monitoring.
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Figure 16. Comparison of the shape and scale of the measured signal (blue) to that registered by the
machine system (red).

8. Discussion And Conclusions

In this paper, a data analysis methodology was proposed for three different data streams.
Case 1:Tthe data originating from the on-board monitoring system. The data, namely the current

consumption, are a function of the load applied to the drilling tool. As the idle mode current is low,
pre-drilling is associated with a medium load (60–70 A) and actual drilling means a heavily loaded
system, so significant (>80 A) current consumption is visible. The signal is relatively clear, and so one
can distinguish key elements of the cycle using simple statistical pattern recognition tools (threshold
estimation based on probability density function). The statistical variability of real signal levels over
the phases of drilling cycles is not very wide (up to ±5%); thus, the proposed method is robust and
does not need subsequent tuning to account for changes of bits’ parameters or rock properties within a
certain region of mining.

Case 2: The data originating from the proposed electrical current monitoring system. These data
should be pre-processed to a similar format as data from the on-board system; then, the processing
is performed according to the procedure in case 1. Besides, the higher sampling frequency of a new
monitoring system allows the development of algorithms for specific feature detection in the drilling
process, which are currently under development.

Case 3: The acoustic signals from the microphones. These data require more advanced techniques
as they are processed using the Hilbert-based envelope analyzed in the time–frequency domain
in order to extract the instantaneous frequency. It appears that idle mode, pre-drilling and actual
drilling have completely different acoustic signatures in terms of sound levels but also in terms of
their frequency structure. Thus, instantaneous frequency (IF) may be used as a feature for drilling
monitoring. Using the IF as a function of time, one may simplify the situation to case 1 and apply the
segmentation procedure.

Finally, all three approaches were compared and a very good convergence of results was shown.
A holistic solution was proposed that covers the data acquisition system (electric current measurement
and acoustic signal acquisition) and data processing algorithms for the extraction of information
about cycles related to drilling. The data acquisition system is relatively cheap and may be easily
composed of accessible components (induction clamp, microphone and an Arduino microcontroller),
but it requires low-level programming experience and knowledge related with embedded electronics
design. The second version is even simpler and is based on a simple sound recorder—a standard
smartphone was used to capture the video and sound.

Future work will focus on large-scale testing in an underground mine to estimate the influence of
external noise and repetitive reverberations in the confined space of narrow tunnels.
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Abstract: Air-quality measurements in a deep underground mine are a critical issue. The cost of
ventilation, as well as the geometry of the considered mine, make this process very difficult, and local
air quality may be a danger to miners. Thus, portable, personal devices are required to inform miners
about gas hazards. There are available tools for that purpose; however, they do not allow the storage
of data collected during a shift. Moreover, they do not allow the basic analysis of the acquired data
cost-effectively. This paper aims to present a system using low-cost gas sensors and microcontrollers,
and takes advantage of commonly used smartphones as a computing and visualization resource.
Finally, we demonstrate monitoring system results from a test in an underground mine located
in Poland.

Keywords: deep underground min; IoT devices; smartphone; gas hazards; Industry 4.0 in mining

1. Introduction

Although mining is often considered a “dirty” industry, its growth continues. This is due
to the increasing demand for raw material, especially for rare earth material, which is needed
for ICT, automotive, etc. industries. Unfortunately, raw materials are non-renewable resources.
Intensive development of mining requires searching for new deposits in deep parts of the Earth.
This leads to an increase in the level of hazard in an underground mine. In this article, we will
selectively consider gas hazards, which are the subject of many studies [1–4]. In the considered mine,
the most critical gases for miner health are hydrogen sulfide (H2S), carbon monoxide (CO), and other
NOx (gases in the nitric oxide family). They are present in mining voids because of the operation of
LHDs (CO, NOx), blasting procedures (CO), and natural sources (H2S) [5–8].

The cost of ventilation, the geometry of the considered mine and the mining technology used
make the ventilation process very difficult. Moreover, the local air quality may fluctuate and pose a
threat to miners. Thus, portable, personal devices are required, in order to inform miners about gas
hazards. There are tools available on the market, meeting certain requirements for that demanding
environment. However, although these allow the storage of data collected during a shift, they do not
allow basic analysis of the acquired data in an online mode. In addition, these solutions are extremely
expensive, and it is impossible to equip all underground workers.
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The main aim of this article is to develop a basic monitoring system using low-cost gas sensors
and microcontrollers (hardware modules) and take advantage of commonly used smartphones as
computing and visualization resources. After the shift, when the miner leaves the mine and all collected
data is in the phone memory, it may be automatically transferred to the cloud. Then, using advanced
analytical tools, one may perform short-term and long-term analysis, including the spatial nature
of data and its random character. During the shift, the miner may use a smartphone as a computer
for simple visualization of past and current values on a plot, and some basic prediction (regression
models) may be easily achieved to increase awareness to the miner.

Our solution is low-cost, intuitive, easily accessible (everybody has a smartphone these days),
and can also be used as a mobile data-acquisition device for long-term analysis on the surface using
advanced analytical tools. It should be highlighted that using mobile phones for measurements is not
a new idea; however, we have not met such an approach in underground mining. Mobile phones have
been used in tele-medicine [9], in condition monitoring [10,11], and environment monitoring [12,13].
See [14,15] for a review.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: first, we will review the existing commercial products
and some research activity in the area. Then, we will propose our system and in detail; each component
will be described. To validate our measurement device, we performed two tests: one in laboratory
conditions (to check the system’s functionalities) and a second in a real underground mine with a gas
hazard. The second test covers the comparison with results obtained by commercial measurement
devices used in the mine regularly. Finally, we present a discussion and conclusions.

The places for underground measurements were selected by ventilation services. The selection
of the measurement locations was based on the employee knowledge, supported by previous
measurements in the given exploitation areas. The measurements were taken in mining divisions
where increased concentrations of gases, such as hydrogen sulfide and carbon monoxide, occur.
The measurements were carried out in fresh and used air streams.

This article presents a technique for a continuous measurement of gas concentrations, which has
not yet been implemented in the underground mines of KGHM Polska Miedz S.A. The measurement
system created is cheaper than other measurement systems available on the market. The use of this
system will contribute to increased control over the safety of underground employees. The system
is in line with the global trend of the Internet of Things, where microcontrollers are used and,
by means of wireless communication, with low power consumption, give the possibility of measuring
environmental conditions even for as demanding environment as a deep copper ore mine.

This article highlights the benefits from the implementation of a cost-effective environmental
condition assessment system in line with Industry 4.0 fundaments. Presentation of the possibilities of
additive manufacturing, wireless data transmission, and a set of sensors to be used as a new monitoring
tool for the ventilation crew has been made. Presented results can be used for the better understanding
of changes in the underground environment thanks to continuous measurement.

2. State of the Art—Mining Atmosphere Monitoring in a Deep Mine

Air pollution is now one of the most important problems all over the world. The problem of
polluted air also applies to the mine environment, where workers are exposed to gas hazards every
day, especially those providing services close to the mining face. Currently, global mining is moving
towards deeper and deeper parts of the rock mass. It is a significant problem to transport adequate
amounts of fresh air to the excavations. Malfunction of this process causes an increase in the gas
hazard. That is why the ongoing activities in the world to develop a system for monitoring air quality
and pollution in real time are crucial [16–18].

The article presents a measuring system for gases such as hydrogen sulfide and carbon monoxide.
These gases are two of the most dangerous gases in the mine atmosphere. An employee who is
in an environment with an increased concentration of H2S is exposed to various health effects
depending on the value of its concentration. At values up to 5 ppm, human beings suffer from
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eye irritation, headaches, and nausea. At concentrations of 5–50 ppm, conjunctivitis may occur,
100 ppm—olfactory disorders. At values of about 200–750 ppm, pulmonary edema and apnea appear,
and at the concentration of about 1000 ppm, immediate respiratory paralysis and death [19–21].
The next gas analyzed is carbon monoxide. This is probably the most dangerous gas in the mine
atmosphere. If an employee is exposed to this gas at a concentration of approximately 35 ppm, a slight
headache may occur after 6–8 h. If the concentration is 100–200 ppm, a headache may occur after 2 or
3 h, and at 400 ppm, after 1 h. At a gas concentration of 1600 ppm, death occurs in less than 2 h, and at
12,800 ppm, a human passes away within 3 min [22,23].

Technologies of production of hazardous gas sensors differ from each other both based on
materials detecting concentrations of elements and chemical compounds as well as by different
methods of physical quantity transduction. The main groups of gas-sensing materials are metal-oxide
semiconductors, conducting polymer composite, and other modern functional materials [24].
Most sensors rely on transduction methods such as chemoresistance, quartz crystal microbalance,
and MOSFET technology [25]. Sensors with metal-oxide-sensing elements—ubiquitous for commercial
purposes—use SnO2. It absorbs gas molecules and activates reactions combined with carbon oxide
detection [26]. There are many works concerning the increasing performance of SnO2 as a gas sensor
and to broaden the scope of use cases [27,28].

Another interesting approach for further hazardous gas sensor development is the usage
of micromachining technology. Expansion of micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS),
micro/nano-based structures, are going to play an active role in the detection industry.
The measurements can be taken thanks to microcantilever deflection induced by an additional mass,
attached to the end of the cantilever, which is generated by a mass gain on the sensitive element,
and assigned to a specific gas concentration value. From this phenomenon, signals are taken and
transformed by the Wheatstone bridge circuit. Calculation of the resonance frequency shift is made
and directly the gas concentration is obtained [29–31].

Among the measuring devices, which monitor gas concentration values in excavations, the most
popular are portable gas detectors. Those devices have the possibility of reading the parameters
in real time. This experiment was conducted in underground conditions, and there are several
accessories for measuring gas concentrations. Most often, PAC8500 and X-am 8000 gas detectors are
used to measure the gas level of CO and H2S. These devices, however, have only a discrete analysis
function. Portable detectors are characterized by the possibility of instant assessment of the tested
gas concentration [32]. Owing to the high cost of gas meters, only gas service employees and shift
supervisors are equipped with those devices. However, more and more ideas are emerging, and new
technologies are under constant development. It allows us to find new opportunities for ventilation
measurements. The purpose of this article is to present the gas measurement system and applies it
as personal equipment for every underground worker. Moreover, we are pursued to design a new
approach of cost-efficient, easy-to-deploy, IoT-networked devices with smartphone usage for data
presentation and acquisition.

One of the more interesting ideas is the use of the Arduino platform, which is also used for the
gas concentration meter prototype in [33]. The popularity of smartphones creates an opportunity to
design solutions with dedicated software. Among the various applications one may find one which
could help to protect human health. An example is an application created for the Android operating
system, which is used to assess air pollution. The application, connected to the appropriate gas sensors,
sends information in real time about the state of the environment [34]. The development of modern
industry, well known as Industry 4.0, puts an enormous impact on technological progress in the field
of sensor devices. Smart metering, big data analytics, and cloud computing can be applied in the
mining industry too. Unification of smart sensor networks and data handling for better understanding
of the environmental properties in underground conditions is now widely taken into account [35,36].

Due to the geometry of the mine and room-and-pillar technology, online/real-time information
about gas concentration/distribution in the whole mine is technically not feasible. It is well known that
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the vicinity of mining faces is the most critical part of the mine. Owing to dynamic changes because of
blasting procedures, there is no infrastructure in place (sensors, monitoring systems, electricity, etc.).

Thus, to get information about gas concentration, the possible solution is by using an individual
gas detector for each miner. Such devices are used in the mine presently; however, they do not
register data for deeper, more comprehensive analysis. For testing purposes, and installation of
the measurement device with several gas-type detectors and long-term data acquisition, has been
considered in copper mining in Poland but is more a research project than everyday practice. The device
is a prototype. It can work up to 50 ◦C (IP65 certificate) [37]. The structure of the monitoring system is
presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Measurement system-scheme [38].

More feasible solutions are associated with portable devices (Figure 2). They can measure gas
concentration; however, they have a simple user interface and do not allow doing any analysis.

Figure 2. Examples of portable gas detectors used in the mine [32].

Thus, it creates an opportunity for research in this area. Air pollution was deeply studied
in the literature. Also, the mining atmosphere quality measurement is an important topic for
researchers [39]. Mine gas monitoring problems have been studied in [40]. Gas monitoring and
testing in underground mines using wireless technology has been taken into consideration in [41].
Wireless sensor networks for the detection of explosive atmospheres in underground coal mines
have been discussed in [42]. Portable gas sensors (including H2S) have been discussed in [43–45].
A low-power, wearable, multi-sensor data-acquisition system for environmental monitoring has been
studied in [46]. Wearable sensors have been proposed also in [47,48]. Air-quality monitoring systems
based on microcontrollers as Raspberry Pi [49,50] or Arduino [51,52] have been also considered.
The idea of the electronic nose concept has been proposed in [53]. CO detectors are based on a laser
diode proposed in [54]. Statistical analysis of CO and H2S in deep underground mines for long-term
measurements have been studied in [3,4].
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3. A General Concept of the System

The idea of the system is presented in Figure 3. It consists of 4 modules: sensor layers,
data acquisition by the microcontroller, smartphone, and external IT infrastructure on the surface
(optional). The main factor of portable environmental measurement unit construction is its low
price and scalability attributes. It is based on an open-source platform and easy-to-use devices.
Data visualization and additional storage functionality are satisfied thanks to the Android application
(.apk format).

Figure 3. General structure of the system.

In this case, the ventilation crew at the underground mine Sieroszowice–Polkowice uses PAC850,
among the variety of devices on the market, as a hazardous gas sensor. Table 1 shows the parameters
of the device used.

The data presented in the table below presents the scope of the measuring device used in the
underground mine of KGHM Polska Miedź S.A. Although the sensors used in PAC-type measuring
devices have larger measuring ranges, in the calibration process, a range smaller than the measuring
capabilities of the sensors is set as limit values. The measurement thresholds established during the
calibration process are the values at which one should immediately withdraw from the excavations,
as longer time spent breathing in such an atmosphere may have serious health consequences.

Table 1. Parameters of the measurement device in underground mine

Drager PAC8500

Measuring range
H2S 0–100 ppm
CO 0–2000 ppm

Ambient condition
Temperature −30 to 50 °C

Humidity 10 to 90% (without consolidation)
Pressure 700 to 1300 hPa

The measurement data analyzed in the article was measured and generated by means of a
constructed measurement system. The place of measurements was located in the underground mine
in the areas where excavation was performed. The area of the survey was selected after consultation
with the ventilation department employees, whose knowledge, supported by previous measurements
and their analysis, allowed for the selection of gas hazardous zones. Concentrations of gases such
as hydrogen sulfide and carbon monoxide were measured and then analyzed. The measurement
was performed continuously, and the collected data displayed in the application on the phone were
compared with the results of the measurements of the equipment used by the mine employees
(PAC8000 and X-am 5600). The measurement results and their analysis are presented in Section 4.
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3.1. A Hardware: Environmental Sensors

The main purpose of the presented prototype is to measure gas concentration in the mine
environment. To achieve it, an MQ-9 sensor for CO concentration and MQ-136 and ZE03-H2S for
H2S concentration is used. These sensors use Tin Dioxide (SnO2) as sensitive material, which changes
conductivity depending on gas concentration. As an output, the voltage output is obtained. Using
the formula from manufacturer datasheet [55,56] and calibration using certified devices from mine
ventilation crew PPM concentration is calculated. Additionally, the DHT22 (temperature and humidity
sensor) is used with temperature range: −40 °C to 80 °C ± 0.5 °C and humidity from 0% to 100% ± 1%
(see Table 2).

Table 2. System components.

Component Role

Arduino M0 Pro Board
HC06 Bluetooth controller

MQ9-Sensor CO concentration
MQ136-Sensor H2S concentration

ZE03-H2S H2S concentration
DHT 22 Temperature

Humidity
Polulu SD Card Reader SD data acquisition

3.2. Hardware: Microcontroller

As the a main computer, Arduino M0 Pro with 32-bit ARM Cortex M0 core is used.
The performance was satisfied with 48 MHz clocks and 32 Kb SRAM. Gas sensors are connected
to analog pins. Other devices such as SD Card Reader, DHT22, and HC06 Bluetooth module [57]
use UART, SPI, and (I2C) communication protocols. Circuit voltage of sensors, especially the HC06
Bluetooth module, needs a stable 5 V voltage level, thus power bank RAXFLY 10,000 mAh was used.
The system scheme is presented in Figure 4.

Environmental condition measurements are taken with 1 Hz frequency. Subsequently, PPM values
are calculated, and the data frame goes further to the smartphone using the Bluetooth connection.
With the aim of data protection against corruption and malfunction from a highly harsh and changeable
mine environment, every 5 min the whole file with measurements is sent to a smartphone for
data redundancy.
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Figure 4. Portable Data Measurement Unit.

3.3. Smartphone Layer

First, the smartphone plays the role of visualization medium using data from the Bluetooth
connection. The provided user interface can manage with a short command for the microcontroller
layer to change the frequency of measurement (0.05–2 Hz). All data is stored in a folder on the
smartphone with the option of auto-upload to a private cloud when a device is connected to the
cellular/Wi-Fi network.

The second part of the used sensors come from a smartphone. Its embedded IMU sensor provides
information about acceleration, velocity, etc. Frequency of 10 Hz helps to obtain additional information
e.g., about several steps from smartphone sensors. In the case of the emergency state, when hazardous
gas concentration increases, the application makes the phone vibrate and the background blinks red.

During the experiment, a standard smartphone with the Android operating system was
used (Nokia 8). In future tests designed for the assessment of the entire mine, we will have to
apply special devices approved by standards. In accordance with the Regulation of the Minister of
Energy of 23 November 2016 (Chapter VI), the degree of protection of the device must not be less than
IP 54 [37].

3.4. Rapid Manufacturing for Mining Purposes

As a part of rapid manufacturing, the most widespread and accessible method is 3D printing.
Using a Prusa Mk3S printer a custom case for the onboard computer was created. A hand-sized
70 × 75 × 67 mm case with holes for the gas sensors and control diodes protects the measurement unit
from the harsh mining environment and simultaneously allows evaluation of ventilation condition
correspondingly. The created case is presented in Figure 5. Polylactic acid (PLA) was chosen as a
construction material. Its mechanical parameters are sufficient for use as a case in the mine area.
Moreover, PLA is a biodegradable plastic, and its physical properties are excellent for a thermoplastic
forming process [58,59].
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Figure 5. Bottom and top side of 3D printed case for the experiment.

3.5. Software for Microcontroller

The open-source project has an enormous impact on beginners who want to start their adventure
with microcontrollers. Arduino boards are the leader for education usage as well as IoT product
development [60]. For this publication, integrated development environment (IDE) for the embedded
project, platformio.org, is used to expand capabilities of used hardware [61]. This IDE, as an
add-on for Visual Studio Code, enables rapid application development with a variety of boards
and microcontroller models. Additionally, it maintains order in libraries that has an enormous impact
on more complex project development.

3.6. Software for Smartphone

The HC06 Bluetooth module constitutes a bridge between the embedded ecosystem and
eye-friendly data visualization [57]. Since more than 70% of mobile phones use Android OS,
the dedicated application with data visualization and logging feature is created for that particular
OS [62]. Data stored on smartphones enable unlimited possibilities to send information to the other
applications, e.g., cloud provider storage, instantly (see Figure 6a,b). For that purpose, the MIT App
Inventor, a block-based coding environment for mobile application development, was used. It ensures
fast up-and-running mobile applications. Within the MIT App Inventor, block of code for Bluetooth
connectivity and acquisition of data from IMU sensors was used. When a new data frame from a
microcontroller occurs, data visualization is made instantly. In the background, every 100 milliseconds,
the app saves information about the present values of acceleration and velocity. Other important
functionalities of the application are measurement data management, simple visualization in the text
field, and data plotting.
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(a) Android application for data visualization. (b) General scheme of the system.

Figure 6. Example of using the smartphone application for underground gas measuring system.

3.7. Cost Comparison and Repeatability Device Architecture

Hazardous gas sensors used in the aforementioned mine are devices from Dragger manufacturer
shown in Figure 7. Devices, with basic functionality, which only covers the function of displaying the
instantaneous gas concentration value, are PAC6000 and PAC6500—single gas meters. More convincing
in usage are multiple gas meters—PAC8500—with cost ca. 850€. The most advanced sensor with
additional functions such as data recording or complex data visualization is the PAC8500. The cost
of the device is almost 3000€. The presented IoT device, together with the smartphone used as a
component for data visualization, costs less than 100€. In addition, our prototype has options such
as cloud data storage or drawing a plot for data visualization. Within the framework of Industry 4.0,
the software developed is easily scalable, so there are no restrictions that these devices will be
introduced to a greater extent to equip underground workers. This will significantly help to raise
workers’ awareness of the environmental conditions at work and allow them to react more quickly if a
hazard arises.
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Figure 7. Price comparison of gas meters [63–66].

4. Experiments

The experience was divided into two parts. The first part focused on carrying out tests in
laboratory conditions, while the second part concerned the performance of measurements in real
conditions in an underground copper mine belonging to KGHM Polska Miedź S.A. The results of the
tests of measurements of gases such as hydrogen sulfide and carbon monoxide, their interpretation,
and analysis are included in this section.

4.1. Test in the Lab

Experiments in the mine are always difficult and may have a lot of limitations so first we decided to
test our device in lab conditions. The experiment aimed to check measurement ability and preliminarily
evaluate the sensitivity of the system. As a source of CO gas, we have used an unburned piece of
wood. We produced a bit of smoke. By decreasing the distance between the source of the smoke
and the sensor, we have increased gas concentration that could be seen in Figure 8, point A and B.
We cannot imitate the source of H2S in the lab, so for the second gas, we just tested the ability of
measurement H2S concentration in the air. For both cases, one may notice some minor fluctuations
in gas concentration. For both gases, we were far from the limit value used in the mine (note red
lines, 26 ppm for CO and 7 for H2S, are based on mining law [37]). An example of environmental
data acquired during the test, namely CO and H2S, is presented in Figure 8. The conclusion from that
simple test is that system is working, data can be acquired and stored in the device and at least the CO
sensor is able to react to change in CO concentration.
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Figure 8. CO and H2S sensors measurements in lab.

4.2. Mining Area Experiment

The examined mine is characterized by difficult operating conditions i.e., a large depth of
exploitation, an extensive mine area, and harsh air atmosphere. The mine exploits minerals based on
a room-and-pillar system. Excavations, where measurements were carried out, are marked in green
circles on the map in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Map of investigated part of mine with fresh and used air stream flow and sensors location.

To achieve our goals, the plan of experiments has been discussed with the mining staff. This mine
is in operation and as mentioned there might be potential serious hazards related to gas presence.
The experiment was conducted in two places chosen by mine ventilation staff. Measurements were
taken near the mining face, so higher concentrations of CO and H2S gases, respectively, were expected.
There are many factors influencing air quality in the mine: the presence of machines, the amount
of time after blasting, distance to the shaft, and distance to fresh and used air streams. On the map,
the red arrows symbolize the fresh air, while the blue arrows represent the return air. In addition,
air regulators are marked on the map with red symbols—mainly air stopping. The expected progress
of the mining face is marked in purple. A significant influence on micro-climate in the mining void
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(tunnel) is also geological conditions and the presence of machines (with diesel engines). To select an
appropriate location for experiments deep knowledge about mining conditions is crucial.

4.3. Validation in the Mine

During underground measurements in the mine, difficult climatic conditions that prevail in
underground excavations should be taken into account. First of all, there is the high temperature,
which ranges from 35 ◦C to 39 ◦C in our experiment as well as high humidity 55–85%. The measurement
time was about 60 min (3600 s). In addition, mining faces are characterized by a high level of dust
and salinity.

The measurements allowed us to see that along with the changing concentration of gases in the
excavation, the designed meter recorded concentration changes in a manner analogous to gas detectors
equipped with ventilation services in copper mines (Drager PAC6500 and PAC8500). At moments of
concentration increase or decrease on mine measuring instruments, identical variation in the shape of
measured values on the meter prototype was noticed. Below are graphs of recorded CO concentration
values and H2S in the ppm unit. Other environmental parameter changes during the experiments also
are presented as a variance of temperature and humidity.

In the graph above, showing the concentration distribution of the analyzed CO gas, it can be seen
that none of the analyzed gases exceeded the limit values. The maximum value of the carbon-oxygen
concentration in the mine excavation is 26 ppm [37]. The highest values of carbon monoxide were
recorded at the very beginning of the measurement (see point A in Figure 10). The high concentration of
this gas was caused by the work of machines in nearby excavations. As the distance from the working
front had been moving away, the CO content decreased. Individual measuring peaks are probably
caused by machines passing nearby the measuring route (point F). The maximum concentration of
carbon monoxide was not close to the limit value.

The next graph shows the hydrogen sulfide concentration distribution. The maximum value
of hydrogen sulfide concentration in the excavation is 7 ppm and during measurement. It was
not exceeded [37]. The measurement was made in the excavation in the department, where the
concentration parameter H2S increased value significantly (point D). In other analyzed excavations,
the hydrogen sulfide measurement sensor showed close to zero values.

This noticeable moment of measurement is at B and E points in Figure 10. It is crucial to consider
that at point B and E we were in a fresh air inlet area that is notable on the humidity and temperature
chart. A mixture of fresh air causes a decrease in temperature and humidity as well as hazard gas
concentration. Other ventilation facilities, such as air stopping, play an important role in environmental
parameter-shaping in the mine. In Figure 10 point C travel through several air dams is noticed.
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Figure 10. Mine environmental parameter measurement.
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Using data from IMU sensors, built into the phone, distance calculation was performed with
satisfactory accuracy. Signals are collected every 100 ms. When the main acceleration vector increases
swiftly, then the application on the smartphone computes this event as a new step. Data is taken
about acceleration and velocity in 3 axes. Based on that, when every considerable variation occurs,
a step calculation function is triggered [67]. As can be seen in Figure 11 during the test, the length of
distance is nearly 700 m. It could be helpful to estimate an overall distance made by the mine crew
after the shift.
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Figure 11. Distance calculation based on smartphone IMU sensors.

5. Validation

The standard process of sensor validation for industry usage involves special calibration
equipment. These devices have required certificates and other approvals, which confirm their
workability and operational reliability. It is how every industrial device is calibrated in an accredited
laboratory. A described operation takes a long time, and it is expensive. In the case of a
portable environmental measurement unit, proposed in this article, it is made in another way.
On the ground of indications from devices widely used by mine ventilation crew, the calibration
is conducted. After software-based calibration, data from certified portable sensors and prototypes are
the same. This approach is, like the whole proposed solution, low-cost, not time-consuming, and has
comparable accuracy.

For further analysis and scale-up, a prototype is necessary to confirm the correction of data,
especially the calculation of PPM concentration. A device with a mixture of gas for calibration and
validation measuring equipment such as proposed in [32] must be used. Valid data calculation needs
additional information from the sensor’s producers like cross-sensitivity. Thanks to that, we could
separate the noise from the contribution of other gases to the sensor. Conducted calibration will allow
us to bring the device into wider service in the mine environment.

6. Discussion

In an underground mine, detecting a gas hazard is essential. In this article, we focus on the
most important and dangerous gases for underground workers—carbon monoxide and hydrogen
sulfide. For KGHM Polska Miedz S.A. and other mining companies, this issue is critical from the
underground employee safety point of view. As previous publications have shown, for example [19,22],
which have precisely juxtaposed the appropriate gas concentrations with the corresponding symptoms,
measurements of CO and H2S are very important. Apart from the measurements, which are carried
out in real time in the mine, there is also a need for continuous monitoring and data collection for
subsequent analyses. Hebda-Sobkowicz et al. [3,4] show how important it is to analyze the data
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collected continuously and over a longer period of time in the process of gas hazard assessment.
This work presents the approach that could be helpful to improve the work of ventilation services.

Thanks to the development of sensors, microcontrollers, and a wide usage of the smartphone,
we proposed a system, which can be used for every underground worker. Our solutions enable
real-time data collection and analysis to describe environmental conditions from the gas hazard point
of view, in particular, H2S and CO. Each mine employee could be equipped with a personal gas
concentration sensor/analyzer and as a result of that, safety could rise easily. In the case of emergency,
state workers evacuate themselves immediately. Furthermore, in accordance with the development of
technology and the Internet of Things, our proprietary software and measuring system can be easily
extended to test the conditions of other gases such as NOx, SOx, CH4.

The main purpose of this work is to develop a low-cost, portable measurement system for the
analysis of mine environment. To accomplish that, experiments under stable lab conditions and
also in the underground copper mine were carried out. The created system allows us to conduct
a basic analysis in situ as well as a long-term investigation of retrieved data. The environmental
data-acquisition system, tested in the mine, can be successfully implemented.

Obtained data from each test shows that created system works well. Retrieved data is satisfying.
In moments when there is a change in gas parameters such as measurements near mining machines or
the place of natural hydrogen sulfide discharge, our prototype registers it. Collected data are the same
as those gathered by the equipment of the mine’s ventilation services crew.

7. Conclusions

There are detection systems on the market for the measurement of environmental parameters,
namely concentrations of hazardous gases, which are both portable and stationary systems. However,
it is difficult to obtain a stable source of power supply in underground conditions, and battery-based
systems are difficult to maintain in practice. Moreover, due to the constantly moving mining front,
in the mines using room-and-pillar with blasting technology, some underground mine areas have no
infrastructure; in particular, there is no access to the electricity grid. The aforementioned blasting,
possible seismic hazard etc., forces minimization of the use of stationary infrastructure near the
mining face. Therefore, it is necessary to focus the efforts on the creation of battery-powered
portable measurement systems, with long operating times, and the ability for wireless data
transmission. This article presents an attempt at developing a solution according to the assumptions
mentioned above.

The proposed measurement system is highly cost-effective in comparison with other existing
solutions on the market. Moreover, implementation is less time-intensive and gives satisfying results
simultaneously, compared with existing approaches used in the mining industry. The presented
architecture of the system can easily extend for other sensors to measure various environmental
parameters. Among CO and H2S presented in this article, it is crucial to observe NOx or O2 gases too.
Subsequently, software for sensor handling, and mobile application and creation of a 3D-printed case
was presented, describing the functionality of a device. Thanks to the proposed solution, it is possible to
access environmental data in real time. In comparison to other available devices, the proposed solution
can measure, visualize current gas concentration, and possess basic analytical functionality-historical
data, trends, and basic prediction. It should be stated that the system is open, more functions may
be added if required. Usage of an open-source platform for hardware systems and smartphone
applications fits perfectly into today’s software development trends, in line with the principles of
Industry 4.0. Information can be used by ventilation crew both underground and above using a cloud
solution for further data analysis. The application on a mobile phone stores messages from sensors and
presents them immediately. When it is accessible, the connection to wireless communication, such as
Wi-Fi or cellular data, are sent to the online repository. The results in this article confirm the correct
work of the gas concentration meter prototype. Usage of the popular platform and efficient framework
simplifies the process of code creation and management for embedded systems. The next step is to
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calibrate the prototype using a dedicated machine with the gas mixture. This mixture must be similar
to the mine atmosphere. Thanks to that, the following experiment in the mine environment will be
enrolled to ensure repeatability. After that, the proposed system could be used in a wider scope to
empower the mine crew safety.

Considering all the above, the presented aspect may have enormous relevance for the mining
industry. The problem of gas hazards in underground mines significantly affects the safety of
employees. We try to solve this issue, generated by the industry, using the proposed system. Thanks to
that, we could collect a lot of data and use it to determine underground ventilation changes such as
hazardous gas concentration at a specific time. It gains knowledge about ventilation processes and
generates new solutions. The designed measurement system is greatly flexible and allows us to expand
measurements for other gases or specific mines’ environment parameters in the future.
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Abstract: The article presents research on the comminution of copper ore in a self-constructed mill
using high-pressure water jet energy to investigate the usefulness of such a method for comminuting
copper ore. As a result, ore particles are obtained that are characterized by appropriate comminution
and a significant increase in their specific surface, in turn allowing for potential further processing of
the mineral. A comparative analysis of the efficiency of copper ore comminution, primarily taking into
account the unit energy consumption and the efficiency of the milling process, clearly indicates that
the energy absorption of hydro-jet material comminuting is lower than during mechanical grinding,
e.g., in a planetary ball mill. The applicability of the technique depends on the brittle nature of the
host rock, e.g., it is especially appropriate for sandstone and shale ores.

Keywords: copper ore comminution; hydro-jet mill; high-pressure water jet

1. Introduction

Shredding processes are widely used in various fields of raw material processing. Such procedures
are carried out in order to lower the costs of maintaining the cutter discs used in Tunnel Boring
Machines (TBM) operating in hard rock formations [1]. They are also used to obtain fine-grained
particles, sometimes even nanoparticles [2] or those that have an increased specific surface, which can
be especially useful in pharmaceuticals [3].

Much attention is paid to the technical aspects of grinding specific mineral materials such as
hard rock ores. For example, low-grade hematite ores generally only undergo crushing and screening,
which is not energy intensive. Consequently, fine-grained magnetite ores require fine grinding, often to
below 30 µm, to liberate the magnetite from the silica matrix, which usually involves traditional
techniques. These processes generate greater costs and require higher energy consumption. The need
to lower energy consumption is an issue stressed in the literature [4].

The discussion on the concept of dry and wet copper ore grinding in an electromagnetic mill
(EMM) also focuses on the efficiency-related advantages of the former from the perspective of both
different process parameters and also the energy costs [5,6]. However, a comparison of the results of
EMM dry grinding with the results obtained using other standard solutions presented in the publication
points to certain advantages of such a processing method. The authors of the above publications also
indicate that the presence of sharp edges and the estimation of the processing time required to obtain a
product of specific grain size remain a challenge and need further research.

Some other authors observe that reducing the size of minerals is the most critical step preceding
their final separation. These authors refer to the fundamentals of the crack development processes
and see them as being essential for optimizing both the comminution processes and the design of the
comminution machines. They conclude that although many advances have been made in the design of
comminution machines, the combined effect of crack development processes and ore properties such
as ore texture is neither fully understood nor quantified [7].
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An interesting and detailed comparative investigation of the behavior of ores processed in jaw,
cone as well as hammer crushers, and in ball mills, was used to investigate the effects of comminution for
different samples of chromite ores. The results served as the basis to analyze particle size distributions
(PSD) for the products of grinding in order to evaluate the suitability of the Gates–Gaudin–Schuhmann
(GGS) and Rosin–Rammler (RR) models. The results suggest that the particle size distributions depend
mostly on the applied method of crushing. On the other hand, it was found that the particle size
distributions of all chromites subjected to jaw and cone fragmenting were better characterized by the
Gates–Gaudin–Schuhmann model than by the Rosin–Rammler model [8].

Another investigation focuses on determining the selection function parameters which describe
the effect of the ball size on the milling rate. The investigation illustrates the issue with experiments
conducted on coal. The identified balanced ball mixture was taken in order to analyze the effect
of ball size distribution on the selection function, while an adequate mixture recommended by the
manufacturer of the original equipment was taken to validate the model. The results show that the
estimated parameters can be used with confidence for identification of the optimal distribution of balls
for a series of operational restrictions [9].

In yet another study, the matrix model and the probability of breakage of the population balance
model, were combined with the use of a MATLAB code. Such procedure let to predict the size
distribution of the comminution products for different minerals. The resulting models were good well
corelated with the particle size distributions achieved from a ball mill [10].

The literature also mentions research aimed at identifying the ball mill grinding characteristics
for hematite products comminuted with the use of a high-pressure grinding roll (HPGR) and a
traditional cone crusher (CC), focusing mostly on comminuting kinetics and technical efficiency [11].
Compared with CC products, HPGR products were comminuted faster and with an earlier occurrence
of the phenomenon of over-grinding fine particles [11].

Analogical conclusions come from the analysis of high-pressure grinding conducted as part of
another research project, in which copper ores were crushed by a jaw crusher and a high-pressure
grinder, with the products being exposure by means of X-ray tomography. The analysis pointed out
that the products from the high-pressure grinding have more particle damage and higher copper
recoveries when compared with the jaw crusher [12].

Yet another research identified the mineralogical characteristics of comminuted Sn-Ta ore.
The grinding process, carried out with the use of a HPGR in combination with a ball mill (BM),
was confronted with a single ball mill process [13]. The combined method reduces the particle size
distribution, and as a result helps to increase the flotation effect.

The method of dynamic comminution of brittle materials using a high-pressure water jet (HPWJ) is
of particular importance here. Particles of material lifted by the water jet at high speed, during collision
with a hard disc, are cracked and the resulting gaps are wedged due to water squeezing into them.
The intensive fragmentation of particles, which occurs in such conditions, is caused by the fact that
tensile stresses arise inside them, and also that brittle materials are much less resistant to these
stresses [14,15].

The purpose of this article is to investigate the usefulness of such a high-pressure hydro-jetting
method for comminuting specific brittle materials, e.g., copper ores, in order to analyze their
susceptibility to micronization, which precedes the flotation process of copper recovery.

2. Mineralogical Characteristics of Copper Ores

The deposit of copper ore taken into consideration in this paper is owned by KGHM Polska Miedz
mining company. It is situated in the south-west part of Poland and dips from 700 m up to 1500 m.
Sandstone, dolomite as well as shale types of rock are characteristic for this deposit, which includes
copper minerals.

After extraction, copper ore is enriched during mechanical processing composed of crushing,
milling and after classifying, undergo flotation. Final procedure are thickening and drying of a
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concentrate. As a result, a concentrate with a 23% copper content is produced that can be processed
further in a smelter.

Presently, the concentration of copper in ores ranges from 0.95 to 2.6%, depending on the KGHM
mining region and the type of ore. As far as the mineralization of carbonate ores is concerned,
sulphides can be found as fine, irregular inclusions occurring in the form of nodules and veinlets.
The average content of the Cu in the carbonate rocks equals 0.8% [16].

The grade of the sandstone ore can range from 0.7% Cu up to 30% Cu but the average number is
1.8% of Cu. Sulphides occur in the form of fine anhedral and subhedral grains 20 up to 30 µm in size,
and as aggregates coming as interstitial pore fillings [16,17].

The last shale ore type has more complex mineral characteristics. The content of Cu minerals
usually exceeds 4% in weight. The chalcocite and bornite as well as chalcopyrite associations are
dominant there. The minerals of the chalcocite group predominate at the Lubin area while the region
of Sieroszowice mine is characterized mostly by digenite and chalcocite occurrence, and bornite or
chalcopyrite being negligible [18].

3. Equipment and Research Methodology

An analysis of several applied design solutions of hydro-jetting mills [19–21], including vertical
and horizontal designs, as well as different comminution mechanisms, allowed us to develop and
build our own constructional solution in the form of a vertical hydro-jet mill (Figure 1). It provides the
possibility to comminute materials in the pressure range of 50–300 MPa with a variable water flow in
the range 0.2–0.5 dm3/s. This device can be used to comminute brittle materials having a grain size of
up to 2 mm, and with a significantly increased micronization efficiency, at the level of 50 g/s [22].

 

μ

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1. General view of experimental setup (a), and a diagram of a hydro-jet mill (b): 1—high-pressure
pump, 2—manometer, 3—water nozzle, 4—comminuting nozzle, 5—comminuting disk, 6—shredding
chamber, 7—feed tank, 8—product tank, 9—water tank.

The tests covered three types of copper ores found in the KGHM (Poland) mines
(carbonate, sandstone and shale). These three types of ore were first mechanically ground in a jaw
crusher to obtain granules of the required particle size # 0.5–2 mm, which were subsequently subjected
to comminution with a high-pressure water jet, i.e., to the process being the focus of this article.

A FEI Quanta 200 Mark II scanning microscope was used to assess the shape and morphology of
the copper ore particles.
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Measurements of the fragmentation effects of the studied ores were carried out using the Analysette
22 MicroTec Plus particle size laser meter, which allows the analysis and preparation of particle size
distributions of 0.08–2000 µm.

Tests of the efficiency of hydro-jetting comminution of copper ore were carried out:

• at a nominal water pressure of 100, 150, 200 and 250 MPa,
• with a diameter of the water nozzle dw = 0.7 mm,
• using a comminuting nozzle diameter dh = 2.4 mm,
• with a distance between the outlet of the homogenizing nozzle and the comminuting disc: s = 10 mm.

Depending on the needs, the number of parallel measurements ranged from 5 to a dozen or so
trials, and their averaged results formed the basis for assessing the analyzed quantities.

4. Hydro-Jet Milling of Copper Ores

Tests of hydro-jetting comminution of three different types of copper ore yielded results in the
form of particle distributions, an example of which is shown in Figure 2.

The tests were carried out at the nominal pressure of the water jet, and applied in the range of
p = 100–250 MPa with an output of Qw = 0.2–0.5 dm3/s. The samples consisted of individual batches of
m = 1 kg of copper ore, and the comminuting time (t) was also measured. For such conditions, the copper
ores were found to show a relatively high resistance to comminution. However, different results were
obtained for different ore types. The efficiency of the process, assessed on the basis of the reduction of the
dimensions of particles obtained in the process of hydro-jet milling, is illustrated by the graphs presented
in Figure 3. The influence of water jet pressure on the change in the passing size of the ore particles (a90)
is marked by the solid line, and the dotted line presents the efficiency (Qc) of the milling process.

The research conducted on copper ores generally shows that as the nominal water pressure
increases, the efficiency of micronization also increases, the phenomenon of which is assessed on the
basis of the increasingly smaller particle sizes obtained from hydro-jet milling. Moreover, the efficiency
of such milling also increases.

A detailed analysis of these charts shows that the courses for individual types of copper ore differ.
In the case of the carbonate ore, for a water jet pressure of 100 MPa, the maximum characteristic grain size
for 90% of the fragmented ore particles is a90 = 130.7 µm, for a pressure of 150 MPa it is a90 = 75.2 µm,
and for a pressure of 200 MPa it is equal to a90 = 63.8 µm. For the highest applied jet pressure (250 MPa),
the maximum particle size would be a90 = 49.4 µm. The efficiency of the hydro-jet comminuting process,
however, is respectively: 15.1 g/s for the pressure of 100 MPa, 16.9 g/s for the pressure of 150 MPa,
18.4 g/s for 200 MPa, and 22.4 g/s for the maximum pressure of the water jet (250 MPa).

 

μ

 
 
 
 

μ
μ μ

μ

(a) 

Figure 2. Cont.
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(b) 

(c) 

Figure 2. Example of the distribution of three types of copper ore comminuted in a hydro-jet mill
at a water pressure of 150 MPa: (a)—carbonate, (b)—sandstone, (c)—shale ore, performed using the
Analysette 22 MicroTec Plus particle laser meter.

 

(a) 

 

Figure 3. Cont.
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Figure 3. Influence of water jet pressure on the efficiency of the comminution (of characteristic
dimensions) for 90% of ground copper ore particles (a90), and the efficiency (Qc) of its milling process
for: (a)—carbonate, (b)—sandstone, (c)—shale ore.

The second type of sandstone copper ore has the following maximum grain sizes: a90 = 121.8 µm
for a water jet pressure of 100 MPa, a90 = 102.5 µm for 150 MPa, a90 = 91.9 µm for 200 MPa,
and a90 = 83.7 µm (the minimum size) for the highest jet pressure (250 MPa). The efficiency of the
sandstone copper ore hydro-jet comminuting process can be described with the following values:
20.1 g/s for a pressure of 100 MPa, 29.7 g/s for a pressure of 150 MPa; 34.6 g/s for 200 MPa, and 35.6 g/s
for the maximum pressure of the water jet (250 MPa).

The last studied type was shale copper ore. The experiments allowed the degree of its fragmentation
to be estimated at a90 = 49.1 µm for 100 MPa. Higher values of water jet pressure, such as 150 MPa,
cause the maximum particle size to decrease to a90 = 44.7 µm, and for the level of 200 MPa, it is
even slightly lower, reaching a90 = 43.8 µm. The use of the highest water jet pressure of 250 MPa is
uneconomical as it causes relatively insignificant changes in the maximum dimension a90 = 42.6 µm,
which is characteristic for 90% of the fragmented ore particles. Considering the efficiency of the
hydro-jet comminuting of copper shale ore, it should be noted that it increases with the increase of the
nominal water pressure, reaching the efficiency of 32.0 g/s for a pressure of 100 MPa. In turn, for a
pressure of 150 MPa it is 32.7 g/s, for 200 MPa it is 35.2 g/s, and for the maximum water jet pressure of
(250 MPa) considered in the tests, the efficiency of this process reaches the value of 36.8 g/s.

Copper ore particles formed during hydro-jet comminution are usually characterized by an
isometric shape with fairly expressive edges, while their rough surface usually takes the form of highly
developed spatial micro-openings for a carbonate ore (a), a multiple trimming effect for sandstone (b),
or a relatively smooth surface for shale ore. This is best characterized by the SEM images shown in
Figure 4, which illustrate typical examples of their shape and morphology.
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(a) (b) (c) 

𝐸 = 𝑝 𝑄  𝑡𝑚

Figure 4. Examples of SEM images of copper ore particles comminuted in a hydro-jet mill at a water jet
pressure of 150 MPa: (a)—carbonate, (b)—sandstone, (c)—shale ore.

The comparison of the above photos with analogous scan pictures of the same three types of
copper ore comminuted in a PM 100 type laboratory planetary ball mill (Figure 5) is interesting.
The surface quality of the copper ore particles obtained as a result of the mechanical grinding
operations is significantly different. The surface of such particles is generally devoid of any cavities
and is characterized by a relatively high smoothness, which probably causes certain problems in their
effective enrichment in the flotation process. If other methods of mechanical grinding of copper ores,
especially those used in actual production processes, provide powders of similar quality, the suitability
of the industrial technologies used so far should be carefully analyzed.

 

   

(a) (b) (c) 

𝐸 = 𝑝 𝑄  𝑡𝑚

Figure 5. Examples of SEM images of copper ore particles comminuted in a planetary ball mill type
PM 100: (a)—carbonate, (b)—sandstone, (c)—shale ore.

5. Results Discussion

An essential feature of each production process is the energy expenditure necessary for its
implementation. In order to determine the energy consumption of the process of comminuting copper
ore, relevant tests were carried out in a hydro-jet mill and, for comparison purposes, also in a planetary
ball mill type PM 100. The unit energy consumption of hydro-jet comminution is calculated according
to formula (1), while the adequate consumption for a planetary ball mill is described by (2).

E =
p Qw t

m
(1)

where: p—water pressure, Qw—water output, t—time of comminuting the batch of copper ore,
m—weight of copper ore batch;
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E =
P t

m
(2)

where: P—power of the planetary ball mill.
Interesting effects resulting from the conducted tests are presented in Figure 6. In general, using the

size of the carbonate copper ore particles obtained in the process of their comminution as a common
criterion for the different methods of comminution analyzed in this article made it possible to compare
the unit energy consumption of these processes.

The charts indicate the points for which joint tests with the use of both methods of comminution of
such ore were carried out. As a result, it was possible to make unit comparisons of energy consumption in
the two tested methods. In the case of carbonate copper ore (Figure 6a), the specific energy consumption
of hydro-jet comminuting is two to five times more favorable than when using a mechanical planetary
ball mill. The same characteristics are presented for the sandstone ore (Figure 6b) and show the highest
advantage of hydro-jetting at a level approximately 40 times higher. Consequently, the comparison of
the energy consumption of the two applied shale ore comminuting methods (Figure 6c) again points
to the more favorable results of the hydro-jet method. This confrontation proves that the energy
consumption of the proposed method of hydro-jet comminuting is generally three and a half times
lower than in the case of the mechanical grinding method in a planetary ball mill.

The use of another criterion for comparing the energy consumption of material comminuting
processes is not possible due to the use of completely different milling methods. When using a
mechanical planetary ball mill, the grinding of the feed occurs as a result of the dynamic interaction
of the ball grinding elements. Therefore, extending the operation time of such a mill contributes
to an increased efficiency of the milling process by causing greater fragmentation of the particles
(i.e., reducing their dimensions). In such circumstances, for the given conditions and for the given
equipment of the mill, the impact of the effectiveness of the milling process on the energy consumption
of the material grinding mainly depends on the duration of this process.

Completely different relations occur in the conditions of comminuting materials (including
copper ore) using a high-pressure water jet. In a hydro-jet mill, comminuting of the feed occurs
as a result of the synergistic interaction of a high-pressure water jet and the dynamic impact of the
particles undergoing comminution. Therefore, in such circumstances, for the given conditions and
mill equipment, the efficiency of the comminution process of the batch, assessed on the basis of the
reduction of the dimensions of the obtained particles, is primarily determined by the level of the
nominal water pressure.

 

𝐸 = 𝑃 𝑡𝑚

(a) 

 

Figure 6. Cont.
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(b) 

 

(c) 
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𝑊 = 𝐸𝐸

Figure 6. Dependence of the unit energy consumption of copper ore comminution on the efficiency of
its milling process in a high-pressure hydro-jet mill (1) and in a planetary ball mill type (2) PM 100
(n = 5 s−1) for carbonate copper ore (a), sandstone (b) and shale ore (c).

By properly confronting the energy consumption results of comminuting with both methods,
presented in the form of the two curves in Figure 6, it was found that the energy consumption of
hydro-jet comminuting of copper ore is distinctly smaller than during mechanical grinding in a
planetary ball mill. The resulting benefits are determined by the following indicator:

Wk =
EM

EH
(3)

where: EM—energy consumption when crushing copper ore in a planetary ball mill, EH—energy
consumption when comminuting copper ore in a hydro-jet mill.

On the basis of the above dependence, an indicator of benefits occurring in relation to the tested
conditions of the two compared methods was determined, ensuring in each case equal values of the
maximum characteristic dimension for 90% of ground ore particles (a90). The determined relationships
allow finding the real values of the indicator of energy-consumption benefits, resulting from the
comminuting of ore in a hydro-jet mill, as shown in Figure 7. With regard to milling in a PM 100
planetary ball mill, this comminution index in a high-pressure hydro-jet mill is usually very favorable.
The analysis of the data in this graph indicates that the energy consumption benefit equals an average
of 4 for carbonate copper ore (Figure 7a), 40 for sandstone copper ore (Figure 7b), and 3.5 for shale
copper ore (Figure 7c).
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Figure 7. Values of the indicator of energy consumption benefits that result from the comminution of:
(a)—carbonate, (b)—sandstone, (c)—shale copper ore in a hydro-jet mill.

6. Conclusions

Conducting detailed analyses of the research results made it possible to draw conclusions that are
important for better understanding the process of the hydro-jet comminution. Increasing the water
jet pressure has a beneficial effect on the hydro-jetting process of comminuting the discussed types
of copper ore, as well as on the milling efficiency. A comparative analysis of the efficiency of copper
ore comminution, primarily taking into account the unit energy consumption and the efficiency of
the milling process, clearly indicates that the energy absorption of hydro-jet material comminuting is
normally in the range of 4~40 times lower than during mechanical grinding, e.g., in a planetary ball
mill. However, in terms of the energy consumption of the process, the increase in water pressure is
unfavorable. During comminution of copper ore in a hydro-jet mill, particles with a fairly regular
isometric shape are usually formed. Their most favorable morphology arises at a water pressure of
150 MPa for a carbonate ore, while a multiple trimming effect can be seen for sandstone ore or for a
relatively smooth surface—the shale copper ore. Further increasing of the water pressure up to the
maximum analyzed level of 250 MPa improves the micro-openings effect for sandstone copper and
shale ore. This knowledge should be useful in the operations of the further processing of such copper
ore. For the above reasons, the hydro-jet method, which uses a high-pressure water jet to comminute
copper ore and other brittle materials, is very promising.

As the process in the current solution of the high-pressure hydro-jet mill (designed by the author)
offers a significantly lower energy consumption, as well as other advantages, this prototype can be
seen as a competition for standard milling devices that use conventional methods of mechanical
disintegration of brittle materials. The current design solution of such a hydro-jet mill is the development
base for the construction of derivative devices for comminuting various minerals in a wet environment.
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Abstract: Various types of natural hazards are inextricably linked to the process of underground
hard coal mining. Ventilation hazards—methane and spontaneous combustion of coal—are the most
dangerous; they pose a major threat to the safety of the workers and decrease the effectiveness of
the whole coal production process. One of the methods designed to limit the consequences of such
hazards is based on the selection of a ventilation system that will be suitable for the given mining area.
The article presents a case study of an active longwall area, where—due to increasing ventilation
hazard (methane and spontaneous combusting of coal)—the whole system was rebuilt. The U-type
ventilation system was used in the initial stage of the extraction process, however, it often generated
methane in amounts that exceeded the allowable values. Consequently, such conditions forced the
change of the ventilation system from a U–type to Y–type system. The new system was installed
during the ongoing mining process, unlike the usual practice. The article presents the results of tests
on mine gas concentrations and descriptive statistics for both types of ventilation system. The results
clearly demonstrate that the U-type longwall ventilation system, in the case of high methane release
hazard, prevents safe and effective operation. At the same time, the use of this system limits the
carbon oxidation reactions in the goaf, leading to spontaneous heating and combustion, which is
confirmed by the low concentrations of gases—by-products of these reactions. In turn, the use
of the Y-type longwall ventilation system ensures safe and effective operation in areas with high
methane release hazard, but at the same time deteriorates the safety associated with the spontaneous
combusting of coal. The presented case—both from a scientific and practical perspective—is quite
interesting and greatly broadens the knowledge in the scope of an efficient ventilation system for
underground workings.

Keywords: underground mining; ventilation systems; methane release hazard; spontaneous
combustion hazard; safety
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1. Introduction

1.1. Preliminaries, Objectives and Outline of the Study

Despite ongoing changes in the global economy, hard coal is still one of the basic energy raw
materials in the world. In many countries, it is a strategic raw material for energy independence and
security [1,2]. Therefore, any work which results in an improvement in the safety and efficiency of
exploitation of this raw material plays an enormous economic and social role. The environmental
element is also important here. Improving the safety of mining operations reduces emissions of
methane (a greenhouse gas) and other by-products of spontaneous combustion of coal. All these
aspects shape the image of the energy industry and show that it is based on conventional energy
sources and cares about the environment and occupational safety.

The underground exploitation of hard coal—as one of the basic stages of the mining process—is
linked to the occurrence of several types of hazards, including ventilation hazards, making the whole
process dangerous [3–9]. The natural hazards (methane, dust, rock burst, spontaneous combustion of
coal and water) are particularly dangerous as they put the workers and the continuity of the underground
exploitation process at risk. As indicated by the authors of the works [10–16], these hazards lead
to mining accidents and disasters. The occurrence of such natural hazards strongly impacts on the
efficiency of the whole process. When the permissible concentrations of gases defined in Polish
regulations emitted in the process of coal exploitation are exceeded, they prevent the safe conduct of
mining exploitation [17]. The electrical power supply must be cut off (voltage must be switched off)
for all electrical equipment installed in the longwall (shearer, conveyor, etc.) and the main gate if the
concentration of methane in the air flowing out of the longwall exceeds 2% or 1% in the air flowing
into the longwall area (according Polish regulations). This results in a sudden stoppage of the entire
exploitation process, disturbing its continuity and effectiveness.

The methane and spontaneous combustion of coal are both natural ventilation hazards [18–26].
When activated—either by the release and ignition of methane or the spontaneous combustion of
coal—they lead to serious injuries to the workers, halts in the mining process, the need to isolate
the exploitation areas, or many other disturbances; these all have a negative impact on the coal
extraction process. For this reason, the paper focuses on the analysis of both hazards as they often
occur simultaneously. In such cases, they are referred to as concurrent hazards [27–29]. A significant
rise in the level of ventilation hazards has been observed in hard coal mines in recent years. It is caused
by an increase in the amount of methane released from the rock mass and from the side of the cave-in
and the spontaneous combustion of coal–mainly in the goafs.

The goafs act as activators of these hazards to a very large extent. The reasons for this include
poor insulation of the goaf from the mining zone, coal that had not been extracted (e.g., some amount
of coal left in the seam or the presence of an anticipated sub-economic coal seam), and the mining
process conducted in the vicinity of old goafs. These factors increase the threat to the mining process.
This applies both to the methane release hazard as well as to the spontaneous combustion of coal [30–35].

In the case of the extraction of coal beds that are rich in methane and, at the same time, in the
areas impacted by the goafs, the methane release hazard caused by the flow of the gas increases.
The probability of spontaneous combustion of coal is also higher when the extraction of deposits is
extensive. Both are tightly linked to the ventilation of the longwall, including the flow of air (filtration)
through the goafs. The above-mentioned facts support the conclusion that the goafs have a significant
impact on the formation of methane release hazards and spontaneous combustion of coal in the area of
active exploitation. Therefore, they must be treated as an integral part of the mining process.

In the case of the mining process conducted in areas rich in methane, the methane that is
accumulated in the goafs and flows to the active workings can increase the probability of the ignition
and combustion of methane. In turn, the air flows from the longwall to the goaf create conditions for
spontaneous combustion of the coal left in these goafs. The air flowing through pores and crevices in
the goafs can thermally activate the coal. This process may result in the emission of carbon combustion
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products into the atmosphere in the form of poisonous gases (CO) and smoke [36]. In addition,
the spontaneous combustion of coal can be a factor that leads to the ignition of methane. Therefore,
in order to ensure the safety of the workers and the continuity of the production process, various
actions are designed to identify the processes related to the flow of gases through mining excavations
and goafs that affect the formation of ventilation hazards in the whole area. One such process that has
an impact on the shaping of the ventilation hazards—methane release and spontaneous combustion of
coal—in the active mining area is the routine ventilation of longwalls.

The global mining industry uses several systems of routine ventilation of active longwalls.
The most common and, at the same time, a popular system is the U-type ventilation system. In Poland,
as much as 70% of active longwalls are based on this type of ventilation (Figure 1a). The second—applied
relatively often—is the Y-type ventilation system (Figure 1b) [37].

Both systems are used in the areas where methane release and spontaneous combustion hazards
occur simultaneously. However, they have a different impact on the formation of these threats in the
area of exploitation.

—
—

—
—

  

(a) (b) 

–

—

Figure 1. Diagram of the U-type ventilation system (a) and the Y-type system with routine ventilation
of tailgate (b).

A common feature of both systems is the manner in which the air is supplied to the longwall
through the tailgate; the difference is in the discharge of the used air. The U-type ventilation system
discharges the air through the tailgate that runs along the body of coal; the Y-type ventilation system
uses the tailgate that runs along the goafs. Additionally, the Y-type ventilation system involves the
process of routine ventilation of the area of the longwall outlet (the intersection of the longwall and the
tailgate). This involves a stream of fresh air fed through the tailgate located along the body of coal
(Figure 1b) [38–40].

The manner of air distribution for both systems in the area of active mining works impacts on the
development of the ventilation hazard related to the ongoing extraction process. This impact, however,
is completely different.

The U-type ventilation system limits the probability of spontaneous combustion of coal that was
left in the goafs. This is caused by the fact that this hazard is impacted by the flow of air rich in oxygen
through the goafs—the air flows from the longwall. The air is a component required for the oxidation of
coal that leads to spontaneous heating followed by spontaneous combustion of coal. The intensity of
such a flow of air in the case of the U-type ventilation system is substantially smaller when compared to
the flow in the Y-type ventilation system. In the case of the former, the air flows to the goafs only from
the side of the tailgate and along the longwall. When using the Y-type system, the air flows also in the
area where the longwall intersects with the tailgate. If there is a methane release hazard, especially in the
area where the longwall intersects with the tailgate, its intensity will be greater for the U-type ventilation
system than the Y-type. This intensity significantly depends on the physical parameters of the goafs,
including the strength parameters of roof rocks (compressive and tensile strength), the porosity of the
rocks the goafs, the total moisture content of rocks, the depth at which the exploitation is carried out
and the thickness of the seam [37,41,42]. All these factors have a significant impact on porosity and,
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as a result, on the permeability of the goafs. The presence of hollow spaces in the goafs affects their
permeability, which is the basic property characterising the porous medium and is fundamental for the
process of airflow through these goafs and the emission of gases into the workings.

The highest amount of methane getting to the longwall working flows from the goafs. The highest
methane accumulation when using the U-type ventilation system occurs in the area of the intersection
of the longwall and the tailgate, whereas in the case of using the Y-type system, methane concentration
is substantially smaller, as an additional air stream is supplied to this area [40,43].

Therefore, it can be concluded that the routine ventilation system activates, to a large extent,
both hazards. The selection of the routine ventilation system—along with the physical parameters of
the air supplied—should be preceded by a detailed analysis of the area where mining activities will
be conducted.

Usually, the selection of an adequate longwall routine ventilation system in the case of concurrent
hazards—related to methane and spontaneous combustion of coal—in the exploited deposit, impacts
on the tendency of coal to spontaneously combust. The depth of exploitation in Polish coal mines
constantly rises, which results in an increase in the initial temperature of the deposits, which in turn
shortens the incubation time of spontaneous heating of coal [44]. This also increases the initial stress
of the rock mass—later leading to the formation of bigger areas of cracks around the excavations.
Such areas form porous centres that are permeable and can impact on the ventilation process [45].

If there is a high methane release hazard, the preventive measures used to reduce this hazard
also have an adverse effect on the risk of coal spontaneous combustion, mainly due to the increased
intensity of ventilation of the longwall and, consequently, increased airflow through the goafs.

The most preferable solution in this case is usually the system that is capable of limiting, as much
as possible, the flow of the air through the goafs [37,40,46]. This reduces the possibility of spontaneous
combustion of coal in the goafs. Hence, the most popular system in such cases is the U–type ventilation
system. It, however, when applied in the areas with deposits rich in methane, prevents effective
measures to minimize the methane release hazard. If methane release hazard prevents the effective
conduct of the mining process, additional steps are necessary to limit the hazard. If they also fail,
the type of the ventilation system must be changed from the U-type to the Y-type system. In practice,
such change is not easy, but there have been cases when the system was changed successfully. The paper
presents and discusses the case of such a change.

The issues that must be dealt with when changing the ventilation system have not been presented
in any of the available papers to date. The area of the impact analysis of the ventilation system type on
the concurrent hazards—methane and the spontaneous combustion of coal—have not been discussed
sufficiently to date. In terms of safety of operation as well as its efficiency and efficacy, this research
area plays a key role. Therefore, the authors hope that the case presented in the paper will fill the
research and information gap and will point to a new approach to solving the ventilation problems.
This proves that the solution presented in the paper is new and has not been applied to date.

The results of the analysis that are presented in the paper show that, in some cases, there is a need
to undertake urgent and decisive measures in order to maintain the mining process. The objective of
this paper is to present practical experience related to the change in the longwall ventilation system
during ongoing mining and with concurrent hazards. This analysis also made it possible to determine
the influence of the ventilation system on the formation of methane release hazard and the spontaneous
combustion of coal (in Poland, it is referred to as endogenous fire) in the area of exploitation. As already
mentioned, the analysis was conducted for the actual longwall. In terms of the formation of methane
release hazard and spontaneous combustion of coal, the results of gas concentrations characterising
this hazard were presented for two stages of longwall ventilation: for the initial stage of the U-type
longwall ventilation system and for the Y-type ventilation system.

Undoubtedly, the method of solving the problem of exploitation in conditions of coexistence
of ventilation hazards for the tested longwall is original and rarely used in practice. This is one
of the reasons it deserves to be presented more extensively, all the more so because it enabled the
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safe operation of the longwall without additional obstacles. The results obtained clearly indicate
a significant influence of the ventilation system on the formation of ventilation hazards for the two
different ventilation systems tested.

Some of the features of the paper prove that it is original and innovative. First, to our knowledge,
there are no studies in the scientific literature on the development of the hazard of methane release into
the air of the longwalls with the Y-type ventilation system. Therefore, this study is an original scientific
contribution devoted to the problem of the occurrence of methane release hazard for longwalls with
this specific type of the ventilated system. This is especially important, since the Y-type ventilation
system is often used in actual mines. However, the issue of the methane release hazard has, to date,
mainly concerned only longwalls with the U–type system. Secondly, the testing ground is the actual
longwall that, when active, had two types of ventilation system—the U-type and the Y-system. To date,
to the authors’ knowledge, there are no papers that present the results of research concerning the
formation of the methane release hazard or spontaneous combustion of coal related to such a case.
Thirdly, the authors used the measurements of the concentrations of gases emitted into the air of the
excavations to demonstrate the impact of the applied longwall ventilation system on the formation of
methane release hazard and the potential for the spontaneous combustion of coal, characterised by
the concentrations of gases. Finally, there are no available publications that present and discuss the
methane release hazard together with the spontaneous combustion of coal. Research activity within
this area has been focused either on an analysis of the hazard of coal spontaneous combustion or
methane release, whereas practice has shown that both hazards occur simultaneously.

All these factors prove that the research presented is original and, at the same time, show its broad
range of application. The results extend the knowledge of the mining process.

1.2. Brief Literature Review of Ventilation of Longwalls and Methane and Coal Spontaneous
Combustion Hazards

The issues concerning the occurrence of ventilation hazards in underground mine workings have
been presented numerous times in the literature. Several researchers are engaged in intensive research
on the recognition of processes related to the release of methane into the mine’s air, e.g., [47–52] and
the process of coal spontaneous combustion, e.g., [53–61].

The work on the release of methane from coal seams allowed, inter alia, for the construction of
a simplified mathematical model of methane release from coal seams to mine workings [47] or the
development of a mathematical model of methane release in coal seams [48], and provided a great extent
of valuable knowledge related to the sorption capacity of coal and surrounding rocks, which affects the
release of methane into mine workings [49–52]. In turn, the works [53–61] present several interesting
results indicating that a side effect of the process of spontaneous combustion of coal is the release of gases
such as carbon monoxide, ethylene, propylene, acetylene, and hydrogen into the air. The presence of these
gases as indicator gases in mines’ air has been used for many years to assess the process of spontaneous
combustion of coal. The results are used for tests related to the ventilation of underground workings.

The subject of the selection of the longwall ventilation system and its influence on the co-occurrence
of methane release hazard and spontaneous combustion of coal during mining is discussed in the world
literature to a relatively limited extent. Most of the works focus on matters related to the issue of the
independent occurrence of these hazards and the process of ventilating the workings in general [40,62–69].

One of the works devoted to the issue of ventilating the longwall is [62] and concerns the
problem of designing a system for ventilating excavations at large depths. The authors of the work
focused mainly on planning the ventilation parameters that are required during operation. The work
represents a very general approach to this process. Gillies and Wu in their work [63] carried out tests of
longwall ventilation systems in Australian mines. The authors presented the practices used to ventilate
excavations during coal mining and drew attention to the basic problems of selecting a ventilation
system for mining excavations. Mayes and Gillies [64] carried out an analysis of longwall ventilation
methods in Australian mines and discussed popular solutions. The analysis covered sixteen large
mining parcels, which allowed the authors of the paper to present the main problems occurring during
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the ventilation of excavations, as well as the best engineering practices to solve them. This work
contains interesting practical tips for the underground ventilation process.

The paper [65] presents a critical analysis of the longwall ventilation systems in the context
of methane release hazard. There, attention was drawn to the problem of a pressure drop (lasting
at least one day) and its impact on the increase in methane release hazard. In turn, the work by
Wang et al. [66] presents numerical research on the characteristics of ventilation airflow through the
U-type longwall ventilation system. The results obtained confirm the general views on the use of this
system, which were also confirmed in this work. The paper [67] presents the effect of ventilation on
the spontaneous heating of coal.

Diamond and Garcia, in their work [68], evaluated the impact of mining practices on methane
emissions and methane release hazard control systems. This work is a part of the presentation of
practical experience in the field of longwall excavation ventilation. Wang et al., in their work [69],
carried out research aimed at determining the characteristics of airflow through the longwall for
different stages of the operation. This is another example of searching for methods to optimise the
ventilation process. The paper [40] describes the characteristics of the most frequently used longwall
ventilation systems in Polish hard coal mines. The material provided is valuable due to its practical
approach to the problem of choosing the ventilation system.

The longwall ventilation systems are inextricably linked to the methane release hazard,
which results in slightly less work being devoted to the fire hazard. There are also some valuable studies
on this subject. The largest number of works in the area of the risk of coal spontaneous combustion
concern goafs [70–73]. Furthermore, a large number of papers related to the methane release hazard
are also devoted to goafs. This is due to the fact, as has already been mentioned before, that the goafs
are of key importance for the formation of ventilation hazards in the area of mining operations.

In this respect, Karacan, in his work [70], pointed out that methane emissions from the longwall
ventilation system are an important indicator of how much methane a mine produces and how much air
needs to be provided to keep methane levels below the regulatory limits, including goafs. Zhang, in his
paper [71], presented the results of the study on the distribution of air and gases in the sheared goafs
of a longwall with the U-type ventilation system. Tutak and Brodny, in their work [72], studied the
effect of the auxiliary devices used for the U-type ventilation system on the methane concentration in
the upper corner of the longwall. They also presented the results of a study on the influence of the
longwall ventilation system on the risk of spontaneous combustion of coal in the goafs [73]. In both
cases, it was especially important to treat the goaf as a porous and permeable medium.

The problem of spontaneous combustion of coal left in the goafs and its influence on the ventilation
process has also been discussed thoroughly in the works [74–77].

Lu and Qin, in their work [74], used numerical simulation to determine the distribution of gas
concentration in the goaf, which resulted in the determination of a potential zone in which coal
may spontaneously ignite. In turn, [75] presented the results of the analysis of coal spontaneous
combustion in goafs using numerical modeling. The results obtained allowed to conclude that the risk
associated with spontaneous combustion of coal is influenced by the concentration of oxygen in the
goaf, the longwall ventilation system and the inclination of the seam. The paper [76] also presents the
results of research on the prevention of spontaneous combustion of coal left in the goafs of one of the
longwalls in the Haizi coal mine. Pan et al., in [77], used the measurement data on the concentration of
carbon monoxide and oxygen in goafs and carried out numerical tests to determine three zones in
goafs of one of the longwalls associated with the spontaneous combustion of coal.

Moreover, the authors of the works [78,79] have designated such zones in the goafs of the
cave-in longwalls.

Taraba et al. [80,81] carried out numerical research in which they simulated the process of
self-heating of coal in goafs. Yuan and Smith [82] used numerical research to predict the process of the
heating and spontaneous combustion of coal in the goaf. The paper [83] also presents the results of
similar studies.
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In turn, the paper [84] presents the cutting roof and release pressure technique to determine the
area of occurrence of three zones related to the process of spontaneous ignition of coal in the goaf.

Since spontaneous combustion of coal can lead to the ignition of methane, this subject has also
been presented in several interesting and valuable works [85–87].

Brune and Saki, in their work [86], on the basis of research carried out with the use of Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD), determined the places in goafs where methane occurs in explosive concentrations
and presented a method of feeding nitrogen to goafs, which neutralizes the methane release hazard
and, at the same time, spontaneous combustion of coal. The research referred to the longwall with
the U-type ventilation system. Li et al., in turn, presented the results of the research consisting of
determining the effect of spontaneous combustion of coal in goafs on methane decomposition [87].
The tests were also carried out for the U-type ventilation system. Zhang et al. presented the results of
the numerical analysis of methane emission from goafs into the tailgate with the U-type ventilation
system [88].

Zmarzły and Trzaskalik, in their work [89], presented the results of measurements of methane
concentration in the area of the crossing of a longwall with a ventilation gallery for the U-type system.

The works presented here are only a part of the contribution to the broadly understood topic of
ensuring ventilation safety in the process of the underground mining operation.

Therefore, the issues covered in this work should be a valuable addition to this material and
indicate the practical possibilities of applying a completely new solution to improve the state of
ventilation in case of combined hazards.

However, none of the works present the results of the influence of the ventilation system on the
simultaneous formation of methane release hazard and spontaneous combustion of coal. Therefore,
the issues covered in this work should be a valuable addition to this material and show a practical and
completely new solution to improve the state of ventilation in case of combined hazards.

From both a scientific and utilitarian perspective, this issue seems to be extremely important
and interesting.

2. Materials and Methods

The analysis of the impact of the longwall ventilation system on the formation of the methane
release hazard and the risk of spontaneous combustion of coal was carried out for one of the longwalls
in the mine in the ROW area (Rybnik Mining District) (Figure 2). The mine is located in the southern
part of Poland. The size of its mining area is 21.76 km2 and its operational resources amount to
144,643 thousand tons of coal.

–

ły and Trzaskalik

Figure 2. Location of the tested mine (own elaboration based on [90]).
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The longwall was exploited with a longitudinal system with the roof rock cave-in in the direction
from the boundaries of the field of exploitation. It was 240 m long, 870 m of coal was mined, and the
thickness of the coal bed ranged from 1.6 to about 2.0 m.

The physical and chemical parameters of the rocks in the roof of the exploited seam are shown in
Table 1 and the profile of the rocks in the direct roof is shown in Figure 3.

Table 1. Physical and chemical parameters of the rocks in the floor and roof of the exploited seam.

Type of Rock Zone Rc, MPa Soakability Separability Density, g/cm3

sandstone roof 41.6 0.8–1.0 block 2.65
shale roof 26.6 0.6 block 2.50

coal (seam 408/1) seam 17.5 - - 1.28
shale floor 31.7 0.6 block 2.56

–

 

Figure 3. Profile of the seam and the direct roof of the longwall.

The hard coal deposited in the seam 408/1 is lustrous, rarely matte, with a strand-type structure
and with occasional pyrite, and, less often, calcite coatings. The content of individual macerals in the
coal is shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Petrographic composition of the coal deposited in the seam 408/1.

Petrographic Content, %

Vitrinite 60–90
Exinite 5–20

Inertinite 5–25
Liptinite 5–8

Sulphides 1
Clay materials 1
Mineral matter 2–30

The susceptibility of the rocks in the roof and the floor to spontaneous sparking, which can ignite
methane in the longwall due to the high variability of their quartz content, was determined as high.
The maximum primary temperature of the rocks deposited at a depth of 780 m was 24.9 ◦C.

Ventilation parameters of the air, also known as the physical and chemical parameters (speed,
pressure, and concentrations of gases in a mine) in the mine are measured by means of automatic
gasometry sensors. These sensors include anemometers, automatic methane meters, oxygen meters,
carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide sensors, as well as absolute pressure, humidity, and temperature
sensors. These sensors are part of the gasometric system of the mine (SMP system). They identify
the composition and parameters of the underground air of the workings. This information is used to
assess the hazard level in these workings. This can result, for example, in the automatic shutdown of
the power supply to mining machines when the methane concentration exceeds the regulatory limit
values [91]. The SMP system also provides a quasi-continuous communication with underground
devices, such as sensors or voltage shutdown devices.

The applied automatic gasometry system distinguishes between the underground facility and
the control stations located on the surface (Figure 4). The underground facility consists of sensors for
measuring the ventilation parameters of air and underground stations, which perform the function of
data concentrators and actuating systems. Surface stations, on the other hand, include data transmission
systems and power supply systems. At the same time, they are an intermediate element for the
computer part of the control system.

–
–
–
–

–

 

Figure 4. Structure of the system for monitoring the parameters of the air in the underground workings
(own elaboration based on [92]).
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Automatic methane meters type MM4 (manufactured by SEVITEL, Poland) with digital data
transmission were used in the mine record methane concentrations with a resolution of 0.1 CH4.
The measurement is performed with a fixed sampling time of the recorded data. The measuring range
ranges from 0 to 100%. These sensors are directly connected to the surface facility.

Anemometers, in turn, record air velocity with a resolution of up to 0.1 m/s, and barometric
pressure gauges up to 1 hPa. An exemplary report of the results obtained from automatic methanometry
is shown in Figure 5.

 

Figure 5. Report presenting methane measurement using an automatic methanometric sensor.

In the initial stage of exploitation, the longwall was ventilated with the U-type system. However,
due to the level of methane release hazard and the impossibility of maintaining a permissible
concentration of methane in the air (2%), it was necessary to change the ventilation system to the Y-type
system. The diagrams of the longwall with the directions of airflow and the location of gasometric
protections for the ventilation systems used are shown in Figure 6.

 

(a) 

Figure 6. Cont.
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(b) 

—

m from the excavation’s liquidation 

Figure 6. Diagrams of the tested longwall for the U-type (a) and Y-type (b) ventilation systems.

The measurement points for determining the actual concentration of methane released during
the operation based on the U-type ventilation system were located in the longwall and the tailgate.
Their detailed location is shown in Figure 6a. Sensor no. 1 (with the operating threshold of 1.0% CH4),
was installed under the roof in the longwall in the zone of about 10 m from the crossing with the
tailgate. Sensor no. 2 (with the operating threshold of 2.0% CH4) was installed under the roof in the
longwall, at a distance of about 1/3 of the length of the longwall—counting from the outlet, in the place
of the highest methane concentrations found. Sensor no. 3 (with the operating threshold of 2.0% CH4)
was installed in the tailgate at a distance of no more than 2 m from the excavation’s liquidation line.
Sensor no. 4 (with the operating threshold of 2.0% CH4), was installed in the tailgate at the top of the
sidewall, at the height of the longwall outlet. Sensor no. 5 (with the operating threshold of 2.0 CH4)
was installed in the tailgate at a distance of no more than 10 m from the outlet of the longwall.

The permissible concentration of methane, and consequently the operating thresholds of individual
sensors, resulting in the exclusion of electricity supply to machines and equipment, depends on the place
of their installation in excavations located in the area of the longwall on the basis of regulations applicable
in Poland [91]. Methane sensors installed in the longwall area recorded methane concentrations with
a resolution of 0.1% CH4. The location of these sensors was consistent with the regulations valid in
Polish hard coal mines (Figure 6a).

When using the U-type ventilation system, a volume flow rate of 1050 m3/min was supplied to
the longwall by means of the main gate. Moreover, an extra airflow of 400 m3/min also supplied to
the longwall.

Starting from the seventh month of its operation, the ventilation system was changed from the
U-type to the Y-type. The method of arrangement of measurement sensors for this system is shown in
Figure 6b.

Sensor no. 1 was installed under the roof of the tailgate at a distance of about 75 m before the
inlet to the longwall. Sensor no. 2 (with the operating threshold of 1.0% CH4), was installed under the
roof in the longwall in the zone of about 10 m from the crossing with the tailgate. Sensor No. 3 (with
the operating threshold of 2.0% CH4), was installed under the roof in the longwall, in the zone from
2 m to the outlet from the longwall. Sensor No. 4 was installed in the tailgate maintained along the
goafs, 10 m behind the longwall outlet (its operating threshold was 2.0% CH4). Sensor No. 5 (with
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the operating threshold of 2.0 CH4), was installed under the roof in the research cross heading 1a,
between 10 and 15 m from the intersection with the tailgate 1a. When using the longwall ventilation
system, volume flow of air of 1200 m3/min (12.5% more than when using the U-system) was supplied
to the longwall through the main gate; 450 m3/min (11.11% more than when using the U–system) was
supplied to the longwall through the tailgate. The need to increase the amount of air supplied to
the longwall resulted from the fact that with less air it was impossible to maintain the permissible
concentrations of methane.

The methane bearing capacity of the tested seam reached 5.3 m3/Mg of pure coal and the gas
desorption intensity index for coal from this seam reached 0.96 kPa. Determination of the seam’s
methane-bearing capacity is the foundation for determining the methane release hazard category
under Polish regulations.

The tested longwall was located in the seam classified as category III methane hazard (as provided
by Polish regulations). This means that the methane content of the accessible seam or its part is greater
than 4.5 m3/Mg but not greater than 8 m3/Mg in terms of clean coal. The categories of methane release
hazard in Poland are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Category of methane release hazard in Poland (own elaboration based on [91]).

Category of Methane
Release Hazard

Description

I

Category I methane release hazard includes the developed seam or its part if
the quantity of methane of natural origin contained in a unit of weight in the
depth of the body of coal, referred to as “methane carrying capacity”,
is between 0.1 and 2.5 m3/Mg of dry ash-free coal.

II
Category II methane release hazard includes the developed seam or its part if
the methane carrying capacity is greater than 2.5 m3/Mg but not greater than
4.5 m3/Mg of dry ash-free coal.

III
Category III methane release hazard includes the developed seam or its part if
the methane carrying capacity is greater than 4.5 m3/Mg but not greater than
8 m3/Mg of dry ash-free coal.

IV
Category IV methane release hazard includes the developed seam or its part if
the methane carrying capacity is greater than 8 m3/Mg of dry ash-free coal or if
there is a sudden methane release or methane and rock outburst.

Coal from the exploited seam was qualified to the IV group of spontaneous combustibility,
i.e., with high susceptibility to spontaneous combustion. With a spontaneous combustibility index
(Sza) of Sza = 116 ◦C/min and carbon oxidation activation energy (A) A = 47.9 kJ/mol, the spontaneous
combustion incubation period determined under laboratory conditions was forty-seven days.

Due to the risk of coal spontaneous combustion, the area of the longwall was covered by
an early detection system designed to report spontaneous combustion. Air samples were taken
from chromatographic analysis on a weekly basis, which allowed determining the concentration of
gases (ethane—C2H6, ethylene—C2H4, propane—C3H8, propylene—C3H6, acetylene—C2H6, carbon
monoxide—CO, carbon dioxide—CO2, oxygen—O2, and hydrogen—H2). Figure 6a shows the location
of the goaf air sampling when using the U-type ventilation system and Figure 6b when using the
Y-type system.

The exploited seam did not show a tendency to tremble: there were no records of frequent tremors.
This seam and the excavations of the longwall area are classified as class B coal dust explosion hazards.

3. Results

3.1. Analysis of the Methane Release Hazard

It should also be noted that ventilation methane is the volume amount of methane released to the
excavations associated with the longwall area and is expressed in m3 per unit of time. On the other
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hand, total methane (absolute) should be understood as the sum of the amount of methane released
into the mine workings (ventilation methane) and methane captured by methane drainage.

Based on the measurements of methane concentration, the courses were determined during
ventilation of the longwall with the U-type system. The measurement points were put in the longwall
and the top gate (Figure 6a). These courses represent weighted average values of methane concentration
on subsequent days of the operation (Figure 7).

 

— — — —

Figure 7. Registered concertation of methane for the U-type ventilation.

The analysis of the obtained values proves that the highest mean daily methane concentration of
1.6% was recorded on the M3 sensor, placed in the tailgate, at a distance of no more than 2 m from the
line of liquidation the gate. A slightly lower value of average methane concentration, reaching 1.4%,
was recorded on the M4 sensor in the tailgate placed on the upper sidewall at the height of the outlet of
the tailgate. Methane concentration values of 1.2% were recorded on the M5 sensor located not more
than 10 m from the outlet of the longwall. A quite high concentration of methane remained also in
the longwall itself, about 160 m from the inlet to the longwall, and reached about 1.0% (M2 sensor).
The lowest average daily methane concentration was found in the longwall that was 10 m long (M1
sensor), counting from the inlet to the longwall, and reached about 0.1% CH4.

The analysis of the median values of average methane concentration on sensors located in the
area of the longwall shows that for about half of the days of operation, on the M1 sensor, this value
was about 0.1%. For the M2 sensor, the median value was 1.0%, whereas M3 and M4 sensors recorded
(for half of the working days) an average value of methane higher than 1.4%. A slightly lower value
occurred on the M5 sensor, of about 1.1%.

Taking into account the value of methane concentration in the case of 10% of measurements,
the highest value of the 90th percentile occurred for the average concentrations recorded on the M3
sensor and was 1.8% and on the M5 sensor 1.6%. The 90th percentile value for the M4 sensor was 1.4%,
and for the M2 sensor 1.3%. The lowest value was recorded on the M1 sensor and was 0.2%. The 10th
percentile (mean concertation of methane in 90% of measurements) registered by the M1 sensor was
0.1%, M2—0.6%, M3—1.2%, M4—1.4%, and M5—0.9%.

Basic descriptive statistics for recorded measurements of methane concentrations at measurement
points are presented in Table 4.
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Table 4. Descriptive statistics of recorded methane concentrations for individual sensors for the U-type
ventilation system.

Sensor Mean Median Min Max
10th

Percentile
90th

Percentile
Stand.

Deviation
Variation
Coefficient

Skewness Kurtosis

M1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.0 32.4 1.7 0.9
M2 0.9 1.0 0.6 1.6 0.6 1.3 0.3 29.0 0.3 −1.1
M3 1.6 1.5 1.0 2.3 1.2 1.8 0.3 17.7 0.7 0.0
M4 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.6 1.3 1.4 0.1 4.3 0.7 0.9
M5 1.2 1.1 0.8 2.2 0.9 1.6 0.3 23.7 1.0 0.3

During the operation of the longwall and the use of the U-ventilation system, already in the first
months of operation, a significant number of exceedances of the permissible methane concentrations
of at least 2% were recorded on sensors M3 and M5. The number of these exceedances may be
treated as an indicator related to the magnitude of methane release hazard in the area of conducted
exploitation. Exceeding the permitted concentration of methane in the excavation causes a risk of
ignition of methane.

When the U-type ventilation system was used, the methane exceedances that occurred, therefore,
posed a serious risk of methane ignition and simultaneously prevented operation. The sensors
located in the area of operation (in the longwall and on the main gates) recorded a total of 1295 cases
when the permissible methane concentrations were exceeded. The highest number was recorded
by the M4 sensor and was 776. A significant number of exceedances of the methane concentration
limit—423 cases—were also recorded on the M3 sensor (Table 5). On the remaining sensors (M2 and
M5), a total of 96 exceedances of methane concentration limits were recorded. The total time for
exceeding methane concentrations was about 25,900 min, giving almost 18 days.

Table 5. Summary of the number of exceedances of methane concentrations during longwall ventilation
with the U-type ventilation system.

Sensor No. of Exceedances, U-Type

M1 0
M2 40
M3 423
M4 776
M5 56

The main reason for exceeding the permissible concentration of methane on the M2 sensor was
coal mining with a coal shearer or sudden gas outflows from relaxed rock mass (body of coal) during
the operation. In turn, exceedances of the acceptable methane concentration recorded by the M4
and M3 sensors, located in the tailgate in the area of the intersection with the longwall, were most
probably caused by methane outflows from the goafs. Taking into account the number of exceedances
and the number of days during which the U-type ventilation system was applied, there were about
7.15 exceedances of the permitted concentration of methane per one day of extraction, which gives
almost 2.5 h in total when the mining operation was halted.

When using the U-type ventilation system, the absolute methane and longwall ventilation values
changed with the progress of the operation. In general, it can be concluded that these methane
substances showed an upward trend (Figure 8).

The lowest mean absolute methane value occurred in the first month of the longwall mining and
amounted to 15.39 m3/min, and the highest in the sixth month and amounted to 44.50 m3/min (when
using the U-type system). In turn, the lowest mean value of the ventilation methane content occurred
in the second month of operation and amounted to 14.11 m3/min, and the highest in the fourth month
and amounted to 17.72 m3/min on average. The increase in absolute methane content was caused by
the increase in the size of the relaxed zone in the rock mass and the gradual increase in extraction.
The mean flow of methane volume captured by the system of methane drainage in the analysed period
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(from March 2018 to the end of August 2018), reached 19.13 m3/min and increased from 1.18 m3/min in
the first month of exploitation to 28.09 m3/min in the sixth month. It can be seen in Figure 6 that the
changes in the amount of methane captured by methane drainage systems are similar to the changes in
the ventilation methane content during this period.

 

Figure 8. Absolute methane, ventilation and methane drainage rate when using the U-type
ventilation system.

The analysis of the data presented in Figure 8 also shows that around the third month of operation
there is some stabilisation in the range of the size of the methane flow captured by methane drainage
systems and absolute and ventilation methane.

The number of exceedances of the permitted methane concentrations made it necessary to take
measures to reduce the methane concentrations that persist in the air ventilation stream. To achieve
this, it was decided to change the U-type ventilation system used and apply the Y-type system. For this
purpose, it was necessary to carry out additional mining works in the form of excavations, which made
it possible to change this ventilation system. The area of the longwall after the completion of the
necessary mining works to enable the system to be changed is shown in Figure 6. The duration of
mining work to change the ventilation system from the U-type to the Y-type was about one month.

Starting from the seventh month of its operation, the ventilation system has been changed from
the U-type to the Y-type.

The weighted average daily methane concentrations when using the Y-type system are shown in
Figure 9.

The analysis of the obtained average values of methane concentration during the application of
the Y-type ventilation system (Table 6) shows that the highest values of this concentration, amounting
to 1.30%, were recorded by the M3 sensor that was placed under the roof at a distance of about 2 m
from the longwall outlet. Slightly lower values, up to 1.10%, were recorded by the M4 sensor in the
tailgate along the goafs. Significantly lower methane concentrations were also recorded by sensors
2 and 5, which amounted to about 0.80% CH4. The lowest concentration of methane was recorded
in the air stream in the main gate (about 0.02% on average). The lowest concentrations of methane
were recorded by the M1 sensor, due to the fact that this sensor is located at the inlet to the longwall,
therefore it measures the methane content of the fresh air stream that is being fed to the longwall.
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Figure 9. Concentrations of methane when using the Y-type ventilation system.

Table 6. Descriptive statistics of recorded methane concentrations for individual sensors for the Y-type
ventilation system.

Sensor Mean Median Min Max
10th

Percentile
90th

Percentile
Stand.

Deviation
Coefficient
of Variation

Skewness Kurtosis

M1 0.20 0.20 0.10 0.30 0.10 0.20 0.04 22.27 −1.30 0.83
M2 0.80 0.70 0.60 1.20 0.60 1.00 0.15 18.95 1.12 0.36
M3 1.30 1.30 1.20 1.50 1.30 1.40 0.05 4.09 0.23 −0.73
M4 1.10 1.10 1.00 1.40 1.10 1.20 0.08 7.10 1.36 2.31
M5 0.80 0.80 0.60 1.40 0.70 1.10 0.19 22.63 0.83 −0.50

The results from Table 5 show that for 50% of the days of the operation, the median value on M1
was 0.20%. For M2, the value was 0.70% and for M3, 1.30%. The median value for the M4 sensor was
1.10% and for the M1 sensor–0.80%.

The sensors distributed in the area of the longwall when using the Y-type ventilation system
(251 days), only 47 exceedances of the allowed methane concentrations were recorded in total,
the highest number of which was recorded by the M4 sensor and was 21. There are 17 exceeded
methane concentrations on M5 and nine exceeded methane concentrations on M3 (Table 7).

Table 7. Summary of the number of exceedances of methane concentrations during longwall ventilation
with the Y-type ventilation system.

Sensor No. of Exceedances, Y-Type

M1 0
M2 0
M3 17
M4 9
M5 21

The total time for exceeding the permitted methane concentrations for this system was 940 min.
Taking into account the number of exceedances and the number of days during which the Y-type
ventilation system was used, there were 0.19 exceedances of the acceptable methane concentration per
one day of extraction, which gives about 5 min of stoppage per day (for the U-type systems, it was
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7.15 exceedances per working day, or about 2.5 h). This clearly means that the methane release hazard
was many times lower when using the Y-type ventilation system than when using the U-type system.

The absolute and ventilation methane content and the amount of the methane drained were
gradually decreasing during subsequent months when using the Y-type system (Figure 10).

Figure 10. Absolute methane, ventilation and methane drainage rate when using the Y-type
ventilation system.

The mean value of absolute methane in the first month when the Y-type system was used reached
44.89 m3/min and was 0.39 m3/min higher than in the last month when the ventilation was based
on the U-type system. The highest absolute methane value was reached in the second month of the
Y-type system (and in the eighth month of the mining in general) and was 54.18 m3/min. The lowest
mean daily absolute methane value occurred in the last month of the exploitation and amounted to
15.42 m3/min and was similar to that occurring during the first month of exploitation and at the same
time when the U-type ventilation system was used. The mean absolute methane value when using
the Y-type ventilation system reached 35.46 m3/min and was higher than the mean absolute methane
value when using the U-type system by 1.1 m3/min. For the Y-type ventilation, the methane flow rate
recorded in the system for the methane drainage was 22.31 m3/min on average and was higher than the
flow rate recorded when using the U-type system by 3.18 m3/min. Ventilation methane for the Y-type
system amounted on average to 13.15 m3/min and was lower than when using the U-type ventilation
system by 2.1 m3/min.

The mean values of absolute methane, ventilation and methane drainage rate for both ventilation
systems used are listed in Table 8. The average absolute methane content reached 34.37 m3/min in the
case of the U-type ventilation system and 35.46 m3/min for the Y-type ventilation system. The average
ventilation methane content related to the volume content of methane in the ventilation air for the
U-type system was 15.24 m3/min and 13.15 m3/min for the Y-type system. The methane drainage
system drained 19.13 m3/min of methane for the U-type ventilation system and 22.31 m3/min in the
case of the Y-type ventilation system.
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Table 8. Mean absolute methane, ventilation and methane drainage values for the system on U and Y.

Variable
Ventilation System

U Y

Absolute methane content, m3/min 34.37 35.46
Ventilation methane content, m3/min 15.24 13.15

Methane drainage m3/min 19.13 22.31

Generally, it can be stated that during the application of the Y-type ventilation system, the average
ventilation methane content of the longwall decreased by 13.72%, while the absolute methane content
of the longwall increased by 16.63%, and the methane volume flow captured by methane drainage
systems increased by 3.18%.

During the sixteen months of operation, the total absolute methane content of the longwall
amounted to 807 465.6 m3—of which 296,913.6 m3 was for the U-type ventilation system and
510,552 m3 for the Y-type ventilation system. The analysed ventilation methane content was 320,976 m3,
of which 131,659.2 m3 of methane was released to the longwall area when using the U-type system,
and 189,316.8 m3 for the Y-type system. The methane drainage system captured 486,489.6 m3 of methane.

However, it should be noted that period when the ventilation was based on the Y-type system
was ten months, and the U-type system was used only for six months. The last four months of the
operation when the Y-type system was applied were characterized by low absolute methane content
(below 30 m3/min). When using the U-type ventilation system, this phenomenon only occurred for
two months.

During the application of both ventilation systems, the average daily output of the longwalls
remained at a similar level—about 2300 tonnes per day. In the last month of the operation, the longwall
was prepared for decommissioning, which results in a significant reduction in extraction. During this
period, the reduction in absolute and ventilation methane and the value of the methane captured by
drainage systems are visible.

A gradual decrease in absolute methane content for the Y-type ventilation system during the
subsequent months of the exploitation was caused by the gradual decrease in the methane content of the
deposit. Generally, two phases can be distinguished that are related to the formation of methane—the
growth phase and the decline phase (Figure 11). There is no stabilisation phase.

—

—

—

 

Figure 11. Phases related to the formation of absolute methane, ventilation and methane drainage.
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The results show a strong positive correlation between absolute and ventilation methane,
and absolute methane and methane drainage during the operation based either on the U-type or the
Y-type ventilation system. The smallest positive correlation, although still significant, was between
ventilation methane and methane drainage (Table 9).

Table 9. Correlations between absolute methane and methane drainage during the entire lifespan of
the longwall.

Variable Absolute Methane Content Ventilation Methane Content Methane Drainage

Absolute methane content 1.00 0.85 0.97
Ventilation methane content 0.85 1.00 0.69

Methane drainage 0.97 0.69 1.00

The analysis of the correlations between absolute methane, ventilation and methane drainage rate
when using both ventilation systems prove that a stronger correlation between the variables occurred
when using the Y-type system (Table 10).

Table 10. Correlations between absolute methane, ventilation and methane drainage for both longwall
ventilation systems.

Variable

U-Type Ventilation System Y-Type Ventilation System

Absolute
Methane
Content

Ventilation
Methane
Content

Methane
Drainage

Absolute
Methane
Content

Ventilation
Methane
Content

Methane
Drainage

Absolute
methane
content

1.00 0.62 0.99 1.00 0.96 0.99

Ventilation
methane
content

0.62 1.00 0.52 0.96 1.00 0.91

Methane
drainage

0.99 0.52 1.00 0.99 0.91 1.00

3.2. Analysis of the Coal Spontaneous Combustion Hazard

The Figures 12–20 show the changes in gas concentration in the air samples taken from the goafs
for both ventilation systems.

–

  
(a) (b) 

—Figure 12. Changes in concentrations of oxygen in the goaf air—the U-type (a) and the Y-type ventilation
system (b).
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(a) (b) 

—

—

—

Figure 13. Changes in concentrations of carbon monoxide in the goaf air—the U-type (a) and the Y-type
ventilation system (b).

—

  
(a) (b) 

—

—

Figure 14. Changes in concentrations of carbon dioxide in the goaf air—the U-type (a) and the Y-type
ventilation system (b).

—

—

  
(a) (b) 

—Figure 15. Changes in concentrations of hydrogen in the goaf air—the U-type (a) and the Y-type
ventilation system (b).
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(a) (b) 

—

—
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Figure 16. Changes in concentrations of ethylene and propylene in the goaf air—the U-type (a) and the
Y-type ventilation system (b).

—

  
(a) (b) 

—

—

Figure 17. Changes in concentrations of acetylene in the goaf air—the U-type (a) and the Y-type
ventilation system (b).

—

—

  
(a) (b) 

—Figure 18. Changes in concentrations of ethane in the goaf air—the U-type (a) and the Y-type ventilation
system (b).
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(a) (b) 

—

—

Figure 19. Changes in concentrations of propane in the goaf air—the U-type (a) and the Y-type
ventilation system (b).

—

  
(a) (b) 

—Figure 20. Changes in concentrations of nitrogen in the goaf air—the U-type (a) and the Y-type
ventilation system (b).

The analysis of the concentrations of gas changes in the air samples shows that the values depend
on the type of ventilation and that the concentrations of oxygen (Figure 12) for the Y-type system were
slightly lower than for the U-type system. This proves that the oxidation reactions of the coal in the
goafs occurred. During such a reaction, the concentration of oxygen in the atmosphere in the goaf is
reduced and the proportion of gases resulting from chemical reactions associated with the process
of oxidation, spontaneous heating and spontaneous combustion is increased, which is confirmed
by the concentrations of carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, hydrogen and acetylene, and ethylene
and propylene.

In hard coal mining, carbon monoxide is the basic indicator gas for the oxidation and spontaneous
heating reactions that lead to spontaneous combustion of coal. The increase in its content (Figure 13)
in the air for the Y-ventilation system in relation to the U-type system indicates the processes of the
low-temperature oxidation of coal or spontaneous combustion of coal. This gas is present in the air
only after these two processes occurred.

The characteristics of carbon dioxide concentrations (Figure 14) also indicate that for the Y-type
system, the reactions of spontaneous combustion of coal occurred more intensively than for the U-type
ventilation system. The process of spontaneous combustion increases the concentrations of carbon
dioxide in the air (Figure 14) and the concentration of oxygen decreases (Figure 13). The dynamics of
these changes are more or less the same. At the same time, it should be noted that in an underground
hard coal mine, the presence of carbon dioxide is also connected with its secretion from the rock mass,
so it should always be analysed, along with changes in concentrations of oxygen.
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Analysis of changes in concentrations of hydrogen (Figure 15) ethylene and propylene (Figure 16),
acetylene (Figure 17), propane (Figure 18) and ethane (Figure 20), were for the Y-type ventilation
system compared to the U-type system. These gases are emitted as the temperature of coal increases,
which means that the coal spontaneous heating when using the Y-type ventilation system is more intense.

Changes in nitrogen concentration for both the U-type and Y-type ventilation system (Figure 20),
also indicate an increased risk of coal spontaneous heating for the Y-type system. During this process,
the tendencies of changes in nitrogen content (Figure 20) and oxygen content (Figure 12) are divergent,
because the nitrogen content in the air increases and the oxygen content decreases.

Table 11 presents basic descriptive statistics for the test gas concentrations for both ventilation
systems. The results clearly show that for both systems, the level of probability of coal spontaneous
combustion increases. This is evidenced by an increase in the concentrations of gases produced during
chemical reactions associated with low-temperature oxidation, leading to coal spontaneous combustion
with a simultaneous reduction in oxygen concentration.
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Table 11. Basic descriptive statistics for tested gas concentrations in air samples taken from goafs when using the U and Y venting system.

Tested Gas

Mean Median Min Max 90th Percentile Stand. Deviation Coefficient of Variation

Ventilation System

U Y U Y U Y U Y U Y U Y U Y

Ethane 0.30 0.86 0.20 0.70 0.00 0.10 2.40 3.60 0.70 1.90 0.34 0.70 112.30 80.61
Ethylene 0.04 0.08 0.04 0.08 0.01 0.01 0.12 0.26 0.06 0.15 0.02 0.05 45.98 57.04
Propane 0.10 0.13 0.07 0.09 0.02 0.02 1.05 1.36 0.20 0.27 0.13 0.18 123.32 135.04

Propylene 0.03 0.06 0.03 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.08 0.20 0.06 0.10 0.02 0.04 57.12 66.46
Acetylene 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.01 0.013 0.01 0.01 0.34 0.36 120.35 66.49

Carbon monoxide 19.18 59.65 16.00 47.00 2.00 5.00 57.00 235.00 38.00 121.00 13.18 47.64 68.74 79.86
Oxygen 19.81 19.00 19.92 19.21 17.09 14.81 20.78 20.77 20.62 20.60 0.70 1.34 3.56 7.06

Nitrogen 79.57 80.27 79.53 80.01 78.28 78.95 80.83 84.29 80.06 81.72 0.41 1.09 0.52 1.36
Carbon dioxide 0.61 0.68 0.51 0.49 0.12 0.09 2.45 3.33 1.29 1.43 0.47 0.56 76.67 82.38

Hydrogen 1.57 2.02 1.30 1.70 0.50 0.50 4.60 9.90 2.90 3.40 0.94 1.31 59.83 64.78
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4. General Discussion

The process of underground mining is continuously associated with the occurrence of natural
hazards. Currently, the most burdensome and dangerous are ventilation hazards. The case study
presented in the paper shows that different types of hazards occur simultaneously. This co-occurrence
often significantly limits the methods designed to limit their impact. Measures to reduce one type of
hazard can simultaneously activate another.

Such a case is presented in this article. Two hazards—methane and coal spontaneous
combustion—accumulated in tested longwall. Both are extremely dangerous and can cause serious
disturbances in the production process and pose a great danger to the workers.

One method to limit the consequences of these hazards is to choose a proper ventilation system.
However, a system that has the capacity to reduce the methane release hazard simultaneously increases
the coal spontaneous combustion hazard. Nevertheless, it is clear that a proper ventilation system
selected as early as at the stage of designing the operation is one of the key factors that will ensure
safe and effective underground operation. The longwall ventilation system must have the capacity to
reduce the hazardous concentrations of methane and gaseous products of the processes associated
with the spontaneous combustion of coal and to provide conditions that will allow for continuous
mining. Unfortunately, it is extremely difficult to find a system that will meet both conditions.

The mining process of the case presented in the paper was initially based on the U-type ventilation
system, which later proved to be very ineffective in reducing the methane release hazard. This system
made it practically impossible to continue the mining process. Very frequent exceedances of the
methane concentration limits caused interruptions, which, in turn, completely disrupted the entire
production cycle. This resulted in the need to change the ventilation system to a more favourable
and efficient one in terms of methane. The Y-type ventilation system managed to significantly reduce
the concentrations of methane, but it led to an increase in the coal spontaneous combustion tendency.
The Y-type system caused most of the air to enter the goaf, which can activate the combustion.

The results presented in Section 3 clearly indicate that the U-type longwall ventilation system,
in the case of high methane release hazard, characterized by exceeding the permissible concentrations of
methane in the air, prevents safe and effective operation. At the same time, the use of this system limits
the carbon oxidation reactions in the goaf leading to coal spontaneous heating and combustion, which
is confirmed by the low concentrations of gases that are the products of these reactions. In turn, the
Y-type ventilation system enables safe and effective operation in conditions where there is a methane
release hazard but deteriorates the safety conditions related to spontaneous combustion of coal.

It is evident that the presented case is remarkably interesting from a scientific and practical
perspective. It clearly demonstrates the advantages and disadvantages of both ventilation systems
used in the same longwall. Moreover, such a case when two different ventilation methods are used is
extremely rare.

The authors believe that when methane concentration stays above 1.5% (median) for half of
the working day, with simultaneous application of all possible preventive measures, in a longwall
maintained in the mine air in the area of the intersection of a longwall with a tailgate, after the
full launch of the longwall and the nominal mining capacity, the initial ventilation system must
be changed—for instance, to the Y–type system. This involves specific financial outlays, but if the
longwall is economically balanced, such a solution can help to successfully complete the exploitation
of the longwall.

5. Conclusions

The paper presents the results of the analysis of the impact that the longwall ventilation system
has on the formation of two basic ventilation hazards during mining: the methane release hazard and
spontaneous combustion of coal.

The following statements and conclusions are based on the measurements, calculations,
and analyses carried out:
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- The average absolute methane content reached 34.37 m3/min in the case of the U-type ventilation
system, and 35.46 m3/min for the Y-type ventilation system. The average ventilation methane
content related to the volume content of methane in the ventilation air for the U-type system was
15.24 m3/min, and 13.15 m3/min for the Y-type system. The methane drainage system drained
19.13 m3/min of methane for the U-type ventilation system, and 22.31 m3/min in the case of the
Y-type ventilation system;

- The ventilation methane content of the longwall when using the U-type system was almost
14% higher compared to the Y-type system. At the same time, the absolute methane content
of the longwall when using the U-type ventilation system was lower than in the case of the
Y-type system;

- The efficiency of the methane drainage system increased in the case of the Y-type ventilation
system—on average, 14% more methane was drained compared to the U-type system;

- The number of times the permitted methane concentrations were exceeded when using the U-type
system was 1295, and as “only” ventilation 47 for the U-type system. The highest number of
exceedances of the permissible methane concentrations when using the U-type ventilation system
was recorded by the M4 sensor (776 cases), and when using the Y-type ventilation system by
the M5 sensor (21 cases). There is a clear reduction in the number of exceedances, which is very
important for the continuity and efficiency of the mining process;

- The maximum average methane content in the ventilation air for the U-type ventilation system
within the intersection of the longwall and the tailgate was 2.3%, and 1.5% for the Y-type
ventilation system;

- The average concentration of gases (ethane, ethylene, propane, propylene, acetylene, carbon
monoxide, carbon dioxide, hydrogen) produced during the process of oxidation and spontaneous
heating of coal left in the goaf leading to its spontaneous combustion were higher for the Y-type
ventilation system compared to the U-type ventilation system. At the same time, the average
values of oxygen concentration in the goaf for the Y-type system were lower than for the U-type
ventilation system, which indicated an intensified process of coal oxidation. The average content
of carbon monoxide in the air samples taken from the goaf when using the Y-type longwall
ventilation system was almost three times higher than when using the U-type system. The
average content of propylene and ethylene was twice as high when using the Y-type longwall
ventilation system, compared to when using the U-type system. The average oxygen content
when using the Y-type ventilation system was lower than when using the U-type system; this
indicates an intensified process of coal oxidation, leading to its coal spontaneous heating;

- In order to reliably assess the impact of the longwall ventilation system on the level of endogenous
fire hazard in the goafs, it is necessary to conduct a full analysis of the change in the concentration
of fire gases as a function of time treated as fire indicators. These gases include oxygen, nitrogen,
carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide, hydrogen, and unsaturated hydrocarbons. An analysis of
the concentrations of individual gases does not provide a complete picture of the endogenous fire
hazard and can lead to incorrect findings.

Following the tests carried out and the results obtained, it can be concluded that the methane
release hazard is higher when using the U-type longwall ventilation system than when using the Y-type
ventilation system. At the same time, the hazard of coal spontaneous combustion is lower when using
the U-type system compared to the Y-type system. Such data are therefore very important, since it is
necessary to ensure the safety of the coal extraction process.

The case presented by the authors is probably the first research of this kindconducted and
presented. The authors hope that it will contribute to the discussion on the optimal selection and,
if necessary, change of the ventilation system for active longwalls.
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